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Preface

This Special Issue compiles cutting-edge research on pesticide-independent strategies for

tackling agricultural pests, including pathogens, insect pests and weeds. It emphasizes innovative

physical control methods based on electrostatic principles and sheds light on novel approaches to

pest management.

The cornerstone of this Special Issue lies in the utilization of electrostatic techniques to develop

simple yet effective devices. These devices leverage the generation of electric fields through charged

conductors, both insulated and non-insulated. Insulated charged conductors create static electric

fields capable of trapping airborne fungal spores, plant pollen and flying insect pests. Moreover, the

repellent effect of the static electric field on insects adds another dimension to pest management. On

the other hand, non-insulated charged conductors generate dynamic electric fields, facilitating the

electrocution of conductive pests such as insects nesting in stored dried crop products.

The editorial and review articles provide insights into the structural design of electrostatic

devices and their application in quantitative sporulation analysis for fungal phytopathogen and

pest trapping. Original articles delve into the impact of electrostatic fields on diamondback moth

population dynamics and introduce innovative techniques for electrocuting weed seedlings and

emerging flies. Clear criteria for target size in the trapping and electrocuting processes are also

elucidated.

Complementing electrostatic methods, this Special Issue explores biotechnological approaches

to pest resistance. Screening for genetic traits conducive to pest resistance in major crop plants and

strategies for breeding resistant cultivars are discussed. Articles focus on resistance to Tomato brown

rugose fruit virus and anthracnose in a capsicum species, highlighting the role of viral RNA silencing,

host resistance proteins and hormone-based resistance.

The efficacy of combining physical and resistance breeding technologies with biological control

measures is underscored. Various bacterial and fungal agents are explored as biocontrol agents

against plant pathogens and insect pests. The use of hyperparasitic fungi such as Ampelomyces spp.

is highlighted for controlling powdery mildew colonies on leaves. Morphological and molecular

characterization, along with quantitative analyses, elucidate their biocontrol functionality.

This Special Issue showcases a comprehensive approach to pest management, integrating

innovative electrostatic techniques with biotechnological advancements and biological control

measures. By harnessing these diverse strategies, agricultural systems can achieve more sustainable

and effective pest control.

Hideyoshi Toyoda

Editor
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Editorial

Electrostatic Techniques for Physically Managing Pathogens,
Insect Pests, and Weeds in Field and Greenhouse
Cropping Systems

Hideyoshi Toyoda

Research Association of Electric Field Screen Supporters, Nara 631-8505, Japan; toyoda@nara.kindai.ac.jp

1. Introduction

The primary focus in pest management across all pest classes, including pathogens,
insect pests, and weeds, is on shifting towards methods that do not rely on pesticides. This
shift is driven by the emergence of pesticide-resistant pests due to the extensive use of
chemicals [1–4] and increasing public demand for reduced or pesticide-free agriculture. In
alignment with this research direction, this editorial introduces a new wave of electrostatics-
based physical pest control methods.

A thorough understanding of electrostatics has laid the foundation for the develop-
ment of innovative tools to combat plant pathogens, insect pests, and weeds in both field
and greenhouse settings. These tools encompass devices that create an electric field [5],
defined as the region surrounding an electric charge where it can exert a noticeable force on
another electric charge [6]. The core component of these devices is an insulated conductor
charged negatively using a voltage generator [5]. The insulation of the charged conductor
is crucial to establish a non-discharging electric field around it. These electric field-based
devices are known as electric field screens and are of three types: single-charged monopo-
lar, single-charged dipolar, and double-charged dipolar [5]. The force generated by these
electric field screens has been harnessed to capture airborne spores [7], plant pollen [8],
and flying insect pests [9,10]. In contrast, a different type of device, constructed with a
non-insulated charged conductor, generates an arc (spark) discharge aimed at targets [11].
This device is referred to as an arc-exposing electric field screen and is employed to manage
insects and weed seedlings emerging from the ground [9]. Hence, these devices can be
customized to suit the specific electrostatic characteristics based on the nature of the targets.

The most notable feature of these electric field-based devices is their straightforward
design, which allows ordinary workers to construct them inexpensively using readily
available materials or modifying them as required. Electrostatic traps have demonstrated
practicality in preventing wind-borne pathogen spores and flying insect pests from infil-
trating greenhouses [12] and in monitoring their spatial and temporal patterns to design
safe crop production areas [13]. Safe arcing devices can also serve as practical tools for
simultaneously eliminating weeds and insect pests emerging from crop fields [14].

In this editorial, the author provides basic information and explanations about electric
field screens for ordinary crop growers who may not be familiar with the technical aspects.
The aim is to encourage their active participation in new research endeavors related to pest
control. Ongoing research in this area offers fresh insights for developing reliable plant
protection methods and ensuring sustainable crop production that can effectively adapt to
various changes in different cropping systems.

2. Charging of an Insulated Conductor

A conductor can be charged either negatively or positively by connecting it to a
grounded voltage generator. This voltage generator increases the initial voltage to the
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desired level [15]. When using a negative voltage, the generator takes free electrons (nega-
tive charge) from the ground and transfers them to the conductor, resulting in negatively
charging the conductor. Conversely, when using a positive voltage, the generator pushes
free electrons out of the conductor into the ground, causing it to acquire a positive charge.
To prevent the discharge of the conductor, it is coated with an insulating material like soft
polyvinyl chloride, which has a recommended volume resistivity of 109 Ωcm [5].

3. Construction of Electric Field Screens

Figure S1 illustrates the components (Figure S1A–E) and units (Figure S1F–H) needed
to build electric field screens. These components consist of a negative or positive voltage
generator (Figure S1A), a grounded line (Figure S1B), a layer of insulated metal wires
(Figure S1C) arranged horizontally at specific intervals and interconnected, a metal net
(Figure S1D), and a polypropylene frame (insulator) (Figure S1E) [5]. A voltage generator
is connected to both a grounded line and a layer of insulated metal wires or a metal net. A
layer of insulated metal wires is secured within a frame and serves as a metal-wire unit for
screen construction (Figure S1F). The framed metal net is connected to a negative voltage
generator to function as a charged metal-net unit (Figure S1G) or connected to a grounded
line to serve as a grounded metal-net unit (Figure S1H).

4. Single-Charged Monopolar Electric Field Screen for Trapping Airborne Spores

Figure S2A depicts a single-charged monopolar electric field screen (SM-screen), which
consists of a layer of insulated metal wires (metal-wire unit) connected to either a neg-
ative [16] or positive voltage generator [17]. The SM-screen was originally designed to
capture airborne conidia of the powdery mildew pathogen [16]. Each insulated charged
metal wire (conductor) creates an electrostatic field (a monopolar electric field that does
not produce electric discharge) concentrically in the surrounding space, and an electric
field barrier is created when multiple insulated charged conductors are arranged in par-
allel at specific intervals. Within this electric field barrier, small particles such as fungal
spores are attracted to the charged conductor due to their dielectrophoretic movement [18].
Specifically, airborne spores become polarized positively on the side facing the charged
conductor and negatively on the opposite side. An attractive force is generated between the
positive charge on the spore and the negative charge on the conductor, causing the spore to
be drawn towards the charged conductor [16]. In the case of a positively charged insulated
conductor, the spore is oriented in the opposite direction due to dielectrophoresis. When
the applied voltage is the same in both conductors, an attractive force of equal strength is
generated between the spore and the charged conductor [17].

In practical spore trapping scenarios, the target is typically wind-borne spores. The
movement of these spores within an electrostatic field is influenced by the wind velocity
vector and dielectrophoretic attractive force. To capture the spores effectively, an attractive
force greater than the force associated with the wind velocity is required. Increasing the
voltage applied to the conductor results in a stronger attractive force. However, it is
important to note that the SM-screen was not very effective at trapping small flying insect
pests, even when the highest achievable force was applied.

5. Single- and Double-Charged Dipolar Electric Field Screens for Trapping Flying
Insect Pests

A single-charged dipolar electric field screen (SD-screen) (Figure S2B) was designed
to capture small flying insect pests that could pass through a typical insect-proof net
with a mesh size of around 1.5 mm on a greenhouse window [19]. In the SD-screen, an
electric field was created in the space between oppositely charged poles. This involved
a layer of negatively charged insulated metal wires (the metal-wire unit, serving as the
negative pole) and a grounded non-insulated metal net (the metal-net unit, functioning
as the positive pole) positioned within the electrostatic field formed by the metal-wire
unit [20]. In this setup, a negative voltage generator collected negative charge from the
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ground and transferred it to the insulated metal wires. An insulating cover (made of a
soft polyvinyl chloride tube) prevented the dissipation of surface charge from the charged
metal wires. Simultaneously, it became dielectrically polarized due to the negative charge
on the metal wire. This polarization resulted in a negative charge on the outer surface and
a positive charge on the conductorfacing surface of the insulator cover due to dielectric
polarization [21]. The negative charge on the insulator surface induced a positive charge on
the grounded metal net via electrostatic induction [22]. Essentially, the opposite charges on
the insulated metal wires and the grounded metal net established an electric field between
them [20].

A crucial factor for the dipolar electric field was the volume resistivity (Ωcm) of the
insulator used to cover the charged conductor. While the insulating cover could prevent
discharge from the charged conductor, if the voltage applied to the conductor exceeded a
certain threshold, a negative charge could pass through the insulator cover and move to
the ground through the electric field and the metal net (continuous corona discharge) [23].
In the SD-screen, a metal wire was coated with a soft polyvinyl chloride tube (109 Ωcm)
with a voltage limit of 8 kV, causing no discharge below this voltage. In other words, at
voltages below 8 kV, the SD-screen formed a static electric field (a dipolar electric field with
no discharge) between the charged metal wires and the grounded metal net [20].

A significant characteristic of the static electric field was that the negative charge
on the insulated charged conductor exerted a repulsive force on another negative charge
within the electric field. Consequently, when an insect entered this field, its free electrons
were pushed out of its body, making it positively charged (discharge-mediated positive
electrification of an insect). Eventually, these positively charged insects were attracted to the
negatively charged insulated conductor. This force was strong enough to prevent insects
from escaping, and based on this electrostatic principle, an electrostatic insect sweeper was
developed to eliminate insect pests that infest host plants [24].

A double-charged dipolar electric field screen (DD-screen) was also created to trap
flying insect pests in a greenhouse [25,26]. The DD-screen was constructed by pairing
metal-wire units connected to negative and positive voltage generators (Figure S2C). A
static electric field was established in the space between these two units. When an insect
enters this electric field, it can be captured in two ways [27]. The first scenario involves the
insect entering the vicinity of the negatively charged insulated metal wire. The insect loses
its free electrons, becoming positively charged, and is attracted to the negative pole [27].
This is essentially the same phenomenon observed in a single-charged dipolar electric field.
In the second scenario, the insect enters the region near the positively charged pole. In
this case, the insect acquires electrons from the surrounding space, becoming negatively
charged and being attracted to the positive pole [27].

The explanations above apply to a static electric field. When the applied voltage
surpasses the insulating limit and results in a silent discharge between the opposite poles,
the static electric field is converted into a dynamic electric field. However, the generation
of electric current does not affect the capture of insects. In fact, the insects are securely
trapped, even when an electric current is generated in the dynamic electric field.

6. SD-Screen for Repelling Insect Pests

The SD-screen is composed of negatively charged insulated metal wires placed at
specific intervals and a grounded metal net (Figure S2B). Insects that entered the electric
field were strongly drawn towards the charged conductor wire due to the discharge-
mediated positive electrification of their bodies [28,29]. Conversely, insects that landed
on the outer surface of the net exhibited a completely different behavior. These insects,
upon reaching the net, stopped and extended their antennae into the static electric field,
displaying a ‘searching’ behavior inside the field [30]. This behavior deterred them from
fully entering the static electric field, and they ultimately flew away without going inside.
This avoidance behavior was observed in a wide range of insects, including 17 orders,
42 families, 45 genera, and 82 species [31]. These findings strongly suggest that all insects
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are deterred by a static electric field, making the devices utilizing this electric field a
promising tool for repelling insect pests.

Some studies [32,33] reported that cockroaches are capable of detecting electric fields
with their antennae. Cockroaches, when subjected to an electric field, deflect their antennae
in response to the attraction forces, moving their antennae towards the electrode [32]. The
force arose from the uneven charge distribution on the cockroach, with negative charges
being attracted to the oppositely charged electrode [32]. Recently, Matsuda et al. [34] used
cockroaches to analyze how insects avoid this electric field and concluded that cockroaches
perceive an attractive force acting on their antennae when introduced into a static electric
field due to the removal of electrons from the antennae. In other words, when an antenna is
inserted into a static electric field, it becomes positively charged due to discharge-mediated
positive electrification and is attracted to the oppositely charged insulated metal wire. The
insect then instinctively retracts its antennae and moves backward. Positively polarized
antennae attract free electrons from the air, neutralizing the charge when pulled back out of
the electric field [35]. Gordon et al. [36] reported that mosquitoes are capable of recognizing
and avoiding entry into a static electric field generated by non-insulated charged and
grounded metal plates.

7. Arc Discharge-Generating Electric Field Screen for Eliminating Insect Pests and
Weed Seedlings

A discharge-generating electric field screen (DG-screen) was created by connecting
two metal-net units: one linked to a negative voltage generator and the other to a grounded
line (Figure S2D). This setup generated a dynamic electric field in the space between the
two units. Two types of DG-screens were established by adjusting the applied voltage:
corona discharge and arc discharge.

The arc discharge-generating type was initially developed to exterminate rice weevils
infesting dried rice grains after harvesting [37] and was later applied to pigsty windows
to eliminate mosquitoes [38]. The occurrence of an arc discharge (spark) depended on
the applied voltage and the distance between the two units, with higher voltages and
shorter distances generating stronger arc discharges in the electric field [37]. In the arc
discharge-generating DG-screen, the two units were set at a distance where no arc discharge
occurred. When insects entered the space between the units, regardless of their location,
they effectively became intermediate poles. Consequently, these insects experienced an arc
discharge from the negatively charged metal net due to their conductive cuticle outer layer.
As a result, the negative charge was transferred to the insect and then to the grounded
metal net via a two-step arc discharge process [11]. This electrocution method effectively
eliminated the insects. Despite its simple structure, this screen demonstrated excellent
functionality.

An electric weeding method based on an arc discharge exposure was originally pro-
posed by Wilson and Anderson [39] and subsequently adopted by others [40–45]. The
arc discharge-generating devices were operated using a continuous-charging type of volt-
age generator. This type had a high output power for charging but carried the risk of
electric shock from the charged metal net. In contrast, a pulse-charging type of voltage
generator was safer and commonly used with electric fences to deter wild animals [46]. In
cases of unintentional human contact with electric fences, it resulted in only temporary
discomfort [46]. For safe usage, the pulse-charging type of voltage generator was employed
to operate screens for eliminating invasive kudzu vines climbing on a fence [47], weed
seedlings emerging in crop fields [48], and adult houseflies emerging from underground
pupae [49]. Recently, Matsuda et al. [50] integrated a continuous-charging type of voltage
generator into an unattended electric weeder and effectively controlled ground weeds in a
greenhouse orchard while ensuring safety.
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8. Conclusions

Electric field-based devices for pest control have been categorized based on whether
the conductor is insulated for charging purposes. Insulating the charged conductor is
crucial for creating insect-capturing and repelling devices. In laboratory-scale experiments,
an insulated conductor wire is created by passing a metal wire through a soft polyvinyl
chloride tube. The volume resistivity of polyvinyl chloride is typically 1015 Ωcm, but
it can be reduced to the range of 1014 to 108 Ωcm by adding plasticizers or ultraviolet
absorbents to enhance weather resistance. Various polyvinyl chloride materials mixed with
different substances are available in the market as soft polyvinyl chloride, each with distinct
properties and varying volume resistivities. Previous devices were effectively operated
using a conductor covered with a soft polyvinyl chloride tube with a resistivity of 109 Ωcm.
In future studies, it is crucial to investigate the relationship between the volume resistivities
of insulating materials and their functionalities.

The DG-screen could be constructed more easily because it did not require conductor
insulation; in fact, it was simply created by pairing two non-insulated metal nets. A metal
net was suitable for this purpose because numerous convex portions on the net surface
served as sites for discharge generation. Depending on the applied voltage, the type of
discharge at these convex sites could be adjusted from corona to arc discharges. Specifically,
two types of DG-screens could be constructed by varying the applied voltage. While
this editorial mainly focused on the arc discharge-generating types to present the current
state of arc-based pest control methods, the use of corona discharge-generating types may
provide opportunities to develop new devices for managing a wide range of targets.

In a corona discharge-generating electric field, numerous negative ions were generated
at the convex sites of the negatively charged metal net and transferred to the positively
charged grounded metal net. Previous studies have shown that these negative ions were
attached to small particles, such as tobacco smoke [51] or small droplets containing viral
pathogens [52], which were present within the electric field. This ionization process
negatively charged these particles, ultimately leading to their capture by the oppositely
charged grounded metal net. Therefore, these successful applications may provide insights
into the development of discharge-based electric field screen technologies for pest control
in the next stage.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy13122855/s1, Figure S1: Components (A–E) and units
(F–H) for constructing electric field screens; Figure S2: Different types of electric field screens
constructed using combinations of metal wire units and/or metal-net units.
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Abstract: This review examines the progress of electrostatic spore-trapping research and the potential
for the practical application of electrostatic apparatuses in powdery mildew control. These appara-
tuses produce an electric field by charging an insulated conductor wire (ICW). Airborne pathogen
spores are subjected to an attractive force in the electric field and are drawn to the charged ICW as
a result of dielectrophoretic movement. The strength of the attractive force is commensurate with
the field strength (determined by the magnitude of the voltage applied to the ICW). Single-charged
monopolar electric field screens (SM screens) are constructed by arraying negatively charged cylindri-
cal ICWs in parallel at a specific interval. The connected electric fields of these ICWs form a gap-free
air-shielding barrier. Wind-dispersed spores are precipitated by this barrier to create spore-free air.
Oppositely charged SM screens have been combined to develop double-charged dipolar electric field
screens, which generate a stronger spore attraction force under lower voltage application. Thus,
electric field screens represent a promising physical method for creating spore-free spaces in cropping
facilities, where plants can be cultivated without risk of infection by airborne fungal pathogens.

Keywords: attractive force; electrostatic field; Pseudoidium neolycopersici L. Kiss; Penicillium digitatum;
physical pathogen control; spore collection probe; spore-free space; static electric field

1. Introduction

Powdery mildew was first detected in our greenhouse tomatoes in 2001 [1]. The
isolated strain (KTP-01) was identified as Oidium neolycopersici L. Kiss (syn. Pseudoidium
neolycopersici L. Kiss) [2], which was identical to isolates collected in various regions
worldwide [3]. KTP-01 was found to be highly infectious to all tested commercial tomato
cultivars [1,2], as well as a breed line resistant to a European tomato powdery mildew
isolate [4]. Although conventional fungicides for powdery mildew pathogens are effective
for its control, non-chemical control measures were adopted to reduce the risk of inducing
fungicide-resistant strains of the pathogen [5,6]. The initial approach was to screen wild-
type tomato plants resistant to new isolates [7–9] and identify resistance genes in these
plants [10–12]. A new tomato line bred through interspecific hybridization was found to be
highly resistant to the target pathogen isolate until a new pathogenic strain appeared [4,8].
Another biological approach was to use plant resistance-inducing bacteria or pathogen-
antagonistic microbes to control powdery mildew. Yamamoto et al. [13] reported that the
application of Bacillus amyloliquefaciens to soil induced systemic resistance in tomato plants
against powdery mildew and bacterial wilt caused by Ralstonia solanacearum. Németh
et al. [14] inoculated Ampelomyces strains into powdery mildew colonies on leaves and
reported their mycoparasitic activity against colonial mycelia. Despite much interesting
work, there has been little practical progress in this field because these protective effects are
easily attenuated, and due to problems with agent preparation, limited application targets,
high susceptibility to environmental conditions, and high cost.
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By contrast, physical pathogen control methods are largely unaffected by biological
and environmental conditions. With electrostatic methods, which are promising for physical
pathogen control, an electric field is generated by an electric charge on a conductor as
follows: a voltage generator picks up a negative charge from the ground and supplies it to
a linked conductor; negative charge accumulates on the surface of the conductor; and an
electric field is formed in the space surrounding the charged conductor. If another grounded
conductor is placed within the electric field and the applied voltage exceeds a certain limit,
the negative charge on the conductor moves to the ground via the grounded conductor
(i.e., discharge between two conductors) [15]. By exploiting this discharge phenomenon,
Nonomura et al. [16] devised a portable pen-shaped corona discharge generator, in which
a powdery mildew colony on a leaf touched by a ground line is directly exposed to a
plasma jet stream from the pointed tip of the generator. This exposure treatment destroyed
all conidia and conidiophores in the colony instantaneously. However, due to its labor-
intensive nature, this treatment is effective for only limited numbers of colonies at the initial
stage of disease expansion.

Negative charge on an insulated conductor causes different phenomena within an
electric field. If the applied voltage does not exceed the limit, the insulating coating of the
conductor prevents discharge (i.e., charge movement) from the charged conductor. Charge
remaining on the conductor negatively electrifies the outer surface and positively electrifies
the inner surface of the coating through dielectric polarization [17]. An electric field forms
around the insulated conductor due to surface charge on the insulator. Importantly, this
surface charge imparts a perceivable force to any other charge entering the electric field.
Matsuda et al. [18] utilized this force to design a spore trap based on an electric field screen,
in which cylindrical insulated conductors were arrayed in parallel at a specific interval,
thereby creating an electric field between the charged insulated conductors. Eventually,
this spore trap device was further developed as an electrostatic air-shielding barrier to
create spore-free spaces for plant cultivation [19].

In this review, we discuss the progress of electrostatic spore trapping research, from its
initial experiments to the development of electric field screens targeting fungal spores sub-
ject to long-distance dispersal by wind. Most fungal spores are plant pathogens, which have
varying spore production rates; powdery mildew is relatively prolific in the pre-harvest
stage [20], whereas green molds are common post-harvest [21]. These fungi are often used
as model biological materials for capture experiments. Based on results obtained using these
species, we offer new insights into fungicide-independent control methods for airborne
fungal pathogen spores, based on major contributions made by our joint researchers.

2. Construction of Electrostatic Spore Collection Probes

The powdery mildew pathogen infects tomato plants and typically produces white
colonies (pustules) on leaves (Figure 1A). As shown in Figure 1B, numerous conidiophores
(rod-shaped structures emerging from superficial hyphae) are produced in the pustules,
and spores (conidia) develop at the tips of conidiophores [22]. Using a glass needle held by
the micromanipulator of a high-fidelity digital microscope (Figure 1C), Matsuda et al. [23]
collected mature conidia from the tips of conidiophores under the microscope. Conidia
jumped toward the glass needle before coming into contact with it (Figure 1D). This
phenomenon suggested electrostatic attraction between the conidia and needle. A glass
needle was fabricated by heating, expanding, and cutting a glass tube (Figure S1). Frictional
electrification occurred between the glass surface and surrounding air as the glass tube
expanded [24]. Frictional electricity accumulated on the tip of the glass needle, producing
an electrostatic field in the surrounding space (Figure S1). The spores were attracted to the
needle as a result of an attractive force created by the electrostatic field.
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Figure 1. (A) Fungal colonies on tomato leaves; (B) electron micrograph of conidiophores within a
colony; (C) a high-fidelity digital microscope equipped with two micromanipulators; and (D) tomato
powdery mildew spore collected with a glass needle held under a high-fidelity digital microscope.

To demonstrate the involvement of an electrostatic force in spore attraction, an electro-
static field was created using another electrostatic technique. In this experiment, Nonomura
et al. [22] used an electrostatic spore collection probe (i.e., a pointed ebonite rod) (Figure 2A).
Mature conidia on the conidiophore were collected using the attractive force created by
the electrostatic field produced at the pointed tip of the electrostatic spore collection probe
(Figure 2B). Mature conidia that had detached from the conidiophore were attracted to the
probe tip, without requiring physical contact, demonstrating that our the hypothesis of
electrostatic involvement was correct. The electrostatic spore collection probe was created
by touching the flat end of the pointed ebonite rod to a negatively charged metal cap. The
ebonite became electrified via dielectric polarization [17], thus producing an electrostatic
field around the pointed tip. In the area occupied by an electrostatic field, a charged body
will experience an electrostatic force directly proportional to the applied voltage.

Figure 2. (A) Structure of an electrostatic spore collection probe; and (B) attraction of a mature spore
(conidium) on a tomato powdery mildew conidiophore by an electrostatic spore collection probe.

Under a digital microscope, the electrostatic spore collection probe was brought close
to a mature conidium on a conidiophore. Mature conidia were easily distinguished due to
the clear constriction between a conidium and the conidiophore tip end. A conidium was
attracted to the probe tip without direct contact (Video S1A), providing clear evidence of
the involvement of electrostatic force in spore attraction. These results laid the groundwork
for our further electrostatic engineering research and electric field screen development.
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The electrostatic spore collection probe was used for microscopic analysis of conidio-
genesis by barley powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei) [25] and Cucurbitaceae
powdery mildew (Podosphaera xanthii) [26]. The probe was modified to fabricate a time-
controlled electrostatic spore attraction plate (Video S1B), to collect all conidia produced by
these powdery mildew pathogens throughout their lifetime [27,28].

3. Dielectrophoretic Movement of Spores in an Electrostatic Field

3.1. Construction of an Electrostatic Field

The application of negative or positive voltage to an insulated conductor allows
negative or positive charge to accumulate on the conductor surface, in turn producing an
electric field in the surrounding space. This field induces surface charges in the insulating
coating of the conductor. For example, when the insulator is an acrylic cylinder, opposite
charges are created on the inner and outer surfaces of the cylinder through dielectric
polarization (Figure S2) [17]. The outer surface charge of the monopolar cylinder produces
an electrostatic field in the surrounding space (Figure S2), such that there is no current flow
in the space, only charge.

With either negative or positive voltage application, a voltage applied at the same
magnitude will produce the same field intensity, as the potential difference with respect to
the ground remains the same. The same field intensity in turn creates the same magnitude of
electrostatic force. Field intensity is strongest in the region closest to the charged/electrified
body (in this case, the insulator). The electric field intensity gradient is used to capture
objects that enter the field.

3.2. Airborne Spore Capture by an Electrified Insulated Conductor

Dielectrophoresis is a phenomenon by which a force is exerted on a dielectric (oppo-
sitely polarized) particle in an electric field [29]. This force does not require the particle
to be charged, because all particles exhibit dielectrophoretic activity in the presence of
the electric field. According to dielectrophoresis theory, the relative polarizability of the
particles changes along the electric field strength gradient. Field strength, i.e., the force
intensity at a given point in the electric field, becomes stronger as a point moves closer to
the charged pole. Thus, particles in an electric field are attracted to a charged pole that
produces an electric field.

In a negatively charged acrylic cylinder, airborne spores reaching the electrostatic field
are positively polarized on the cylinder side and negatively polarized on the opposite side
of the spore (Figure 3A). An attractive force is generated between the positive charge of
the spore and the negative charge of the cylinder, and the spore is drawn to the cylinder
according to its dielectrophoretic movement [18].

Figure 3. Schematic representation of attraction of spores entering the electrostatic field of an insulator:
(A) negatively or (B) positively electrified by dielectrophoresis.

In a positively charged acrylic cylinder (Figure 3B), spore polarization is oriented in
the opposite direction. The spore is polarized negatively on the cylinder side and positively
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on the opposite side of the spore through dielectrophoresis [30]. If the applied voltage
is the same in both insulated conductor wires (ICWs), an attractive force of the same
strength (magnitude) is generated between the spore and cylinder. This spore attraction
phenomenon prompted additional investigations into the use of electric field screens for
capture applications.

In real-life spore capture applications, the targets are wind-dispersed spores. The
movement of these spores in an electrostatic field is determined by the wind velocity vector
and dielectrophoretic attractive force [18]. Naturally, an attractive force surpassing the
force associated with the wind velocity is necessary to capture the spores.

3.3. Fabrication of a Single-Charged Monopolar Electric Field Screen
3.3.1. Air-Shielding Barrier Formed by Connected Electrostatic Fields

An insulator covering a charged conductor generates an electrostatic field in the
surrounding space via electrification through dielectric polarization. A cylindrical insulator
produces the electrostatic field concentrically (Figure 3). Thus, an air shield can be created
by placing several electrostatically charged cylinders in close proximity to other cylinders
in a screen-like configuration, allowing interaction between the associated electrostatic
fields of individual cylinders (Figure 4A). Wind-dispersed spores that reach the field
are uniformly attracted to the nearest cylinder (Figure 4B), and do not pass through the
electrostatic barrier [18,30].

Figure 4. (A) Vertically arrayed insulated conductor wires (ICWs); (B) air-shielding barrier
of connected electrostatic fields comprising vertically arrayed ICWs (cross-sectional view); and
(C) single-charged monopolar electric field screen.

One apparatus that utilizes this phenomenon is the electric field screen (Figure 4C),
which is an air shielding device constructed using electrostatic engineering techniques. The
electrostatic field created by the parallel array of insulated conducting wires allows air to
permeate freely through the barrier while capturing wind-dispersed spores by establishing a
strong attractive force. The electric field screen is air-permeable, allowing use in conjunction
with other ventilation equipment. For example, in a greenhouse containing windows
furnished with electric field screens, wind-dispersed spores precipitate from the ventilated
air to the screen, while air passes freely through the screen. As a result, spore-free air is
supplied to plants cultivated in the greenhouse [19]; this allows the plants to avoid infection
by airborne pathogens, for non-agrochemical control of pathogens during crop cultivation.

There is a positive relationship between applied voltage and radial expansion of an
electrostatic field (Figure S3A). A higher voltage produces a wider electrostatic field. In
an electric field screen, the interval between the ICWs necessary for capture applications
increases at twice the rate of the applied voltage (Figure S3B). As the necessary separation
interval between the ICWs of the screen increases with the application of higher voltages,
the screen becomes more permeable to air. However, higher voltages increase the likelihood
of discharge at the electric connection points. In practical applications, 5-kV charging
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(separation interval, 10 mm) is often selected to minimize discharge events while promoting
satisfactory air permeability.

3.3.2. Powdery Mildew Pathogen Control by a Single-Charged Monopolar Electric Field
Screen

A single-charged monopolar electric field screen (SM screen) was designed to protect
greenhouse tomatoes from infection by airborne conidia of the tomato powdery mildew
pathogen. Insulated cylindrical conductor wires were installed on the roof and four lateral
faces of a box-shaped frame to create an electric field screen box (Figure 5A). This box was
used to cover a hydroponic trough used for growing tomato seedlings.

Figure 5. (A) Rectangular box furnished with single-charged monopolar electric field screens to
cover a hydroponic trough for culturing plant seedlings: (B) schematic representation of a method
for inoculating powdery mildew pathogen conidia into tomato seedlings in screen-guarded and
unguarded hydroponic troughs; (C) heavily infected tomato seedlings in the unguarded hydroponic
trough (left) and healthy non-infected tomato seedlings in the screen-guarded hydroponic trough
(right) at 1 month after inoculation; and (D) digital micrographs of conidia captured by the insulated
conductor wire of the electric field screen box used to cover the hydroponic trough.

Powdery mildew pathogen conidia are dispersed by wind to reach host plant leaves,
where they germinate and initiate infection. After infection has been established, the
pathogen produces pustules (colonies) on the leaf surface, in which numerous coni-
dia are produced and dispersed by wind to neighboring host plants, thereby spreading
the infection.

The occurrence of powdery mildew disease in greenhouse tomatoes indicates that an
outside source is responsible for the infection. The origin of the conidia remains unclear;
however, several studies have suggested that these pathogens can travel several kilome-
ters [31–33]. Once the pathogen invades a greenhouse, the disease spreads quickly after
the first infection is established. Therefore, preventing the initial entry of conidia into the
greenhouse is vital.

In an inoculation assay, conidia were mechanically blown onto tomato plants under
the assumption that the conidia are wind-dispersed. Three hydroponic troughs culturing
tomato seedlings were used for the experiment; the center trough was covered with an
electric field screen box (Figure 5B). Inoculated tomato plants producing abundant conidia
were used as spore (inoculum) sources. Air was blown continuously, at a rate of 3 m/s,
toward the hydroponic tomato seedlings by an electric fan for one month. As conidia were
produced daily on the inoculum plants [22], the test plants were continuously infected by
the pathogen; thus, particularly severe infection conditions were established as an exacting
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test of the electric field screen system. This degree of infection is rarely encountered under
natural conditions.

The spacing between the ICWs in the electric field screen box was 60 mm (30 kV
charge; Figure 5C) to facilitate observation of the tomato seedlings. Photographs showed
the external appearance of leaves of guarded and unguarded tomato seedlings after one
month. Powdery mildew colonies expanded over the leaf surfaces of unguarded seedlings
(Figure 5C, left), indicating severe infection. By contrast, tomato seedlings within the screen
box remained uninfected throughout the experimental period (Figure 5C, right), confirming
that healthy and successful growth could be attained under severe inoculation conditions.

At the end of the experiment, all ICWs were detached from the box to observe their
surfaces using a high-fidelity digital microscope. Many conidia were detected on the
conductor surfaces (Figure 5D). These results demonstrate that the electric field screen was
able to capture all conidia blown at a rate of 3 m/s toward the screen box, thereby fully
protecting tomato seedlings from the powdery mildew pathogen.

4. Spore Trapping by Two- and Three-Layer Double-Charged Dipolar Electric
Field Screens

4.1. Negative and Positive Voltage Generators for Double Charging

The ICW is electrified by connecting a grounded negative or positive voltage gen-
erator. A negative voltage generator draws free electrons from the ground, which is an
infinite source or sink of electrons, to the conductor wire (Figure S4A). Negative electricity
accumulates on the surface of the wire conductor. In turn, negative charges are induced on
the outer surface of the insulating wire coating, thereby negatively electrifying the insulator
through dielectric polarization. A positive voltage generator pushes free electrons to the
ground to positively charge the conductor wire (Figure S4B). The surface of the conducting
wire becomes positively charged due to electrostatic induction [34]. A positive charge is
induced on the outer surface of the insulating coating surrounding the conducting wire,
and the coating becomes positively charged through dielectric polarization.

The amount of electricity required for electrification is proportional to the voltage ap-
plied by the voltage generator. The applied voltage corresponds to the potential difference
with respect to the ground; a larger potential difference enhances electrostatic phenomena,
as a larger attractive or repulsive force is generated. This allows the capture of spores.

Both voltage generators can be operated by a 12-V storage battery. A voltage generator
is used to boost the initial voltage (12 V) to the designated voltage (up to 30 kV) using a
transformer (coil) and Cockcroft circuit integrated into an electric circuit in the voltage
generator [35]. The difference between the negative and positive voltage generators is that
the Cockcroft circuit is set in reverse, such that negative electricity moves in the opposite
direction (Figure S4). The greatest advantage of this voltage generator is that it can be
operated using a 12-V direct current (DC) source. The electric power consumption (5 W)
approaches that of a small lightbulb, such that the screen can operate for long periods of
time using a regular storage battery. This is useful for practical implementation of the
electric field screen.

4.2. Soft Polyvinyl Chloride Tube for Insulating Conductors

Acrylic resin has strong insulative properties, such that high voltages can be applied
to a conductor insulated with this resin. However, acrylic resin is very difficult to process,
which complicates the development of new types of electric field screens and limits real-
world applications. To solve this problem, we employed polyvinyl chloride resin, which is
commonly used to insulate metal materials. As we had no equipment in our laboratory
capable of producing or coating materials with this resin, we used a commercially available
soft vinyl chloride (Toalon) tube. The most serious drawback of this material is that it has
extremely low volume resistivity, which limited our ability to charge it. Unexpectedly,
this limitation motivated us to develop a new method for achieving the necessary capture
capabilities at lower voltages.
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The major factors that should be considered when designing an electric field screen are
the quality of the insulation material, pole distance, range of applied voltage, and presence
or absence of discharge, particularly arc discharge. All these factors are closely related. For
example, for the same applied voltage, if the pole distance is shortened, discharge occurs
more readily between the opposite poles. Therefore, we modified several screen parameters
such as the applied voltage, while fixing other factors. The fixed parameters included the
use of soft vinyl chloride tube to insulate the conductors and a 5-mm separation distance
between the adjacent insulated conductors used to create the screen. The ICW was prepared
by passing a copper or iron wire through the soft polyvinyl chloride tube and arranging
these wires in parallel at a constant 5-mm interval as a skeletal structure for subsequent
electric field screens.

4.3. Fabrication of the Double-Charged Dipolar Electric Field Screen

Conductor wires insulated with soft polyvinyl chloride tubes were arrayed in parallel
at a specific interval (5 mm), linked to each other (and to a negative or positive voltage
generator), and fixed with a polypropylene frame to construct the SM screen (Figure 6A). A
double-charged dipolar electric field screen (DD screen) was constructed by pairing two
SM screens linked to negative and positive voltage generators, respectively, to realize a
two-layer DD screen (Figure 6B). A three-layer DD screen was constructed by placing the
negatively charged SM screen beside a positively charged two-layer SM screen (Figure 6C).
Two- and three-layer DD screens have oppositely charged ICWs in an offset configuration,
where the electric field is created in the space between the oppositely charged ICWs (dipole)
(Figure 6D,E). The insulating coating of the charged conductor prevents charges on the
conductor surface from moving to the electric field (discharge of the charge conductor).
The electric field formed between the oppositely charged poles can result in an electric
discharge if the applied voltage exceeds a certain limit. Thus, this type of electric field is
distinguished by the presence or absence of discharge, where the non-discharging electric
field can be described as a static electric field [36]. Within the voltage range of the DD
screen, a static electric field between the oppositely charged ICWs forms a zigzag pattern in
two-layer screens (Figure 6D) and an x-shaped pattern in three-layer screens (Figure 6E).

Figure 6. (A) Single-charged monopolar electric field screen; (B, C) double-charged dipolar electric
field screens (DD screens) constructed with (B) two and (C) three layers; (D,E) static electric fields
formed between oppositely charged conductor wires of (D) two-layer and (E) three-layer screens
(cross-sectional view).
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4.4. Spore-Capturing Ability of Two- and Three-Layer DD Screens

In this experiment, lemon fruit was inoculated with green mold (P. digitatum) and the
abundant spores that formed were used for inoculation (Figure S5A,B) [37]. Spores from
the inoculated fruit were dusted onto a parchment paper-covered tray by gently tapping
the fruit. The spore density was fixed at 104–105 spores/cm2/tray by counting the spores
in several randomly selected areas of the tray using a high-fidelity digital microscope. The
collected spores were placed in a pressure bottle and blown by compressed air from the
outlet nozzle toward the DD screen (Figure S5C). The spore capture rate was determined
by counting the spores trapped by the ICWs of the DD screen and the electrostatic spore
attraction plate [27] placed over the screen (Figure S5D). Two- and three-layer DD screens
were used for the assay to determine their ability to capture wind-dispersed spores, as
these screen types had shown good results in preliminary experiments.

To determine the total number of microscopic spores used in this experiment, the
surfaces of the ICWs were scanned with a high-fidelity digital microscope to ensure that
all trapped spores were counted. Because spores that escaped the trap by passing through
the screen remained uncounted in preliminary experiments, an electrostatic spore attrac-
tion plate was installed as an additional trapping apparatus on the opposite side of the
screen [27]. Despite this precaution, we were unable to guarantee that all escaped spores
had been trapped for counting. Nevertheless, the number of spores trapped by the elec-
trostatic spore attraction plate at lower applied voltages declined gradually as the voltage
increased, indicating enhancement of the spore capturing rate. The spore capturing rate
was determined by calculating the numbers of spores trapped by the ICWs of the DD screen
and electrostatic spore attraction plate.

The three-layer screen prevented all spores from passing through the apparatus at
a charge of −0.9 kV (Table 1). Two- and three-layer screens use the same mechanism to
trap spores; therefore, the two-layer screen was expected to prevent passage of the spores.
However, the two-layer screen failed to capture even a small number of spores, as they
appeared to escape via a ‘jumping’ phenomenon.

Table 1. Numbers of Penicillium digitatum spores passing through electric field screens with double or
triple layers of oppositely charged insulated conductor wires [37].

Electric Field
Screens

Experiments
Voltages (-kV) Oppositely Applied to ICWs

0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2

Double layers 1 24,959.5 (100) 10,892.1 (43.6) 1790.0 (7.2) 227.2 (0.9) 221.6 (0.9)
2 17,705.4 (100) 7444.9 (42.0) 1574.1 (8.9) 291.9 (1.6) 250.8 (1.4)
3 25,908.6 (100) 10,411.8 (40.2) 2019.3 (7.8) 330.8 (1.3) 291.4 (1.1)
4 19,141.7 (100) 8663.7 (45.3) 1458.9 (7.6) 188.5 (1.0) 150.8 (0.8)
5 21,498.2 (100) 8512.9 (39.6) 1601.8 (7.5) 201.4 (0.9) 176.5 (0.8)

Average % 100 a 42.1 ± 2.4 b 7.8 ± 0.7 c 1.2 ± 0.3 d 1.0 ± 0.3 d

Triple layers 1 28,411.3 (100) 6967.0 (24.5) 109.8 (0.4) 0 (0) 0 (0)
2 18,849.4 (100) 4671.1 (24.8) 96.5 (0.5) 0 (0) 0 (0)
3 24,449.9 (100) 2654.5 (10.9) 76.2 (0.3) 0 (0) 0 (0)
4 28,212.2 (100) 5254.2 (18.6) 108.1 (0.4) 0 (0) 0 (0)
5 13,548.6 (100) 2662.8 (19.7) 73.6 (0.5) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Average % 100 a 19.7 ± 5.1 b 0.4 ± 0.1 c 0 d 0 d

Numbers in parentheses represent percentages of trapped spores relative to the uncharged control. Different
letters in each horizontal row indicate significant differences (p < 0.05; Tukey’s test).

4.5. Spore Jumping Caused by Creeping Discharges

Within the electric field, minute particles such as spores are attracted to the nearest
charged pole due to dielectrophoresis. However, when the spores reached the surface of the
negatively charged pole, they were rarely electrified by negative discharge. When multiple
spores were within the closed area, spores contiguous to other spores jumped away as a
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result of the charge between them. Thus, when a second spore was attracted to a negatively
charged insulator close to a precedent, positively electrified spore, the first spore jumped
away, instead of the second spore. This phenomenon can be explained in terms of creeping
discharge between proximate spores.

When a second spore is captured at a site adjacent to a previously captured spore,
both spores attain opposite charges (Figure 7A); this promotes the transfer of electricity
(free electrons) between them. This flow of electricity occurs on the surface of the insulator
as creeping discharge [38]. Eventually, the second spore becomes positively charged, and
the first spore attains a negative charge. The first spore is subjected to a repulsive force
from the same-charged insulator, which induces the jumping effect. For the green mold
spores (diameter, 5 μm) used in this experiment, spore jumping was observed when two
spores coexisted within a circle with a 20-μm radius [37]. If the separation of the two spores
exceeded this distance, no creeping discharge (i.e., no spore jumping) occurred.

Figure 7. (A) Schematic representation of creeping discharge between two spores and spore jump-
ing on the electrified insulator covering a charged conductor; and (B) schematic representation
of the escape (left) and recapture (right) of a jumping spore in two- and three-layer electric field
screens, respectively.

Spore jumping occurs more frequently as spore density increases, as creeping dis-
charge between the spores is generated more easily. From an electrostatic perspective,
creeping discharge occurs more frequently when an insulator with lower surface resistivity
is used or when the applied voltage is higher. The three-layer screen was effective in captur-
ing spores (Table 1); therefore, to determine whether there is a difference in spore-capturing
functionality between two- and three-layer screens, Takikawa et al. [37] re-examined the
settings of the experiment. Large numbers of spores were blown onto the electric field
screen, which readily induced creeping discharge (and therefore spore jumping). Micro-
scopic observation indicated that spore jumping occurred when subsequent spores entered
the area at an inter-spore distance of 20 μm. As shown in Figure 7B, spores that jumped
were more easily trapped by the additional electric field in the three-layer screen.

The density of spores in air is very low; thus, the likelihood of creeping discharge
between captured spores is also very low. From this perspective, the jumping of captured
spores seldom occurs under ordinary circumstances. Therefore, two-layer screens can be
applied for spore capture in most situations, as they exhibit the same capture ability as
three-layers screens and are more cost-effective.
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5. Practical Control of Powdery Mildew Conidia by Electric Field Screens

A three-layer DD screen with an ungrounded circuit (Figure 8A) was used to con-
struct an electrostatic shelter (Figure 8B) to raise healthy plant seedlings in a pathogen-free
space [39]. In the ungrounded circuit, free electrons in the conductor wires were sup-
plied directly to other conductor wires according to the voltage produced by generators
(Figure S6). An electric field screen with such a circuit requires no ground line. Based on
this reasoning, the electric field screen may be placed arbitrarily and effectively acts as
a portable device. This equipment is designed to be used in a greenhouse without an
installed electric field screen. Three-layer screens are appropriate for such usage because
they prevent entry by both pests and pathogen spores [39]. Because their structure is very
simple, their size may be freely altered according to the scale of seedling cultivation. To
enhance air permeation, the screens were installed on opposite faces of the shelter, along
with a small axis fan.

Figure 8. (A,B) Schematic representation of (A) a three-layer DD screen with a non-grounded circuit
and (B) an electrostatic seedling shelter furnished with three-layer DD screens; (C,D) schematic
representation of (C) a single-charged dipolar electric field screen, consisting of grounded metal nets
on either side of a layer of negatively charged insulated conductor wires (ICWs); and (D) static electric
fields formed between the negatively charged ICWs and grounded metal nets; and (E) installation of
single-charged dipolar electric field screens in the lateral windows of a greenhouse.

Matsuda et al. [40] devised a single-charged dipolar electric field screen (SD screen) to
trap insect pests. This screen was constructed by placing two grounded metal nets on either
side of the SM screen (Figure 8C); static electric fields were created in the space between
the negatively charged conductor wires and grounded net (Figure 8D). Insects blown into
the electric field were captured by the negatively charged conductor wire [40]. Nonomura
et al. [41] reported that the single-charged dipolar screen repelled insects that reached
the grounded metal net of the screen, as they instinctively avoided entering the static
electric field. More importantly, Kakutani et al. [42] found that the negatively charged ICW
of the SD screen trapped airborne powdery mildew conidia; these screens were applied
to greenhouse windows to create a conidium- and pest-free greenhouse environment
(Figure 8E).
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The ICW is the heart of the electric field screen. These wires are easily constructed in a
laboratory by passing a metal wire through a soft polyvinyl chloride tube. However, in
outdoor, longer-term experiments, the tubes are susceptible to severe deterioration such
as cracking, deformation, and discoloration due to changes in temperature, humidity, and
ultraviolet irradiation levels. These issues limit practical implementation of the electric
field screen.

Coating of a metal wire with weatherproof polyvinyl chloride resin is advisable to
prolong screen operation in outdoor environments with minimal deterioration. In the
preliminary experiments, a soft polyvinyl chloride tube showed optimal volume resistivity
(108–109 Ωcm) for electric field screen functionality. The volume resistivity of polyvinyl
chloride (1015 Ωcm) can be adjusted to 1014–108 Ωcm through the addition of plasticizers
or ultraviolet absorbents, thereby enhancing weather resistance [43]. Polyvinyl chloride
materials mixed with various substances are sold commercially as soft polyvinyl chloride;
these materials have distinct qualities with different volume resistivity values. A remaining
problem in electric field screen research is the selection of coating materials that meet the
requirements for practical implementation and weather resistance of ICWs.

6. Conclusions

Electrostatic spore trapping techniques are based on the dielectrical polarization of an
insulative coating by a charged conductor, and the creation of an electric field in the space
surrounding the insulated charged conductor. Spores are captured within the electric field
created by the insulated charged conductor. Unique arrangements of cylindrical charged
ICWs were used to generate various types of electric field screen, which act as air-shielding
barriers comprising combined electric fields to precipitate wind-dispersed pathogen spores
from the air. This review provides an experimental basis for the development of physical
strategies for the control of plant fungal pathogens.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy12102443/s1, Figure S1: Formation of an electrostatic field
by frictional electricity accumulated on the tip of a glass needle, Figure S2: Schematic representation
of an electrostatic field produced by a (left) negatively or (right) positively electrified insulator
covering the negatively or positively charged conductor, Figure S3: (A) Expansion of an electrostatic
field produced by insulated conductor wires (ICWs) applied with different voltages. (B) Different
intervals between ICWs charged with different voltages, Figure S4: Schematic representation of the
structure and function of (A) negative and (B) positive voltage generators, Figure S5: (A) Superficial
colony formed over a lemon inoculated with green mold and (B) electron micrograph of conidia on
conidiophores. (C) Instrument set used for a spore blowing assay. Conidia were collected and placed
in a pressure bottle, and then blown toward a double-charged dipolar electric field screen (DD) screen
by compressed air. (D) Diagram of a test box furnished with a DD screen and an axial-flow fan on the
opposite side, Figure S6: Schematic representations of (A) grounded and (B) ungrounded circuits
integrated into a DD screen, Video S1: (A) Trapping of a mature conidium by an electrostatic spore
collection probe observed under a high-fidelity digital microscope. (B) Trapping of barley powdery
mildew conidia with an electrostatic spore attraction plate.
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Abstract: This article reviews the development of electrostatic apparatuses for controlling insect pests
in greenhouses. The apparatuses control insects by repelling them, capturing them, and killing them
by producing an arc discharge. The single-charged dipolar electric field screen (SD screen) repels
insects due to insects’ inherent avoidance behavior toward entering the electric field produced. As
this behavior is common to many insect pests, the SD screen effectively prevents many pests from
entering a greenhouse. The double-charged dipolar electric field screen (DD screen) has a strong
attractive force that captures insects entering its electric field. The DD screen is useful for capturing
small insects that pass through a conventional insect net, and unique derivatives of this screen have
been invented to trap various insect pests on-site in a greenhouse. An arc-discharge exposer was used
as a soil cover to kill adult houseflies that emerged from underground pupae transferred along with
cattle manure used for soil fertilization. The houseflies were subjected to arc discharge when they
appeared at the soil surface. These apparatuses have the common characteristic of a simple structure,
so ordinary workers can be encouraged to fabricate or modify them based on their own needs. This
review provides an experimental basis for designing efficient physical measures for controlling insect
pests in greenhouses.

Keywords: aphid; attractive force; electrostatic field; electrostatic soil cover; housefly; shore fly; static
electric field; thrips; tomato leaf miner; whitefly

1. Introduction

The primary strategy for physical pest control in greenhouses is the prevention of their
entry [1]. Netting greenhouse windows has been a basic approach for this purpose [2,3].
However, mesh sizes of conventional woven insect-proof nets are ordinarily between
1 and 1.5 mm, so some small pests can pass through. In our tomato greenhouses, whiteflies,
Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius) (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae); tomato leaf miners (syn. vegetable
leaf miner), Liriomyza sativae Blanchard (Diptera: Agromyzidae); western flower thrips,
Frankliniella occidentalis (Pergande) (Thysanoptera: Thripidae); winged green peach aphids,
Myzus persicae (Sulzer) (Hemiptera: Aphididae); and shore flies, Scatella stagnalis (Fallén)
(Diptera: Ephydridae) frequently enter by passing through such nets. The biggest problem
has been that whiteflies, thrips, and aphids transmit viral pathogens: tomato yellow
leaf curl virus [4,5], tomato spotted wilt tospovirus [6,7], and cucumber mosaic virus [8],
respectively, and shore flies transfer rhizosphere fungal pathogens (Verticillium dahliae and
Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. radicis-lycopersici) [9,10]. Tomato plants are vulnerable to direct
attacks by these pests, as well as the serious infections caused by viral, bacterial, and
fungal pathogens carried by them. Most seriously, a viral disease caused by the tomato
yellow leaf curl virus has been a major cause of loss of tomato crops grown in greenhouses
nationwide [11].

Insect-excluding woven nets with a fine mesh size have been extensively employed to
minimize whitefly entry into greenhouses, but the netting has the disadvantage of reducing
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ventilation, which causes overheating and an increase in relative humidity [2]. Electrostatic
techniques have been used to solve this problem. Matsuda et al. [12] created an electrified
insect net (electric field screen), consisting of a layer of multiple insulated conductor (iron
or copper) wires arrayed in parallel at a definite interval and two identical insect nets
woven with stainless strands of the same thickness as a conventional net and linked to a
grounded line. The nets were placed on each side of the insulated conductor wire layer,
and negative charging of the insulated conductor wires formed an electric field between
the charged insulated conductor wire and the grounded metal net. In tests, insects that
reached the grounded metal net of the electric field screen appeared to sense the electric
field inside the screen and were deterred from entering [12,13]. This peculiar reaction,
which was considered a result of inherent hesitant behavior, was ultimately detected in
13 orders, 45 families, and 62 genera of arthropods [14]. Based on the results of such studies,
the insect-repelling function of the electric field screen was widely acknowledged [15] and
it came to be known as the single-charged dipolar electric field screen (SD screen) and was
put into practical use [16].

Initially, the concept of the screen was presented as an air-shielding barrier to precipi-
tate wind-carried spores of powdery mildew pathogens [17,18]. The electrostatic principles
implemented for this purpose were that the negative charge supplied to a conductor wire
accumulates on its surface and polarizes the insulating coating of the conductor dielectri-
cally, negatively on the outer surface and positively on the inner surface of the coating [19];
the surface charge on the insulating coating produces an electrostatic field in the air [20].
In the proposed devices, cylindrical insulated conductor wires negatively charged to pro-
duce an electrostatic field concentrically surrounding the wires were arrayed in parallel
to combine the electrostatic fields [17]. Spores that reached the air-shielding barrier (com-
bined electrostatic fields) were drawn to the charged insulated conductor wires by their
dielectrophoretic movement in the electrostatic field [18,21]. This device was named the
single-charged monopolar electric field screen (SM screen) and positioned as a prototype
for subsequent types of electric field screens [22].

Another tactic is the use of colored sticky traps for phototactic insect pests that may
enter a greenhouse. Due to the strong photoselective behavior of these insects, colored sticky
traps have been widely used to explore the population fluctuations of such flying insects.
Yellow and blue sticky traps effectively attract many insect species. In particular, the yellow
sticky trap has been used to monitor populations of western cherry fruit fly (Rhagoletis
indifferens) [23], sweet pepper whitefly (Trialeurodes vaporariorum) [24], sweet potato whitefly
(B. tabaci) [25], western flower thrips (F. occidentalis) [26], and chrysanthemum leaf miner
(Liriomyza trifolii) [27]. Similarly, the blue sticky trap has been used to monitor populations
of melon thrips (Thrips palmi) [28] and bean flower thrips (Megalurothrips usitatus) [29].
Therefore, because the yellow sticky trap has a strong insect-attracting ability, many growers
who cultivate plants organically in large greenhouses have used the traps as an insecticide-
independent method to reduce populations of phototactic insects. The traps are often hung
from crossbeams and lateral pillars near greenhouse windows. However, the stickiness of
the trap surface gradually deteriorates with the increasing number of trapped insects, so
traps must be exchanged for fresh ones frequently during the peak pest season. Another
weak point is the sticky surface of the trap, which limits trap placement in the vicinity of
cultivated plants. Thus, greenhouse operators have requested a less expensive and reusable
trap with a non-sticky surface that could attract and capture targeted insect pests. This
demand has encouraged the development of a new type of electric field screen.

The double-charged dipolar electric field screen (DD screen) was constructed by
pairing two oppositely charged SM screens [30]. The insulated conductor wires of the SM
screen are negatively and positively charged by linking them to a grounded negative and
positive voltage generator, respectively. The opposite charges on the insulated conductor
wires of the paired SM screens form a dipolar electric field in the space between the
oppositely charged conductor wires. Insects that enter this electric field are subjected to a
strong force drawing them toward the nearest charged insulated conductor. This makes it
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unnecessary to make the surface of the trap sticky. The insulated conductor wire is prepared
by passing a metal wire through an acrylic cylinder or soft polyvinyl chloride tube for
insulation, and it is washable for reuse. Importantly, a change in conductor material from
metal wire to water enabled the construction of a yellow-colored DD screen [31,32]. Because
water conducts electricity, a transparent polyvinyl chloride tube filled with charged water
(with watercolors) could be electrified to form an electric field for capturing insects. The
colored DD screen can be placed at any location within a greenhouse, and it attracts and
captures insects distant from the apparatus. This screen has led to the development of other
insect-trapping apparatuses [33–36].

A third application of electrostatic principles is the production of an arc discharge-
generating device for electrocuting insects that enter the electric field [37–40]. This tech-
nique was originally devised to kill rice weevils Sitophilus oryzae (Linnaeus) (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae) nesting in dried rice [37,40]. The arc-discharge exposer is simple, fabricated
by pairing two identical metal nets in parallel at a definite interval; one net is linked to a
negative voltage generator and the other is connected to a grounded line. Negative charge
accumulates on the charged metal net and polarizes the grounded metal net positively by
electrostatic induction [41]. Eventually, an electric field forms in the space between the
oppositely electrified nets. Negative charge on the metal net surface is released as an arc
discharge toward an insect that enters the electric field [37], and the insect is killed instantly.
This apparatus has been most effective for killing Musca domestica (Linnaeus) (Diptera:
Muscidae) houseflies emerging from underground pupae at the soil surface, which are
possible vectors of pathogenic Escherichia coli O-157 and can be introduced with manure
used as soil fertilizer [42].

For the remainder of this article, we describe the development of electric field screen
research, focusing on the desirable functions that should be conferred to each type of screen.
From the perspective of effective pest management, we categorize the major electrostatic
techniques based on three functions (repelling, capturing, and electrocuting insect pests), as
mentioned above. These works are unique challenges to developing new physical methods
for pest control, and the newly devised apparatuses possess a simple structure, allowing
ordinary greenhouse workers to fabricate or improve them for their own requirements
and exert prominent control functions to target insect pests. While providing a detailed
explanation of the electrostatic principles used for constructing electric field screens and the
structural characteristics of the screens, we discuss the current state and future potential of
electric field screen research.

2. Construction of the SM-Screen

A conductor (metal wire and net) can be charged by linking it to a negative or positive
voltage generator. A voltage generator is an amplifier used to increase the initial voltage
(12 V) to the desired voltage (1–30 kV) using a transformer and Cockcroft circuit integrated
into the voltage generator [43]. A negative voltage generator using an enhanced voltage
draws negative charge (free electrons) from the ground and supplies it to a conductor linked
to the voltage generator. The negative charge accumulates on the surface of a conductor and
produces an electric field in the surrounding space. In the case of an insulated conductor,
negative charge on the conductor surface dielectrically polarizes an insulating coating,
negatively on its outer surface and positively on its inner surface (dielectric polarization of
an insulator) [19]. Eventually, the negative charge on the insulator coating surface generates
an electric field in the surrounding space.

Electric fields can be classified into three types: electrostatic, static, and dynamic
electric fields. An electrostatic field is the electric field produced by a single-charged
conductor (monopole), where the discharge of the charged conductor does not occur
(i.e., no electric current). The SM screen was constructed based on this electrostatic field.
In the first example of the SM screen, a negatively charged conductor (iron wire) was
passed through an acrylic cylinder (volume resistivity of 1012 Ωcm) for insulation [17].
The negative charge on the conductor wire polarized the acrylic cylinder dielectrically.
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Eventually, an electrostatic field formed concentrically in the air surrounding the cylinder
(Figure 1A). The screen was constructed by arraying negatively electrified cylinders in
parallel at a definite interval to combine the electrostatic fields (Figure 1B).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the electrostatic field produced by a negatively electrified
insulator (acrylic cylinder) covering a negatively charged conductor (iron wire) (A) and insulated
conductor wires in a vertical array forming an air-shielding barrier of combined electrostatic fields
(cross-sectional view) (B).

Acrylic resin is an outstanding insulator, so a high voltage can be applied to a con-
ductor insulated with this resin. However, it is difficult to process. This problem was an
obstacle, particularly in the development of new types of electric field screens. To solve this
problem, developers turned to polyvinyl chloride resin, which had frequently been used to
insulate metal materials. However, because of a lack of equipment to coat metal materials
with this resin, commercially available soft polyvinyl chloride tubes had to be substituted.
The most substantial disadvantage of using soft polyvinyl chloride tubes is their lower
volume resistivity, which was a limiting factor in charging the material. However, this
limitation served as a motivating force to develop a new method to create the necessary
capabilities with lower voltage applications. The invention of the SD screen was the first
such instance.

In subsequent experiments, an insulated conductor was fabricated by passing a metal
wire (copper or iron) through a soft polyvinyl chloride tube (volume resistivity of 109 Ωcm).
The insulated wires were arranged in a parallel configuration, with a constant separation
interval of 5 mm, as a common skeletal structure for subsequent electric field screen designs.

3. Dual Functions of the SD Screen: Insect Capture and Repulsion

3.1. Construction of the SD-Screen

Theoretically, the dipolar electric field formed between oppositely charged poles causes
an electric discharge if the applied voltage exceeds a certain limit, regardless of whether or
not the conductor is insulated. The type of electric field is determined by the existence or
nonexistence of discharge. Hereafter, the non-discharging and discharge-generating electric
fields are referred to as static and dynamic electric fields, respectively. During electric field
screen research, a new method by which a dipolar static electric field could be generated
via single charging was devised. The electric field screen integrating this field exhibited
revolutionary power for capturing insects.

As described earlier, a negatively charged insulated conductor wire causes dielectric
polarization within the insulating coating, thus creating a negatively charged insulator
surface. The charged surface of the insulator produces an electrostatic field in the surround-
ing space. The difference in the design of the SD screen is that a grounded metal net is
placed inside the electrostatic field produced by the insulated conducting wire (Figure 2).
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Eventually, the grounded metal net was positively electrified as a result of electrostatic
induction [41]. The opposite charges of the insulated conductor wire (negatively charged)
and the grounded metal net (positively charged) create a dipole, forming an electric field in
the space between them. Thus, we can create a positive pole (grounded metal net) without
using a positive voltage generator. This is our single-charged dipolar electrification system.

Figure 2. Formation of a static electric field inside the electrostatic field formed by a single-charged
monopolar electric field screen (SM screen) (cross-sectional view).

As shown in Figure 2, a static electric field is formed inside the electrostatic field.
The static electric field is formed in a bilaterally symmetrical manner by placing another
grounded net on the opposite side of the insulated conductor wires (Figure 3A). Accordingly,
a new electrostatic barrier of static electric fields is constructed by arranging the insulated
conductor wires such that the upper and lower ends of the two static electric fields contact
each other (Figure 3A) [12].

Figure 3. (A) Comparative representation of single-charged monopolar and dipolar electric field
screens forming an electrostatic field and static electric field, respectively. (B) Schematic representation
of a single-charged dipolar electric field screen (SD screen) consisting of three units. Two net frame
units are placed on each side of the SM screen unit.
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We produced the unit-type SD screen (Figure 3B), which consists of three units: the
insulated conductor wires held with a polypropylene screen frame (SM screen unit), which
is linked to a negative voltage generator, and two framed stainless net units (mesh size
of 1.5 mm, which is equivalent to a conventional insect-proof net), which are linked to a
grounded line. For completion, three frame units are combined simply by placing the two
net units on either side of the SM screen unit (Figure 3B).

3.2. Comparison of Insect-Capturing Ability of Single-Charged Monopolar and Dipolar Types

The SD screen is formed by placing two grounded metal nets inside the electrostatic
fields produced by the SM screen (Figure 3A). However, there is a remarkable difference in
insect-capturing capability between the SM and SD screens. In the SM screen, the insect
is attracted to the charged insulated conductor wire by dielectrophoresis. However, the
force generated is not sufficiently strong for insect capture. Indeed, the captured insect
struggles strenuously to free itself from the attractive force of the insulated conductor wire
and ultimately escapes. By contrast, the SD screen exerts a strong attractive force so that
the insect cannot escape, despite its struggle.

The static electric field is specialized by the negative charge on the surface of the insu-
lated conductor wire. The negative charge has a strong repulsive force on other negative
charges (electrons) in the electric field; eventually, the free electrons are pushed toward the
ground via the metal net (Figure S1(A1)). According to this mechanism, any conductor in
the static electric field is deprived of its free electrons and becomes positively charged. This
phenomenon is called discharge-mediated positive electrification of a conductor [44,45]. In
this section, we focus on an insect that enters the static electric field. Most insects possess
a solid protective layer (cuticle layer) that covers the body. This layer is highly conduc-
tive [46–50]; thus, an insect that enters the static electric field is deprived of its free electrons
in the cuticle layer and becomes positively electrified. This implies that discharge-mediated
positive electrification can be induced in the insect [44,45]. The positively electrified insects
are attracted to the insulated conductor wire (Figure S1(A2)), and this force is strong enough
that the captured insect cannot escape the trap. This capturing mechanism is applicable to
almost all insects that have a cuticle [44].

3.3. Insect Avoidance of the Static Electric Field: The SD Screen as an Insect-Repellant Type
of Screen

Matsuda et al. [12] devised the SD screen and reported that vinegar fly Drosophila
melanogaster Meigen (Diptera: Drosophilidae) and cigarette beetle Lasioderma serricorne;
(Fabricius) (Coleoptera: Anobiidae) avoided entering the electric field of the screen. Video S1
shows the remarkable avoidance behavior of the cigarette beetle. In addition, we have
frequently observed insects reaching the grounded metal net of the SD screen installed to a
greenhouse window and flying away without entering the screen [13]. Video S2A shows
that the insects were deterred from entering the static electric field. Video S2B shows that
the insects were captured by the strong force of the electric field when they were forcibly
pushed inside the electric field. This observation suggests that the screen actually repels
the pests.

Matsuda et al. [14] further examined the insect avoidance behavior to the static electric
field of the SD screen by placing transparent acrylic cylinders on and beneath the screen and
putting test insects at the bottom of the lower cylinder. All of the insects tested, covering
17 orders, 42 families, 45 genera, and 82 species, exhibited avoidance behavior with respect
to the static electric field [14]. These results strongly suggest that all insects are deterred by
the static electric field of the SD screen.

To capture most of the insects that were forcibly pushed inside, 4.2 kV charging was
required [51,52]. Thus, the SD screen is practical as an insect-repelling type of screen
because the screen is fully functional with 1.2 kV of charging; in fact, it is capable of
repelling all insects with this voltage [15].
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4. DD Screens for Insect Capture

4.1. Construction of DD Screens and Their Insect-Capturing Ability

Based on the arrangement of insulated conductor wires, DD screens are classified into
three types: the single-layered type, possessing oppositely charged insulated conductor
wires arranged alternately (Figure 4A); two-layered type; and three-layered type, pos-
sessing oppositely charged insulated conductor wires arranged in an offset configuration
(Figure 4B,C). The two- and three-layered types have a shorter distance between insulated
conductor wires than the single-layered type (Figure 4) and therefore create a stronger force
when the same voltage is applied due to the higher potential difference.

Figure 4. Three types of DD screens for capturing insect pests and the static electric fields formed
by the DD screens. (A) A unit of the single-layered DD screen, where oppositely charged insulated
conductor wires are arrayed alternately. (B,C) Two- and three-layered DD screens. Two or three
oppositely charged SM screen units were combined in an offset arrangement with the oppositely
charged insulated conductor wires.

Toyoda et al. [52] discussed the insect-capturing ability of DD screens, in which they
determined the appropriate voltage setting for capturing all insect pests tested. The assay
was conducted by blowing the insects toward the screen. Table S1 shows that the voltage
should be enhanced in response to the wind velocity and size of the test insects. A 2.0 kV
charging was sufficient to capture all of the test insects at the highest wind speed and by
all screens [52]. Incidentally, the screen was charged with the same magnitude of negative
and positive voltage. Therefore, the actual potential difference was twice the difference
between the voltages listed in the table. Video S3 shows the successful capture of whiteflies
by the single-layered DD screen. At insufficient voltage (−0.6 kV), some whiteflies escaped
from the trap (Video S3A) but at 1.2 k they were not able to escape (Video S3B).

Figure S1B shows the insect-capturing mechanism in the static electric field of the
DD screen [53]. In this field, free electrons in the air are drawn to the positively charged
insulated conductor wire (positive pole) (Figure S1(B1)). When an insect enters this field,
there are two ways that it can be captured. The first is that the insect invades the space
near the negatively charged insulated conductor wire (negative pole) (Figure S1(B2)). Here,
the insect is deprived of free electrons, electrified, and thus attracted to the negative pole.
This is the same phenomenon that occurs in the static electric field (discharge-mediated
positive electrification) of the SD screen. The second is the case in which the insect enters
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the space of the positive pole (Figure S1(B3)). In this case, the insect receives electrons and
is electrified negatively for attraction to the pole (charge-mediated negative electrification).

4.2. Practical Application of DD Screens
4.2.1. Grounded and Ungrounded Circuits for Charging

In the usual electric circuit (grounded circuit) configuration for voltage charging of
the DD screen, a negative voltage generator pumps negative charge from the ground and
supplies it to the insulated conductor wires while a positive voltage generator pushes free
electrons from the linked insulated conductor wires to the ground to generate positively
charged insulated conductor wires (Figure S2A). From the viewpoint of electricity move-
ment, the same amount of electricity can be returned to the ground from the conductors.

In the ungrounded circuit, the free electrons of the insulated conductor wires are
supplied directly to the other insulated conductor wires by the voltage produced by the
two generators (Figure S2B). Therefore, an electric field screen with this circuit has no need
for a grounded line. For this reason, the placement of the electric field screen is freely
selectable, allowing portability of the electric field screen.

4.2.2. Diversification of DD Screens

The bamboo blind-type electric field screen (Figure S3A) is a single-layered type of
screen that was devised to reduce construction costs, particularly for practical applications
involving a plastic hoop greenhouse [36]. This screen can be hung easily anywhere and can
be positioned at the openings of lateral-side plastic film roll-ups. Although it is not possible
to prevent the entry of pests completely, this approach is useful for greatly diminishing the
interior pest population.

An electrostatic flying insect catcher (electrostatic racket) is a two-layered apparatus
used to capture flying pests directly (Figure S3B) [30]. This apparatus is carried by the
greenhouse attendant during ordinary plant care checks and is used to capture flying insects
quickly (as they appear). It is possible to reduce the pest population significantly with the
continued diligent use of this device. The apparatus can be used in various facilities, such
as food-processing factories, warehouses, and facilities that provide meals, in which the
use of insecticides is strictly regulated or prohibited.

An electrostatic cabinet (two-layered type) (Figure S3C) system was designed for use
inside facilities, including greenhouses [35]. The entire structure has a simple design. The
frame is furnished with two electric field screens, which are installed on opposite faces of
the frame for better ventilation. The door of the cabinet and the remaining faces are covered
with reinforced plastic film. The electrostatic cabinet can be set up affordably compared to
more involved greenhouse screen installations. The cabinet can also be used as a cultivation
facility for specific plants that should be protected from pests or as a pest-free laboratory
and workroom.

An electrostatic nursery shelter (three-layered type) (Figure S3D) is an apparatus used
to raise healthy plant seedlings [34]. The shelter is designed so that it can be installed in
a greenhouse that is not furnished with electric field screens. The reason for using the
three-layered type screen is to prevent the entry of pests as well as pathogen spores [54].
Because the structure is simple, its size can be easily modified to the scale needed for
seedling cultivation. To obtain better ventilation, the screens can be installed on opposite
faces of the shelter, along with a small axis fan.

4.2.3. Yellow-Coloring of DD Screen for Attracting Phototactic Insect Pests

Many insects are attracted to a particular type of light (or color). We utilized this char-
acteristic in our capture method. The following experiments were conducted to examine
whether this behavior could be applied to enhance the capture capability of the DD screen.
Although the DD screen was able to capture insects entering the static electric field of the
screen, it did not attract distant insects.
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Nonomura et al. [33] used a single-layered DD screen backed with a yellow board,
gray board, or gray net to examine the effects of better light reflection for bringing out
insect photoselectivity (Figure S4A). As insects attracted by the color plate were captured
by the insulated conductor wires of the screen, the feasibility of this method was evaluated
by counting the number of insects trapped. As a control, DD screens with a gray-colored
board and gray net were also used. These three screens were placed in a greenhouse where
numerous whiteflies were present. The results showed, as expected, that whiteflies were
preferentially trapped by the screen with the yellow-colored board [33].

Takikawa et al. [31,32] used a yellow-colored insulated conductor to fabricate a colored
DD screen. For this purpose, the conductor metal wire in the insulator coating was changed
to water. Because water conducts electricity, the transparent polyvinyl chloride tube filled
with charged water was similarly electrified and produced an electric field in the space
surrounding the tube. Two-layered, yellow-colored DD screens were constructed by pairing
two identical yellow-colored SM screen units (Figure S4B). In this screen, the yellow-colored
tubes of the two units were arranged in an off configuration (Figure S4C). The yellow-
colored DD screen was highly effective at attracting and trapping whiteflies, thrips, and
leaf miners distant from the apparatus in the greenhouse [31]. The wide selection of
commercially available watercolors is useful for constructing devices with the coloration
most suitable for attracting phototactic insect pests.

5. Soil-Surface Control of Insect Pests Emerging from Underground Pupae

In our greenhouses, houseflies and tomato leaf miner flies (Figure 5A,B) are problem-
atic insect pests to control using various electrostatic methods because both flies emerge
from underground pupae in the soil bed of a greenhouse. Houseflies introduced in cattle
manure used for soil fertilization present a risk for transmitting pathogenic bacteria (Es-
cherichia coli O-157) [55–57]. Contamination of cultivated and postharvest crops with this
pathogen is a serious problem that can endanger the food supply chain [58,59]. On the
other hand, adult leaf miners deposit eggs in leaves. The larvae hatched from the eggs form
extensive mines within the leaves and then crawl out and fall to the ground. The larvae
then enter the ground and pupate, and adult flies emerge from the underground pupae
and oviposit eggs on host plants [60]. Thus, tomato leaf miner flies can cause a persistent
infestation of greenhouse tomato plants throughout their life cycle [61]. Because of the
great body size differences between these two flies (Figure 5), it was impossible to control
them simultaneously using a single method. The following sections describe two effective
control-measure methods for each fly.

Figure 5. Comparative demonstration with test flies of different body sizes: housefly (A) and tomato
leaf miner (B). The inserted photograph in (B) is an enlarged image of the fly.
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Figure 6A shows the structure of an arcing-type soil cover method, an arc discharge
exposer designed to kill insect pests that emerge from a soil bed instantaneously [42]. The
apparatus consisted of two identical expanded metal nets, a square polypropylene frame
(height of 6 mm), and a plastic grating (height of 54 mm). One metal net was linked to a
negative voltage generator, and the other was connected to a grounded line. The frame was
placed between the two nets to create a separation interval of 6 mm. The grating was placed
beneath the grounded metal net and on the soil bed. The arc-discharge exposure method
was originally devised to eradicate warehouse pests, such as the rice weevil, nesting in
dried post-harvest products [37,40]. In addition, Kakutani et al. [38] applied it to a pigsty
window to kill mosquitoes that transmit Japanese encephalitis viruses between pigs and
humans. In this study, the system was used to kill adult houseflies that emerged from
underground pupae.

Figure 6. (A) Schematic representation of an arc-type soil cover system developed to kill insect pests
that emerge from a soil bed. (B) Two-step arcing from the charged metal net to a fly that climbed
along the wall of the grating and reached the electric field (red arrow 1) and a fly that clambered over
the grounded metal net (red arrow 2) (cross-sectional view). The black arrow represents the direction
of current flow, and the red arrow shows the electricity movement caused by arc discharge. The
blue arrow represents the fall of an insect to the bottom of the grating after arc discharge exposure.
(C) Successful and unsuccessful arcing to target flies based on their body size difference.

The essential goals were to examine the relationship between the pole distance (the
separation distance between the negatively charged and grounded metal nets) and the
occurrence of arcing and establish the optimal operating condition, where arcing occurs
only when the insect enters the electric field between the two nets and is directed toward
the insect. As mentioned earlier, insects are conductive and so become an intermediate
pole between the two nets. In this situation, two-step arcing occurs. A first arcing occurs
between the charged metal net and the insect, and a second occurs between the insect
and the grounded metal net. In the present soil cover system, the insect was subjected
to arc discharge from the charged metal net when the adult housefly extended a portion
of its body over the grounded net (Figure 6B, red arrow 1) (Video S4). The arcing occurs
specifically at any location of the target in the electric field. The insect is then pushed to the
bottom by the strong impact caused by arc discharge [42]. In addition, the device produces
a second arc discharge toward any housefly that evades the first arc and clambers over the
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grounded metal net (Figure 6B, red arrow 2). This two-step arc system was highly effective
at controlling houseflies emerging from underground pupae at the soil bed surface.

Nevertheless, it is unsuitable for smaller flies, such as tomato leaf miner flies (Figure 5B).
The problem is the low uniformity of the metal nets used for the construction of the appa-
ratus. The separation interval of the two nets is formed by the 6 mm high square frame
placed between the two nets. However, any protruding region on the net surface can be a
site ejecting or receiving discharge because arcing occurs at the short distance between the
nets; moreover, other non-protruding (lower) regions on the net become safety zones for
small insects (Figure 6C). In the case of adult tomato leaf miner flies, a small protrusion with
a height of less than 1 mm can invalidate the arc discharge exposure treatment. On the other
hand, adult houseflies are large enough that a small protrusion from the net surface can be
ignored (Figure 6C).

Figure 7A shows the structure of a capturing-type soil cover system [61]. Adult tomato
leaf miner flies were effectively trapped by the system when they emerged from pupae and
flew upward (Figure 7B) (Video S5). This device consists of two sets of iron rods welded
to an iron frame. The iron rods and frame of one set were coated with a soft polyvinyl
chloride resin (109 Ωcm) and linked to a negative voltage generator. The iron rods of the
other set were not insulated and linked to a grounded line. The iron rods of both sets were
arranged in an offset configuration to produce static electric fields between the oppositely
charged iron rods (a modified SD screen) (Figure 7B). Adult houseflies emerged from
pupae, climbed to the soil surface, and then flew into the static electric field of the soil cover
(Figure 7B). The charged insulated conductor wire had a strong force and captured the flies.

Figure 7. (A) Schematic representation of a capturing-type soil cover system developed to trap adult
tomato leaf miner flies emerging from underground pupae. (B) Capture of a fly entering the static
electric field of the negatively charged insulated conductor wire (cross-sectional view). The blue line
represents the path of adult houseflies emerging from underground pupae. (C) Bridge formation by
a fly caught between the opposite poles (negatively charged insulated and grounded non-insulated
conductor wires). Larger flies reach both poles and form a direct route for electric current flow
between the opposite poles.

This capture-type system, negatively charged at 4 kV, generated a force strong enough
to capture the leaf miner flies that flew up toward the charged insulated conductor wire.
However, this voltage was insufficient to capture larger insects such as adult houseflies.
In fact, −7.5 kV charging is necessary for the successful capture of this fly due to its
larger body size [62]. However, if that charge is applied, the charged conductor causes
a continuous corona discharge (silent discharge) or spark (arc) discharge between the
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poles [63]. Furthermore, a bridge between the opposite poles may be established by an
insect’s body because the adult housefly is large enough to touch both poles (Figure 7C). In
this case, electric current flow occurs easily and eventually causes the insulating coating to
break down. Thus, this system was used only for small flies.

6. Current Condition and Future Perspectives of Electrostatic Pest Management Research

This review article provides a summary of the electrostatic approach for greenhouse
pest management. The approach consists of techniques for constructing unique apparatuses
for generating electric fields. The basic components are conductor materials, insulating
coatings for conductors, and negative and/or positive voltage generator(s). A common
characteristic of the systems is a simple structure that enables ordinary greenhouse workers
to fabricate and implement their own versions cheaply using common materials. In this
article, we describe various examples of electric field-generating apparatuses to provide
useful guidelines for this purpose. Conversely, the arc discharge-generating devices are
even simpler, eliminating the need for any guidance toward designing them.

A voltage generator is an electrical appliance involved in all of the pest management
instruments. The difference between a negative and a positive voltage generator is that the
Cockcroft circuit is set oppositely. Two configurations are commercially available for both
generators: a fixed voltage and an adjustable voltage. In our approaches, the adjustable
voltage model was used to examine the relationship between applied voltage and the
occurrence of electrostatic phenomena. However, after an optimal voltage is determined,
the fixed voltage model is more suitable for practical use because of its lower cost.

In our electrostatic research, two problems remain unresolved. One is theoretical, and
the other is practical. The first problem is the volume resistivity of the insulating coatings.
This problem is critical, particularly when producing the static electric field of the SD and
DD screens. The data obtained indicate that the resistivity range of 108–109 Ωcm is ideal
for producing a static electric field that can exhibit the desired functions of repelling or
capturing insects entering the field. The resistivity of the insulating coating limits the range
of the applicable voltage. We used the voltage range causing no arc discharge between
opposite dipoles. Nevertheless, in this voltage range, we detected the occurrence of silent
discharge (continuous corona discharge) between the poles, which is accompanied by a very
small amount of electric current (approximately equal to or less than 0.01 μA, beyond the
detection limit of our current detector). This trace current has no effect on the repelling or
capturing function of the electric field screens. In our preliminary analysis, these functions
were not detected in either the case of an acrylic resin with higher resistivity (1012 Ωcm),
which produces a stronger electric field intensity by the higher voltage applied without
causing any silent discharge, or a soft polyvinyl chloride tube possessing lower resistivity
(104 Ωcm), which produces a larger electric current by silent discharge with weaker field
intensity. In future work, it is essential to clarify the complicated relationships among
volume resistivity, applied voltage, and field intensity in terms of the insect repelling and
capturing functions.

The second remaining problem is the improvement of the weatherability of the insulat-
ing coating. The insulation of the conducting material is a vital point in electric field screen
construction. Conductor wire is typically insulated by passing it through a soft polyvinyl
chloride tube. This is easy to prepare, and there is no problem with functionality. However,
the insulated conductor wire is susceptible to serious deterioration, such as deformation,
discoloration, hardening, and cracking, due to changes in ultraviolet (UV) irradiation,
temperature, and humidity in the outdoor environment. Fundamentally, adding a con-
ductive substance to an insulator reduces the insulator’s resistivity. For example, adding
a plasticizer or UV absorbent material (to improve weatherability) lowers the volume
resistivity (1015 Ωcm) of polyvinyl chloride resin to the level of 1014 to 108 Ωcm. In fact,
polyvinyl chloride materials mixed with various substances are commercially available
as various soft polyvinyl chloride tubes, and these materials have distinct qualities with
different volume resistivities and weather resistance levels. From a practical point of view,
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an exploration of suitable insulating materials is a vital step in the quality testing of the
electric field screen.

7. Conclusions

Various instruments for pest management were introduced based on related electro-
static principles. The wide variety of devices and their structural simplicity enable ordinary
greenhouse workers to fabricate a particular tool that is most suited to their demands
cheaply and using common materials. Three alternative pest-control functions, repulsion,
capture, and arc exposure, were discussed to assess the feasibility of each choice. The
repelling function of the SD screen is applicable to a variety of insect pests, irrespective of
pest size. The DD screen is applied most effectively to capture small insect pests that pass
through a conventional insect-proof net. At present, the use of the arc discharge method is
restricted to larger flies that emerge from underground pupae. Thus, this review article
provides an experimental basis for developing efficient physical methods to control insect
pests in greenhouses.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy13010023/s1. Figure S1: (A) Schematic representation of
insect capture by discharge-mediated positive electrification of the insect in the static electric field of a
single-charged dipolar electric field screen (SD screen). (B) Schematic representation of the insect capture
mechanism in the static electric field of the double-charged dipolar electric field screen (DD screen);
Figure S2: Schematic representations of (A) grounded and (B) ungrounded circuits integrated into a DD
screen; Figure S3: Photograph and schematic representation of a bamboo blind-type electric field screen
(A), an electrostatic flying insect catcher (B), an electrostatic cabinet (C), and an electrostatic nursery
shelter (D); Figure S4: (A) Three types of single-layered DD screen examined during a greenhouse assay.
(B) Schematic representation of a DD screen consisting of two identical SM screen units with an insulating
coating (transparent soft polyvinyl chloride tube) filled with yellow-colored water. (C) Transparent tubes
with yellow-colored water arranged in an offset configuration; Table S1: Capture of insect pests blown
toward insulated conductor wires of different types of double-charged dipolar electric field screens (DD
screens); Video S1: Demonstration of avoidance of the static electric field of the SD screen by cigarette
beetles; Video S2: (A) Avoidance of static electric field of the SD screen (negatively charged with 1.5 kV)
by adult whiteflies under the no-blow condition. (B) Capture of whiteflies that were forcibly pushed
into the electric field under the blowing condition of 5 m/s; Video S3: Capture of whiteflies by insulated
conductor wire of the single-layered DD screen negatively charged with 0.6 kV (A) and 1.2 kV (B); Video
S4: Arc-discharge exposure of an adult housefly by the negatively charged metal net of the arc-type soil
cover system; Video S5: Emergence of an adult tomato leaf miner from a pupa and capture of the fly
with an insulated iron rod of the horizontally placed electrostatic cover (−4 kV charge).
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Abstract: Changing electrical environments can influence the performance of herbivorous insects
and adversely affect their control strategies. The diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella (L.), is a pest
that devastates cruciferous vegetables. An age–stage, two-sex life table of P. xylostella over multiple
generations was established to describe the effect of varying high-voltage electrostatic field (HVEF)
exposure on their performance after the age-cohort eggs were exposed to HVEF at an intensity of
5.0 kV/cm for different durations. The results show that direct HVEF exposure adversely affected
the population dynamics parameters of P. xylostella over multiple generations. In particular, the net
reproduction rate, intrinsic natural increase rate, and finite increase rate of the P. xylostella population
significantly decreased in the third and fifth generations under HVEF exposure for 10 min, while the
mean generation time and doubling time significantly increased. Similarly, HVEF exposure for 10
min rapidly reduced the survival rate of adult P. xylostella in the first generation, and subsequently,
it declined evenly and slowly. Meanwhile, the fecundity parameters of P. xylostella revealed that
HVEF exposure for 10 min had the strongest inhibition effect on reproduction over five consecutive
generations. In addition, HVEF exposure significantly increased the superoxide dismutase activity to
produce extra hydrogen peroxide; however, increased catalase and peroxidase activity or reduced
peroxidase activity triggered the accumulation of malondialdehyde in instar P. xylostella, especially
after 10 min of treatment. The present findings provide experimental evidence and a theoretical basis
for developing control strategies for P. xylostella under new HVEF environments.

Keywords: high-voltage electrostatic field (HVEF); Plutella xylostella; Cruciferae vegetables; two-sex
life table; population dynamics

1. Introduction

The diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella Linnaeus (Lepidoptera: Plutellidae), is a pest
that devastates cruciferous vegetables such as pakchoi Brassica chinensis Linnaeus [1–3].
During the larval stage, especially the third and fourth instars, larvae gnaw on fresh
leaves, severely damaging the leaves and causing significant yield losses in cruciferous
vegetable production [4]. To effectively suppress the damage and keep it below the eco-
nomic threshold, chemical spraying is still a crucial measure for managing the population
dynamics of P. xylostella in agricultural production [5]. However, in recent decades, the
economically irrational frequent spraying of several kinds of pesticides has significantly
accelerated the development of pests’ resistance to diverse chemicals [6,7]. It has been
demonstrated that P. xylostella has already developed resistance to approximately 50 kinds
of insecticides [8–11]. This is likely because its genetic plasticity stimulates an accumulating
increase in resistance to such chemicals, which would serve as a genetic basis for it to adapt
to the altered environment, and this poses a serious challenge to cruciferous vegetable
production worldwide.
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In addition, the artificial electric fields derived from modern industrial civilization
have greatly increased the intensity of the natural electric fields to which organisms are
directly exposed [12–14]. Previous studies have demonstrated that dramatic alterations in
the electric environment affect the performance of plants and animals [15,16]. Similarly,
insects are extremely sensitive to environmental changes, and can develop certain adaptive
strategies owing to their high evolutionary rate, short growth cycle, small body size, and
poor migration of larvae [17]. For instance, direct exposure of the cereal aphid Sitobion
avenae Fabricius (Hemiptera: Aphididae), a prevalent and economically important wheat
pest worldwide, to a high-voltage electrostatic field (HVEF) for 20 min at an intensity of 4
kV/cm had strong adverse effects on the population dynamics parameters of the aphids.
However, using the same treatment on S. avenae over multiple generations, it was revealed
that the aphids gradually recovered from the adverse effects of direct HVEF exposure over
the generations, suggesting that the aphids’ bodies changed in response to stress [18–20].
Moreover, when S. avenae were directly exposed to and fed on plant seeds exposed to the
same intensity of HVEF, their antioxidative enzyme activity was affected, which supports
the results of previous studies [21]. Similar findings were reported in many other insects,
such as Bombyx mori (Lepidoptera: Bombycidae) [22], Drosophila melanogaster (Diptera:
Drosophilidae) [23], and Myzus persicae (Hemiptera: Aphididae) [18,24]. Therefore, the
rapid adaptation of insects, especially species with high genetic plasticity, to novel electrical
environment alternations could make it more difficult to develop environmentally friendly
pest control strategies.

To develop an alternative method that uses a more effective and sustainable pest
management strategy to control P. xylostella larvae, we determined the effects of direct
exposure to HVEF on P. xylostella larvae. In the field, P. xylostella typically passes through
multiple generations during the plant growth period. To simulate high-voltage HVEF
stress, we directly exposed newborn P. xylostella eggs (within 24 h after birth) to an HVEF
field for five consecutive generations. An age–stage, two-sex life table of P. xylostella was
established to determine the effects of direct HVEF exposure on the growth, development,
and reproduction of P. xylostella over multiple generations. Meanwhile, the antioxidative
enzyme activity and malondialdehyde (MDA) levels of fourth-instar P. xylostella were
evaluated to characterize the physiological alterations after HVEF treatment. The results
of the current study have increased our understanding of the performance of P. xylostella
under HVEF stress, and have provided experimental data and a theoretical basis for the
development of P. xylostella control strategies in novel HVEF environments.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Insect Specimens and Rearing Conditions

Larvae of P. xylostella were collected from a vegetable greenhouse in Yan’an (109◦35′ E,
36◦63′ N), Shaanxi Province, China. The larvae were taken to the Insect Physiology and
Ecology Laboratory of Yan’an University. After five generations of stable reproduction
with an artificial diet, they were used as test specimens. In order to avoid biotic and abiotic
effects on the P. xylostella population, they were maintained on an artificial diet and placed
in an artificial climate chamber with a constant temperature of 25 ± 1 ◦C, relative humidity
of 55 ± 10%, and a photoperiod of 12:12 (L:D) until pupation. The preparation of the
artificial diet and its main components and proportions was carried out according to the
China Invention Patent (Publication No. CN103478486A, 1 January 2014). To attract the
moth larvae, the linseed oil in the formulation was exchanged for canola oil [25]. A newly
prepared artificial diet was exchanged with the old one every two days. To produce eggs,
the pupae of P. xylostella were transferred to oviposition cages for adult emergence, and
the adults were fed with 10% honey solution until egg laying and death. The cage was
covered with a black cloth and maintained in the growth chamber. Newborn larvae of
P. xylostella were reared in the same manner until a sufficient number was obtained for
experiments. To obtain the age-cohort eggs of P. xylostella for HVEF treatment, a multitude
of male and female diamondback moths were transferred to the oviposition cage, and a
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piece of spawning paper was suspended in the middle of the cage. After 24 h, the spawning
paper with the age-cohort eggs of P. xylostella was removed from the oviposition cage.
These newly laid eggs were used in the following experiments within 24 h.

2.2. HVEF Treatment

The HVEF generator used in this study (WJ-II, 0–100 kV output voltage) was pur-
chased from Wuxi Boya Electronic Technology Co., Jiangsu Province, China. Two parallel
rectangular aluminum plates (area, 50 × 50 cm2; distance between two plates, 8.0 cm) were
installed in a wooden frame to form an electrical field. The output wires from the HVEF
generator were connected to the aluminum plates, while a ground wire was connected
to the field to avoid electrostatic damage. For each treatment, 100 newly laid eggs of
P. xylostella (within 24 h after birth) were collected and placed in uncovered Petri dishes,
which were directly exposed to HVEF with an intensity of 5.0 kV/cm (as determined
prior to the experiment, this treatment intensity was appropriate) for 5, 10, 15, and 20 min.
Another 100 newborn eggs without HVEF exposure were used as controls (Figure 1). There
were three biological replicates for each treatment.

 

Figure 1. Experimental design for investigating suppression of P. xylostella performance over five
generations, in response to direct exposure of eggs to HVEF at 5 kV/cm for different durations.
The blue rectangles represent the different stages and generations of P. xylostella concerned in this
study. F1 to F5 generation represent the first to the fifth generation of P. xylostella. The golden yellow
rectangles represent the methods that employed into this study. The orange rectangles represent the
main purpose of this study.

2.3. Life Table Analysis

The following experiments were conducted in controlled greenhouse conditions,
as described previously. After HVEF treatment, the eggs were individually placed in
feeder boxes and transferred to feeder cups (50 mL) containing feed for single rearing
after they hatched. A freshly prepared artificial diet was exchanged with the old one
every 1 to 2 days during the experimental period. Daily individual observations of larval
mortality, larval molt, pupation time, and adult emergence were recorded. The survival
rate and development time were obtained for all stages. When the larvae pupated, the
artificial diet was removed to keep the inside of the bearing cups dry. When the pupae
became adults, males and females that emerged on the same day in each treatment group
were paired, and each pair was placed in a plastic oviposition container (14 mL). Each
oviposition container also included a small cotton ball soaked in a 10% honey solution on
which the adults were able to to feed, and a 3 × 4 cm2 rectangular piece of spawning paper
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was hung inside the cup to collect the eggs. The number of newborn eggs was recorded,
and the eggs were removed daily until all female diamondback moths died.

To determine the effects of HVEF on multiple generations of P. xylostella, the newly
laid eggs produced by the adults in each test group were collected within 24 h for five
consecutive generations. They were directly exposed to HVEF for the same treatment time
using the physical method described previously. From the onset of reproduction for each
female, the number of newborn eggs was recorded daily, and the life data and parameters
of the first (F1), third (F3), and fifth (F5) generations of P. xylostella were analyzed in the
present study. The life table parameters of the population growth of P. xylostella, including
net reproductive rate (R0), intrinsic natural increase rate (r), mean generation time (T),
finite increase rate (λ), and doubling time (dt), were evaluated to determine the effects of
direct HVEF exposure on performance. The life table parameters for each moth cohort were
calculated using the equations below [26]. The stage-specific survival rate (lx) describes
the probability of survival of the individuals in a given population under treatment, and
the stage-specific fecundity of the total population (mx) reflects the average number of
offspring born to each individual. The parameters lx and mx were calculated as follows:

lx =
m

∑
j = 1

sxj (1)

mx = (
m

∑
j = 1

sxj fxj)/
m

∑
j = 1

sxj (2)

where Sxj is the age- and stage-specific survival, including both the survival situation and
the stage differentiation, and fxj is the age- and stage-specific fecundity.

The net reproductive rate was defined as the age-specific survival rate and fecundity
for each individual during its lifetime, including females, males, and individuals that died
in immature stages, using the following equation:

R0 =
∞

∑
x = 0

m

∑
j = 1

sxj fxj =
∞

∑
x = 0

lxmx (3)

In addition, the parameter r was considered to describe the maximum instantaneous
growth rate of the population under stable conditions, and was calculated as shown in
Equation (4):

∞

∑
x = 0

e
−r(x+1)

lxmx = 1 (4)

Meanwhile, other parameters of the population dynamics, T, λ, and dt, were calculated
based on the above two parameters; T describes the time required for the population to
develop for a whole generation, and was calculated using Equation (5). Parameters λ and
dt represent the population growth relative to the population size, and were calculated
using Equations (6) and (7):

T = (ln R0)/r (5)

λ = er (6)

dt = ln 2/r (7)

Furthermore, to estimate the effects of direct HVEF exposure on P. xylostella repro-
duction, the relevant data from the life tables were employed to calculate the fecundity
parameters, including the adult preoviposition period (APOP), oviposition period (OP),
oviposition day (OD), and eggs per day during the oviposition period.
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2.4. Oxidative Stress Assessment

To determine whether direct HVEF exposure affected physiological alterations in
herbivores, the antioxidative enzyme activity and malondialdehyde (MDA) levels of fourth-
instar P. xylostella were evaluated for each treatment. In parallel with the life table data
collection, when eggs reached the fourth instar within 24 h after HVEF stress, the samples
from the first and third generations were collected individually in 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes
(6 fourth-instar larvae per tube). Then, the collected samples were snap-frozen using
liquid nitrogen and stored in an ultra-low-temperature refrigerator at −80 ◦C for enzyme
activity assessment. The superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), and peroxidase
(POD) activity, as well as the MDA level of fourth-instar P. xylostella, were determined
according to commercial assay kits purchased from Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering
Institute (SOD: item no. A001-3-2; CAT: A007-2-1, POD: A084-3-1, MDA: A003-1-2). The
reaction mixture of fourth-instar P. xylostella tissue was prepared according to the reference
manuals, and the absorbance of the mixture of all samples was determined within 10 min.
The antioxidative enzyme activity in P. xylostella was expressed as U/mgprot, and the
MDA level was expressed as nmol/mgprot. Three biological replicates were performed
per treatment.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The population parameters for all P. xylostella individuals in the study were analyzed
according to an age–stage, two-sex life table using TWOSEX-MSChart software [27]. Based
on the TWOSEX-MSChart software, the bootstrap technique with 100,000 resamplings was
employed to simulate the effects of the sex ratio on the population parameters of P. xylostella
and to estimate the standard error (SE). In addition, output files of bootstrap studies on the
population parameters of P. xylostella relative to reproduction and population growth were
used to compare the differences between treatments through one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA), and multiple comparisons among treatments were performed using the Student–
Newman–Keuls (SNK) test. Meanwhile, the antioxidative enzyme activity and MDA levels
in P. xylostella were calculated using Excel software (version 2010; Microsoft, Redmond,
WA, USA). Similarly, one-way ANOVA was employed to compare the differences between
HVEF exposure durations, and multiple comparisons of enzyme activity were made using
the SNK test. All analyses were performed using SPSS 26.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA). The level of significance was set to p-value < 0.05. All graphs were prepared using
GraphPad Prism 8.0 software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA).

3. Results

3.1. HVEF Treatment Adversely Affected Net Reproduction Rate (R0) of P. xylostella

Direct exposure of P. xylostella eggs to HVEF at 5.0 kV/cm adversely affected R0, and
the adverse effects exhibited different profiles at different time points. In particular, for the
first generation of P. xylostella, although no significant difference in R0 was detected when
compared to the control group under HVEF stress (p > 0.05), HVEF treatment resulted in
a reduced R0 value, with the lowest value observed for the 5 min treatment (Figure 2A).
When the stress continued to the third generation, R0 decreased significantly with treatment
times other than 5 min compared to the control, with the most significant decrease observed
when the treatment time was 20 min (p < 0.05). In the fifth generation, 5 and 10 min
treatments resulted in reduced R0, and 10 min treatment resulted in significantly decreased
R0, whereas the R0 values for 15 and 20 min treatments were close to the controls. In
addition, under controlled greenhouse conditions, the presence of HVEF stress resulted
in a significantly reduced R0 in the third generation, especially with 10, 15, and 20 min
treatments, while the R0 values for fifth-generation P. xylostella showed an increasing trend
with 15 and 20 min treatments (Figure 2B).
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Figure 2. Net reproductive rate (R0) of the first, third, and fifth generations of P. xylostella under HVEF
stress. Note: Values are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE). (A) The different lowercase letters
indicates a significant difference at p < 0.05 between generations for groups exposed to electrostatic
fields (0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min). (B) The different lowercase letters indicates significant differences at
p < 0.05 between treatments for 3 generations (G1, G3, and G5). Differences were compared using the
paired bootstrap test.

3.2. HVEF Stress Significantly Affected the r of P. xylostella in All Generations

To better evaluate the effect of direct exposure of P. xylostella to HVEF on population
growth, we determined the value of r. The results showed that in the first generation,
although r did not exhibit a significant decrease under HVEF treatment compared to the
controls (p > 0.05), it showed significant differences between treatment durations (p < 0.05);
the lowest and highest values were found for the 5 and 15 min treatment times, respectively
(Figure 3A). In the third generation, except for the 5 min treatment group, r decreased
significantly in the experimental groups compared to the control, and the most significant
decrease was found with the 20 min treatment (p < 0.05). For the fifth generation, r showed a
similar decreasing tendency to the first generation; there was a significant decrease between
the 5 and 10 min treatments and the control, and the other treatments did not show a
significant decrease. Regarding the multigenerational effects, r was significantly decreased
at different treatment times, especially at 10, 15, and 20 min (Figure 3B). These results
suggest that the reproductive capacity of the P. xylostella populations was affected by the
reduced r and its derived parameters in the novel HVEF environment.

Figure 3. Intrinsic natural increase rate (r) of the first, third, and fifth generations of P. xylostella
under HVEF stress. Note: Values are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE). (A) The different
lowercase letters indicates a significant difference at p < 0.05 between generations for groups exposed
to electrostatic fields (0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min). (B) The different lowercase letters indicates significant
differences at p < 0.05 between treatments for 3 generations (G1, G3, and G5). Differences were
compared using the paired bootstrap test.
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3.3. HVEF Treatment Gradually Prolonged the T of P. xylostella

In the first generation, the T of P. xylostella was decreased after HVEF exposure,
with significant decreases at 15 and 20 min (Figure 4A). However, in the third and fifth
generations, T was significantly increased by HVEF stress compared to the control (p < 0.05).
In particular, the T values of P. xylostella in the third generation showed an increasing
trend at all treatment times, with the most significant increase at 15 min (p < 0.05), and
a significant increasing trend was also observed at 5 and 10 min in the fifth generation
(Figure 4A). Regarding the effects of HVEF on multiple generations of P. xylostella, HVEF
stress significantly prolonged T as the number of generations increased; the longest T was
found for the 5 min treatment in the fifth generation (Figure 4B).

Figure 4. Mean generation time (T) of the first, third, and fifth generations of P. xylostella eggs in
5 successive generations after HVEF treatment. Values are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE).
(A) The different lowercase letters indicates a significant difference at p < 0.05 between generations
for groups exposed to electrostatic fields (0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min). (B) The different lowercase letters
indicates significant differences at p < 0.05 between treatments for 3 generations (G1, G3, and G5).
Differences were compared using the paired bootstrap test.

3.4. HVEF Stress Exerted a Suppressive Effect on Population Growth of P. xylostella

As shown in Table 1, similarly to the tendency of r described above, the value of λ for
P. xylostella was significantly reduced under HVEF treatment. In the first generation, there
was no significant difference between HVEF exposure and the control group (p > 0.05).
Compared with the control group, the value of λ in third-generation P. xylostella was
significantly decreased after HVEF exposure, with the lowest value observed at 20 min. In
the fifth generation, the value of λ showed a significant decrease with shorter 5 and 10 min
treatment times (p < 0.05), and no significant decrease was observed with longer times.
In addition, the value of λ in each treatment was the greatest for the first generation of
P. xylostella, and the lowest for the fifth generation.

In comparison with the control, in the first generation, the population doubling
time decreased significantly in the 15 min treatment group (p < 0.05), while the other
treatment groups were not significantly affected by HVEF stress (p > 0.05). In the third
generation, the population doubling time increased significantly with each treatment
duration (p < 0.05), and the largest value of dt was observed for the 20 min treatment
group. For the fifth generation, the largest value was found with the 10 min treatment
time, and was significantly increased compared to the control (p < 0.05). When considering
the multigenerational effects, the population doubling time of P. xylostella significantly
increased as the number of generations increased, and direct exposure of eggs to HVEF
at 5.0 kV/cm for 10 min resulted in the greatest increase in dt in the fifth generation.
These results suggest that 10 min of HVEF exposure exerted a more suppressive effect on
population growth.
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Table 1. λ and dt parameters of P. xylostella for each generation under HVEF at an intensity of
5.0 kV/cm for different durations.

Statistic Generation 0 min 5 min 10 min 15 min 20 min

λ

G1 1.180 ± 0.006 bXY 1.164 ± 0.009 bX 1.192 ± 0.011 aX 1.223 ± 0.004 abX 1.190 ± 0.013 abX
G3 1.208 ± 0.011 aX 1.178 ± 0.001 bX 1.160 ± 0.009 bY 1.155 ± 0.007 bY 1.121 ± 0.009 cY
G5 1.156 ± 0.010 aY 1.104 ± 0.003 bY 1.092 ± 0.005 bZ 1.137 ± 0.008 aY 1.139 ± 0.008 aY

dt
G1 4.191 ± 0.116 abXY 4.600 ± 0.237 aY 3.974 ± 0.212 abY 3.450 ± 0.053 bY 4.025 ± 0.280 abY
G3 3.686 ± 0.167 cY 4.230 ± 0.024 bcY 4.706 ± 0.236 bY 4.832 ± 0.201 bX 6.101 ± 0.388 aX
G5 4.819 ± 0.284 bX 7.014 ± 0.196 aX 7.944 ± 0.417 aX 5.415 ± 0.286 bX 5.341 ± 0.277 bX

Note: λ and dt represent the finite rate of increase and population doubling time, respectively. Values are expressed
as mean ± standard error (SE). SE was estimated by using the bootstrap technique with 100,000 resamplings.
Means followed by letters a–c in the same row are significantly different between treatment times in the same
generation, according to paired bootstrap tests based on confidence intervals of differences at the 5% significance
level, while letters X–Z indicate significant differences between generations (G1, G3, and G5) for the same
HVEF duration.

3.5. Effect of HVEF Exposure on Survival and Oviposition Parameters of P. xylostella

To more accurately describe the survival probability among individuals, the age–stage
survival rate of P. xylostella from egg to adult was investigated. The lx curve showed that the
survival duration of P. xylostella adults increased as the number of generations increased,
and the longest life span was detected in the fifth generation (Figure 5). Under HVEF stress,
although the survival rate of each treatment group was higher than that of the control
group, the survival rate rapidly declined compared with the control group in the first
generation, with the fastest decrease observed for the 20 min treatment time. In addition,
the life spans of females were significantly shorter than those of males, and females who
received 15 min of treatment had the shortest life spans. With continued HVEF exposure,
the survival rates of third-generation P. xylostella in the larval and pupal stages were still
higher than that those of the control group, and declined rapidly at the pupal and adult
stages with 10 min of treatment. In the fifth generation, the survival rate in the pupal
stage after HVEF exposure was lower than that of the control group, and it declined evenly
and slowly. Meanwhile, the survival times were longer than those of the first and third
generations. Notably, the difference in survival rates between females and males in the first
and third generations was not significant; however, in the fifth generation, the survival
rates of the females were significantly higher than those of the males (Figure 5).

In addition, direct exposure to HVEF had an adverse effect on the adult preoviposition
period (APOP) in P. xylostella, and the APOP gradually extended in the same generation
with increased exposure time. As shown in Table 2, the APOP under 15 min of treatment
was significantly longer than the control and the other treatment groups in all generations,
except for the fifth. In the fifth generation, the APOP with 15 min of HVEF exposure
decreased suddenly compared to other treatments, and was close to that of the control
group, while the APOP at 10 min was significantly higher than in the other groups (p < 0.05).
Although the oviposition period (OP) and oviposition days (OD) of female P. xylostella were
not significantly affected by direct HVEF exposure, they showed an increasing trend in the
generations, with the longest OP and OD detected in the fifth generation after all treatments.
The shortest OD and OP were observed with 10 min of treatment. Moreover, although this
was not observed in the first generation, HVEF exposure resulted in a decreased number
of eggs per day during oviposition in the third and fifth generations compared to the
controls, with the lowest number found after 10 min of treatment in all test generations.
The fecundity of the females showed a similar trend to the number of eggs per day during
oviposition in each treatment group over multiple generations. These results suggest that
direct HVEF exposure has an adverse effect on the survival and oviposition of P. xylostella.
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Figure 5. Age-specific survival rates (lx) at each life stage of the first, third, and fifth generations
of P. xylostella, with 5 consecutive generations treated with HVEF at 5.0 kV/cm for 0, 5, 10, 15, and
20 min. For each generation, the control group received 0 min of treatment. (A,D,G,J,M) The first
column represents the survival rate of each stage at 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min for the first generation.
(B,E,H,K,N) The second column represents the survival rate with each treatment time for the third
generation. (C,F,I,L,O) The last column represents the survival rate of the fifth generation after HVEF
stress at each stage.

Table 2. Fecundity parameters of each generation under different treatment times.

Generation
Treatment

Time
(min)

Adult
Preoviposition

Period
(APOP) (d)

Oviposition
Period (OP) (d)

Oviposition
Days (OD) (d)

Eggs per Day
during

Oviposition
Period

Fecundity per
Female

G1

0 0.77 ± 0.184 aX 5.66 ± 0.502 aY 5.23 ± 0.440 aX 18.866 ± 1.680 abX 91.714 ± 7.650 aX
5 1.19 ± 0.184 aX 4.83 ± 0.557 aZ 4.25 ± 0.501 aY 16.550 ± 2.272 abX 74.125 ± 10.856 abX
10 1.13 ± 0.229 aY 4.30 ± 0.379 aY 3.83 ± 0.335 aY 13.339 ± 1.715 bX 57.957 ± 8.162 bX
15 1.24 ± 0.297 aY 4.51 ± 0.330 aZ 4.09 ± 0.291 aY 22.432 ± 2.099 aX 95.378 ± 7.606 aX
20 1.04 ± 0.217 aX 5.12 ± 0.435 aY 5.23 ± 0.440 aX 18.145 ± 1.613 abX 84.049 ± 7.580 abX

G3

0 1.42 ± 0.433 aX 6.36 ± 0.526 aY 5.28 ± 0.457 aX 13.504 ± 1.281 aY 84.167 ± 8.912 aX
5 2.09 ± 0.401 aX 7.84 ± 0.709 aY 5.98 ± 0.504 aXY 10.156 ± 1.141 abY 68.911 ± 6.734 abX

10 2.22 ± 0.462 aXY 5.70 ± 0.658 aY 4.91 ± 0.579 aXY 9.140 ± 1.329 abX 56.348 ± 10.946 abX
15 2.52 ± 0.862 aX 7.52 ± 0.996 aY 5.87 ± 0.695 aX 11.087 ± 2.087 abY 66.565 ± 9.159 abX
20 1.82 ± 0.440 aX 5.73 ± 0.715 aXY 4.64 ± 0.605 aX 7.608 ± 0.885 bZ 45.591 ± 8.294 bY
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Table 2. Cont.

Generation
Treatment

Time
(min)

Adult
Preoviposition

Period
(APOP) (d)

Oviposition
Period (OP) (d)

Oviposition
Days (OD) (d)

Eggs per Day
during

Oviposition
Period

Fecundity per
Female

G5

0 0.25 ± 0.083 bX 8.36 ± 0.853 aX 6.57 ± 0.791 aX 13.253 ± 1.609 aY 105.143 ± 13.774 aX
5 1.33 ± 0.211 bX 10.52 ± 1.133 aX 7.24 ± 0.828 aX 8.446 ± 0.857 aY 79.476 ± 9.600 aX
10 2.95 ± 0.671 aX 7.50 ± 0.947 aX 5.70 ± 0.758 aX 8.688 ± 1.256 aX 64.500 ± 9.876 aX
15 0.60 ± 0.212 bY 9.77 ± 0.956 aX 7.27 ± 0.733 aX 9.467 ± 1.369 aY 89.000 ± 12.100 aX
20 1.55 ± 0.652 bX 7.4 ± 0.868 aX 6.21 ± 0.609 aX 12.240 ± 1.280 aY 87.000 ± 10.787 aX

Note: Values are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE). SE was estimated using the bootstrap technique with
100,000 resamplings. Means followed by letters a–c in the same row were significantly different between treatment
times in the same generation according to the paired bootstrap test, which is based on a confidence interval of
differences at the 5% significance level, while letters X–Z indicate significant differences between generations (G1,
G3, and G5) for the same HVEF duration.

3.6. HVEF Exposure Led to Significant Oxidative Damage to Fourth-Instar P. xylostella

Based on one-way ANOVA, HVEF stress significantly affected the antioxidative en-
zyme activity, subsequently increasing the MDA level of instar P. xylostella. In particular,
total SOD activity exhibited an increasing trend after HVEF treatment (G1: F = 16.171,
d.f. = 4, p < 0.05; G3: F = 38.938, d.f. = 4, p < 0.05), except for the 20 min treatment in the third
generation, when compared with the controls (Figure 6A). The first and third generations
exhibited the greatest increase in total SOD activity at 10 min. Similarly, when compared
with the controls, the CAT (G1: F = 29.482, d.f. = 4, p < 0.05; G3: F = 35.861, d.f. = 4, p < 0.05)
and POD (G1: F = 85.530, d.f. = 4, p < 0.05; G3: F = 27.839, d.f. = 4, p < 0.05) activity under
most treatment durations showed an increasing trend, while a suppressive effect on POD
activity was found with other treatment durations, including 15 min in the first generation
and 10 min in the third generation, and the lowest POD activity in each generation was
found with these durations (Figure 6B,C). Moreover, alterations in the activity of these
antioxidative enzymes induced a significantly increased MDA level in fourth-instar P.
xylostella (G1: F = 3.988, d.f. = 4, p < 0.05; G3: F = 5.521, d.f. = 4, p < 0.05). The highest MDA
level was found after 20 min in the first generation and after 10 min in the third generation,
while the controls exhibited the lowest MDA levels (Figure 6D).

Figure 6. Effects of different durations of HVEF exposure on antioxidative enzyme activity and mal-
ondialdehyde levels of fourth-instar P. xylostella. Values are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE).
(A) Superoxide dismutase (SOD), (B) catalase (CAT), (C) peroxidase (POD), (D) malondialdehyde
(MDA). Different lowercase letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05).
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4. Discussion

In the present study, direct exposure of P. xylostella eggs to HVEF resulted in oxidative
damage and adversely affected parameters associated with growth, and development,
and reproduction in multiple consecutive generations. Interestingly, the 10 min treatment
time had the most significant effect on all studied parameters when compared with the
controls. These results were consistent with our previous study on direct and indirect
exposure of first-instar cereal aphid nymphs to HVEF [19,28,29]. For instance, the results
showed that exposure of either cereal aphids or wheat seeds to HVEF at 4 kV/cm for
20 min significantly affected the growth and reproductive parameters of aphid populations,
and that the antioxidant enzyme activity was altered under stress [21,28,29]. In addition,
in studies of other types of abiotic stress, we found that treating P. xylostella at different
temperatures had a reproductive impact, with further evidence of reproductive compen-
sation [30,31]. Furthermore, direct exposure of P. xylostella to 60Co-γ radiation resulted
in significantly reduced nymphal fecundity and postfecundity, as well as reduced adult
longevity and fecundity, suggesting that either HVEF or other abiotic stresses adversely
affect the performance of P. xylostella [32,33].

Previous studies have demonstrated that exposing cereal aphids to HVEF immediately
affected their performance, and that they gradually exhibited adaptability to electric field
stress when the treatment was continued for 10 more generations [19,29,34]. Interestingly,
the growth and development, fecundity, and population growth of P. xylostella were not
immediately inhibited in the first generation; when the treatment was continued up to
the fifth generation, more serious adverse effects on their performance under electric field
stress were observed. This is probably because the external eggshells of P. xylostella eggs
can partially suppress the adverse effects of HVEF exposure, and as a result, some of the
population dynamics parameters did not rapidly exhibit significant effects. Meanwhile,
some of the parameters, such as r, could be determined by R0 and T; a higher value of
R0 and a lower T can lead to a higher value of r in the first generation than subsequent
generations. The curve of the age–stage survival rate of P. xylostella supports this. For
instance, direct HVEF exposure rapidly reduced the survival rate of P. xylostella in the first
and third generations; when the treatment was continued up to the fifth generation, they
adapted to HVEF, which eventually allowed them to survive and persist under electric
field stress. Accordingly, the growth cycle of P. xylostella is longer than that of cereal aphids,
and they recover rapidly from the adverse effects of HVEF exposure. Moreover, it is well
known that when the environment is suitable, aphids generally undergo parthenogenesis,
while P. xylostella is oviparous, producing eggs [35]. Thus, more work is required to unravel
the exact nature of the damage to P. xylostella that is caused by HVEF exposure.

In addition, the current study suggests that the dose-dependent effects of different
intensities of HVEF exposure on P. xylostella eggs produce different stress effects. Previous
studies have shown that electric or magnetic fields of moderate intensity have the greatest
inhibitory effect on the biological performance of different species of organisms [36–38].
For instance, static magnetic field (SMF) exposure at a moderate intensity of 0.2–0.4 T was
found to maximally affect leukemia cell proliferation and the cell cycle [39]. Meanwhile,
by treating rats with static magnetic fields of different intensities, it was demonstrated
that static magnetic fields of moderate intensity inhibited osteocalcin secretion and human
osteoblast-like cell proliferation [40]. The same results were reported in a study which
attempted to enhance sorghum seed viability by using HVEF [41].

In this study, the life table parameters R0 and r of the first generation of P. xylostella
subjected to HVEF stress decreased significantly under moderate treatment durations, but
other parameters were not significantly altered compared to the control group. It is possible
that electrostatic damage is repaired within the organism by its own defense system, or
that the population is maintained by reducing reproductive capacity. Nevertheless, as the
number of generations exposed to HVEF treatment increased, the damage caused by HVEF
gradually accumulated and reached a threshold where it could be repaired by the moths
themselves. Therefore, in the third and fifth generations, there were significant changes in
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vital phenotypes compared with the first generation; for example, the population doubling
time increased significantly with increased treatment generations, but between generations,
it showed a dose effect, i.e., longer population doubling times with shorter treatment
durations. In contrast, both reproduction-related parameters, R0 and r, were significantly
lower in the 10 min treatment group than in the control. This proves that different radiation
durations can have different toxic effects on insects, but not that a longer duration will
produce a more pronounced effect.

In agreement with previous studies, the current study suggests that direct exposure
of organisms to different environmental stressors, such as heavy metals, UV radiation, or
HVEF, could cause the production of large amounts of reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS
cause an imbalance in the normal oxygen-consuming metabolic processes in the body, and
have toxic effects; for example, they cause changes in cell structure and protein function,
even causing structural changes in DNA, and, thus, its function [42–45]. For instance, direct
exposure of P. xylostella eggs to HVEF for 10 min resulted in the greatest oxidative stress
and the most significant adverse effects on performance. A similar result was found in
Thitarodes xiaojinensis (Lepidoptera: Hepialidae) after using heat stress, which indicates that
a large number of oxygen radicals were produced. This caused structural and functional
damage to mitochondria, resulting in a series of cellular dysfunctions which led to cell and
tissue death, and, ultimately, to irreversible damage to the insects, causing them to live
longer [46].

In response to various adverse environmental changes, insects have evolved complex
antioxidant enzyme protection mechanisms to mitigate the harmful effects of oxidative
damage [46–49]. SOD, CAT, and POD play important roles in eliminating extra ROS com-
pounds [50,51], and changes in their gene expression levels or enzyme activity can reflect
the state of environmental stress and the degree of oxidative damage to the organism. For
example, treating P. xylostella eggs with 60Co-γ radiation caused significant changes in SOD,
CAT, and POD gene expression and enzyme activity [51,52]. Apart from that, the results
showed that P. xylostella midgut microbes encode for large amounts of SOD, CAT, and POD,
which helps the host to reduce ROS to nontoxic compounds [53]. Although symbiotic bacte-
ria are also present in aphids, they have completely different roles; for example, the obligate
species Buchnera aphidicola can transform nonessential amino acids into amino acids that
aphids cannot synthesize, and some species of secondary endosymbionts provide energy
materials and some detoxification functions. This might be an important reason why HVEF
exposure was shown to have a stronger adverse effect on aphids than P. xylostella [29,54,55].

In addition, direct exposure of P. xylostella eggs to 60Co-γ radiation at 200 Gy resulted
in significantly upregulated expression of the heat-stimulated protein (HSP) 70 genes [51].
It was demonstrated that some species of HSP have antioxidant capacity, which means that
they can inhibit or scavenge the excess free radicals produced by organisms. Exposure to
different external adverse environmental stressors (such as high temperature, low tempera-
ture, and UV radiation) impairs regular protein function and disrupts cellular homeostasis.
Thereafter, large numbers of HSPs are expressed to help organisms to withstand external
stresses and to enhance their resilience [53,56,57]. UV-A irradiation of Ostrinia furnacalis
resulted in a slow decrease, then a rapid increase, and then a sudden decrease in the expres-
sion of vitellogenin receptor (VgR), a gene related to reproduction, and a corresponding
change in fertility occurred in response to the effects of the external environment [58]. Fur-
thermore, in the present study, a significant increase in malondialdehyde (MDA) content
was detected after HVEF exposure, which may be a crucial marker of oxidative damage.
This may be because MDA can easily bind to proteins and DNA and damage the structure
and function of biomolecules [48,59]. Therefore, in subsequent experiments, we can further
explore the biological roles of important proteins, such as HSP and reproduction-related
proteins, in the adaptation of organisms to new HVEF environments.

In summary, direct exposure of P. xylostella eggs to HVEF at an intensity of 5.0 kV/cm
for 10 min had the strongest inhibition effects on their performance, possibly resulting
in longer growth cycles and increased population doubling time, as well as reduced
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reproductive capacity. The results of this study will help us to understand the effects of
HVEF stress on the performance of P. xylostella and its adaptation mechanisms, and will
provide experimental data and a theoretical basis for control strategies in the new HVEF
environment (Figure 7).

 

Figure 7. Proposed alterations in P. xylostella after exposure to HVEF stress based on findings obtained
in or deduced from this study. Solid arrows represent pathways supported by experimental evidence
from the present study; dotted arrows represent potential physiological alterations predicted from
the literature.
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Abstract: An electrostatic technique was developed to generate a simple physical method to eradicate
weeds in crop fields. The proposed apparatus consisted of double-expanded metal nets connected
to a pulse-charging type negative voltage generator and a grounded line. The two metal nets were
arranged in parallel at an interval (6 mm) that caused no arc (spark) discharge between the negatively
charged metal net (NC-MN) and the grounded metal net (G-MN). The paired nets were used as
a soil cover to zap weed seedlings emerging from the ground. As plant seedlings are biological
conductors, the seedling was subjected to an arc discharge from the upper metal net (NC-MN) when
it emerged from the soil and passed through the lower net (G-MN). The discharge was strong enough
to destroy the seedling with a single exposure. The arc treatment was highly effective for eradicating
successively emerging mono- and dicotyledonous weed seedlings, regardless of the number of
coexisting weeds or the area of the netted field. Thus, the present study provides a simple and reliable
weed eradication method that could be integrated into a sustainable crop production system.

Keywords: electric field; expanded metal net; herbicide-independent method; physical weed control;
pulse-charging type voltage generator; weed control

1. Introduction

Weed control is necessary for sustainable crop production. Herbicide-based weed
control has been the most commonly used method for half a century [1]. However, due to
the intensive use of herbicides, many weeds resistant to major classes of herbicides have
evolved [2–4]. In addition to the problem of herbicide resistance in a wide range of weed
species, greater public concern about the use of chemicals for managing all classes of pests
(i.e., pathogens, insect pests, and weeds) has led to the development of a non-chemical
method of weed control. Biological and physical methods can be integrated into total pest
management systems as an alternative to chemicals.

The use of bioherbicides is an emerging technique for weed control and sustainable
agriculture [5,6]. Bioherbicides include plant-producing phytotoxins [7], allelochemicals [8],
and fungal phytotoxins [9,10]. The direct application of living herbivorous insects [11,12]
or fungal phytopathogens [13] is another option for biological weed control. However, little
practical progress has been made because effective control is difficult to maintain, agent
preparation is problematic, there are few application targets, and costs are high. The main
barrier to their practical implementation is integrating individual methods into large-scale
weed control systems under various environmental conditions.

The most basic conventional methods used to physically control weeds include
covering the soil surface with a weeding mulch film [14,15] and mowing, flaming,
and tilling practices [16]. Some studies have proposed the use of electrical [17,18] and
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robotic weeders [19] to reduce the labor requirements of these operations. However, the
high cost of these machine weeders limits their wide use, particularly in developing
countries [20]. Electrostatic techniques provide additional ways to kill weeds at the
soil-emerging stage by directly exposing young seedlings to a high voltage arc (spark)
discharge [17,21] generated in the space between conductors. The soil-emerging weed
seedlings act as a biological conductor that receives a discharge from a charged con-
ductor [21]. Matsuda et al. [22] successfully applied this technique to control kudzu
creeping along an animal-repelling electric fence by attaching a grounded metal wire to
an electrified fence wire at predefined intervals. This approach suggests that a simple
electrostatic weed eradicator could be fabricated easily and inexpensively.

The objective of the present study was to provide an electric discharge-generating
soil cover for practical weed management, in which a pair of charged grounded metal
nets (G-MNs) were placed on a field to kill weed seedlings emerging from the soil. The
framework of the apparatus is simple and easy to fabricate using commonly available
materials. The main goal was to safely charge a metal net with a voltage generator, which
is the only electric part of the present apparatus. A pulse-charging type negative voltage
generator used for an electric fence was applied to the present system. Electric fences are
used to repel wild animals and are ubiquitous and essential devices in modern agricul-
ture. Accidents associated with agricultural electric fences are very rare [23]. Although
unintentional human contact with electric fences occurs regularly, it only causes temporary
discomfort [23]. Accordingly, this type of voltage generator is considered safe.

The arc discharge-exposure method was originally developed to prevent rice wee-
vils nesting in dried rice grains [24,25]. Arcing is an electrical phenomenon generated by
the movement of a high voltage-mediated negative charge in the air between opposite
electric poles [26]. The intensity of the arc is determined by the voltage applied to the
conductor and the distance between the opposite poles. The arc generated by the pulse-
charging type voltage generator is sufficient to kill weeds effectively and quickly [22].
Thus, we developed an “electric discharge-armed weed zapper” (EDWZ) and deter-
mined the frequency of pulsed arc discharge exposure required to kill the seedlings of
mono- and dicotyledonous plants. Based on these results, we evaluated the feasibility
of the EDWZ for weed control and provided an experimental basis for developing an
electrostatic weeding method.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Species

Barley (Hordeium vulgare cv. Kobinkatagi), oats (Avena sativa cv. Negusaredaigi),
soybeans (Glycine max cv. Natsunokoe), tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum cv. Momotaro
fight), watermelons (Citrullus lanatus cv. Tahiti), and sunflowers (Helianthus annuus cv.
Konatsu) were used as model graminaceous, leguminous, solanaceous, cucurubitaceous,
and asteraceous weeds, respectively. Germinated seeds of these plants were sown in a
tray in soil and newly emerged seedlings were used in the experiments.

2.2. Instrument to Generate Arc Discharge between Two Metal Nets

Two identical expanded stainless nets (Okutani Wire Netting Mfg., Co., Ltd., Kobe,
Japan) (Figure 1A) were used to construct the arc discharge instrument. One of the metal
nets was held horizontally with a plastic clamp and linked to a solar cell-driven pulse-type
negative voltage generator (pulse interval, 1 s; usable voltage, 10 kV) (Suematsu Denshi,
Kumamoto, Japan) (Figure 1B), which is commonly used in electric fences to repel wild
animals from crop fields. The other metal net was connected to a grounded line and placed
on the horizontal platform of a laboratory scissor jack stand to vary the gap between the
two nets (Figure 1C). The negative voltage generator amplified the initial voltage (12 V) to
achieve the desired voltage (10 kV). The generator draws a negative charge from the ground
using this voltage and supplies it to the conductor connected to the voltage generator [27]. A
negative charge accumulates on the surface of the charged conductor and forms an electric
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field (monopolar electric field) in the surrounding space (Figure 1D). If the grounded
conductor is placed inside the electric field, the negative charge on the charged conductor
pushes negative electricity (free electrons) out of the grounded conductor by electrostatic
induction [28]. The grounded conductor becomes positively electrified, and opposite
charges on the nets form a dipolar electric field (Figure 1E). The positively electrified
grounded conductor acts as a recipient pole for the negative charge released from the
negatively charged conductor via the arc discharge (Figure 1E). Thus, arcing occurs when a
dipolar electric field forms between the oppositely charged conductors. In this experiment,
the G-MN was brought closer to the negatively charged metal net (NC-MN) by gradually
raising the jack platform to determine the longest distance (from the NC-MN) that would
cause an arc discharge (arcing distance).

Figure 1. Experimental apparatus generating arc discharge. (A) Expanded stainless net with
diamond-shaped 2 mm mesh connected to a voltage generator and grounded line. (B) Pulse-type
voltage generator equipped with a solar panel and storage battery. (C) Configuration of the
instrument (cross-sectional view), which consisted of two identical expanded metal nets (EMNs):
one was maintained in a horizontal position and connected to a negative voltage generator (NVG),
while the other was connected to a grounded line and placed on the horizontal platform of a
laboratory jack stand (LJS) such that its height could be adjusted relative to the grounded metal net
(G-MN). (D,E) Schematic representation of the monopolar electric field (MP-EF) surrounding the
negatively charged metal net (D) and the dipolar electric field (DP-EF) formed between the two
metal nets (E). The G-MN was moved closer to the charged upper metal net by gradually raising
the jack platform. Arc discharge (red arrow) occurred when the G-MN entered the MP-EF and
formed the DP-EF between the two metal nets. This distance was denoted as the arcing distance.
The black arrow represents the movement direction of the negative charge.

2.3. Construction of the EDWZ

We fabricated the EDWZ using two expanded metal nets (30 × 30 cm2). As the NC-MN
caused arcing toward the G-MN when the distance between them was 5 mm (Figure 2A),
the G-MN was set at a distance of 6 mm (non-arcing distance) by placing a square 6 mm
high polypropylene frame (insulator) between the nets (Figure 2B). The EDWZ was placed
on soil in a tray in which seeds had been sown. Arcing occurred preferentially toward a
plant seedling when it reached the NC-MN electric field (Figure 2B).
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the experimental instrument used to eradicate weed seedlings
emerging from the ground (cross-sectional view). The expanded upper metal net was connected
to a pulse-type negative voltage generator (NVG) and the lower net was connected to a grounded
line. (A) Arc discharge occurred between the two metal nets, which were parallel to each other and
separated by 5 mm (arcing distance, AD). A dipolar electric field (DP-EF) formed between the two
nets. (B) The instrument was fabricated by placing a square polypropylene frame (SPF) (6 mm in
height) between the NC-MN and G-MN to maintain a non-arcing distance (NAD) and set on soil in a
tray (ST) containing sown plant seeds. Arcing occurred toward a plant seedling (PS) when it reached
the MP-EF of the NC-MN. The black arrow represents the ground-to-ground movement of negative
electricity. The red arrow represents the movement of electricity (arcing) through the air.

2.4. Assay of Damages on Plant Seedlings Caused by Arc-discharge Exposure

Arc discharge exposure seriously damages the targets exposed to the arcing [22,29]. In
the present study, the plant seeds were sown in a soil tray to determine the arc discharge
exposure frequency required to kill the seedlings. The sound associated with arc discharge
exposure [21,22] was recorded using a sound-level meter (Sato Tech, Kanagawa, Japan)
throughout the entire experiment. A sound profile was generated on a chart to count
the number of arc discharge sounds using a spectrum analyzer integrated into a sound-
level meter. Twenty seedlings of each plant species were used, and the experiment was
repeated five times. In addition, we recorded a video of monocotyledonous (barley) and
dicotyledonous (tomato) seedlings subjected to arc discharge to demonstrate the effect on
the seedling.

2.5. Practical Application of the EDWZ to Control Weed Seedlings Emerging in a Crop Field

A 1 m2 EDWZ was constructed for practical use. Multiple EDWZs were connected
with electrical wire (Figure 3A) and used to cover different areas (1 × 6–20 m2) in the
field. All EDWZs were operated by a single voltage generator and a ground line. Before
starting the apparatuses, the soil covering the top surface of the G-MN was leveled off
to avoid exposure of the soil to an arc discharge (leveling-off-soil operation) (Figure 3B).
Experiments were conducted at 18 locations in the crop field for 3 months between April
and October in 2021 and 2022.

In the study area (Nara Prefecture, Japan), the seedlings of many weeds appear in
April and grow vigorously. The present experimental period included the rainy (June–July)
and high-temperature (July–September) seasons. At the end of each month, we assessed
the weed community that appeared in the region adjacent to the area covered by the
apparatuses. The Pl@ntNet application [30] was used to identify weed species.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Each experiment was replicated five times, and all data are presented as mean and
standard deviation. Tukey’s test was performed using EZR software (ver. 1.54; Jichi Medical
University, Saitama, Japan) to detect differences among the various conditions. A p-value <
0.05 was considered significant.
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Figure 3. Application of multiple electric discharge-armed weed zappers (EDWZs) to a crop field.
(A) Connection between the negatively charged metal nets (NC-MNs) of 20 EDWZs (EDWZ 1–20)
and one pulse-charging type negative voltage generator (NVG), and between 20 grounded metal
nets (G-MNs) and a grounded line, using an electric wire. (B) Soil covering the top surface of the
G-MN was leveled off to transform the uneven soil surface (UE-SS) into an even soil surface (E-SS);
undesirable arcing (red arrow) of this soil portion was thus evaded.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Determination of Arcing Distance

A negatively charged conductor creates an electric field in the surrounding space,
which widens as the voltage applied is increased [26]. In the present study, the −10 kV
metal net generated a 5 mm wide electric field and ejected an arc (spark) to the G-MN
(Figures 1E and 2A). Based on this result, we designed an electrostatic soil cover consisting
of two metal nets arranged in parallel at an interval of 6 mm (Figure 2B). This arrangement
made it possible to achieve a distance between the NC-MN and G-MN at which arcing
did not occur between them; instead, arc discharge was directed toward a seedling that
emerged from the soil and extended 1 mm over the G-MN (Figure 2B). Thus, the EDWZ
preferentially killed juvenile plant seedlings emerging from the soil.

3.2. Ability of the EDWZ to Eradicate Mono- and Dicotyledonous Plant Seedlings

The negative voltage generator produced arc discharges at an interval of 1 s. A
sound was created at the time of the pulsed arc discharge, i.e., a sonic boom caused by the
shock wave from the high-speed electrons moving within the electric field. The intensity
of this sound reflected the impact of the shock wave produced by the arc discharge.
Previous studies have reported that a pulsed arc discharge produces a force that can
destroy the apical tissue of kudzu vines [22] and prompts flight by adult houseflies [29].
In this study, we examined how much arcing was required to kill plant seedlings that
entered the NC-MN arcing area. Figure 4 shows the typical profiles of the sound(s)
generated by arc discharges targeting the same monocotyledonous (barley) (A) and
dicotyledonous (tomato) (B) seedlings during the experimental period (7 days).

The results indicated that the monocotyledonous plants were subjected to several arc
discharge exposures (Figure 4A). The monocotyledonous plants first developed coleoptile
tissue, which was destroyed by the first exposure (Video S1A). The lower part of the epicotyl
remained alive and elongated continuously despite damage to the apical region. However,
subsequent discharges destroyed the newly developed epicotyl. Repeated discharges
overcame regrowth and killed the seedling. In contrast, the growth of dicotyledonous
seedlings was halted after the first arc discharge exposure (Figure 4B). The arc discharge
struck the dicotyledonous seedling’s hypocotyl hook, which separated the hypocotyl hook
from the epicotyl and halted further growth (Video S1B). Figure 5 shows the number of arc
discharges required to kill the seedlings of mono- and dicotyledonous plants. There was no
significant difference in the number of arcings required to kill the monocotyledonous and
dicotyledonous plant seedlings, although there was a significant difference between the
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mono- and dicotyledonous plants. Thus, the results suggest that the EDWZ is a practical
way to eradicate weed seedlings emerging in a crop field.

Figure 4. Profile of sound(s) generated by arc discharge(s) produced by the electric discharge-armed
weed zapper (EDWZ) targeting barley (monocotyledon) (A) and tomato (dicotyledon) (B) seedlings.

Figure 5. Eradication of elongating mono- and dicotyledonous plant seedlings via exposure to arcing
generated by the negatively charged metal net of the electric discharge-armed weed zapper. Barley
(BL) and oat (OT) were used as model monocotyledonous weeds, and tomato (TM), soybean (SB),
watermelon (WM), and sunflower (SF) served as dicotyledonous weeds. Twenty seedlings were used
for each plant species. Mean and standard deviation values were calculated from five experimental
replicates. Different letters (a, b) in each vertical column indicate significant differences (p < 0.05)
according to Tukey’s test.

3.3. Practical Application of the EDWZ
3.3.1. Successful Grounding of the EDWZ

A prerequisite for the normal functioning of the EDWZ is successful grounding,
which allows the collection of a negative charge from the ground by the voltage generator.
The charge is then sent back to the ground. In a laboratory experiment, we inserted
the grounded line plug of the voltage generator into the ground-contact outlet of a wall
socket, which was equipped with a conductive pipe. The pipe was driven into the earth
to a minimum depth of 8 feet (about 2.5 m) to protect against fire caused by electricity
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leakage [31]. It was necessary to ground the voltage generator and the grounded line during
the field experiments because the dried surface layer of the field increased ground resistance
(earth resistance), which impeded current flow to the ground [32]. The manufacturer of
the pulse-charging type voltage generator used here recommends driving a 50 cm long
iron stake into the ground. The apparatus produced pulsed arc discharges at all 200 points
tested in the crop field.

Plant seedlings with roots growing in wet ground are electrically grounded such that
they are exposed to an arc discharge when they enter the NC-MN electric field, even if
the G-MN is not equipped [21]. The surface layer of the ground soil is easily dried by a
change in weather conditions. The dried soil layer was less conducive to intercepting the
current flow from the arc discharge-exposed seedling. This is an important factor with
respect to suppressing arcing from the NC-MN to a weed seedling. The G-MN was set
to ensure a stable ground for the target seedling, regardless of any change in the weather.
Seedlings that passed through the G-MN acted as intermediate poles and were subjected
to an arc discharge from the NC-MN because of their conductivity. The electricity was
eventually transferred to the seedling, and then to the ground, via the G-MN by a two-step
arc discharge (Figure 2B) [22].

3.3.2. Leveling-Off of Soil for Preferential Arcing of Plant Seedlings

Wet soil is conductive and acts as an opposite pole receiving a negative charge from
the NC-MN if the soil reaches the electric field (Figure 2A) [21]. To avoid undesirable
arcing between the NC-MN and the ground, soil that projected over the top surface of
the G-MN was leveled off to ensure that arcing to the weed seedlings passed through the
G-MN and reached the NC-MN electric field (Figure 2B). The leveling-off of soil was easily
achieved by sliding a flat-edge plate over the surface of the G-MN; successful leveling-off
was confirmed by the lack of arcing and weed seedlings within the netted area.

3.3.3. Effects of a Change in Weather on EDWZ Functioning

Changes in the weather during the outdoor experiment were of concern. The voltage
generator used in the present study was an all-weather generator; therefore, the effect of
climate conditions on the generation of arc discharges by the NC-MN was an important
consideration. The change in vapor concentration (relative humidity) in the air was the
most important factor affecting the generation of arc discharges. Air conductivity changes
in response to changes in the water vapor concentration (relative humidity) in the air:
air conductivity is higher (i.e., more electricity is transferred) under conditions of higher
relative humidity [33]. This implies that, under high humidity conditions, seedlings were
exposed to arc discharges with larger amounts of electric current. Accordingly, highly
humid conditions promoted effective arc discharge exposure treatment [21,22]. Seedlings
that became wet because of rain or morning dew were more susceptible to arc discharge
due to the increased conductivity of the wet plant body [21,22]. Temperature changes did
not affect the generation of arc discharges by the apparatus. In fact, the EDWZ was not
affected by changes in diurnal temperature even when the temperature change increased
from 12 ◦C to 46 ◦C (at the ground level of 1 cm) over a period of several days in August.

3.3.4. Practical Application of the EDWZ for Weed Control in Crop Fields

The most important characteristic of the apparatus used in this study was that arc
discharges were generated toward the seedling nearest to the NC-MN, suggesting that
arcing occurs at a point on the charged metal net regardless of the net size or the number
of seedlings reaching the electric field. It was possible to increase the size of the charged
metal net for practical use. Multiple EDWZs were easily connected by linking their
NC-MNs to a voltage generator and connecting the G-MNs to a grounded line (Figure 3A).
However, we were concerned that expanding the apparatus would delay exposure
to the arc discharge because of the tremendous increase in the number of targeted
weed seedlings. The voltage generator generated 60 arcs/min, i.e., 86,400 arcs per
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day. Theoretically, this means that the EDWZ can treat approximately 85,000 seedlings
per day if all of the targets are dicotyledons, and approximately 14,000 seedlings if
they are all monocotyledons. In our preliminary survey, the average density was
328.9 ± 85.4 weeds/m2, suggesting that the voltage generator could treat weeds emerg-
ing in a 50–280 m2 area. These provisional calculations encouraged us to apply the EDWZ
for weed control. Ultimately, we fabricated 20 EDWZs because of budget limitations.

We conducted field experiments to demonstrate the practicality of the apparatus.
The results indicated that the EDWZs functioned continuously during the experiments.
In fact, the emergence of weed seedlings was completely suppressed in all 18 locations,
where 6–20 apparatuses were combined to cover different areas. Figure 6 shows two
examples of successful applications. Figure 6A–C show where the 20 EDWZs were
placed initially (A) and where they were placed after 3 months (B). The results indi-
cate that the apparatuses completely suppressed the emergence of seedlings, and the
post-experiment survey indicated that no weed seedlings remained beneath the nets
(Figure 6C). Figure 6D,E show the application of six EDWZs, which achieved the com-
plete suppression of weed emergence. We concluded that the EDWZ is a promising tool
to eradicate weed seedlings and achieve weed control in crop fields.

Figure 6. Photograph showing the sustainable functionality of the electric discharge-armed weed
zapper (EDWZ). (A–C) Suppression of weed emergence using a soil cover consisting of 20 connected
EDWZs at the start of experiment (A) and after 3 months (B,C). The image in C is an enlargement of
the image in B. (D,E) Suppression of weed emergence by six connected EDWZs at the start of the
experiment (D) and after 3 months (E). No weeds appeared in netted areas, while numerous weeds
emerged and grew in areas adjacent to those covered by the apparatus.

To identify the weeds that were controlled, we designated an adjacent control plot
where we analyzed the weed population of the soil seedbank. Our survey indicated that
several weed species appeared seasonally during the experimental period, including four
kinds of dicotyledonous weeds and six monocotyledonous species (Table 1).
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Table 1. List of Identified Weeds a.

Types of Cotyledon Common Name Scientific Name

Dicotyledons

Chickweed Stellaria media (L.) Vill.
Narrow-leaved Vetch Vicia sativa L. subsp. nigra (L.) Ehrh.
Philadelphia Fleabane Erigeron philadelphicus L.

White Clover Trifolium repens L.

Monocotyledons

Green Bristlegrass Setaria viridis (L.)P. Beauv
Southern Crabgrass Digitaria ciliaris (Retz.) Koel
Indian Goosegrass Eleusine indica (L.) Gaertn
Annual Bluegrass Poa annua L.
Shortawn Foxtail Alopecurus aequalis Sobol.

Wild Oat Avena sativa L.
a Weeds growing in the area adjacent to the test locations covered by the electric discharge-armed weed zappers.

We have proposed a unique electrostatic weed eradicator. Due to its simple structure,
it can be fabricated inexpensively using common materials without requiring any special
construction skills. The use of a pulse-charging voltage generator, which has been typically
used for electric fences to repel wild animals, reduced the total production cost. The voltage
generator was operated by a solar panel-powered storage battery; therefore, it was not
necessary to equip the apparatus with electric wiring. This low-cost equipment should be
acceptable to many farmers for use as a weed management tool. Moreover, the apparatus
is weatherproof such that it can be operated outdoors for extended periods. Importantly, a
successful arc discharge depends on the conductivity of the weeds, and all weeds entering
the electric field are targeted for eradication, regardless of their biological characteristics. In
summary, we have developed a promising new tool for physical weed management.

Despite the prominent weed seedling-eradicating ability of the present apparatus, we
have some problems regarding its practicality. The important problems may be identifying
how to adequately treat weeds in a crop field that are adjacent to crop plants without
harming the crop and how to apply the apparatus to a curved place, such as raised beds,
where crops are cultivated. Because weed seeds germinate throughout the year, another
problem is how long the apparatus would need to stay in place. Once the system is
installed, it may be more difficult to do some farming by tractor. In addition, existing weed
populations or perennial weed species are problematic to the present system. Despite these
questions, this system could be very useful in specific cropping situations. Some future
research to deal with these issues could continue to improve this method.

4. Conclusions

The electrostatic weed eradicator presented here is a newly developed device to
kill weed seedlings emerging from crop fields via arc discharge. The convex part of an
expanded metal net ejects discharge sparks toward seedlings in any location. The arc
discharge treatment can target the tallest emerging weed seedlings with a high accuracy.
The present study describes a simple physical herbicide-independent weed management
approach for sustainable crop production systems.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy13041115/s1. Video S1: Arc discharge from the negatively
charged metal net (NC-MN) and the electric discharge-armed weed zapper (EDWZ) affecting barley
(monocotyledon) (A) and tomato (dicotyledon) seedlings (B), respectively.
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Abstract: This study developed an unattended electric weeder (UEW) to control floor weeds in an
orchard greenhouse. The UEW was a motor-driven dolly equipped with a spark exposer. The spark
exposer was constructed by applying an alternating voltage (10 kV) to a conductor net (expanded
metal net). The charged conductor net (C-CN) discharged into the surrounding space. Wild oat and
white clover were used as test weed species. Weed seedlings growing on the floor were grounded
by the biological conductor and were subjected to a spark from the C-CN when they reached the
discharge space. The spark-exposed seedlings were singed and shrunk instantaneously. In the present
experiment, the UEW was remotely controlled to move on the soil-cover metal nets, which were
laid on the floor to make a flat surface, in a stop-and-go manner, and to eject a spark to the weed
seedlings that emerged from the floor. All of the mono- and dicotyledonous weed seedlings, which
had been artificially sown on the floor, were completely eradicated using this method. Thus, this
study provides an experimental basis for developing an unattended technique for controlling floor
weeds in an orchard greenhouse.

Keywords: alternating voltage; arc discharge-mediated spark; Avena fatua L.; expanded metal net;
physical weed control; Trifolium repens L.; unattended electric weeder; voltage amplifier

1. Introduction

Many weed control strategies have been used by tree fruit growers, depending on the
type of weed, area to be controlled, and availability and feasibility of laborers [1]. Weed
control is necessary for sustainable crop production. Herbicide-based weed control is
the most commonly used method in greenhouse and field crop production systems [2].
However, the intensive use of herbicides causes the emergence of many weeds resistant
to major classes of herbicides [3,4]. In addition, greater public concern about the use of
chemicals for managing all classes of pests (i.e., pathogens, insect pests, and weeds) has
led to the development of non-chemical weed control methods [5]. Biological and physical
methods have been integrated into total pest management systems as an alternative to
chemicals [6].

Direct applications of living herbivorous insects [7,8] or fungal phytopathogens [9]
are emerging techniques to control weeds biologically. Additionally, the use of bioherbi-
cides provides another option for biochemical weed control. Bioherbicides include fungal
phytotoxins [10,11] and plant-producing phytotoxins [12] or allelochemicals [13]. However,
effective control is difficult to maintain because of the limited number of application targets,
problematic preparation of the agent, and high cost; thus, little practical progress has
been made using these methods. The main barrier to practical implementation is that it
is difficult to integrate individual methods into large-scale weed control systems under
different environmental conditions. In contrast, living and dead mulch methods [14,15]
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have been practically implemented because of their easy and echo-friendly use. The most
basic conventional physical methods include covering the soil surface with a weeding
mulch film [16,17] and mowing [18], flaming [18], heating by steam [19], hot water, or hot
foam [20], and tilling practices [18].

The fruit tree growers in our districts use tilling because of the disadvantages of other
methods, including mulching, which entailed frequent renewal of the mulch film due to
poor durability; flaming, with the potential risk of fire; mowing, with promoted regrowth
by roots left in the soil; and other methods (living or dead mulch and thermal means),
because the farmers were inexperienced. However, tilling operations require year-round
intensive labor. Moreover, tilling has the potential to negatively impact the surface feeder
roots of fruit trees [21]. To reduce labor requirements, some studies have proposed the
use of robotic [22] or electrical [23–28] weeders. However, the high cost of these machine
weeders limits their use, particularly on small farms [29]. Thus, the growers requested our
cooperation (Research Association of Electric Field Screen Supporter, RAEFSS) to develop
a new electric system, to control weeds automatically. The RAEFSS is a private research
association that educates small farmers on electrostatic-based agricultural techniques [30].
Some types of electrostatic apparatus have been launched for insect pest control in response
to farmers’ requests [31–33]. The present study was conducted to meet the demands
of farmers.

The arc discharge-exposure method for weed control was originally developed by
Wilson and Anderson [23]. The principles of electricity used for weed control are provided
in previous studies [34,35], where weeds at the soil-emerging stage were killed by directly
exposing young shoots to a high-voltage arc (spark) discharge. Arcing is an electrical phe-
nomenon generated by the movement of a high-voltage-mediated negative charge in the air
between opposite electric conductors [36]. The soil-emerging weed shoots act as biological
conductors that receive the discharge from a charged conductor [34]. This technique has
been successfully applied to control kudzu (Pueraria. montana var, lobata [Willd.] Ohwi)
creeping along an animal-repelling electric fence [37] and for weed populations growing in
crop fields [35]. These approaches suggest that a simple electric weed eradicator could be
fabricated easily and inexpensively.

The present study aimed to develop an unattended method to control floor weeds
in an orchard greenhouse. Thus, we fabricated a motor-driven dolly equipped with a
spark-exposing apparatus (charged metal net), clarified the optimal conditions for killing
mono- and dicotyledonous weed seedlings using the spark exposure treatment, and applied
the system to control weed seedlings growing on the greenhouse floor by automatically
moving the electric weeder. Based on these results, we evaluated the feasibility of the
present method for controlling floor weeds in an orchard greenhouse and provide an
experimental basis for developing an unattended electric weeding system.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Species

Wild oat (Avena fatua L.) and white clover (Trifolium repens L.) were used as the model
mono- and dicotyledonous weed species. The seeds (Takii & Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) of
these plants were sown in plastic trays containing soil, and elongated seedlings were used
for the spark-exposure experiment in the laboratory. The seeds were sown directly on the
greenhouse floor for the unattended weed control approach.

2.2. Experimental Instruments Used to Expose the Plant Seedlings to an Electric Spark
2.2.1. The Charged Conductor Net and Determining the Spark Distance

An expanded stainless net (60 × 50 cm2; strand thickness, 0.8 mm) (Okutani Wire
Netting Mfg., Co., Ltd., Kobe, Japan) (Figure S1A) was used as the charged conductor net
(CN). Alternating voltage was applied to the CN using a voltage amplifier (VA) (useable
voltage, 10 kV; maximum current, 120 mA; 10 kHz) (Logy Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).
The VA was linked to a grounded line, which was connected to a ground-contact wall
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socket, and its charging probe was linked to the CN (Figure S2A). The charged conductor
(C-CN) formed a discharge space in the surrounding air (Figure S2A). The expansion of the
discharge space was determined by the voltage applied to the conductor [38].

The charged conductor discharges when the grounded conductor reaches the discharge
space and causes an arc discharge in the air between the charged and grounded conductors.
The arc discharge of the charged conductor is an electric phenomenon in which the high-
voltage negative charge moves in the air with an instantaneous spark (spark discharge) [36].
In this experiment, we determined the distance between the C-CN and the grounded
conductor required to cause a successful spark by the C-CN. An iron nail (5 cm length;
1 mm thickness) was connected to a grounded line and used as a grounded conductor.
The C-CN was held horizontally with a plastic (polypropylene) clamp (insulator), and
the grounded nail was vertically held under the C-CN (Figure S2B). The grounded nail
was gradually brought closer to the C-CN to determine the point at which the spark
discharge occurred (Figure S2C). Thus, we determined the longest distance (4 mm) from the
C-CN (the edge of the discharge space) required to cause the spark discharge toward the
grounded conductor.

2.2.2. Double-Net System for Exposing Plant Seedlings to an Electric Spark

In this experiment, we used wet soil in a plastic tray (61 × 51 cm2; depth, 2 cm). The
soil was grounded by contacting a grounded line that was introduced from the side wall of
the tray (Figure 1A). Germinating wild oat and white clover seeds were sown in the soil,
and a second expanded metal net (60 × 50 cm2; strand thickness, 2.0 mm) (Figure S1B)
was placed on the soil as a soil-cover net to create a flat and horizontal surface (Figure 1A).
Seedlings that grew to 3–6 mm high from the upper surface of the soil-cover net were used
for the spark exposure treatment. Namely, the C-CN (not charged) was held horizontally
and set above the seedling-growing tray at an interval of 6 mm (discharge space of 4 mm
and non-contact space of 2 mm) between the C-CN and the soil-cover net (Figure 1A). Then,
the VA was switched on to charge the C-CN.

Figure 1. Exposure of wild oat (MC-S) and white clover (DC-S) seedlings to an electric spark generated
by a charged conductor net (C-CN). (A) Spark exposure of single MC-S (left) and DC-S (right) that
did not reach the C-CN. The C-CN was linked to a voltage amplifier (VA) and formed a 4-mm wide
discharge space (DS). The soil-cover metal net (SC-MN) was placed on the wet soil (WS) in a plastic
tray (PT) to make a flat surface. Seeds of the test plants were sown in the soil, which was in contact
with a grounded line (GL) that was introduced from the tray wall. The distance between the C-CN
and the SC-MN was fixed at 6 mm. (B) Exposing a single seedling to the spark that reached the C-CN.
(C) Exposing multiple seedlings (2–20 seedlings) to the spark. (D) MC- and DC-Ss were exposed
to sparks and growing on the same tray. The red arrow represents the spark from the C-CN to
the seedling.
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In the first experiment, we exposed single wild oat and white clover seedlings that had
reached the discharge space, but not the C-CN (Figure 1A). The coleoptile and hypocotyl
were the spark-exposed sites of these weeds, respectively. As the spark exposure stopped
automatically, we measured the duration of the spark exposure to compare the tolerance
between the two weed species. In the second experiment, the seedlings that had reached
the C-CN were similarly treated to compare the time of spark exposure between them
and between the C-CN-touched and untouched cases (Figure 1B). In both experiments,
20 seedlings were used for each weed species, and the experiments were repeated five
times. In the third experiment, multiple seedlings growing on the same tray were exposed
to the spark (Figure 1C). Namely, we prepared 10 groups, which contained 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,
14, 16, 18, and 20 seedlings on the tray, and placed each group beneath the C-CN for spark
exposure. As the sparks were launched one by one or stepwise toward all seedlings and
then stopped automatically, the duration of the spark exposure was examined to determine
the relationship between the time of spark exposure and the number of seedlings of each
weed species used. Additionally, we conducted a similar experiment for the wild oat and
white clover seedlings that were grown half-and-half on the same tray. All experiments
were repeated five times.

2.3. Construction of a Motor-Driven Dolly Carrying the C-CN and Its Application to Greenhouse
Floor Weeding
2.3.1. Construction of the Unattended Electric Weeder

We installed the C-CN on a motor-driven dolly (floor area, 70 × 90 cm2) (Figure 2A).
The C-CN (60 × 50 cm2) was horizontally attached to the outer surface of the bottom of the
dolly; the discharge space was formed between the C-CN and the soil-cover metal net that
was laid on the ground (Figure 2B). The movement of the dolly was remotely controlled by
a motor-operating controller linked to the dolly with a coiled extension electric cable. The
C-CN-equipped dolly was used as an unattended electric weeder (UEW) to control floor
weeds in an orchard greenhouse.

Figure 2. (A) A motor-driven dolly (MDD) carrying a charged conductor net (C-CN). (B) Cross-
sectional view of the MDD. The C-CN was linked to a voltage amplifier (VA) and equipped on the
outer surface of the bottom of the dolly. The discharge space (DS) (4 mm wide) was formed in the
space between the C-CN and the soil-cover metal net (SC-MN) laid on the floor (FG). The interval
between the C-CN and the SC-MN was fixed at 6 mm, including 4 mm of DS and 2 mm of non-contact
space (NCS). The level-off-soil sliders (LOSs) were equipped in the front and back of the dolly. The
dolly was remotely operated by a motor-operation controller (MOC) that was linked with a coiled
extension electric cable (CEC). (C) Exposing the soil to a spark that protruded from the SC-MN. The
soil over the SC-MN reached the DS to receive the arc-discharge-mediated spark (red arrow) from the
C-CN. Extra soil over the SC-MN was removed by the LOS when moving (gray arrow) the dolly (B).
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2.3.2. Level-Off-Soil Operation to Avoid Undesired Sparking of the Ground Soil

Five soil-cover metal nets (each, 1 × 1 m2) were laid on the greenhouse floor to make
the floor flat for the UEW. However, the problem was that the ground soil protruded
from the upper surface of the CN, as these soils reached the discharge space to receive
the spark from the C-CN (Figure 2C). To avoid this undesired sparking, we attached flat
plates to the front and back of the dolly to level off the soil (Figure 2B). The extra soil on the
soil-cover metal net was pushed away as the dolly moved (Figure 2B). This leveling-of-soil
operation readied the discharge space beneath the C-CN to expose only plant seedlings to
the spark. As the arc discharge was always accompanied by a specific sound (arc-discharge
sound) [28,29,31], effective elimination of the extra soil was confirmed by checking for the
presence or absence of the arc-discharge sound by moving the UEW over the soil-cover
metal net at the stage before the weed seedlings appeared.

2.3.3. Application of the UEW to Control Floor Weeds in a Greenhouse

The UEW (Figure 3A) was used for unattended control of floor weeds in a greenhouse.
Seeds (300, 600, and 900 seeds) of the test weeds were mixed half and half and sown
directly in the seeding area (SA1–3) (each 60 × 100 cm2) on the greenhouse floor. The
seeded areas were covered with soil-cover metal nets (1 × 1 m2) in a row (Figure 3B). Two
additional nets were placed on both sides of the net row to prepare the departure and
arrival places for the UEW. The movement of the UEW was controlled remotely using a
motor-operated controller. The UEW was moved over the connected soil-cover nets from
one end to the other in a stop-and-go manner: 5 cm/s for 10 s and stopping for 3 min. The
UEW traveled forward (Figure 3B) and returned (Figure 3C) using the same route. This
go-and-return movement of the UEW was repeated twice daily (morning and evening)
for 1 week. The exposure treatment started when the first seedling appeared on the soil-
cover nets and continued for 1 week. The numbers of seedlings (1) exceeding the C-CN
(ECCN-seedlings), (2) reaching the discharge space (RDS-seedlings), and (3) not reaching
the discharge space (URDS-seedlings) were counted using a leveling-wire stand (Figure 3C)
each day after the evening treatment was completed. As a control, three seeding areas
covered with nets were similarly prepared in the neighborhood, but the spark-exposure
treatment was not applied. The numbers of whole weeds and ECCN seedlings were
counted each day during the experimental periods. Separate experiments were replicated
five times. The experiments were carried out from July to August 2022. The diurnal change
in the greenhouse temperature and relative humidity during the experimental periods was
16 to 36 ◦C and 48 to 98%, respectively.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Design of the spark-exposure treatment of greenhouse floor weeds with an unattended
electric weeder (UEW). (A) A bird’s-eye view of the UEW equipped with a charged conductor net
(C-CN) and two level-off-soil sliders (LOSs). (B,C) Weed seeding, placement of the soil-cover metal
nets (SC-MNs), and movement of the UEW. Seeds were sown in the seeding areas (SA1–3) of the
greenhouse floor, and three SC-MNs nets (SC-MN-1–3) were laid over SA1–3 in a row, respectively.
An additional two nets (SC-MN-0 and 4) were placed on both sides of the net row to make departure
and arrival places for the UEW. The UEW was moved over the connected SC-MNs from one end
to the other in a stop-and-go manner (G-S). The UEW was remotely controlled to go forward
(B) and return (C) on the same route. (D) A leveling-wire stand to examine the height of the seedlings
(cross-sectional view). Two iron wires (C-CN- and DS-LW) were bridges between two identical plastic
stands (PSs) 2 and 6 mm above the SC-MN, respectively. The leveling-wire stand slid on the SC-MNs
and allowed the height of each seedling to be checked.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

All experiments were repeated five times, and the data are presented as
mean ± standard deviation. Tukey’s test and linear regression analysis were performed
using EZR software v1.54 (Jichi Medical University, Saitama, Japan) [39] to detect significant
differences between conditions and the correlations among the factors.

3. Results

3.1. Sparking Distance of the C-CN

The primary objective of the present study was to determine the sparking distance of
the C-CN. The sparking distance was determined by the voltage applied to the conductor.
A conductor charged with a higher voltage produces a wider discharge space in the
surrounding area [38]. The spark discharge of the C-CN occurred the moment the pointed
tip of the grounded iron nail reached the outer edge of the discharge field (4 mm from the
C-CN). This distance was considered the C-CN sparking distance. The importance of the
sparking-distance specification was to make it possible to construct an apparatus that ejects
a discharge-mediated spark to every grounded conductor that comes into an area within
4 mm from the C-CN. As plant seedlings growing on the ground are grounded biological
conductors [34], they can be targeted for the spark by the C-CN.

3.2. Exposure of Plant Seedlings to an Arc Discharge-Mediated Spark

Previous studies [34,35] have suggested that the spark-exposure treatment effectively
kills weed seedlings. Thus, we evaluated the effectiveness of an electric spark produced
by the present apparatus. In the first experiment, we ejected the spark to single wild
oat and white clover seedlings to determine the destructive power of the electric spark.
Video S1A,B demonstrates that the energy of the electric spark was highly destructive;
the white clover seedlings were singed instantaneously, while the wild oat seedlings were
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singed and shrunk after a short exposure. These results strongly suggest the involvement
of current-flow-mediated heating (Joule heating) [40] during this type of seedling destruc-
tion. These results also indicate that there was a significant difference in the time of spark
exposure between the two weed species (Figure 4). The spark exposure of the white clover
seedlings stopped in less than 1 s, whereas the exposure of the wild oat seedlings continued
for 5–7 s. This result suggests that the different tolerances of the two weed plants were
due to different electrical characteristics of the coleoptiles (wild oat) and hypocotyls (white
clover of the seedlings that received the spark. The hypocotyls were more susceptible to
spark exposure than the coleoptiles (Video S1B). We considered that the hypocotyls of the
white clover seedlings were more conductive than the coleoptile tissue of the wild oat
seedlings and, therefore, larger amounts of electric current caused rapid destruction of the
white clover seedlings. In addition, we spark-exposed single wild oat and white clover
seedlings that reached the C-CN. Video S1A,B shows that similar destructive effects were
detected on these two seedlings when they touched the C-CN. Figure 4 indicates no signifi-
cant difference in the duration of the spark exposure between the seedlings that touched
and did not touch the C-CN in either weed species. We concluded that the present appara-
tus could handle the seedlings that exceeded the C-CN as well as the seedlings beneath
the C-CN.

Figure 4. Comparison of the duration of spark exposure of a single white clover (open) and wild
oat (gray column) seedlings. R-S and NR-S denote the seedlings that reached and did not reach the
charged conductor net, respectively. Twenty seedlings were used for each weed species. Mean and
standard deviation values were calculated from five experimental replicates. Different letters (a, b) in
each vertical column indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) according to Tukey’s test.

The main objective of the present experiment was to determine the size of the target
population, i.e., the maximum number of weed seedlings that the present apparatus could
treat at one time. Thus, we exposed multiple wild oat and white clover seedlings to
sparks. The results indicated that there were two spark exposure methods for these plants.
Video S2 shows the cases of three wild oat and white clover seedlings. The white clover
seedlings were subjected to the spark in a one-by-one manner from the tallest seedling.
The seedlings were knocked down by a single spark discharge (Figure S3A). In contrast,
the exposure was first directed to the tallest wild oat seedling. However, the exposure
was turned to the second tallest and then the third tallest seedling when the height of
the first seedling became smaller than these seedlings, and finally returned to the first
seedling (Figure S3B). Spark exposure continued until all seedlings were short of the C-CN
discharge space. These two types of spark exposures included all cases of both weed
species, regardless of the number of seedlings applied.
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For the linear regression analysis between the number of the seedlings applied and the
time length of the spark exposure, until the exposure stopped automatically, we exposed
multiple seedlings (2–20 seedlings) of the test weeds to the spark and measured the duration
of spark exposure. Figure 5 shows the results of the wild oat (A), white clover seedlings
(B), and a half-and-half mixture of the two weed species (C). In each case, the R-squared
value represented a relatively good fit of the line to the data; as the number of the seedlings
treated increased, a longer spark exposure treatment was required to eradicate all of the
seedlings. Thus, this trend was useful to illustrate the predicted treatment time length in
response to an increase in the weeds growing on the floor area.

Figure 5. Relationship between the number of weed seedlings and the duration of spark exposure.
(A,B) represent a group of wild oat and white clover seedlings, respectively. (C) represents a group
that contained half wild oat and half white clover seedlings. Note that each of the R-squared values
(0.9957, 0.9987, and 0.9937) obtained was a relatively good fit with the line to the data.

The present study revealed that current-flow-mediated heating was the key mecha-
nism for destroying weed seedlings. Based on this interpretation, the weed destruction
efficiency was dependent on the output voltage and current of the apparatus. This was a
problem of the VA used in the present study. The maximum output of the present VA was
10 kV/120 mA, which was the limit of the working capacity of the apparatus. We searched
for the optimal weeding conditions.

3.3. Application of the UEW to Control Floor Weeds in a Greenhouse
3.3.1. Prerequisite Operations before the Spark-Exposure Treatment

The greenhouse floor can be used as a grounded conductor if the soil is sufficiently
wet. Matsuda et al. [34] reported that free water in the ground soil easily evaporates
through a low-temperature (30 ◦C) dehydration procedure and that the soil loses con-
ductance when 60% of the free water is lost by evaporation. Water in the superficial soil
layer easily evaporates, particularly during the high-temperature season. Many weeds
live in this soil layer, so keeping the soil wet was essential to ensure successful current
flow from the spark-exposed plant seedlings to the ground via the floor soil [34]. Thus,
watering the floor is an effective way to ground the floor soil; that is, to ensure satisfactory
spark-exposure efficiency.

The second prerequisite was the trial run of the UEW to level off the extra soil
that protruded from the soil-cover metal net on the floor. The level-off-soil slider at-
tached to the UEW was an effective way to push the soil away (Figure 2B), by which the
C-CN was allowed to preferentially eject the spark to target plant seedlings during the
spark-exposure treatment.
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3.3.2. Greenhouse Assay for Controlling Floor Weeds by the UEW

We developed an unattended method to control weed seedlings growing on a green-
house floor by automatically moving the UEW in a stop-and-go manner. We had two basic
problems applying the present system. The first problem was the number of seedlings
that the UEW could treat at one time. The most important parameter was the stopping
time, as the spark-exposure treatment was performed while the UEW was stopped. In
this experiment, we determined the required exposure time by predicting the number of
seedlings involved in the C-CN (60 × 50 cm2) sparking area (Figure 5). Our preliminary
observations showed that the emergence rate of the seeds was approximately 90% for
both weed species and that these seedlings appeared successively on the ground over
5 days. Based on this observation, we calculated the exposure times (UEW-length of stop
time) from the case that 900 seeds (the highest number) of the wild oat required longer
exposure times than the white clover were sown. As a result, the UEW C-CN was expected
to encounter a maximum of approximately 80 seedlings per stop. Judging from the wild oat
trend (Figure 6A), a 3 min exposure would be long enough for the UEW to treat all 80 wild
oat seedlings during one stop. The second problem was that the URDS seedlings (seedlings
that had not reached the discharge space yet) comprised the majority. The UEW passed
over these seedlings without ejecting a spark. Nevertheless, the rapid growth of weed
seedlings helped solve this problem. In our preliminary observations, the weed seedlings
elongated 2–4 mm per half day and, therefore, the URDS seedlings were expected to grow
to be RDS seedlings in half a day. It was possible to treat these seedlings by weeding in the
morning and evening. We applied the go-and-return movement of the UEW (Figure 3B,C)
twice per day in the morning and evening for 1 week.

Figure 6. Treatment of the weed seedlings with a spark generated by the charged conductor net
(C-CN) on the unattended electric weeder (UEW). The upper, middle, and lower panels represent
the seeding area (SA1–3), where 300, 600, and 900 seeds of wild oat or white clover were sown half
and half, respectively. (A) Untreated weed seedlings that were grown on the greenhouse floor were
covered with an expanded metal net (control). (B) Weed seedlings that were exposed to a spark from
the UEW that was automatically moved over the metal nets laid on the seeding area. ECCN, RDS,
and URDS seedlings represent the seedlings exceeding the C-CN, reaching the discharge space of
the C-CN, and not reaching the discharge space, respectively. Means and standard deviations were
calculated from five experimental replicates.
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Figure 6 shows the results of the spark-exposure treatment for the weed seedlings on
the greenhouse floor. In this experiment, different numbers of wild oat and white clover
seedlings (300, 600, and 900 seedlings in seeding areas SA1, 2, and 3) were used. The weed
seedlings in the untreated control (Figure 6A) appeared successively between D1 and D5
and rapidly elongated 4–8 mm per day; the seedlings (ECCN seedlings) that exceeded the
height of the C-CN first appeared at D4 and increased rapidly thereafter. Neither the RDS
nor the URDS seedlings were counted in the untreated seeding area because it was difficult
to distinguish them among the numerous vigorously growing seedlings. As a result, the
rates of the seedlings that developed from seed were 90.8 ± 2.5% for the wild oat and
89.3 ± 4.3% for the white clover in the three seeding areas from five separate experiments.

Figure 6B shows the number of seedlings that were still living after two spark-exposure
treatments per day. The most important point was that the taller seedlings (ECCN and RDS
seedlings) were not detected in the three seeding areas throughout the entire experimental
period, suggesting that the apparatus controlled all of the ECCN and RDS seedlings that
appeared on these days. Thus, two (morning and evening) treatments were highly effective
to catch up with the URDS seedlings that escaped from the earlier exposure treatment.
Figure 6A shows that the newly elongated seedlings appeared successively between days
1 and 5. All of these seedlings grew into the discharge space on days 6 and 7 and were
subjected to the spark. All of the seedlings were eventually eradicated by the UEW, twice
per day, for 7 days. The spark exposure treatment was effective, regardless of the number
of seedlings and different weed species. Figure 7 is an illustrative example of a successful
application of the present method to the floor weeds in a greenhouse. The photograph
shows the situation on day 7; two rows of the soil-cover metal nets were arranged in parallel
on the floor for an easy comparison of the effect (Figure 7A). One row was the untreated
control, where the weed seedlings had elongated vigorously depending on the number
of seeds sown (300, 600, or 900 seeds in the SA1 to 3, respectively), and the other was the
row for the spark-exposure treated division, in which all of the seedlings were effectively
eradicated by the treatment (Figure 7A,B). Thus, these results indicate that the unattended
method using the UEW was practical for controlling floor weeds in a greenhouse.

Figure 7. Eradication of weed seedlings growing on the floor of a greenhouse with an unattended
electric weeder. (A) Two rows of connected soil-cover metal nets were arranged in parallel on the
floor of the greenhouse. The left row was for the untreated weed seedlings (control), and the right row
was for the seedlings that were treated with sparks twice a day for 1 week. No seedling appeared in
the seeding area (SA1–3) on the right-side net row, in contrast to the vigorous growth of the seedlings
in the neighboring control. (B) A close-up of the ground surface beneath the soil-cover metal net
shows weed seedlings (arrows) damaged severely by the spark-exposure treatment.
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4. Discussion

In the present study, we successfully fabricated a remotely controlled motor-driven
dolly that was equipped with a spark-exposure apparatus, demonstrated the ability of the
apparatus to kill weed seedlings, and provided an experimental basis for applying the
present method to floor weed control in an orchard greenhouse. In addition to this technical
progress, many growers have an overriding concern about the costs of manufacturing the
UEW and purchasing the soil-cover metal nets. To fabricate the UEW, we purchased a
motor-driven dolly and a voltage amplifier. The C-CN, which is the heart of the UEW, was
easily installed by linking a flat metal net to a voltage amplifier with an electric wire and
attaching it horizontally to the outer surface of the bottom of the dolly. In fact, the expense
necessary for preparing the UEW was only the cost of materials, which was approximately
$1500 in U.S. dollars. The costs for the metal nets vary with the size of the floor covered. In
our ordinary orchard greenhouse (floor area, 20 × 20 m2), approximately 250 metal nets
were needed to cover the floor for weeding, and the cost was estimated at approximately
$2000 (approximately $8 per square meter). Eventually, the growers may be costed this
amount of expenses to perform the present system in a greenhouse.

Although the present study revealed that this method can be used to manage mono-
and dicotyledonous weed species effectively, some questions need to be clarified in our
subsequent study. Our concern now involves how to use this method to control creeping
perennial weeds with subterranean stems or rhizomes in the floor [21]. To solve this
problem, it may be useful to clarify the conductivity of weed seedlings, which is an issue
pertaining to how long the electric current flows in the weed body. The present results
suggest that the portions of the weed bodies in which electric current flowed were passively
destroyed. Another concern is the possibility of inter-root transfer of a negative charge,
particularly between the roots of weeds and young fruit trees. As their root systems may
be intertwined in a superficial layer of the soil [21], clarifying this problem would avoid
the undesired effects of a negative charge that flows through weed roots reaching the roots
of a fruit tree.

The present method required a flat floor surface. Thus, we laid several expanded
metal nets on the floor area to be weeded. The metal nets used in this study (2 mm strands)
were sturdy enough for workers to conduct operations on the nets. This allowed us to leave
the metal nets there throughout the year. Nevertheless, we have no information about
how the present metal nets bear the load of heavier farm equipment used in a greenhouse
cropping system. Further investigations are required to answer this question. Our orchard
greenhouse was an ideal place to lay the metal nets on the floor because there are no ridges
for crop cultivation. However, this advantage may be an obstacle to broad applications of
the present method to other field and greenhouse crop production systems. In particular, a
new device for curved portions, such as a cropping ridge, is essential for this purpose.

Applying the UEW for floor weed control in an orchard greenhouse was expected to
reduce labor. From this viewpoint, we designed the next study. The purpose of the study
was to completely automate weeding operations and optimize the system. Thus, we used
a storage battery-operated VA to save energy and a wireless apparatus for sending and
receiving signals to remotely control the movement of the UEW. Then, we examined the
relationships between weeding efficiency and (1) the voltage applied, (2) the size of the
spark-exposed area (the area of the C-CN), (3) the length of spark exposure (length of stop
time), (4) the number and timing of the weeding operations during a day, and (5) the age
and types of and population size of the weeds to be targeted. The final purpose was to
program a computer with these data for automatic weed operation in the future.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a remote-controllable electric weeder armed with a spark-exposing
apparatus. The spark-exposure treatment was highly effective for killing weed seedlings in-
stantaneously, regardless of the cotyledon type. Operation of the weeder was programmed
based on the diurnal elongation of the weed seedlings and effectively killed the seedlings
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that emerged on the greenhouse floor ground at different times. The use of this weeder
is expected to lighten weeding labor by growers. The structure of the weeder is simple,
and the parts of the apparatus are affordable, such that the growers could fabricate the
weeder without any special skills. Thus, the present study provides beneficial information
for realizing the unattended control of floor weeds.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy13071954/s1, Figure S1: The two expanded stainless
nets were used for the present study, Figure S2: Charging of the conductor metal net with an
alternating voltage amplifier (VA) and a spark generated by a charged conductor net (C-CN), Figure
S3: Exposing three white clover (A) and wild oat (B) seedlings to a spark generated by a charged
conductor net (C-CN), Video S1: Wild oat (A) and white clover (B) seedlings exposed to the spark
from a charged conductor net (C-CN), Video S2: Three white clover (A) and wild oat clover (B)
seedlings were exposed to a spark from the charged conductor net (C-CN).
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Abstract: A simple electrostatic apparatus that generates an arc discharge was devised to control
adult houseflies emerging from a soil bed in a greenhouse. Adult houseflies emerging from a soil
bed in a greenhouse are a potential vector of pathogenic Escherichia coli O157, carried by animal
manure used for soil fertilization. A simple electrostatic apparatus that generates an arc discharge
was devised to control these houseflies. The apparatus consisted of two identical metal nets; one was
linked to a negative-voltage generator to create a negatively charged metal net (NC-MN), and the
other was linked to a grounded line to create a grounded metal net (G-MN). A square insulator frame
was placed between the two nets, separating them by 6 mm, and a plastic grating with multiple cells
was placed beneath the G-MN to provide a climbing path (54 mm in height) to the arcing sites of the
apparatus for adult houseflies emerging on the soil surface. Houseflies that climbed up the wall of
the grating and reached the arcing zone were subjected to arc-discharge exposure from the NC-MN
and thrown down onto the soil by the impact of the arcing. The impact was destructive enough to kill
the houseflies. The structure of this apparatus is very safe and simple, enabling ordinary greenhouse
workers to fabricate or improve it according to their own requirements. This study developed a
simple and safe tool that provides a physical method to manage houseflies.

Keywords: arc-discharge exposer; electric field; expanded metal net; housefly; organic farming;
pesticide-independent method; physical control; plastic grating

1. Introduction

There is an increasing public concern regarding the use of chemicals for the manage-
ment of all classes of pests (pathogens, insects, and weeds). Additionally, there is a serious
risk of pesticide resistance developing in a wide range of weed species [1,2], pathogens [3,4],
and insect pests [5,6]. This has led to the development of the organic farming of tomatoes
in greenhouses. In organic farming, the introduction of food-waste compost, or green and
animal manure, into soil beds in a greenhouse is a routine approach to for soil fertilization.
Cattle manure is the major organic fertilizer in our greenhouse cultivation, and is typically
applied once or twice each year. Unfortunately, the cattle manure often contains the larvae
and pupae of the housefly Musca domestica (Linnaeus) (Diptera: Muscidae), resulting in the
frequent emergence of adult houseflies from underground pupae during plant cultivation,
because no synthetic insecticides are used in organic greenhouses.

The housefly problem presents a risk of transmitting pathogenic Escherichia coli O157 [7,8]
posing a potential risk to public health. Food poisoning caused by E. coli O157 frequently
occurs in people who have eaten fresh food contaminated by this pathogen. E. coli O157 in
the intestines of cattle and sheep, where they do not cause disease, can spread to the human
food chain through feces from these animals [8,9]. Housefly larvae develop in animal
feces and very large populations accumulate, both on cattle farms and in other agricultural
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facilities [7]. E. coli O157 ingested by houseflies remain viable in fly excreta; consequently,
houseflies are able to carry and disseminate E. coli for several days [7]. Importantly,
this bacterial pathogen is transferred from cattle manure used for soil fertilization [10].
Contamination of cultivated and postharvest crops with this pathogen is a serious problem
that can endanger the food supply chain [11–13]. Insecticide substitution is therefore
essential to control houseflies emerging from soil beds before they come into contact with
crops in a greenhouse. The most basic and conventional method is to cover the soil surface
with a weeding mulch film [14,15]. Unfortunately, mulch application is unsuitable for plant
cultivation in the summer because of the undesirable increase in soil temperature. We
therefore focused on electrostatic methods to manage houseflies at the soil bed surface.

Nononura et al. [16] devised an electrostatic soil cover to capture adult tomato leaf
miner flies (syn. vegetable leaf miner), Liriomyza sativae Blanchard (Diptera: Agromyzidae),
which emerged from underground pupae. This apparatus consisted of two sets of iron rods
welded onto an iron frame. The iron rods and frame of one set of rods were coated with a
soft polyvinyl chloride resin and linked to a negative-voltage generator, while the iron rods
of the other set were not insulated and linked to a grounded line. Both sets of iron rods were
arranged in an offset configuration to produce static electric fields between the oppositely
charged iron rods. The charged insulated conductor wires of the apparatus exerted a strong
force to capture the leaf miner adults that entered the electric field. However, the force of
this apparatus was insufficient to capture larger insects such as adult houseflies.

Another electrostatic approach was the development of an arc (spark) discharge-
exposing apparatus. The arc-discharge exposer (ADE) was originally devised to eradicate
warehouse pests, such as rice weevil, Sitophilus oryzae (Linnaeus) (Coleoptera: Curculion-
idae), nesting in dried postharvest products [17,18], and Kakutani et al. [19] applied it to a
pigsty window to kill the mosquitoes, Culex tritaeniorhynchus Giles (Diptera: Culicidae), that
transmit Japanese encephalitis between pigs and humans. Matsuda et al. [20] utilized the
arc discharge-exposing technique to simultaneously control weeds and houseflies emerging
from the soil in a greenhouse. The proposed device consisted of two-storied ADEs. In
each layer, identical iron plates were placed in parallel at a defined interval and fixed in an
iron frame. Two layers of fixed iron plates were used, one (lower floor of the two-storied
apparatus) for weed control and the other (upper) for fly control. For weed control, all of
the iron plates were negatively charged, and the negative charges that accumulated on
the plates were released to weed shoots through an arc discharge when the shoots entered
the first floor. Houseflies were introduced into the space between the negatively charged
and grounded plates on the second floor, and then subjected to an arc discharge from the
charged plates. Both plant shoots and adult houseflies are electrically conductive; thus,
they were killed by discharge exposure in the electric field between the charged iron plate
and the ground soil, and between the charged and grounded plates. However, the complex
configuration of this method discourages ordinary greenhouse workers from personally
setting it up. The objective of this study was to propose a simple ADE that could be easily
established by greenhouse workers.

Arcing is an electrical phenomenon caused by a high-voltage negative charge moving
in the air from the charged conductor to the ground via grounded conductors [21]. The
conductor is negatively charged by linking it to a negative-voltage generator. A negative
charge accumulates on the surface of the conductor and positively polarizes the grounded
conductor facing the charged conductor at a specified distance as a result of electrostatic
induction [22]. An electric field is generated in the space between two metal nets [23].
The intensity of the arcing is determined by the voltage applied to the conductor and the
distance between the opposite poles (charged and grounded conductors); larger voltages
and shorter distances generate stronger arcing [21]. The stronger arcing can kill insect
pests [17–20] and weeds [20,24] more effectively and in a shorter time after they enter
the electric field. The insects that enter this electric field are exposed to an instantaneous
exposure of high-voltage arc discharge from the charged conductor linked to the voltage
generator [23]. In the present study, we used two identical expanded metal nets for the
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oppositely charged conductors. The apparatus was constructed simply by pairing these
nets in parallel at a given spacing; one was linked to a negative-voltage generator, and the
other was linked to a grounded line. For practical applications, we used a pulse-charging-
type voltage generator, which is commonly used with electric fences to repel wild animals.
Electric fences are ubiquitous and essential in modern agriculture. Accidents associated
with agricultural electric fences are very rare [25]. Although unintentional human contact
with electric fences occurs regularly, it results in little more than temporary discomfort [25].

In this study, we aimed to determine: the optimal pole distance for arcing to houseflies
without effects due to changes in greenhouse relative humidity (RH), the intensity of the
sound generated by the pulsed arc-discharge exposure, and the number of pulsed arc
discharges required to kill the houseflies. In addition, we clarified the two-step arcing
system in the present apparatus, which enables the apparatus to cope with successive
invasions by multiple houseflies. Based on the results obtained, this study is aimed to
evaluate the feasibility of the present ADE for housefly control and provide an experimental
basis for developing a promising physical method for managing adult houseflies emerging
from underground pupae in the soil beds of greenhouses.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Insect Species

Adult houseflies (M. domestica) were purchased from Sumika Technoservice (Hyogo, Japan)
and reared on a certified diet (MF; Oriental Yeast Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) [26] in a closed
30 mL transparent acrylic vessel. Insect rearing was conducted in a growth chamber
(25 ± 0.5 ◦C, 12 h photoperiod, 4000 lux) from the egg to adult stages. Pupae found on the
medium were individually transferred onto fresh medium in a 20 mL vial for isolation, and
the vial mouth was covered with gauze. The sex of adult flies emerging from the pupal
stage was determined based on the sexual dimorphism of the external morphology of M.
domestica [27]. The body sizes of adult male and female houseflies (length from head to
wing edge) were measured using 30 randomly collected adult test insects: 6.3 ± 0.3 mm
(male) and 8.8 ± 0.4 mm (female). Both pupae and adult houseflies were used in this study.

2.2. Experimental Instrument
2.2.1. Formation of an Electric Field by Two Oppositely Charged Metal Nets

Two identical metal nets (expanded steel nets) (30 × 30 cm2; thickness, 0.8 mm)
(Okutani Ltd., Kobe, Japan) (Figure S1A) were horizontally held with polypropylene clamps
(insulator). The upper net was linked to a direct current (DC) voltage generator (pulse-charge
type; pulse interval, 1 sec; usable voltage, −10 kV; Suematsu Denshi, Kumamoto, Japan)
(Figure S1B) to supply a negative charge to the metal net, and the lower net was linked to a
grounded line. A negative-voltage generator, driven by a solar cell (Figure S1B), was used as
a booster to enhance the initial voltage (12 V) to a desired voltage (in this case, −10 kV).

The role of a negative-voltage generator is to pick up negative charge from the ground
using the enhanced voltage and supply it to a conductor linked to the voltage generator. A
negative charge accumulates on the surface of the charged conductor and forms an electric
field in the space around the charged conductor. If the grounded conductor is placed inside
the electric field, the negative charge on the charged conductor pushes negative electricity
(free electrons) out of the grounded conductor by electrostatic induction [22]. Eventually,
the grounded conductor becomes positively charged. This positively charged grounded
conductor acts as a recipient pole of negative charge released from the negatively charged
conductor. In the present configuration, a single-charged dipolar electric field was formed
in the space between the negatively charged metal net (NC-MN) and the grounded metal
net (G-MN) (Figure 1). The occurrence of an arc discharge between two opposite poles is
determined by the applied voltage and the pole distance (distance between the NC-MN
and G-MN). In this study, the applied voltage was fixed to −10 KV, and the pole distance
was adjusted for proper arcing.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a single-charged dipolar electric field formed between a
negatively charged metal net and a grounded metal net. The black arrow represents the movement of
the negative current, and the red arrow represents the movement of electricity through arcing.

2.2.2. Arcing between Two Oppositely Charged Metal Nets

In the preliminary experiment, the two metal nets (NC-MN and G-MN) were held
horizontally using polypropylene (insulator) clamps in the cabinet; the RH was controlled
at 25%, 50%, 75%, or 98%, and the distance between the nets was changed gradually until
an arc discharge occurred between them to determine the distance that caused discharge at
each RH. In this system, both metal nets generated the ground-to-ground circuit of electric
current when a discharge occurred between them (Figure 1). Based on the results obtained,
the following arcing experiments for houseflies were conducted at a pole distance of 6 mm,
whereas no arc discharge occurs if the RH changes in a greenhouse.

2.3. Arcing to Adult Houseflies
2.3.1. Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Anesthetization of Adult Houseflies

For immobilization, adult houseflies were anesthetized by CO2 exposure according
to a method described previously [28]. Briefly, vials containing an insect were placed in a
non-vacuum glass desiccator (jar capacity, 5 L), and CO2 gas (Air Water West Japan Inc.,
Osaka, Japan) was continuously introduced into the desiccator at 10 kg/cm2 for 4–5 min.
The air in the desiccator was simultaneously removed via the exhaust port of the desiccator
lid. The introduction of CO2 was stopped when all insects were anesthetized. In the present
CO2 treatment, all of the anesthetized houseflies awoke from anesthesia within 5 min.

2.3.2. Arc-Discharge Exposure Assay for Adult Houseflies

Arc-discharge exposure of houseflies was conducted using the experimental instru-
ment shown in Figure 2A, in which three transparent acrylic cylinders of different lengths
were placed vertically between the NC-MN and G-MN, beneath the G-MN and on a
polypropylene plate, and beneath the polypropylene plate. The top cylinder (6 mm in
length) was marked with lines every 2 mm to create three zones. An immobilized adult
housefly was transferred into the bottom of the lowest cylinder (9 mm length) beneath the
plate. After the housefly awoke from anesthesia, the plate was withdrawn to allow it to
climb the cylinder wall (Figure 2B); it was then subjected to arc-discharge exposure from
the NC-MN when it entered Zone 1 (Z1) (Figure 2C). The fly was thrown to the bottom of
the lowest cylinder (Figure 2C) (cylinder-climbing assay). In this experiment, we confirmed
the occurrence of arcing in both male and female houseflies when they reached the lowest
zone (Z1). As the houseflies that were subjected to the arc-discharge exposure were thrown
to the bottom of the lowest cylinder, we counted the number of repeated climbing trials
by the discharged exposed houseflies until they died. Twenty adult houseflies of each sex
were used, and separate experiments were repeated five times.
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Figure 2. The experimental set-up for delivering an arc discharge to adult houseflies. (A) The
apparatus consisted of two metal nets and three transparent acrylic cylinders (TACs) of different
lengths. The upper net was linked to a pulse-type negative-voltage generator (NVG), and the lower
net was linked to a grounded line. The top cylinder (6 mm in length) was placed vertically between
the two metal nets, the middle cylinder (54 mm in length) was placed beneath the grounded metal
net (G-MN) and on a polypropylene plate (PP), and the third cylinder (9 mm in length) was placed
beneath the PP. The top cylinder was marked with lines every 2 mm to create three zones (Z1–3).
(B,C) A climbing housefly (B) and its falling pathway following arc-discharge exposure (C). An adult
housefly was placed in the lowest cylinder, and the PP was drawn out to allow the housefly to climb
up the wall of the middle cylinder. The housefly was subjected to arc discharge from the negatively
charged metal net (NC-MN) when it entered the upper cylinder on the G-MN and was within the arc
distance (AD). (D,E) Another experimental set-up for exposing a housefly (or houseflies) transferred
onto the G-MN. Two metal nets were separated by a transparent acrylic frame (TAF). Single (D) and
double (E) CO2-anesthetized houseflies were transferred onto the G-MN. The black arrow represents
the movement of the negative current. The solid red arrow represents the movement of electricity
through arcing, and the dotted red arrow represents selective arcing to one of the two houseflies.
The blue arrow represents the pathway taken as the fly climbs and falls. A galvanometer (GM) was
integrated into the grounded line to detect the electric current caused by the arc-discharge exposure.

In all experiments, we measured the magnitude of the electric current and the intensity
of the sound, which reflected the arc-discharge exposure. The electric current was detected
by a galvanometer (Sanwa Electric Instrument, Tokyo, Japan) integrated into the grounded
lines. The sound produced by the arc discharge was measured in decibels using a sound-
level meter (Sato Tech, Kanagawa, Japan). The sound profile was recorded with a spectrum
analyzer integrated into the sound-level meter. Twenty adult houseflies of each sex were
used, and each individual experiment was repeated five times.

2.4. Relationship between Autonomous Stoppage of Arc-Discharge Exposure and Loss of Body
Water in Houseflies
2.4.1. Effect on Houseflies of Autonomous Stoppage of Arcing on the G-MN

In this experiment, we fabricated another instrument (Figure 2D) to ensure arc-
discharge exposure to houseflies on the G-MN. The instrument consisted of the NC-MN
and G-MN, which were separated by a square transparent acrylic frame (wall thickness,
1 mm; height, 6 mm). First, single CO2-anesthetized male and female adult houseflies (body
sizes 6, 7, 8, and 9 mm) were collected randomly, individually transferred onto the G-MN,
and subjected to arcing by switching on the voltage generator after they awoke and began to
crawl on the net (on-net-crawling assay). In this system, as pulsed arcing was continuously
applied to the same fly at 1 s intervals, we switched off the generator immediately after the
first arcing finished and examined the survival of the discharge-exposed fly. Similarly, we
examined the survival of houseflies that were continuously exposed two to five times.

Second, we randomly collected single anesthetized houseflies of different sizes (with-
out respect to sex), measured their body size and weight, transferred them individually
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onto the G-MN, and switched on the voltage generator after they awoke. After the arcing
stopped autonomously, we confirmed their death and re-measured their weight to deter-
mine the loss of body water. In each housefly, we determined the time taken for the arc
to stop autonomously. Twenty houseflies were used to examine the relationship between
the duration of the continuous arcing and body size. Additionally, we also determined the
time taken for the arc to stop autonomously in cases when two houseflies were transferred
onto the G-MN (Figure 2E).

2.4.2. Measurement of the Body Water Content of Houseflies

The body water content of a housefly was determined using the loss-on-drying (LOD)
method [29]. Houseflies of different body sizes (6, 7, 8, and 9 mm) were weighed and
placed in a thermostatic convection oven set to 30 ◦C to dehydrate. At intervals, insects
were removed from the oven and weighed. This procedure was continued until the weight
remained constant. Then, the difference between the initial and final weights was calculated
to determine the moisture (body water) vaporized. Using a weight-loss calibration curve
(Figure S1A), houseflies that lost different proportions of their body water were collected
and transferred onto the G-MN to examine the occurrence or non-occurrence of arcing to
their bodies (Figure S1B).

2.5. Construction of the Arc-Discharge Exposure

Figure 3A shows the structure of the arc-discharge exposure (ADE), which consisted
of two identical expanded steel nets (100 × 90 cm2, strand thickness, 0.5 mm). One was
linked to a voltage generator and the other to a grounded line. These metal nets were
adhered to both the upper and lower faces of a square polypropylene frame (wall width,
10 mm; wall height, 6 mm) by a silylated polyurethane adhesive (Figure 3B), creating a
separation interval of 6 mm between the two nets. A fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP)
grating (100 × 90 cm2; 9 mm depth; 4095 cubic cells) (Figure S1C) (Chubu Corporation,
Mie, Japan) was used to provide the flies with a climbing path. Six identical gratings
(54 mm height) were stuck to each other and placed beneath the G-MN. Another single
grating was placed beneath the polypropylene plate (Figure 3A). The plate located between
the two gratings was drawn out to provide a climbing path for flies in the cells of the lower
grating at the start of the experiment.

Figure 3. Schematic (A) and photograph (B) are representations of an arc-discharge exposure (ADE)
consisting of two metal nets, two gratings, and a pulse-type negative-voltage generator (NVG)
(cross-sectional view). A square polypropylene frame (PF) (6 mm in height) was placed between the
negatively charged metal net (NC-MN) and the grounded metal net (G-MN). A plastic grating (PG)
54 mm in height was placed beneath the G-MN. Another grating (9 mm in height) was placed beneath
the polypropylene plate (PP), which was positioned between the two gratings and withdrawn before
the experiment. Pupae or CO2-anesthetized adult houseflies were placed in separate cells of the
lower grating.
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2.6. Application of the ADE to Control Houseflies Emerging from Underground Pupae

In this experiment, we randomly collected pupae on the rearing medium (with no
regard to their maturity) and embedded them into the soil in the cells of the lowest grat-
ing of an ADE that was placed in a greenhouse (July 2022; diurnal temperature range,
16–38 ◦C). We used 100, 200, 300, and 400 pupae in separate experiments. These pupae
were individually transferred to separate cells (single pupa/cell). The experiments ran for
2 weeks. At the end of each experiment, we counted the number of dead adult houseflies
on the bottom of the grating and on the G-MN. In addition, we dug pupae out of the
soil to check the success or failure of adult emergence. In the first round of experiments,
the number of pupae was increased stepwise from 100 to 300, and the experiment was
conducted once for each number of pupae. In the second round, we used 400 pupae and
repeated the same experiment five times.

2.7. Assessment of the Ability of the ADE to Control Adult Housefly Invasions

In this experiment, different numbers (25, 50, 100, and 150) of CO2-anesthetized
houseflies were individually transferred into the separate cells of the lowest grating of the
ADE on the assumption that multiple adult houseflies would emerge from underground
pupae, climb the cell wall and enter the arcing zone of the ADE. The experiments were
continued for 3 days. We confirmed that all flies attempted to climb the grating wall and
were exposed to the pulsed arc discharge. At the end of the experiment, we counted the
number of dead houseflies on the bottom of the lowest grating and on the G-MN. In the
first round of the experiments, we increased the number of adult houseflies stepwise from
50 to 100 in individual experiments, and the experiment was conducted once for each
number of flies. In the second round, we used 150 adult houseflies and conducted the same
experiment five times.

2.8. Statistical Analysis

All experiments were repeated five times; all data are presented as means with stan-
dard deviations. Analyses were performed using the EZR software version 1.54 (Jichi
Medical University, Saitama, Japan) to identify significant differences among conditions
and correlations among factors, as shown in the figures and tables.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Prevention of Target-Independent Arcing

The factors affecting arc discharge between the NC-MN and G-MN of the apparatus
were the voltage applied to the NC-MN, the distance between the two nets (pole distance),
and the change in vapor concentration in the air between the poles [21]. In the present
apparatus, the applied voltage was fixed to −10 kV, and the pole distance and water-vapor
concentration (RH) in the air were the parameters tested. The air conductivity between
the two nets changed in response to changes in the RH of the air, with air conductivity
increasing (i.e., higher amounts of electricity being transferred) under higher RH [30].
This implied that under higher RH, the arcing occurred at greater distances between the
NC-MN and G-MN. We investigated the pole distances resulting in arc discharge between
the nets under different RH conditions (Figure 4). As expected, the pole distance resulting
in arc discharge increased as the RH increased. The change in the RH of the greenhouse
over a year (recorded in 2021) was between 32% and 96%. Based on these data, the
safe pole distance that did not result in arc discharge between the two nets was more
than 6 mm, regardless of changes in the RH. In the following experiment, we examined
possible arcing to houseflies at a pole distance of 6 mm. Incidentally, the temperature
changes (between 5 and 50 ◦C) tested did not affect the generation of an arc discharge by
the apparatus (data not shown).
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Figure 4. The distance from the pole required to cause arcing under different relative humidity (RH)
conditions. Two identical expanded metal nets (negatively charged and grounded metal nets) were
horizontally arranged, and the arcing distance (distance from the charged net) was determined by
changing the distance between them at each RH.

3.2. Arcing to Kill Houseflies

Figure 4 indicates that the NC-MN was able to strike an arc discharge to a grounded
conductor within positions at 4.5–5.5 mm from the NC-MN, depending on the RH. House-
flies received arc-discharge exposure [20,31] due to the conductive nature of their outer
surface cuticle structure [32,33]. In the experiments, we examined whether the houseflies
received discharge exposure from the NC-MN when they moved within this arcing dis-
tance. In the cylinder-climbing assay, we settled two cylinders on and beneath the G-MN,
respectively, and marked the upper cylinder with lines to create zones. We then determined
in which zone of the cylinder the housefly was subjected to an arc-discharge exposure from
the NC-MN. In this experimental design, Z1 (4–6 mm from the NC-MN) was expected to
be the first arcing site. We confirmed that all houseflies were subjected to arc-discharge
exposure in this zone (Figure 2C).

The arcing is the movement of negative electricity in the air toward the grounded
conductor by breaking down the resistivity of the air [21]. In the configuration of the
instrument, negative electricity was picked up from the ground by a voltage generator
and supplied to the metal net linked to the voltage generator. Using the applied voltage
(−10 kV), the electricity on the metal net was released toward the conductor (housefly) in
the electric field through the arc discharge. For successful arcing, it was essential for the
electricity to flow back to the ground, and arcing did not occur if the grounded line of the
G-MN was removed. Nevertheless, our attempt to detect the movement of electricity (i.e., the
flow of electric current) from the G-MN to the ground was unsuccessful because of its
low magnitude, i.e., below the detection limit (0.01 μA) of the current detector used. The
sound was detectable and was shown to reliably indicate the occurrence of arc-discharge
exposure to the houseflies, which allowed us to determine the numbers of arc-discharge
exposures to houseflies based on the numbers and intensities of the sounds recorded. The
intensity of the arc-discharge sound was an important parameter in the determination of
the force required to push the fly down (Figure 2A–C). The arc-discharge sound was a
sonic boom caused by the shock wave from the high-speed electrons moving in the electric
field, and its intensity was an indicator of the impact strength of the shock wave produced
by the arc-discharge exposure. Video S1 shows male and female houseflies that were
violently thrown down to the bottom of the cylinder by a single arc-discharge exposure.
Matsuda et al. [20] reported that the strength of the impact produced by the arc-discharge
exposure was in direct proportion to the intensity of the arc-discharge sound; in fact, both
male and female houseflies underwent arcing with the same sound intensity (Figure 5A).
The housefly has an inherent habit of climbing upward [34]. In fact, they did so even
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after they experienced arc-discharge exposure, as a result of which they were repeatedly
exposed to harmful arc discharges. Eventually, both houseflies were killed by three to four
arc-discharge exposures (Figure 5B).

Figure 5. (A) The intensity of the sound produced by arc-discharge to a housefly climbing up the
cylinder wall and reaching the arcing zone of the arc-discharge exposer (ADE) in the cylinder-climbing
assay. (B) Number of climbing trials by houseflies exposed repeatedly to arc-discharge exposure until
they died. We used 20 insects of each sex. Means ± standard deviation were calculated from five
experimental replicates. The letters (a, b) on each column indicate no significant difference (p < 0.05)
according to Tukey’s test.

In the second experiment, we examined the lethal effects of arc-discharge exposure on
the survival of the houseflies on the G-MN (on-net-crawling assay) (Figure 2D). Figure 6
shows the number of arc-discharge exposures required to kill the houseflies on the G-MN.
The houseflies on the G-MN became motionless immediately after their first exposure to
the arc discharge and were then subjected to subsequent arcing at the same position. The
arc-discharge exposure was harmful, and the flies were killed by four pulsed arc-discharge
exposures. There was no significant difference in survival rates between the male and
female houseflies.

Figure 6. The mortality of the houseflies that were transferred onto the grounded metal net (G-MN)
facing the negatively charged metal net (NC-MN) of the arc-discharge exposer (ADE). Anesthetized
male (gray) and female (open column) houseflies were individually transferred onto the G-MN and
subjected to an arc discharge from the NC-MN. After 1–5 arc-discharge exposures, their survival
was examined. We used 20 insects of each sex. Means ± standard deviation were calculated from
five experimental replicates. Different letters (a–d) on each column indicate significant differences
(p < 0.05) according to Tukey’s test.
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For the same target, arc-discharge exposure continued regardless of whether it lived
or died. In cases where single houseflies were introduced into the electric field, the arcing
stopped autonomously after a lapse of 10–40 min. Figure 7 indicates that there was a linear
relationship between the body size of the houseflies and the duration of the arcing, with
larger houseflies requiring longer for arcing to finish.

Figure 7. Relationship between the body size of houseflies and the length of time required for the
arc-discharge exposure of houseflies to stop autonomously.

There was a need to determine why the arcing stopped autonomously. The most
important outcome of this assay was that the weight of the houseflies decreased remarkably
at the time arcing stopped (Table 1). The reduction in body weight implied a loss of water
from the houseflies. Takikawa et al. [31] reported that the loss of body water resulted in a
decline in the conductance of houseflies. Our supplementary experiment also indicated
that the houseflies that approximately 50% of their body water by dehydration received
no arcing due to reduced conductance, i.e., an increase in resistivity in the water-depleted
houseflies due to the arc-discharge exposure (Figure S1B). Matsuda et al. [24] reported
that continuous pulsed arc-discharge exposure to the growing stem tip of the kudzu plant
(Pueraria montana) raised the temperature of the exposed region, implying that an increase
in temperature caused the vaporization of body water.

Table 1. Change in the weight of houseflies before and after continuous pulsed arc-discharge exposure.

Size (mm) of
Houseflies Used

Weight (mg) Percentage of Body
Water Lost

Duration (min) of
Continuous ArcingBefore Arcing After Arcing

6 13.5 ± 0.8 a 6.5 ± 0.5 a 48.6 ± 2.5 a 18.8 ± 1.8 a

7 17.1 ± 0.7 b 8.3 ± 0.6 b 48.4 ± 3.5 a 30.3 ± 2.0 b

8 23.5 ± 0.5 c 11.5 ± 0.7 c 49.1 ± 3.4 a 40.2 ± 2.7 c

9 29.2 ± 0.6 d 14.9 ± 0.7 d 51.1 ± 2.3 a 49.8 ± 1.3 d

Twenty houseflies were used for each body size category. The means and standard deviations were calculated
from five repetitions of the experiments. The letters (a–d) on the means in each vertical column indicate significant
differences (p < 0.05) according to Tukey’s method.

Additionally, we simultaneously transferred two houseflies onto the G-MN and exam-
ined the duration of the continuous pulsed arc-discharge exposure of these two houseflies.
In this case, arcing occurred to either of the two houseflies, whichever was closer to the
NC-MN at the timing of arcing. Their antennae, wings, and legs were the sites that received
the arcing from the NC-MN. Subtle changes in the positions of these organs affected the
selective arcing from the NC-MN. Both houseflies died shortly after several arc-discharge
exposures, whereas the arcing continued for some time. Eventually, the arcing stopped
autonomously after a lapse of 20–80 min (data not shown).
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3.3. Practical Application of the ADE to Control Houseflies Emerging from the Soil
3.3.1. Successful Grounding of the ADE

In this study, we fabricated an ADE operated by a pulse-type voltage generator. The
prerequisite for normal functioning by the apparatus was to ensure successful grounding,
to pick up the negative charge from the earth’s ground by the voltage generator and send
it back to the ground. In the laboratory experiments, we inserted the ground-line plug of
the voltage generator into the ground-contact outlet of a wall socket, which was equipped
with a conductive pipe or rod physically driven into the earth to a minimum depth of 8 feet
(about 2.5 m) to protect buildings against fire resulting from leakage of electricity [35]. In
the greenhouse experiments, it was necessary to create an effective ground for the voltage
generator because the dry surface layer of the field could increase the ground resistance
(earth resistance), thereby impeding the current flow to the ground [36]. For the pulse-type
voltage generator used in this study, the manufacturer recommended a 50 cm steel rod
driven into the ground completely. As a result of this grounding procedure, the apparatus
was able to produce pulsed arc discharges at all 200 points tested inside and outside
the greenhouse.

3.3.2. Construction of the ADE and Its Two-Step Arcing System to Control Houseflies

The two-net system was able to deliver an arc discharge to adult houseflies that were
about to enter the space (electric field) between the two nets and that had already entered
the electric field. Because the discharge-exposed houseflies are killed, this system can
be used to manage houseflies. Based on this feature, we devised the ADE (Figure 3A)
as a simple physical tool to effectively kill adult houseflies emerging from underground
pupae in a greenhouse soil bed. The combination of a multicell grating with the two nets
provided a climbing path for the houseflies on the soil to guide them to the killing site
in the apparatus. The impact generated by the arc-discharge exposure was so strong that
the houseflies that climbed up to the arcing zone were thrown down to the soil surface.
Importantly, the ADE was able to control the houseflies that slipped through the first arcing.
The second arcing was strong enough to make houseflies on the net motionless with a
single hit. For practical use of the ADE, we attempted to clarify the population size limit of
adult houseflies that the ADE could control in the first stage of defense.

The NC-MN generated a pulsed arc discharge to the nearest housefly in the electric
field at 1 s intervals. In our preliminary measurement, the pace of climbing by the houseflies
was 1.9 ± 0.3 mm/sec (average of 50 flies). The probability of passing through the first
arcing was determined by the relationship between the interval of pulsed arcing and the
climbing pace achieved by multiple houseflies climbing synchronously. Figure 8A1 shows
the hypothetical case in which three houseflies simultaneously entered the electric field,
where the housefly on the left side (nearest to the NC-MN) was first subjected to the
arcing and thrown down. Other houseflies could move forward for 1 sec, and the second
arcing occurred toward the second housefly that was nearest to the NC-MN (Figure 8A2).
The investigation then turned to the third fly. In this case, before the third arcing, the
houseflies that climbed over the G-MN were then subjected to an arc-discharge exposure
(Figure 8A3). This implied that the third housefly could pass through the first defense
mechanism of the apparatus. As mentioned earlier, the housefly that was subjected to the
arc-discharge exposure was rendered motionless by the first single arcing of the second
defense mechanism and was then continuously exposed to the pulsed arcing.

The houseflies on the G-MN underwent pulsed arc-discharge exposure continuously
(Figure 8B1) (Video S1B). This arc-discharge exposure continued until the arc stopped
autonomously. Figure 8B2 shows an uncommon case in which two houseflies entered
the arcing zone simultaneously before the arcing for the preceding fly had stopped au-
tonomously. Of these two flies, the earlier one was subjected to the arcing and thrown
down before entering, whereas the second fly was able to climb over the net before being
subjected to the arcing (Figure 8B3). Thus, a series of coincidences led to the existence of
two houseflies on the G-MN (in the electric field). These two houseflies were motionless,
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and whichever one was closer to the NC-MN was subjected to the arcing each time during
the continuous arc-discharge exposure. This situation continued until the arcing stopped
autonomously. Although the probability of these events was expected to be extremely low,
understanding their possibility was essential for the successful management of houseflies
by the apparatus.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the standby and follow-up arcing to multiple houseflies that
entered the arcing zone of the arc-discharge exposer (ADE) simultaneously. (A) Simultaneous entry
to the first arcing zone (Z1) by three houseflies. The housefly on the left, which was nearest to
the negatively charged metal net (NC-MN), was the first to be subjected to arc discharge from the
NC-MN and thrown down (A1). The other flies moved into Zone 2 (Z2) for 1 sec, and a second fly
was subjected to the arcing (A2). Before the third arcing, the last fly climbed over the grounded metal
net (G-MN) and was subjected to arc discharge (A3). (B) Simultaneous entry by two houseflies to the
arcing zone in which the first fly had been present. The housefly that remained in the electric field
was subjected to a pulsed arc-discharge exposure (B1) continuously until the next fly entered and
moved close to the NC-MN. Of the two flies that entered the arcing zone simultaneously, the one
that was closest to the NC-MN was subjected to the arcing and thrown down (B2). The second fly
was subjected to arcing only after it had climbed over the G-MN (B3). The solid red arrow represents
arcing to the fly from the NC-MN. The dotted red arrow represents selective arcing to one of the two
flies, i.e., whichever fly was closest to the NC-MN at the moment of arcing. The blue arrow represents
the pathway taken as the fly falls.

3.3.3. Application of the ADE to Adult Houseflies Emerging from Underground Pupae

According to our records for the past three years, in which flypapers (sticky paper
ribbons) were hung over the soil beds, and the numbers of trapped houseflies were counted,
their occurrence (during the 3-month summer season) was between 8 and 62 per m2.
However, this approach provided no information about how many houseflies escaped from
the trap and, more importantly, how many houseflies emerged simultaneously from the soil
bed. In the experiment, we established the ADE in a greenhouse, embedded 100–400 pupae
into the soil of separate cells of the lowest grating of the ADE (single pupa/cell), and
surveyed the working of the ADE during the period of the experiment (2 weeks). The access
of the houseflies that emerged from pupae to the electric field of the ADE was estimated
based on the total number of arc-discharge sounds. If no adult housefly was detected on
the G-MN, it was considered that all of the houseflies that reached the arcing zone were
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thrown down to the soil surface by the arcing of the first dense mechanism (Table 2). In
the experiment, more than 90% of the embedded pupae produced adult houseflies within
5–10 days. However, emergence was highly irregular, and therefore there was no chance
that multiple houseflies (more than three houseflies) entered the arcing zone. This uneven
emergence of adult houseflies probably depended on the different maturities of the pupae
used. Eventually, we detected no adult houseflies on the G-MN, neither in the stepwise
applications of 100–300 pupae nor in the repeated applications of the highest number of
pupae (400 pupae). In conclusion, the study revealed that at <400 pupae/m2, there was no
opportunity for the ADE to undertake the second-step measures to control houseflies.

Table 2. Evaluation of the ability of the arc-discharge exposer (ADE) to control adult houseflies
emerging from underground pupae by continuous pulsed arc-discharge exposures.

No. of Pupae Used a No. of Disable Pupae
Bearing No Adults

No. of Dead Adult
Houseflies on BLG b

No. of Dead Adult
Houseflies on G-MN

100 6 94 0

200 12 188 0

300 4 296 0

400

11 389 0
7 393 0
25 375 0
11 389 0
10 390 0

a Pupae at different stages of maturity were collected randomly and embedded into the soil of separate cells of
the lowest grating (L-grating). Adult houseflies that emerged from pupae climbed the cell of the upper grating
(U-grating), which was set on the L-grating, and were subjected to arcing from the negatively charged metal net
(NC-MN) when they reached the arcing zone above the grounded metal net (G-MN), which covered the U-grating.
b Bottom of the L-grating.

3.3.4. Capability of the ADE to Control Adult Houseflies Invading Successively

In the second experiment in a greenhouse, we directly applied adult houseflies to the
ADE to set up an acute situation in which adult houseflies (in this case, 25–150 adults)
simultaneously emerged from underground pupae and successively invaded the ADE. The
experiment was designed to actualize the events hypothesized in Figure 7. However, in
the preliminary application of the 25–150 houseflies, no fly was detected on the G-MN.
Eventually, in one of five repeated applications of 150 adult houseflies, we detected one
housefly on the G-MN (Table 3). Conversely, numerous dead houseflies were confirmed on
the bottom of the lowest grating, which had been thrown down by the arcing during the
first defense of the ADE. The study indicated that if the number of synchronously emerging
adult houseflies did not exceed 200, the ADE was able to effectively cope with successive
invasions by multiple houseflies using the first defense measures. The second arcing was a
fallback measure to respond to the few houseflies that overcame the first defense.

Table 3. Evaluation of the ability of the arc-discharge exposer (ADE) to control successive invasions
by adult houseflies.

No. of Adult Houseflies Used a No. of Dead Houseflies on BLG b No. of Dead Houseflies on G-MN

25 25 0

50 50 0

100 100 0

150

150 0
149 1
150 0
150 0
150 0

a Anesthetized adult houseflies were placed in separate cells of the lowest grating (L-grating). These flies climbed
up the wall of the upper grating (U-grating), reached the L-grating, and entered the arcing zone above the
grounded metal net (G-MN), where they were subjected to arcing from the negatively charged metal net (NC-MN)
and then thrown down to the bottom of the L-grating. b Bottom of the lower grating.
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The impact of the arc-discharge exposure was strong enough to kill adult houseflies.
However, this arcing technique has not proven applicable to all fly species that emerge
from underground pupae. The apparatus was found to be unsuitable for tomato leaf miner
flies because of their small body size. If the metal net was not completely flat, the point
that protruded most from the net surface became the site that received the arcing from the
charged metal net. If the size of the fly was smaller than the vertical drop (i.e., the distance
between the highest and lowest sites on the G-MN), it remained on the metal net without
undergoing arcing from the NC-MN. Theoretically, only flies larger than the vertical drop
were specifically targeted for arcing. Alternatively, another type of electrostatic tool, which
consisted of a pair of insulated and non-insulated metal nets, was successfully applied to
capture the smaller flies emerging from underground pupae [16].

The most useful feature of the ADE is its simple structure, which enables ordinary
workers to fabricate and improve the apparatus cheaply using common materials based
on their own requirements. The most important feature of the ADE is that it provides
pulsed arc-discharge exposure to the nearest target from the NC-MN, and therefore it is
possible to scale up the present system simply by linking additional ADEs together with an
electric line. The arcing system of the ADE is operated safely using a pulse-type voltage
generator, which is widely used with electric fences to deter wild animals without harming
people [25]. Thus, the present study provided the experimental basis for the development
of a new physical method for managing houseflies emerging from soil beds in greenhouses.

4. Conclusions

The electrostatic apparatus described here is a newly developed device that can be
applied to net the surface of soil beds in a greenhouse to manage the emergence of adult
houseflies from the ground by exposing them to an arc discharge. The convex array over
the whole surface of an expanded metal net is the site from which a spark can be discharged
to targets at any location. The target-responsible arc-discharge exposure treatment was
extremely effective at pushing invading houseflies down into the soil surface through the
destructive force generated by the arc-discharge exposure. The apparatus was developed
by pairing commercially available expanded metal nets and connecting one to a negative-
voltage generator and the other to a ground line. The study developed a simple physical
method for an insecticide-independent pest-management approach that can be integrated
into sustainable crop-production systems in greenhouses.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy13020310/s1, Figure S1: (A) An expanded steel net
with diamond-shaped meshes. (B) A pulse-type voltage generator operated by a solar panel. (C) A
fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) grating with square cells; Video S1: (A) Arc-discharge exposure
from the negatively charged metal net (NC-MN) to adult male (left) and female (right) houseflies that
reached the arcing zone above the grounded metal net (G-MN) of the arc-discharge exposer (ADE).
(B) Arc-discharge exposure of an adult housefly (female) transferred onto the G-MN.
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Abstract: Two new electrostatic devices were developed to manage greenhouse insect pests. One
was an electrostatic insect catcher (EIC) to trap small flying pests, and the other was an arc-discharge
zapper (ADZ) to kill larger insects emerging from soil beds. The EIC consisted of negatively charged
insulated conductor plates (NIPs) and grounded conductor plates (GCPs), which were alternately
arrayed in parallel at defined intervals. The ADZ had the same framework as the EIC, except that the
NIPs were replaced with negatively charged non-insulated iron plates (NNPs). The EIC formed a
non-discharging electric field between the NIP and GCP to create an attractive force to capture insects.
By contrast, the ADZ formed a discharge-generating electric field between the NNP and GCP that
killed insects. The EIC was effectively applied to small pests, such as whiteflies, thrips, leaf miners,
winged aphids, and shore flies, that can pass through the conventional insect-proof nets installed on
greenhouse windows. The ADZ was effective for adult houseflies emerging from pupae in soil beds.
Our electrostatic devices are useful for controlling insect pests of different sizes.

Keywords: arc discharge zapper; electrostatic insect catcher; green peach aphid; housefly; physical
control; shore fly; tomato leaf miner; western flower thrips; whitefly

1. Introduction

Electrostatic techniques have been developed to precipitate airborne biotic and abiotic
nuisances (such as airborne fungal spores, flying insect pests, pollen grains causing polli-
nosis, and tobacco smoke particles) in various environments [1]. The major electrostatic
principle used in these approaches is the formation of an electric field. An electric field is
the space surrounding an electric charge that exerts a perceptible force on another electric
charge [2]. A negative charge is supplied to a conductor by connecting it to a direct current
(DC) negative voltage generator (NVG). An NVG is a booster that enhances an initial
voltage (12 V) to a desired voltage using a transformer and Cockcroft circuit integrated
into a voltage generator [3]. Using this enhanced voltage, an NVG draws negative charge
(free electrons) from a ground and supplies it to a conductor linked to the voltage gen-
erator. Negative charge accumulates on the conductor and generates an electric field in
the surrounding space. If a grounded conductor is placed inside the electric field, the
negative charge on the charged conductor polarizes the grounded conductor positively by
electrostatic induction [4]. Eventually, the opposite charges on the conductor and grounded
conductor form a dipolar electric field in the space between them. In this study, based on
this electrostatic theory, we constructed two different physical tools to control insect pests.

First, we produced a device to capture flying insect pests in a dipolar electric field.
Kakutani et al. [5] proposed such a device using an insulated metal wire and a non-
insulated, grounded metal net. They tested it on the vinegar fly, Drosophila melanogaster
Meigen (Diptera, Drosophilidae). A negative charge on the insulated wire pushed negative
electricity (free electrons) out of the fly body and onto the grounded metal net. Eventually,
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the fly became positively electrified and was drawn to the negatively charged, insulated
wire. They referred to this phenomenon as “discharge-mediated positive electrification
of an insect.”This method worked because of the highly conductive nature of the cuticle
layer of the insect body [6–10]. The same group found that the mechanism is effective
for many insect species (across 8 orders and 15 genera) [11]. Building on this idea, our
electric-field-based insect-capturing device employed a pair of identical metal plates: one
was insulated with a soft polyvinyl chloride resin and linked to a continuous-charge voltage
generator, while the other was noninsulated and linked to a grounded line. The use of
the two parallel metal plates enabled an even pole distance (the distance between the two
plates) to be created over the entire surface of the plates, which was expected to have the
same attractive force for target insects at any location along the plate. More importantly,
an insulative coating on the charged metal plate would effectively prevent accidental
electrocution of workers.

Next, a device was produced to kill insects via an arc discharge. This concept was
originally used to manage the rice weevil, Sitophilus oryzae Linnaeus (Coleoptera: Cur-
culionidae), a warehouse pest that nests in stored rice [12,13]. In previous studies, two
identical conductors (metal nets or plates) were placed in parallel at a defined interval to
form a dipolar electric field between them. One conductor was linked to an NVG, and the
other was linked to a grounded line. Because the negatively charged conductor was not
insulated, the negative charge on the conductor was discharged toward the insect when it
entered the electric field (the space between the two conductors). Insects were killed by the
strong impact of the discharge [12,13]. However, because of the high risk of electrocution
with this system, it was essential to furnish the device with an insulation guard. Thus,
in our arc-discharge-based device reported herein, we used a pulse-charge-type voltage
generator, which is commonly used in electric fences to repel wild animals. Electric fences
are ubiquitous and essential in modern agriculture. Accidents in association with agricul-
tural electric fences are very rare [14]. Although unintentional human contact with electric
fences occurs regularly, it causes little more than temporary discomfort [14].

A total of six pest species were targeted and tested with two devices that had different
body sizes; these are listed in Table S1. All pests in the small- and middle-size groups
were able to pass through a conventionally woven “insect-proof” net (1–1.5 mm mesh
size) installed on the windows of greenhouses. Most greenhouse plants are vulnerable to
direct attacks by these pests as well as serious infections caused by viral, bacterial, and
fungal pathogens that are carried by these vectors. In particular, whiteflies, thrips, and
aphids transmit viral pathogens: tomato yellow leaf curl virus [15,16], tomato spotted
wilt tospovirus [17,18], and cucumber mosaic virus [19], respectively. Shore flies in the
middle-sized group were also able to pass through the net and transfer rhizosphere fungal
pathogens (Verticillium dahliae and Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. radicis-lycopersici) [20,21].
Vinegar flies have been targeted as a potential vector of various bacterial and fungal
pathogens [22]. The most problematic pest in our greenhouses was the viruliferous whitefly.
Tomato plants suffer from viral diseases every year in our greenhouses [23], whereas other
pests seldom cause problems. Thus, the establishment of a reliable control method for
whiteflies was extremely important in the present study.

Although houseflies in the large size group were not able to pass through the net,
they were frequently transferred to greenhouse soil beds from cattle manure used for
fertilization [24]. Cattle manure is the major organic fertilizer in our greenhouse cultivation
system and is typically applied once or twice each year. Unfortunately, it frequently contains
the larvae of houseflies, and therefore adult flies frequently emerge during plant cultivation.
Houseflies can transmit pathogenic Escherichia coli O157 [25,26], causing food poisoning in
people who ingest foods contaminated with this pathogen. E. coli O157 is originally present
in the intestines of cattle and sheep, where it does not cause disease [25–27]. However,
housefly larvae develop in animal feces [25], and the microbes they ingest remain viable in
their excreta; consequently, they carry and disseminate E. coli for several days [25] and thus
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pose a threat to public health [28–30]. Therefore, the management of adult houseflies that
emerge from underground is of critical importance.

In an effort to give greenhouse managers/researchers flexibility in what tool would be
best for their current situation, we designed the two devices mentioned above. The main
distinction between the two devices is that one features an iron plate that is covered with a
soft polyvinyl chloride resin and linked to a continuous-charge type voltage generator; the
other is not insulated and is linked to a pulse-charge type voltage generator. We call the
former the electrostatic insect catcher (EIC) and the latter the arc-discharge zapper (ADZ).
These works are unique challenges to develop new physical methods for pest control, and
the newly devised apparatuses possess simple structures, allowing ordinary greenhouse
workers to fabricate or improve them for their own requirements and exert prominent
control functions to target insect pests.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Insects

Adult whitefies (B. tabaci), vinegar flies (D. melanogaster), western flower thrips
(F. occidentalis), wingless female green peach aphids (M. persicae), and pupae of houseflies
(M. domestica) and tomato leaf miners (L. sativae) were purchased from Sumika Technoser-
vice (Hyogo, Japan). Pupae of greenbottle flies (L. sericata) were purchased from the Japan
Maggot Company (Okayama, Japan). Although vinegar fly D. melanogaster and greenbottle
fly L. sericata were not pests of greenhouse plants, they were added as supplements to the
medium- and large-size groups, respectively.

Houseflies and greenbottle flies were reared on a certified diet (MF; Oriental Yeast
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) [31] in a closed 30 mL transparent acrylic vessel. The rearing was
conducted in a growth chamber (25 ± 0.5 ◦C, 12 h photoperiod, 4000 lux) from the egg to
adult stages. Pupae found in the medium were individually transferred into fresh medium
in a 20 mL vial for isolation, and the vial mouth was covered with gauze. The sexes of adult
flies that emerged from the pupal stage were determined based on the sexual dimorphism
of their external morphology [32,33]. For immobilization, adult houseflies and greenbottle
flies were anesthetized by CO2 exposure according to a method described previously [34].
The vials containing insects were placed in a non-vacuum glass desiccator (jar capacity: 5 L)
into which CO2 gas (Air Water West Japan Inc., Osaka, Japan) was continuously introduced
at 10 kg/cm2 for 4–5 min. The air in the desiccator was simultaneously exhausted from an
exhaust port on the desiccator lid. The introduction of CO2 was stopped when all insects
were anesthetized. In the CO2 treatment, all of the anesthetized flies awoke within 5 min.
These immobilized flies were used in the experiments.

Adult vinegar flies were reared on blue medium (Wako Pure Chemical, Osaka, Japan)
under the above conditions, and newly emerged adults (15–24 h after eclosion) were used
as active flies for experiments. The whiteflies were reared on 10-day-old kidney bean
(Phaseolus vulgaris L. ‘Nagauzura-saitou’) seedlings [35] in a phytotron (22–34 ◦C). Adult
western flower thrips and wingless adult female green peach aphids were reared on water-
swollen seeds and 1-week-old broad-bean (Vicia faba L. “GB-Blend”) seedlings in a growth
chamber according to the methods of Murai [36] and Murai and Loomans [37]. Pupae of
tomato leaf miners were maintained in a growth chamber until the adults emerged. Adult
shore flies were collected from a hydroponic tomato greenhouse and maintained on a lawn
of green algae (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Dangeard). The lawn was cultured on a sponge
cube soaked in hydroponic culture solution in a transparent 2 L culture bottle; the bottle
opening was covered with a woven net of 0.6 mm mesh [38]. The test insects were held
in a temperature-controlled growth chamber (26 ± 2 ◦C, 35–45% relative humidity, and a
16 h photoperiod with 4000 lux from fluorescent lamps). The hatched winged adult female
green peach aphids and newly emerged adults of other test insects (whiteflies, western
flower thrips, tomato leaf miners, vinegar flies, and shore flies) were collected with an
insect aspirator (Wildco, Yulee, FL, USA).
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Table S1 shows the mean body sizes of the insects (i.e., length from head to wing tip),
where 20 adults of each species were measured.

2.2. Experimental Instrument for an Insect-Capturing Assay
2.2.1. Fabrication of the Instrument

Figure 1 shows the structure of the instrument used to capture insects. The instrument
consisted of two identical iron plates (30 × 20 mm2; thickness, 1 mm) horizontally arranged
at defined separation intervals (5 or 10 mm). One plate was coated with a soft polyvinyl
chloride resin for insulation (coating thickness, 2 mm; resistivity, 2 × 108 Ωcm) (Sonoda
Seisakusho, Osaka, Japan) and linked to a direct current (DC) negative voltage genera-
tor (NVG) (continuous-charge type; applicable voltage, –0.1 to –10 kV) (Max Electronics,
Tokyo, Japan). The voltage generator was operated by a lithium storage battery (12 V).
The other plate was non-insulated and linked to a grounded line. In this instrument, the
negative charge that accumulated on the surface of the charged conductor plate dielectri-
cally polarized an insulating cover, positively on the inner surface and negatively on the
outer surface [39]. The negative charge on the insulated conductor plate (ICP) generated a
monopolar electric field in the surrounding space (Figure 1A). When the grounded con-
ductor plate (GCP) entered the monopolar electric field, the negative charge on the ICP
polarized it positively to form a dipolar electric field between them (Figure 1B). Any insect
that entered the dipolar electric field was deprived of free electrons from its body, causing
it to be positively polarized. This drew the polarized insect to the negatively charged ICP
(NIP) [5].

Figure 1. Structure of an experimental instrument for capturing insects and the formation of monopolar
and dipolar electric fields. (A) Two identical conductor (iron) plates (CPs) were horizontally arranged;
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the upper plate was insulated with a soft polyvinyl chloride (S-PVC) resin and linked to a negative
voltage generator (continuous-charge type) (NVG-C), and the lower plate was non-insulated and
linked to a grounded line (cross-sectional view). A negatively charged insulated conductor plate
(NIP) formed a monopolar electric field (MP-EF) in the surrounding space. A grounded conductor
plate (GCP) was located outside the MP-EF. (B) When the GCP entered the MP-EF, it was positively
polarized by the negative surface of the NIP as a result of electrostatic induction; eventually, a dipolar
electric field (DP-EF) was formed between the two plates. (C) Determination of the expansion of the
electric field based on a wing erectness phenomenon observed with a test insect (TI) that entered
the dipolar electric field. The electric field was expanded in direct proportion to the increase in the
voltage applied to the insulated conductor plate. The insect lifted its wings (WE-TI) when it entered
the electric field. The black arrows represent the direction of the movement of negative electricity.

2.2.2. Electric Field Expansion with an Increase in Voltage

First, we evaluated the area of the electric field generated by the NIP (its reach).
Kakutani et al. [5] reported that an insect in an electric field first lifts its wings in response
to the attractive force of the conductor and is then drawn to it by an increase in the applied
voltage. In the present study, we adopted this wing erectness phenomenon as a sign that an
insect had encountered a field. We placed two rectangular polypropylene (insulator) spacers
(length: 20 mm; width: 3 mm; height: 5 mm) at both ends of the GCP to create a separation
interval of 5 mm between the NIP and GCP. As the monopolar electric field produced by the
NIP was expanded by an increase in the voltage applied (Matsuda et al. 2006), we placed
a test insect (an adult whitefly) onto the GCP and raised the voltage gradually until the
insect lifted its wings. At that point, we considered that a dipolar electric field was formed
between the NIP and GCP (Figure 1C). In addition, we fabricated the instruments at 6 to
10 mm intervals and determined the voltage that formed the dipolar electric field between
the two plates at these interval settings, using the wing erectness method mentioned above.

2.2.3. Insect-Capturing Assay

Next, we ran an experiment using the instrument with two plates spaced by a 5 mm
interval. The ICP was negatively charged at different voltages (0.1 to 10 kV). Test insects
(without respect to their sex) belonging to the small- and middle-size groups (Table S1) were
transferred individually onto the GCP using an insect aspirator. Because adult houseflies
and greenbottle flies were too large to transfer that way, they were immobilized by CO2
anesthetization and then gently transferred onto the GCP with bamboo forceps. The edges
of the forceps were covered with rubber caps. After the flies awoke from anesthesia,
the voltage was applied. Twenty insects were used for each species and each voltage to
determine the rate of capture at a given voltage.

2.3. Experimental Instrument for Exposing Insects to an Arc Discharge
2.3.1. Fabrication of the Instrument

Figure 2 shows the second experimental instrument used to expose an insect to an arc
discharge. The instrument consisted of two identical iron plates (30 × 20 mm2; thickness,
2 mm) horizontally arranged at a defined interval. One plate was non-insulated and
linked to a pulse-charge-type NVG (pulse interval, 1 s; usable voltage, –10 kV) (Suematsu
Denshi, Kumamoto, Japan), and the other plate was linked to a grounded line. The voltage
generator was operated by a lithium storage battery (12 V) powered by a solar panel. In this
instrument, the pole distance determined the occurrence of arcing. In the first experiment,
the GCP was lifted gradually and settled at the position where the arcing by the NNP
occurred (Figure 2). At this position, a dipolar electric field was formed between the NNP
and GCP, and arcing occurred [40]. In this instrument, pulsed arcing occurred continuously
in the electric field at an interval of 1 s.
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Figure 2. (A, B) Schematic representation of arc-discharge generation by an experimental instrument.
The instrument consisted of a negatively charged non-insulated conductor plate (NNP) linked to
a negative voltage generator (pulse-charge type) (NVG-P), and a grounded conductor plate (GCP).
The GCP was lifted gradually (blue arrow) (A) and settled in a position that caused an arcing (red
arrow) by the NNP (B), where a dipolar electric field (DP-EF) was formed between the two plates to
positively polarize the GCP. In this position, the pulsed arcing continuously occurs at an interval of
1 s. The arcing was preferentially directed to an insect that was located on the GCP (C).

2.3.2. Exposure of Insects to an Arc Discharge

Next, we introduced insects into an electric field in which pulsed arcing occurred
continuously to examine whether the arcing was preferentially directed toward them
(Figure 2). Small- and intermediate-sized insects were individually transferred onto the
GCP of the charged instrument with an insect aspirator; large ones were first immobilized
as described above. We examined whether preferential arcing was dependent on the body
size of the insect. We used 20 insects from each species. We measured the weight of insects
before and after they were subjected to arcing to estimate the loss of body water due to the
arcing treatment.

2.4. Construction and Practical Application of the EIC and ADZ
2.4.1. Construction of the EIC and ADZ

Next, the practical application of each device was tested (Figure 3). The two devices
were constructed on an identical framework, namely, the NIPs and GCPs or NNPs and
GCPs were alternately arrayed in parallel at an interval of 5 mm in the EIC and ADZ, re-
spectively. The NIPs and NNPs were linked to a continuous- and pulse-charge-type voltage
generator, respectively. In both devices, the plates were fixed with two polypropylene
props that were pierced into the holes on both ends of the plates, and the separation interval
between the plates was created using polypropylene cylindrical spaces with a height of
5 mm.

2.4.2. Insect-Capturing Assay

An insect-capturing assay was conducted in a closed cabinet (2 m3) placed in a green-
house (Figure 4A). In this experiment, the EIC (30 × 30 cm2) was furnished with a yellow
board to attract phototactic insects to the vicinity of the device (Figure 4B). A yellow board
was prepared by coloring a thick piece of paper with a watercolor paste (Turner Color
Works Ltd., Osaka, Japan). Its Munsell hue/value/chroma index [41] was 7Y8.5/11 (yel-
low), which corresponded to the coloration of a commercially available yellow sticky trap
(Horiver yellow trap; Arysta LifeScience Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The coloration of the yellow
board was measured using an RGB-1002 color analyzer (Sato Shoji Inc., Kanagawa, Japan).
Whiteflies were used as a model insect for phototactic insects. Two yellow-boarded EICs,
two commercial yellow sticky traps of the same size as the EIC, and two potted tomato
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(Solanum lycopersicum cv. Momotaro Fight) plants (1-month-old seedlings; 40 cm high from
the pot bottom to the plant top) were placed on the concyclic points at regular intervals,
and a vessel containing 20 whiteflies was placed at the central point of a circle. In this
experiment, 24 and 48 h after the insects were released, we counted the number of test
insects that had been captured by the EICs and sticky trap plates, the number of test insects
that had reached the plant, and the number of test insects that remained in the vial or on the
walls and ceiling of the cabinet. The experiments were conducted separately and repeated
five times.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of an identical framework for an electrostatic insect catcher
(EIC) and arc-discharge zapper (ADZ). The devices consisted of identical conductor (iron) plates,
polypropylene props (PPs), polypropylene cylindrical spacers (PCSs), and a negative voltage genera-
tor. Negatively charged insulated conductor plates (NIPs) and grounded conductor plates (GCPs)
or negatively charged non-insulated conductor plates (NNPs) and GCPs were arranged in parallel
at an interval of 5 mm to fabricate the EIC and ADZ, respectively. The plates were fixed with the
PCSs, which were poked into the holes on both sides of the plates, and the separation intervals
between the plates were made by the PCSs that passed through the PPs. The EIC and ADZ were
linked to the continuous-charge and pulse-charge types of negative voltage generators (NVG-C and
NVC-P, respectively).

Figure 4. (A) A closed, small, cubic cabinet placed inside a greenhouse for conducting an insect-
capturing assay. (B) An electrostatic insect catcher (EIC) furnished with a yellow board to attract
phototactic insect pests. The insert in B shows an enlarged part of the EIC.
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2.4.3. Arc-Discharge Exposure Assay

The ADZ was applied to kill adult houseflies that emerged from pupae in the soil
bed of a greenhouse. In this test, we utilized the strong impact of the arc discharge to
strike houseflies that climbed on to the apparatus. For this purpose, we set the plates of
the ADZ vertically and placed them on a plastic grid (30 × 30 cm2; 20 mm height) that
consisted of multiple cells (Figure 5A). The cells provided a climbing path for the houseflies
on the soil surface to the arcing site of the ADZ. In the first experiment, CO2-anesthetized
male and female houseflies were individually transferred to the bottom of the grating cells.
The houseflies climbed along the wall of the cell and were subjected to the arc discharge
when they reached the arcing zone, which forced them down to the bottom of the cell
(Figure 5B). Due to their inherent habit of climbing upward [42], the flies continued to
climb even after they were subjected to the arc discharge and knocked down to the bottom
of the grating. We therefore counted the number of climbing trials until they died. In
the second experiment, we transferred different numbers (25, 50, 75, and 100 adults) of
anesthetized houseflies (without respect to their sex) to separate cells to create a situation in
which multiple adult houseflies invaded successively. In the first round of experiments, we
increased the numbers of adult houseflies stepwise from 25 to 75 in individual experiments,
and the experiment was conducted once for each number of flies. In the second round, we
used 100 and 110 adult houseflies and conducted the same experiment five times for each.
At the end of the experiment (after 2 days), we counted the number of dead houseflies on
the bottom of the cells.

Figure 5. Photograph (A) and schematic representation (B) of an arc-discharge zapper (ADZ) placed
on a plastic grating (PG). The ADZ, which consisted of negatively charged non-insulated conductor
(iron) plates (NNPs) linked to a pulse-charge type voltage generator (NVG-P) and grounded conduc-
tor plates (GCPs), was placed on a plastic grating (40 mm height, 10 mm square cells). Houseflies
anesthetized with CO2 were transferred to the bottom of the separate cells of the PG placed on a soil
bed (SB). After awaking from anesthesia, they climbed along the wall of the cell (blue arrow) and
were subjected to an arc discharge (red arrow) from the NNP when they reached the arcing zone,
then were knocked downward (blue arrow) by the strong impact of the arc discharge.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

All experiments were repeated five times, and all data are presented as means with
standard deviations. The analyses were performed using the EZR software version
1.54 (Jichi Medical University, Saitama, Japan) to identify any significant differences among
the results obtained under different test conditions, which are shown in the figure and
table legends.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Construction of the EIC
3.1.1. Expansion of the Electric Field of the NIP by Increasing the Applied Voltage

The electric field of the NIP expanded as the voltage was increased; as described
above, we measured the field area based on the wing erectness method (using whiteflies).
Figure 6 shows the voltages required to connect the NIP and GCP with an electric field in
the instruments where the intervals of the two plates were 5 to 10 mm. At a separation
interval of 5 mm, the electrostatic force on the whitefly was initially detectable at around
0.5 kV, with the flies erecting their wings and seemingly bracing against the NIP attraction
force. Video S1 shows this behavior. The longer separation intervals (6 and 7 mm) required
higher voltages (–5 and –9.5 kV, respectively). At <8 mm, no whitefly displayed wing
erectness with the application of the highest voltage (–10 kV), indicating that the electric
field did not reach the GCP. Based on these results, we first settled the GCP at a position
5 mm from the NIP, at which point we were able to use a wider range of voltages (–0.5 to
–10 kV). The use of a higher voltage reinforced the electric field intensity, and led to the
exertion of a stronger force on the insects in the electric field.

Figure 6. The voltages required to form a dipolar electric field (DP-EF) between a negatively charged
insulated conductor (iron) plate (NIP) and a grounded conductor plate (GCP), which were spaced by
different distances (5–10 mm). The NIP was linked to a negative voltage generator (continuous-charge
type) (NVG-C) and charged with different voltages (–0.1 to –10 kV).

3.1.2. Insect-Capturing Ability

All test insects were transferred individually onto the GCP of the insect-capturing
instrument that was negatively charged with different voltages (–0.1 to –10 kV). Table 1
shows the percentage of captured insects at each voltage. Higher voltages were required
to capture larger insects. For example, for whiteflies (small insects) and vinegar flies
(intermediate), charging at –1 and –4 kV, respectively, was sufficient to capture all insects.
Videos S2A and S2B demonstrate the strong capture of an adult whitefly at –1 kV and
a vinegar fly at –4 kV, respectively. At lower voltages, however, the attractive force was
insufficient, and the insects ultimately escaped from the trap. All small and intermediate
insects were captured at <–3.1 kV (Table 1).
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Table 1. Percentage of insects captured by an experimental instrument consisting of a negatively
charged insulated conductor (iron) plate (NIP) and a grounded non-insulated conductor plate (GCP)
at a separation interval of 5 mm.

Test
Insects *

Negative Voltage (–kV) Applied

0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.6 2 3 4 6 8 10

WH 0 42.1 ± 5.3 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 100
WFT 0 0 b 0 b 0 b 36.8 ± 2.7 b 91.3 ± 2.2 b 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 100
TLM 0 0 b 0 b 0 b 48.6 ± 4.2 b 95.6 ± 3.2 b 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 100

SF 0 0 b 0 b 0 b 0 c 18.8 ± 2.2 c 48.3 ± 2.7 b 79.3 ± 4.9 b 100 a 100 a 100 100
VF 0 0 b 0 b 0 b 0 c 20.5 ± 5.1 c 54.6 ± 3.9 b 84.9 ± 2.8 b 100 a 100 a 100 100

GPA-w 0 0 b 0 b 0 b 0 c 0 d 68.7 ± 3.5 c 97.3 ± 4.2 c 100 a 100 a 100 100
HF-m 0 0 b 0 b 0 b 0 c 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 b 0 b BF ** BF

GBF-m 0 0 b 0 b 0 b 0 c 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 b 0 b BF BF
HF-f 0 0 b 0 b 0 b 0 c 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 b 0 b BF BF

GBF-f 0 0 b 0 b 0 b 0 c 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 b 0 b BF BF

* Refer to Table 1 for the abbreviations of insect names. Insect species are ordered from top (smallest) to bottom
(largest) according to their body sizes. ** bridge is formed by an inset body between the NIP and GCP. Twenty
insects were used for each voltage and each species. The means ± standard deviations were calculated from
five experimental replicates. The different letters (a–d) within a column indicate significant differences (p < 0.05)
according to Tukey’s test.

The attractive force of the instrument (5 mm interval) was sufficient to draw large
insects (houseflies and greenbottle flies) to the NIP at >–8 kV. However, their capture was
considered abnormal because a bridge was established between the opposite poles by the
insect body, which was large enough to touch both poles (Figure 7A) (Video S3A). In this
case, the flies formed a direct route for the electric current to flow between the opposite
poles. The current flow erased the surface accumulation of negative charge (i.e., loss of
attractive force) and eventually caused the insulating coating to break down.

Figure 7. (A) Formation of an insect body bridge between the negatively charged insulated conductor
plate (NIP), which was linked to a negative voltage generator (continuous-charge type) (NVG-C),
and the grounded conductor plate (GCP). The electric current (red arrow) moved over a direct route
(i.e., the insect body) between the two plates. (B) Formation of an insect-mediated opposite pole to
the NIP. A large fly (housefly and greenbottle fly) on the GCP reached a monopolar electric field
(MP-EF) to create a dipolar electric field (DP-EF) between the NIP and the fly. Eventually, the fly was
positively electrified and drawn to the NIP (blue arrow). At this distance between the NIP and GCP,
small insects did not reach the MP-EF and were therefore not drawn to the NIP. The solid black arrow
represents the direction of movement of the negative charge (free electrons), and the dotted black
arrow represents an insect-derived transient electric current caused by its positive electrification.

To solve this problem, it was essential to make the separation distance wider. A
separation interval of 10 mm was wide enough to avoid this problem. At this distance,
the NIP was not able to expand its monopolar electric field to the GCP even when the
highest voltage (–10 kV) was applied; the expansion at –10 kV was approximately 7 mm
(Figure 6). However, large flies (houseflies and greenbottle flies) reached the monopolar
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electric field (MP-EF) and formed a dipolar electric field between the NIP and themselves
when they were located on the GCP (Figure 7B). In this situation, the flies were deprived of
free electrons and became positively polarized, eventually being drawn to the NIP (Table 2).
In both fly species, male flies were smaller than females, and therefore lower voltages
(–8 kV) were sufficient to capture them, while a charge of –9 kV was necessary to capture
female adults. Video S3B shows the successful capture of a female adult housefly at –9 kV.

Table 2. Capture of insects with different body sizes by an experimental instrument consisting of a
negatively charged insulated conductor (iron) plate (NIP) and a grounded non-insulated conductor
plate (GCP) at a separation interval of 10 mm.

Insects
Used *

Negative Voltage (–kV) Applied

5 5.5 6 7 8 9 10

WH 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a
WFT 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a
TLM 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a

SF 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a
VF 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a

GPA-w 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a
HF-m 0 12.1 ± 0.5 b 78.6 ± 0.1 b 100 b 100 b 100 b 100 b

GBF-m 0 13.6 ± 0.2 b 82.3 ± 0.3 b 100 b 100 b 100 b 100 b
HF-f 0 0 a 22.2 ± 0.4 c 84.5 ± 0.6 c 100 b 100 b 100 b

GBF-f 0 0 a 24.6 ± 0.8 c 86.7 ± 0.8 c 100 b 100 b 100 b
* Refer to Table 1 for the abbreviations of insect names. Insect species are ordered from the top (smallest) to the
bottom (largest) according to their body sizes. Twenty insects for each voltage and each species were used. The
means ± standard deviations were calculated from five experimental replicates. The different letters (a–c) within
a column indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) according to Tukey’s test.

In addition, as shown in Table 2, not all insects in the small and medium-sized groups
were captured at this separation distance because they did not reach the monopolar electric
field of the NIP (Figure 7B). From these results, we concluded that it is impossible to capture
all insects in the three groups using an instrument with a separation interval of either 5 or
10 mm.

3.2. Construction of the ADZ and Preferential Arcing for Insects

The NNP was able to generate pulsed arcings at an interval of 1 s toward the GCP when
the separation interval between them was settled at 5 mm. In this experiment (described
above), all male and female housefly and greenbottle fly adults were preferentially subjected
to pulsed arcing after they were introduced to the electric field (Figure 8A). The impact
produced by the arc discharge was so strong that the flies were rendered motionless by
the first pulsed arcing (Video S4A). The arcing continued for a while and then stopped
automatically. This automatic stoppage was due to a decline in body conductance caused
by the loss of body water [43,44]. We confirmed that the insects that received continuous
pulsed arcing had lost more than 50% of their body water. Small/intermediate insects did
not receive preferential arcing, with arcing continuing between the two plates regardless
of the presence of an insect on the G-MN (Figure 8B). Preferential arcing did not occur
even when the distance between the two plates was shortened (4 and 3 mm). These results
suggest that insect body size is of critical importance or receives a certain amount of electric
charge. The capacitance is defined as the ability of the conductor to store or receive an
electrical charge and depends on the shape and size of the conductor (i.e., larger conductors
receive a larger electric charge) [45]. In our interpretation, it was essential for the conductor
(the insect) to have a sufficient capacitance to receive the total electric charge released by
the charged conductor (the NNP) through an arc discharge. Consequently, the capacitances
of small/intermediate insects were too small to receive arcing. Accordingly, we conclude
that the arc discharge method is suitable only to control houseflies.
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of preferential (A) and non-preferential (B) arcing to an insect in
the electric field. The instrument consisted of a negatively charged non-insulated conductor plate
(NNP), which was linked to a negative voltage generator (pulsed-charging type) (NVG-P), and a
grounded conductor plate (GCP). (A) Larger insects were introduced into the electric field where a
pulsed arc was generated and preferentially subjected to an arc discharge (red arrow) from the NNP.
(B) No preferential arcing occurred to small insects, and the arcing occurred between the two plates
as before. The black arrow indicates the movement of negative electricity.

3.3. Practical Application of the EIC and ADZ

Of the insects used in the present study, whiteflies and houseflies are the most in-
tractable pests in our greenhouse for tomato cultivation [23,24], and therefore it was
important to evaluate the feasibility of the new devices for these two insect pests. The
EIC had the ability to capture insects that entered its electric field; however, it could not
attract insects beyond a certain distance from the apparatus. This weakness was compen-
sated for by adding a yellow-colored plate to the apparatus because many harmful flying
insect pests, including whiteflies, winged aphids, leaf miners, thrips, and shore flies, are
effectively attracted to yellow objects [46]. This was effective for luring distant whiteflies
into the electric field of the device. The attraction-and-capture provided by the device was
equivalent to a commercial yellow sticky trap (Figure 9), indicating the effectiveness of the
EIC in greenhouse operations. Interestingly, whiteflies exhibited a stronger photoselectivity
to the yellow-colored traps than the host tomato plant. These results strongly suggest that
the EIC combined with a yellow board is useful as an on-site method to control flying
phototactic insect pests in a greenhouse.

For practical use of the ADZ, we used the impact of the arc discharge to knock down
adult houseflies that climbed onto the device. For this purpose, we set all of the plates
vertically and placed them on a plastic grating (Figure 5A). The separate cells of the grating
enabled adult houseflies on the soil surface to climb up to the arcing zone of the ADZ, as
described above. As previously described, the flies repeatedly climbed up, were impacted
by the arc, and eventually died. Both male and female houseflies were killed after three
or four discharges (Figure 10) (Video S4B). These results indicate that the method was
effective for killing adult houseflies of either sex that climbed onto the device from the
soil surface.

According to our records over the past 3 years, in which flypapers (sticky paper
ribbons) were suspended over the soil beds and the number of trapped houseflies were
counted, their occurrence (during the 3-month summer season) was between 8 and 62 per
m2. However, this approach provided no information about how many houseflies escaped
from the trap or, more importantly, how many houseflies emerged simultaneously from the
soil bed. In the second experiment in a greenhouse, we directly applied adult houseflies to
the ADZ to set up an acute situation in which adult houseflies (in this case, 25–110 adults)
simultaneously emerged from underground pupae and successively invaded the ADZ. In
the preliminary application of the 25–75 houseflies, all flies were detected as dead bodies
on the bottom of the grating (Table 3). Moreover, in five repeated applications of 100 and
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110 adult houseflies, we confirmed that the newly developed device was able to kill all
houseflies even when 100 flies invaded successively (Table 3), whereas one or two flies
escaped from the device in the case of 110 houseflies. These results indicate that if the
number of synchronously emerging adult houseflies does not exceed 100, the ADZ would
be able to effectively cope with successive invasions by multiple houseflies.

Figure 9. Assay of the preferential attraction of whiteflies to a yellow-colored electrostatic insect
catcher (Y-EIC), a yellow sticky trap (YST), and a potted tomato seedling (P-TS), which were placed
in concyclic positions at equal distances. A vessel containing test insects was placed at the central
position of a circle. Adult whiteflies were used as test insects. In all experiments, the destinations of
test insects were recorded 1 day (open) and 2 days (gray column) after their release. OTS represents
other places, such as in the vial or on the floor, wall, and ceiling of the cabinet. Twenty insects were
used in each experiment, and the means and standard deviations were calculated from five replicates
of the experiments. The letters a–c in each vertical column indicate significant differences (p < 0.05)
according to Tukey’s test.

Figure 10. Number of arc-discharge exposures required to kill adult houseflies that climbed up to
the arc discharge zapper (ADZ). The flies climbed along the wall of the cell of the grating placed
beneath the ADZ and were subjected to the arc discharge when they reached the arcing zone of the
device. They were knocked down to the bottom of the cell. The flies attempted several climbing
trials and were exposed to repeated arc discharges until they died. Twenty insects were used in
each experiment, and the means and standard deviations were calculated from five replicates of
the experiments. The letter “a” in each vertical column indicates no significant difference (p < 0.05)
according to Tukey’s test.
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Table 3. Evaluation of the capability of the arc discharge zapper (ADZ) used to control successive
invasions of adult houseflies.

Number of Adult Houseflies
Used a

Number of Dead Houseflies
on the Bottom of the Grating

Number of Houseflies that
Escaped from the ADZ

25 25 0

50 50 0

75 75 0

100

100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0

110

98 2
100 0
99 1
99 1
98 2

a Adult houseflies anesthetized by CO2 were placed in separate cells of the grating. These flies climbed along
the wall of the grating and reached the arcing zone of the ADZ, where they were subjected to arcing from
the negatively charged non-insulated conductor plate (NNP), and then were knocked down to the bottom of
the grating.

The two unique devices devised in this study (the ADZ and EIC) to manage green-
house insect pests are both simple and easy to fabricate. The ADZ is slightly easier to
fabricate and was operated safely using a pulse-charge-type voltage generator. However,
its application is restricted to larger insect pests, such as houseflies. These pests are too large
to pass through a conventional insect-proof net, but they are typically introduced to green-
houses as larvae in manure. Housefly management may therefore be a specific problem
limited to greenhouses that utilize cattle manure. By contrast, the invasion of small flying
insect pests that can pass through insect nets is common in ordinary open greenhouses.
The EIC had a higher utility value for managing harmful insect pests, such as whiteflies,
thrips, aphids, leaf miners, and shore flies, which are common pests. More importantly,
its insect-trapping function was strengthened by adding a yellow-colored plate, which
attracted insects that were some distance from the device. The EIC requires insulation of
its charged metal plates; for this, we used a soft polyvinylchloride resin. Unfortunately,
the coating had to be applied by a professional producer, and it will therefore be essential
to prepare a substitutable coating method if the device is to be produced by greenhouse
workers. Several commercially available electrostatic dissipative (ESD) materials covering
the range of desired resistivities are potential candidates for insulating charged metal plates.
The identification of a suitable ESD tape would make it possible to reconstruct the ADZ
into an EIC merely by applying it to the metal plate for charging, because the devices share
the same framework.

4. Conclusions

We constructed two electrostatic devices with a common framework to manage green-
house insect pests. The key difference between the two devices was the presence or absence
of an insulation coating on the metal plates used for charging. The charged insulated
metal plates generated an electrostatic force to trap small flying insects, while the charged
non-insulated metal plates generated an arc discharge to kill adult houseflies that emerged
from underground pupae. Both devices are simple to fabricate and could be used as a new
physical tool for physical pest management in greenhouse crop production.
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Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy13010125/s1. Table S1: Average body sizes (from head
to wing edge) of the adult insects tested, Video S1: Lifting of the wings of an adult whitefly placed on
a grounded conductor (iron) plate (GCP) facing the negatively charged insulated conductor plate
(NIP) of an insect-capturing instrument, Video S2: Capture of an adult whitefly (A) and vinegar fly
(B) with a negatively charged insulated conductor plate (NIP) at –1 and –3 kV, respectively, Video S3:
(A) Bridge formation between a negatively charged insulated conductor plate (NIP) and a grounded
conductor plate (GCP) (5 mm interval) by an adult female housefly at a –8 kV-charge. (B) Capture of
an adult female housefly with the NIP (–9 kV-charge), which was positioned 10 mm from the GCP,
Video S4: (A) Arc-discharge to an adult female housefly located on a grounded conductor plate (GCP)
facing a negatively charged non-insulated conductor plate (NNP). (B) The removal of a housefly from
the bottom of the cylinder by the strong impact of an arc discharge
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Abstract: Tomato brown rugose fruit virus (ToBRFV) is a recently emerged serious viral threat to
tomato production. The virus is named after its symptoms consisting of characteristic brown wrinkled
(rugose) patches on the fruits of infected tomato plants. ToBRFV is a member of the genus Tobamovirus
and a very stable mechanically transmitted virus. So far, most tomato cultivars are susceptible,
enabling a swift spread of ToBRFV. In this review, we present strategies to halt devastating disease
outbreaks of ToBRFV based on the collective research data of various tobamovirus–plant interactions.
Viruses, like ToBRFV, are biotrophic pathogens with small genomes. Hence viral proliferation depends
on various host factors, also termed susceptibility (S) genes. However, S genes often have an intrinsic
function for the host plant. Thus, mutations in S genes may lead to pleiotropic phenotypes. Therefore,
identifying mutant variants of S genes with no pleiotropic effects is essential for exploring impaired S
genes in breeding tomatoes resistant to ToBRFV.

Keywords: ToBRFV; tobamovirus; tomato; Solanum lycopersicum; disease; S gene; durable resistance

1. Introduction: Tomato Crop Model for Viral Immunity

Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) has become one of the most important and exten-
sively grown fruit/vegetable crops, with global production increasing by over 49 million
tonnes between 2000 and 2019 [1]. Tomato belongs to the dicot Solanaceae family. Solana-
ceous plants share a high degree of sequence similarity, and this enables comparative
genetic studies [2]. Other major crop plants within this family include potato, pepper,
eggplant, tobacco, and petunia [3].

Tomato is a model crop for genetic research because the genome sequence is available,
it can easily be transformed, and interspecific crosses can be generated between tomato
cultivars and many wild relative Solanum species. Tomato is also a model plant for studying
immunity because it is susceptible to a wide range of pathogens, including viruses. At least
312 viruses, satellite viruses, or viroid species in 22 families and 39 genera are associated
with tomatoes [4]. This is likely the highest number of recorded viral and related species in
a single crop. However, we should consider that this number could still increase because
viral interactions are intensively studied and monitored in tomatoes. Moreover, before
discussing in more detail different tomato factors that play a role during tomato–viral
interactions, we will introduce tomato brown rugose fruit virus (ToBRFV) because, as
stated by Johanna Westerdijk in 1917: ‘knowledge of a disease and the way to fight it, must
be based on an understanding of the physiology of both the host plant and the parasite’. In
this review, we discuss aspects of the tobamovirus–plant interaction that could potentially
lead to ToBRFV-resistant tomato genotypes.
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2. ToBRFV Is a Tobamovirus

A virus consists of one or a few small nucleic acid molecules, generally protected by a
protein coat, that can only multiply within the living cells of a host. Moreover, since viruses
are so small, it took decades before scientific consensus agreed they existed.

2.1. Tobamoviruses Are the First Described Viruses

Around 1900, viruses were identified by three pioneers in plant pathology [5,6]. Adolf
Mayer described the tobacco mosaic disease and found that the disease could be transferred
between plants. Dmitri Ivanoysky and Martinus Beijerinck independently showed that
the infectious agent of tobacco mosaic disease is within the filtrate of infected plant sap.
Beijerinck named the agent that could replicate and multiply in living plants as “contagium
vivum fluidum” (contagious living fluid) and the new pathogen virus (liquid poison) to
specify its non-bacterial nature [7]. In 1939 the first electron micrographs of a virus, tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV), were produced by Gustav Kausche, Edgar Pfankuch, and Helmut
Ruska (reviewed by [5]). In 1958 Rosalind Franklin speculated that TMV was not solid but
hollow and carried a single-stranded RNA molecule [8]. Consequently, the discovery of
viruses, pathogens with a hitherto unknown lifestyle, was made by three plant pathologists
who wanted to halt the tobacco mosaic disease. They were assisted by fellow scientists
who could visualize the viral particles and their content.

2.2. Pathogenic Tomato Viruses

The tomato crop is susceptible to many different plant viruses. Viruses can be classified
into seven “Baltimore classes” (I-VII) depending on their genome and how messenger RNA
is generated during viral genome replication. A viral genome can be double-stranded
(ds)DNA (I), single-stranded (ss)DNA (II), dsRNA (III), positive ssRNA (IV), negative
ssRNA (V), RNA reverse-transcribing viruses with positive RNA (VI), and DNA reverse-
transcribing viruses with dsDNA or RNA-DNA (VII) [9]. Pathogenic tomato viruses belong
to several classes. They are transmitted and spread in different ways. The economically
most important viruses for tomato crops are transmitted by whiteflies (e.g., members of
the genera Begomovirus, Crinivirus, Torradovirus), aphids (members of the genera Potyvirus,
Cucumovirus, Alfamovirus), and thrips (Orthotospovirus) [10]. However, members of the
genus Tobamovirus (Baltimore class IV), such as ToBRFV, tomato mosaic virus (ToMV), and
tomato mottle mosaic virus (ToMMV), are not transmitted by insect vectors but by contact
and in low percentages via seed [11,12].

2.3. The Genome Organisation of ToBRFV

The ssRNA(+) genome of ToBRFV is about 6400 nucleotides in length containing
four open reading frames (ORF) (Figure 1). ORF1 and ORF2 encode two replication
(REP)-associated proteins of ~126 kDa and ~183 kDa. The latter protein is synthesized by
readthrough of the ~126 kDa protein ORF. ORF3 encodes a movement protein (MP) of
~30 kDa and ORF4 a coat protein (CP) of ~17.5 kDa. ORF3 and ORF4 are translated from
subgenomic RNAs. Since ToBRFV only encodes a limited number of proteins, it is expected
that these viral proteins have multiple functions to establish viral proliferation.

Comparison of the tomato-infecting tobamoviruses TMV, ToMV, ToMMV, and ToBRFV
genome sequences showed that their sequences are very similar, with approximately 90%
nucleotide (nt) identity and the concatenated ORF amino acid sequence with approximately
80% amino acid (aa) identity (Figure 2). The relationships among the different tobamovi-
ral species were determined by comparison of complete concatenated ORF amino acid
sequences and shown in a phylogenetic tree (on the left in Figure 2) [13]. Our phylogenetic
analysis of nucleotide and amino acid levels indicates that ToBRFV-IL is most similar to
TMV (91.58% identity on nucleotide and 81.57% identity on amino acid levels).
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the tomato brown rugose fruit virus (ToBRFV) genome or-
ganization adapted from Pfam (https://pfam.xfam.org/search/sequence (accessed on 1 Decem-
ber 2022)). The 6392-bp genomic sequence of ToBRFV-IL (Israeli) strain (NCBI: KX619418.1) was
used. Four open reading frames (ORFs) corresponding to proteins are indicated by three open
boxes. They encode a 126-kDa (top, shorter red line) and a 183-kDa (bottom, longer orange line)
replication (REP) protein by readthrough of an amber stop codon, UAG (black asterisk), a 30-kDa
movement protein (MP; green box, shifted up to indicate different reading frame than other ORFs),
and a 17.5-kDa coat protein (CP; blue box). The first REP protein (126 kDa) contains two domains
depicted by solid red boxes, a helicase, and a methyltransferase; in between the predicted do-
mains, two non-conserved regions are located (indicated by I and II). The second REP protein of
183 kDa contains an additional RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp, solid orange box) do-
main at the C-terminus. The molecular weight of the proteins was predicted by Compute pI/Mw
(https://web.expasy.org/cgi-bin/compute_pi/pi_tool (accessed on 1 December 2022)).

Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree of 4 tomato-infecting tobamoviruses, with the Youcai mosaic virus
(YMV) that infects plants from the rosid clade, was used as an outgroup [13]. The phylogenic tree, a
neighbor-joining tree without distance corrections with real branch length, was generated by Clustal
Omega (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/services/ (accessed on 1 December 2022)). Percentage of
nucleotide (nt) and amino acid (aa) sequence identity of viral sequence compared to ToBRFV-IL is
indicated to the right of each of the five tobamoviruses. Used genome sequences are from NCBI; YMV
(NC_004422.1), TMV (NC_001367.1), ToMV (NC_002692.1), ToMMV (NC_022230.1), and ToBRFV
(KX619418.1).

3. ToBRFV Spread, Symptoms, and Host Range

Tobamoviruses spread mechanically, and viral particles enter the plant cells after
wounding the epidermal cells. Therefore, the virus will spread rapidly with all plant
handling, and a gentle touch is already sufficient as virus concentrations are very high even
in trichomes [14]. Bumblebees can transmit the virus, but they are not considered vectors as
the mode of transmission is mechanical [15]. The presence of ToBRFV in tomatoes was first
reported in the fall of 2014 in southern Israel and during the spring of 2015 in Jordan. Both
virus isolates were similar and termed corresponding to the disease symptoms “tomato
brown rugose fruit virus” (ToBRFV) [16,17]. Subsequently, ToBRFV was detected and
reported (between 2018 and 2023) on tomatoes and other plants in more than 25 countries
all over the world [18].
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3.1. ToBRFV Disease Symptoms in Tomato

The ToBRFV-caused symptoms on tomatoes are similar to those caused by TMV,
ToMV, and ToMMV. They are not easily distinguished from other viral tomato symptoms,
e.g., cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), or even herbicide effects [19,20]. ToBRFV disease
symptoms in tomatoes can be severe. The most obvious ones are curling, malformation of
the leaves (shoestring or fern leaf), and stunting of the whole plant (Figure 3). Additional
symptoms on the leaves are mosaic discoloration, mottling, and necrosis. Deformation and
necrosis can also occur on the stem. In Figure 3, the bottom left panel shows deformation
and anthocyanin accumulation on the stem. Additionally, ToBRFV infection reduces fruit
number due to early flower abortion and reduced fruit size. Figure 3, bottom right panel,
shows the reduced fruit number of Micro-Tom plants. Mock-treated Micro-Tom plants
yielded an average of 55 fruits per plant, while ToBRFV-infected plants yielded 22.4.

Figure 3. ToBRFV symptoms on tomato Moneymaker plants (top panels) and Micro-Tom plants
(bottom panels). Pictures of 5-week-old plants, 4 weeks post-Mock or ToBRFV inoculation. Tomato
fruits harvested from ~3-month-old Mock-treated and ToBRFV-infected Micro-Tom plants are shown
in the bottom right panels.

Although the disease is termed tomato brown rugose fruit virus, neither discoloration
(marbling) nor brown wrinkled (rugose) patches could be detected on Micro-Tom or
Moneymaker fruits, whether ToBRFV inoculation was performed on 10-day-old seedlings
or mature plants just before fruit set under greenhouse conditions. However, others
detected fruits with marbling, yellow patches, brown rugosity, and deformation symptoms
on tomato cultivars Piccolo, Kivu, and Moneymaker [21]. Symptom development can
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vary due to environmental growth conditions (temperature), age during viral infection
initiation, and the genetic background of the tomato plant [22]. In addition, as expected,
when ToBRFV is present in a greenhouse compartment, the virus swiftly spreads. Two
ToBRFV-contaminated tomato plants, corresponding to <0.5% of the total crop arsenal,
could contaminate the entire tomato crop (98.96%) under normal cultivation procedures
within 9 months [23].

3.2. Additional Host Plants of ToBRFV

In addition to tomatoes, ToBRFV has been reported in sweet pepper plants in Jordan
and Sicily (Italy) [16,24]. The host range of ToBRFV was evaluated for 31 plant species from
seven families, and 20 plant species (encompassing four families) showed local symptoms
or the presence of ToBRFV in systemic leaves [25]. The various host plants include petunia,
pepper, tobacco, and tomato (from the Solanaceae), globe amaranth, quinoa and lamb’s
quarters (from Amaranthaceae), rosy periwinkle (from Apocynaceae), lilac tassel flower
and crown daisy (from Asteraceae) [25]. Probably these 20 plant species and many of the
thus far unidentified host plants will never be tested for the presence of ToBRFV either
because ToBRFV infection causes only mild symptoms or because the host plant has no
economic impact. However, the various ornamental species and weeds can still facilitate
ToBRFV viral spread.

3.3. Preventing ToBRFV Distribution

To better understand the worldwide distribution of ToBRFV, all countries should
investigate and report the absence or presence of ToBRFV in all known host plants, not only
tomatoes. Obviously, this is not a realistic task, and eliminating ToBRFV by eradicating
all the infected host plants is impossible. The current geographical overview of ToBRFV
expansion solely based on reported occurrences does not reflect the true global spreading
of the virus. Possibly, measuring ToBRFV in waste water (all over the world), similar to
the detection of the COVID-19 virus, and indicating positive locations on the world map
would give a more realistic overview.

To halt the spreading of ToBRFV and the possibility of new ToBRFV variants evolving,
tomato cultivars with durable ToBRFV resistance are required. Although ToBRFV is a
recently emerged virus species, its high genomic similarity to the three tobamoviruses TMV,
ToMV, and ToMMV (Figure 2) is helpful in deducing the biological function of the viral
proteins and how they can establish disease. Furthermore, the extensive knowledge and
comparable life style among the different tomato tobamoviruses can help us to combat the
tomato brown rugose fruit disease in tomato. Four strategies that can be utilized by the
plant as a defense against viral disease are given in the next paragraph.

4. Viral Disease Resistance Strategies in Plants

Four well-known strategies that plants use to become resistant against plant viruses
are (1) RNA silencing mediated by the plant, (2) the presence of dominant plant resistance
proteins (R-proteins), (3) plant hormone-mediated resistance, and (4) absence of a functional
plant susceptibility factors (S-factors). Resistance strategies can differ in expected durability,
and a strategy with high durability (+++) is preferred. Simultaneously, a specific strategy
can have a negative impact on plant physiology and lead to pleiotropy, and a strategy with
a low pleiotropic likelihood (−) is preferred. The durability of the pleiotropic effect on
the plant as a result of the chosen resistance strategy is based on current knowledge and
discussed for each strategy.

4.1. ToBRFV Resistance Conferred by Host-Based Viral RNA Silencing

RNA silencing encompasses the plant’s first layer of viral defense (Figure 4, box 1).
Viral RNA is converted into viral double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) by RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase encoded by the plant. Similar to Pathogen Associated Molecular Patterns
(PAMPS), viral dsRNA can be considered a Virus-Associated Molecular Pattern (VAMP).
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The viral dsRNA is recognized by Dicer-like (DCL) plant enzymes, and DCLs process
viral dsRNA into virus-derived small interfering RNAs (vsiRNAs). These vsiRNAs are
incorporated in the RNA silencing complex (RISC), where single vsiRNA strands act as
RNA guides for viral RNA silencing (reviewed by [26]). Mutations in genes that play a role
in the plant RNA silencing mechanism often have a significant impact on plant physiology
because the plant RNA silencing mechanism plays a key role in plant development [27],
indicated by a single + for the likelihood of pleiotropy in Figure 4 beside box 1. In addition,
successful plant viruses express viral suppressors of RNA silencing (VSRs) that attenuate or
block this defense. VSRs are produced from the first ORF of tobamoviruses and are part of
the 126-kDa replicase (REP) protein (top horizontal red line in Figure 1) [28]. The 126-kDa
protein (P126) consists of four parts, methyltransferase, helicase, and two non-conserved
regions, I and II (Figure 1). The methyltransferase, helicase, and non-conserved region II
each possess RNA silencing-suppression activity [29].

Figure 4. Four strategies for plant resistance against tobamoviruses. For each strategy, the expected
durability and likelihood of pleiotropic plant phenotypes are indicated by plus (+) or minus (−).

VSRs target various factors of the silencing pathway. P126 of TMV interferes with
HEN1-mediated methylation and accumulation of novel miRNAs, while P130 of ToMV
blocks the siRNA accumulation. Crucifer-infecting-TMV P122 binds to siRNAs and miR-
NAs, thereby preventing their incorporation into RISC, and also enhances AGO1 downreg-
ulation via miR168 upregulation [28,30]. The production of P126 as the first viral protein
with a combined function of replication and VSR is a perfect viral survival strategy since
the viral genome is most exposed to silencing-mediated RNA degradation during its repli-
cation. Therefore, due to the production of VSRs, the strategy of RNA silencing mediated
by the plant is expected not to be highly durable (indicated by a single + beside box 1
in Figure 4).

4.2. ToBRFV Resistance Conferred by Host Resistance (R) Proteins

Viral proliferation can also be inhibited by a host R protein-mediated defense response,
the second strategy (Figure 4). R genes are usually dominant genes that provide full or par-
tial resistance to pathogens [31]. Most plant R proteins are encoded by nucleotide-binding
leucine-rich repeat receptor (NLR) genes. More than 200 NLR genes identified from dif-
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ferent plant species can prevent viral proliferation [32]. Dominant R proteins directly or,
in most cases, indirectly sense and interact with a viral protein, also termed effector [32]
(Figure 4, box 2). The sensing or recognition between NLRs and their cognate viral protein
usually triggers rapid localized cell death, also termed the hypersensitive response (HR),
indicated by the red star in Figure 4, box 2. Two NLR encoding R proteins for resistance
against tobamoviruses were identified, the N protein from tobacco yielding resistance to
TMV and Tm-2/Tm-22 from tomato yielding resistance to ToMV and TMV [33,34]. How-
ever, not all viral dominant R proteins code for NLRs. The tomato Tm-1 R protein against
TMV has a triosephosphate isomerase (TIM)-barrel-like domain and unknown function [35];
for several R proteins against viruses, the sensed or interacting viral protein that leads to
resistance is known. The Tm-2/Tm-22 protein detects the MP of TMV and ToMV. Detection
or sensing of the helicase domain from the TMV REP protein by the host N and/or Tm-1
protein results in resistance (reviewed by [32]). Although R proteins are successfully used to
halt viral proliferation and prevent disease, the achieved resistance is mostly only effective
against one viral species. In addition, viral genomes have a high mutation frequency due
to their rapid replication rate and generation of large populations [36]. Viruses with RNA
genomes, such as ToBRFV, are expected to have the highest mutation frequency since RNA
polymerases lack proofreading activity [36]. Another source of genetic variation is caused
by recombination between two viral species, which is known to occur when multiple viral
species are present in a single host plant [36]. The high genetic variability of tobamoviruses
potentially leads to changes in viral proteins that overcome the R-protein-based resistance
due to the inability to sense the altered viral protein. For example, initially, the two al-
lelic R proteins Tm-2 and Tm-22 were successfully exploited to halt ToMV viral disease
in tomatoes. But in 1993, two ToMV isolates (from Japan and Europe) broke the Tm-22

resistance [37]. These ToMV isolates had three amino acid changes in their MP [37,38].
Furthermore, currently, none of the three dominant resistance genes Tm-1, Tm-2/Tm-22

used in tomato cultivars provide complete resistance to ToBRFV disease [39].

4.3. Search for Additional ToBRFV Host Resistance (R) Proteins

Currently, wild tomato accessions are explored to identify additional/novel R proteins
against ToBRFV. Multiple ToBRFV resistance traits are described in patents by various
breeding companies. A dominant ToBRFV resistance trait conferred by a CC-NBS-LRR
gene was found on chromosome 8 of the S. habrochaites LYC4943 accession [40]. A recessive
ToBRFV resistance trait was found on chromosome 11 from S. pimpinellifolium accession
PI79532 (LA2348) [41]. Patent WO2019110130 describes a polygenic ToBRFV resistance
trait based on three loci (located on chromosomes 6, 11, and 12) from three different S.
pimpinellifolium accessions [42]. Interestingly, some identified novel ToBRFV resistance
traits involve alleles and loci of the previously ‘broken’ Tm genes. Zinger et al. (2021)
reported a tomato genotype resistant to ToBRFV. The ToBRFV resistance of this accession
depends on a locus on chromosome 2 that includes the Tm-1 gene, in combination with
a locus on chromosome 11 (associated with tolerance to ToBRFV) [43]. In addition, the
presence of the Tm-1 locus with at least one of the two recessive loci on chromosome 9 (fruit
tolerance) and chromosome 11 (foliar tolerance) can lead to resistant plants [44]. Finally,
a recent patent describes a gain-of-function in resistance to ToBRFV and ToMV by amino
acid changes in the protein sequence of Tm-22 [45]. The recent claims and findings on novel
ToBRFV-resistant sources indicate the great desire to halt this pathogen in tomatoes.

Although the novel identified R genes lead to ToBRFV-resistant tomato cultivars, the
occurrence of resistance-breaking viral isolates and newly evolving species, as seen in the
past, is likely to occur (also illustrated by a single plus (+) for durability in Figure 4). One
benefit of this strategy is that the R proteins-based resistance is widely used and rarely leads
to pleiotropy (indicated by a minus (−) for pleiotropy in Figure 4 beside box 2). Therefore,
a good approach would be to stack multiple R genes within a single tomato cultivar. The
application of multiple R proteins will increase the durability of the disease resistance
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significantly. The disadvantage of this strategy is that the introgression of multiple R genes
in each cultivar requires a lot of time and effort.

4.4. Hormone-Based ToBRFV Resistance

Another complex viral resistance strategy is mediated by hormone-based resistance
(box 3 in Figure 4). The complexity is caused by the crosstalk between different hormone sig-
naling pathways [46]. Crosstalk refers to the phenomenon that different hormones regulate
each other; e.g., the accumulation of salicylic acid (SA) can cause a reduction in jasmonic
acid (JA). Additionally, various hormones are affected by the viral presence, as viruses
hijack host components to deregulate the plant hormone production in order to proliferate.
Zhao and Li [39] composed a graphical summary of six different viral outcomes/effects
(replication, accumulation, symptom development, virus movement, host resistance, and
insect vector relationship) by eight different hormones, including SA, JA, ethylene (ET),
abscisic acid (ABA), gibberellic acid (GA), auxin, cytokinin and brassinosteroids (BRs) for
19 plant viruses. Their main conclusion is that changes in hormone levels are tightly coordi-
nated with viral movement, replication, symptom development, and defense responses
and directly affect viral disease outcomes. ABA accumulation has a negative effect on TMV
accumulation, movement, and symptom development. The induction of ABA signaling
causes a down-regulation of callose-degrading enzymes, resulting in callose accumulation
at the plasmodesmata (PD), which leads to restricted viral cell-to-cell movement [47]. ET
accumulation has a negative effect on TMV accumulation and symptom development
but a positive effect on the accumulation of viral crucifer-infecting tobacco mosaic virus
(TMV-cg) [46]. SA accumulation has a negative effect on TMV and ToMV accumulation [46].
In addition, exogenous application of SA, JA, or a combination resulted in reduced levels
of TMV in N. benthamiana plants. Therefore enhanced SA and JA levels possibly activate
systemically induced defense in tobacco leaves against TMV [48]. Exogenous application
of BR in tobacco also enhanced resistance to TMV, independent of SA accumulation [49].
BRs modulate plant–pathogen interactions, but depending on the involved plant species
and the pathogen’s lifestyle, BRs induce resistance or susceptibility. The presence of BR
induces resistance to most biotrophic pathogens and susceptibility to necrotrophic and
hemibiotrophic pathogens. Importantly, BRs do not always enhance plant viral defense, as
there is evidence that BRs induce viral susceptibility [50].

Overall, resistance based on altered hormone levels can lead to durable virus resistance,
and this strategy is marked by ++ behind box 3 in Figure 4. Simultaneously, hormones,
especially the balance between hormones, influence all stages of the tomato composite
leaf development [51]. Therefore, the predicted effect on pleiotropy is indicated with ++
beside box 3 in Figure 4. Remarkably, the shoestring/fern leaf symptoms on the ToBRFV-
infected tomato leaves (Figure 3) resemble a phenotype caused by hormonal imbalance in
non-infected tomato plants.

4.5. ToBRFV Resistance Based on Dysfunctional Host Susceptibility (S) Proteins

Viral proliferation depends on the presence of a considerable number of host suscep-
tibility (S-) factors. Therefore, the fourth resistance strategy (box 4 in Figure 4) depends
on the absence of crucial S-factor(s). The absence of some host S-factors can prevent or
inhibit viral proliferation. Therefore, this type of resistance is expected to be highly durable,
illustrated by +++ in Figure 4 beside box 4. However, this may be accompanied by slight to
severe pleiotropic effects on plant morphology and fitness, marked by ++ in Figure 4. In
the next section of this review, we will discuss why we consider the S-factor-based viral
resistance strategy as the preferred strategy to achieve durable ToBRFV resistance.

Until now, at least 115 plant host factors that could affect viral proliferation for at
least 52 different viral species have been identified (based on current literature studies).
Thirty-eight S-factors that could or are proven to affect tobamoviral proliferation, including
references, are presented in Supplemental Table S1. In the next section, we discuss the
molecular role of 11 plant host factors (indicated in bold in Supplemental Table S1) in more
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detail and in what manner they are instrumental for tobamovirus viral proliferation (also
illustrated in Figure 5). Obviously, plant host factors that are nonessential for the fitness of
the host are preferred; these would be scored as—for pleiotropy.

Figure 5. Schematic tobamovirus–plant interaction and the involved viral and plant host factors.
Viral proteins are shown as circles in different colors: REP (red and orange), MP (green), and CP
(blue). Plant proteins are depicted by the different symbols and colors. Thus far, grey is unknown
proteins, cloud-shaped with question mark for plant proteins, and circle for viral proteins. The
three stages vital for virus proliferation within the host are 1—host cell entrance, 2—replication and
translation within the host cytosol, and 3—viral movement and spreading, short- or long-distance.
Viral spreading to adjacent cells occurs through plasmodesmata (short distance), while viral particles
are transported to the vascular bundle for long distance. The interactions are shown for twelve
selected plant proteins discussed in the text. These include proteins important for tobamovirus
replication and translation (stage 2; ARL8, PAP85, SYP23, TOM1/3, and TOM2a) and viral movement
and spread (stage 3; ANK, BAM1, IP-L, LeT12, PME, and SYTA).

5. Molecular Factors of Plant Host and Tobamoviruses That Are Instrumental for
Viral Proliferation

To make maximal use of their limited genomes, viruses exploit the machinery and
metabolism of a living host cell for their life cycle. The viral proliferation of tobamoviruses
can be divided into three stages: (1) entrance, (2) replication and translation, and (3) move-
ment and spread through the plant vascular tissue (Figure 5) [52].

For each stage, viral and plant proteins are expected to collectively contribute to viral
proliferation. As the life cycle of ToBRFV conceivably resembles that of TMV, based on
the genome structure and sequence similarity (Figures 1 and 2), it is likely that ToBRFV
exploits similar host cell components as TMV (or ToMV and ToMMV) to cause disease.
Therefore, in this review, we propose the host factors required for TMV and/or ToMV
proliferation as the host factors for ToBRFV proliferation [52]. Figure 5 illustrates the three
stages of the ToBRFV life cycle in the plant and how virus and plant proteins together
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could contribute to enhancing tobamovirus viral proliferation. Due to the mechanical
transmission of tobamoviruses, most host factors are utilized by the virus during the
second and third stages. Plant proteins that associate with the viral REP play a key role
during the second stage, and those that associate with viral MP or CP are more relevant
during the third stage. Obviously, as research continues, the depicted interactions and
locations are not set in stone, and additional viral and plant proteins that take part in the
ToBRFV proliferation remain to be discovered.

5.1. Stage 1: Viral Entrance

Plant cells have cell walls that act as the first barrier against the invasion of pathogens.
To overcome this, many plant viruses have to take advantage of different biological vectors
or physical damage (wounding) of the plant tissue caused by environmental stresses to
enter plant cells. For example, ToBRFV enters the host cell through mechanical wounding
of the plant tissue, which either transiently opens the plasma membrane (PM) or allows
pinocytosis (endocytosis of fluids) [52]. Therefore, no host proteins are likely required for
tobamoviral entrance or are not identified yet (only hypothetical proteins are illustrated
in Figure 5). A putative role for the viral CP that interacts with a plant protein could be
envisioned, but thus far entrance of tobamoviruses is known to rely only on a damaged cell.

5.2. Stage 2: Viral Replication and Translation

For the second stage, replication and translation, the REP proteins, REP-126-130 kDa
and REP-180-183 kDa, play a central role. The viral REP proteins (indicated by red and
orange circles in Figure 5) can interact directly or indirectly with host proteins to build
the tobamovirus replication complex. Figure 5 depicts a set of plant proteins that directly
interact and/or are part of the replication complex.

Details for each plant protein and how it might function in the replication complex
and enhance viral replication and translation are provided below.

ARL8 (ADP-ribosylation factor-like 8, blue crescent shape in Figure 5) is a GTPase
highly conserved in eukaryotic cells from animals to plants. The 180-kDa REP protein of
ToMV interacts with ARL8 from Nicotiana tabacum, and the absence of the ARL8 protein in
Arabidopsis inhibits intracellular TMV and ToMV virus multiplication [53]. Arabidopsis
has two ARL8 homologs, and only a double knock-out of both AtARL8 genes led to the
inhibition of TMV and ToMV viral proliferation [53]. Tomato has four ARL8 homologs,
and solely knocking out SlARL8a was insufficient to reduce ToBRFV viral proliferation [54].
How the absence of ARL8 could lead to viral resistance is still unknown. Research in human
cells showed that ARL8b regulates lysosomal motility and the fusion of lysosomes with
late endosomes [55–57]. Lysosomes are organelles needed for the clearing and recycling of
cellular components, also known as autophagy. Depending on the plant-virus pathogenesis
system, autophagy can function as an antiviral mechanism or promote viral infection [58,59].
A putative role of autophagy in viral proliferation and whether viral S genes take part in
the molecular mechanism of autophagy will be further discussed in Section 5.4.

PAP85 (Pokeweed antiviral protein, green rhombus shape in Figure 5) was originally
identified in field beans (Vicia faba L.) as vicilin, a 7S seed globulin representing approx-
imately 30% of the storage protein in mature seeds [60]. Remarkably, vicilins are mostly
reported as defensive proteins against fungi and insects, probably due to their capacity to
bind chitin [61,62]. In Arabidopsis, PAP85 is involved in membrane modification for trans-
portation, and its transcript accumulates during the last stage of silique development [63].
Arabidopsis PAP85 interacts with the 126-kDa REP protein of TMV at the endoplasmic retic-
ulum (ER) [64]. The interaction between PAP85 and P126 results in ER transition, formation,
and transfer of small vesicles from ER to Golgi early in the infection process [64]. In general,
newly synthesized proteins and lipids are transported from the ER to the PM via the Golgi
apparatus. Viruses are known to hijack the secretory pathway that leads to membrane
rearrangements for their life cycle (reviewed by [65]). Presumably, tobamoviruses exploit
PAP85 for this function.
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SYP22 and SYP23 (Figure 5, blue pentagon arrow shape) are also important for vesicle
trafficking and interact with the methyltransferase domain of the 126-kDa REP TMV protein.
SYP proteins are soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion protein attachment protein
receptors (SNAREs) [66]. The presence of SYP22 and/or SYP23 is necessary for TMV
accumulation [67]. SNAREs associate with membranes and mediate the fusion of vesicle
membranes with target membranes. SNARE proteins form highly stable protein–protein
interactions, a SNARE complex. SNAREs can be classified according to their subcellular
localization, t (target)- and v (vesicle)-SNAREs, or to their structure, with the presence of a
conserved glutamine (Q) or arginine (R) residue in the center of the SNARE domain [68].
t-SNAREs have a Q residue and are termed Q-SNARE, and v-SNAREs have an R and
are termed R-SNARE. A functional SNARE complex consists of one set of Qa-, Qb-, Qc-,
and R-SNARE proteins with a four-helical bundle assembled by four SNARE motifs. The
three types of Q-SNAREs, Qa, Qb, and Qc, are determined by their position in the SNARE
complex [68]. The SYP2 SNARE subfamily (SYP21, SYP22, and SYP23) belongs to the
Qa-SNAREs. In general, a Qa-SNARE is the core SNARE protein that regulates the for-
mation of a SNARE complex at the target membrane. In Arabidopsis, the functions of
SYP21, SYP22, and SYP23 are expected to be redundant and interchangeable [69,70]. Vesicle
transport mediated by SYP22 is important for shoot gravitropism and morphogenesis.
The predicted localization sites of SYP22 and SYP23 are cytosol, vacuole, or pre-vacuole
compartment. SYP22 forms a SNARE complex with a v-SNARE, e.g., VAMP711, and the
complex is localized to tonoplasts and the pre-vacuolar compartment [70]. SYP22 also
interacts with R-SNARE VAMP727, and both bind to the PM-bound receptor BRASSI-
NOSTEROID INSENSITIVE1 (BRI1), resulting in BR accumulation. BRs are plant-specific
steroidal compounds essential for normal growth and development [50]. Accumulation
of BR enhanced plant defense, e.g., against root-knot nematodes [71,72]. Possibly, the
absence of a functional SYP2 protein may lead to an imbalance of hormones leading to
viral resistance.

Arabidopsis TOM1 (Tobamovirus multiplication 1, green star shape in Figure 5) and
TOM3 (a paralog of TOM1) have been shown to interact with the tobamovirus helicase
domain from the 130-kDa/180-kDa REP proteins [73,74]. The Arabidopsis TOM1/TOM3
double mutant completely suppressed TMV replication [73]. TOM1 and TOM3 are pre-
dicted to be seven-pass transmembrane proteins. Therefore TOM1/3 could form a link
between the host membrane and the tobamovirus replication proteins [52,74,75]. The
effectivity of TOM1 and TOM3 as S proteins for TMV has been shown for various plant
species besides Arabidopsis, including C. annuum, N. benthamiana, and tomato [76,77]. In
tomato, both paralogs TOM1 and TOM3 have two homologs. Recent data showed that a
quadruple knock-out mutant of all four homologs in tomatoes displayed resistance to four
tobamoviruses: TMV, ToMV, YMV, and ToBRFV [78]. Presumably, based on the phyloge-
netic tree (Figure 4), ToMMV accumulation will also be inhibited in the quadruple tomato
mutant. However, when only three of the four homologs were mutated, the virus could
still multiply. Moreover, in the triple knock-out tomato plants, mutant viruses emerged
that were multiplying more efficiently than the wild-type ToBRFV [78].

Arabidopsis TOM2a (orange cross shape in Figure 5) interacts with itself and the TOM1
integral membrane protein [79]. Both the Arabidopsis tom2-1 mutant that lacks TOM2a,
and the tobacco genotype TI203 containing a natural TOM2a variant, showed reduced to-
bamovirus viral accumulation [79,80]. In addition, tomato CRISPR-Cas9 knock-out mutants
of TOM2a displayed enhanced resistance against TMV [80]. TOM2a encodes a 280-amino
acid putative four-pass transmembrane protein with a C-terminal farnesylation signal,
i.e., CaaX motif, that undergoes farnesylation [79]. Farnesylation is a post-translational
protein modification by which an isoprenyl group is added to a cysteine residue. Farnesyla-
tion mediates protein–protein interactions and protein–membrane interactions [81]. RNA
viruses such as ToBRFV lack post-translational protein modification enzymes. Instead,
they probably use the host to modify their proteins and/or post-transcriptionally modified
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host proteins (e.g., the TOM1–TOM2a complex) to allocate to the membrane to promote
viral proliferation.

5.3. Stage 3: Viral Movement and Spread

For the third stage, viral movement and spread, plant viruses move from cell to cell via
plasmodesmata (PD), indicated as short distance, and via the phloem (sieve elements), indi-
cated as long distance (Figure 5). PD are unique membrane-lined cytoplasmic nanobridges
that connect plant cells for cell-to-cell movement [82]. Due to studies on the role of viral MP
in cell-to-cell movement, it was discovered that plant proteins could also move between
cells via PD [83]. Microinjection of fluorescently-labeled viral MP revealed that MP proteins
could increase the size exclusion limit of PD to facilitate the movement of viral RNA, MP,
and other proteins to surrounding cells [83]. Six host factors that facilitate viral movement
were selected and are depicted in Figure 5. Although most of the host proteins that facilitate
the viral movement and spreading interact with the tobamoviral MP or CP protein, the
REP from TMV was also shown to have a role in viral movement [84,85]. Most of the
discussed proteins in this review interact directly with the viral MP (ANK, BAM1, PME,
and SYTA), while LeT12 co-localizes with MP, and IP-L interacts with CP. The depicted
proteins in Figure 5 are ANK (pink rectangle shape), BAM1 (blue semicircle shape), IP-L
(orange pentagon shape), LeT12 (green crescent shape), PME (purple rhombus shape), and
SYTA (oval red shape).

The plant ankyrin repeat-containing protein ANK probably promotes short-distance
viral spread. The binding of the viral MP protein to the plant ANK protein results in the
reduction of callose levels at the plasmodesmata, also termed callose sphincters. This causes
the relaxation of the PD, which promotes viral cell-to-cell movement through the PD [86].
The ANK repeat domain-containing proteins comprise one of the largest known protein
superfamilies in plants [87]. ANK proteins can mediate protein–protein interactions, and
most plant ANK proteins play crucial roles in defense responses [87]. Still, ANKs’ role in
viral proliferation is not well understood.

BAM1 (Barley any meristem 1) is a receptor-like kinase (RLK) from Arabidopsis that
interacts with MP from TMV. Viral movement through PD by BAM1 is independent of its
kinase activity [88]. Arabidopsis mutants bam1-3 and bam2-3 both showed reduced levels of
TMV RNA accumulation when compared to wild-type plants at 6 days post-inoculation [88].
Interestingly, BAM1 and BAM2 were previously identified to interact with a small protein
(C4) of tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) at the PM and PD. TYLCV contains a DNA
genome and is unrelated to tobamoviruses. BAM1 is required for the cell-to-cell spread
of RNA silencing. In addition, in this case, the kinase activity of BAM1 does not seem to
be required [89]—the targeting of BAM1 by C4 of TYLCV results in the suppression of
intercellular spreading of RNA silencing. In C4-overexpressing transgenic tomato plants,
four RLK genes (including BAM1 and BAM2) transcript levels were reduced. Therefore, the
TYLCV C4 could compromise the RLK-mediated plant defense system. For tobamoviruses,
it is not yet known whether the absence of BAM1 also causes reduced viral spread due to
the reduction of cell-to-cell spread of RNA silencing or RLK-mediated plant defense.

The tobacco-interacting protein-L (IP-L) is a host protein interacting with the ToMV
CP. IP-L was previously identified as an ‘elicitor-responsive protein’ gene [90]. For the
protein–protein interaction, the N-terminal helical region of IP-L (155 aa) and two α-helical
domains of ToMV CP are essential [91]. Both proteins, IP-L and ToMV CP, co-localize in
the chloroplast thylakoid membranes [91]. This localization could explain the occurrence
of chlorosis during viral infection because the interaction of ToMV CP with IP-L may
affect chloroplast function and stability. Multiple studies of chloroplast protein–viral
protein interactions have shown that the chloroplast is a common target of plant viruses
for viral pathogenesis or propagation [92]. TMV infection induces the transcript levels of
IP-L, and the reduction of IP-L transcripts in N. benthamiana resulted in delayed systemic
ToMV symptoms at 7 days post-inoculation [90,93]. How IP-L supports viral proliferation
is still unknown. For several viruses, the role of chloroplasts and associated proteins
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during viral proliferation has been described [94]. For example, the MP of ToMV and
TMV interact with the small subunit of Rubisco (RbCS). This interaction takes place in
the cytoplasm prior to the re-localization of RbCS to the chloroplasts of N. benthamiana.
Silencing of NbRbCS in susceptible N. benthamiana plants enhanced local virus infectivity
but delayed the development of systemic viral symptoms [95]. Additionally, NbRbCS
silencing compromises Tm-22-dependent resistance in transgenic Tm-22 N. benthamiana
(ToMV-resistant) plants [95]. Thus, hijacking light-dependent or light-induced chloroplast
factors by tobamovirus in plants can enhance local viral proliferation and/or prevent R
protein-based viral defense.

LeT12 (Lycopersicon esculentum clone 12) is a class II knotted-like homeodomain protein
(KNOX2) isolated from a tomato cDNA library [96]. The tomato LeT12 protein is a host
factor in stages 2 and 3. The closest homolog of tomato LeT12 in tobacco is NTH201.
NTH201 regulates the formation of VRC and the accumulation of TMV MP [97]. Silencing
of the NTH201 gene transcript caused a delay in viral RNA accumulation and viral spread
in TMV-infected tobacco plants [97]. Although NTH201 was observed to migrate from the
nucleus to cytoplasm and PD, where NTH201 colocalized with MP, no direct interaction
between NTH201 and TMV MP was detected [97]. The closest Arabidopsis homolog of
LeT12 is Knotted1-like homeobox gene 4 (KNAT4). KNAT4 is one of the four Arabidopsis
KNOX2 genes, together with KNAT3, KNAT5, and KNAT7, expressed in the inflorescence
stems [98]. KNAT3 and KNAT7 may play a significant role in secondary cell wall formation
as detected by mutation analysis [98]. Single gene mutations of KNAT4 and KNAT5 did not
result in obvious morphological cell wall phenotypes in Arabidopsis, indicating possible
redundancy in gene function, or KNAT4 and KNAT5 have another role, and absence
does not lead to direct cell wall malformation. Still, modification of the plant cell wall by
tobamoviruses is a likely strategy to improve viral spreading.

The tomato and citrus pectin methylesterase (PME) interacts with the MP from TMV,
Turnip vein-clearing virus (TVCV, crucifer-infecting RNA tobamovirus), or Cauliflower
mosaic virus (CaMV, DNA pararetrovirus) [99]. PMEs catalyze the de-methylesterification
of pectin resulting in the release of protons and methanol. Methanol emission triggers
the expression of methanol-induced genes, including β-1,3-glucanases. β-1,3-glucanases
degrade callose locally deposited at the cell wall-embedded neck region of PD to restrict cell-
to-cell communication and viral spreading. PME-dependent methanol emission triggers
PD dilation, and the accumulated protons in the apoplast lead to acidification of the cell
wall. This results in cell wall loosening due to the activation of several cell wall-degrading
enzymes [100]. Dorokhov and coworkers identified an additional or contradicting role of
PME, in which PME suppresses TMV RNA accumulation. They showed that PME levels
increase due to the presence of TMV (or other pathogens), and this resulted in rapid siRNA
accumulation indicative of induced RNA silencing [101,102]. In Figure 5, we have only
depicted the PD dilation by PME, enhancing the viral spread, with the PD outward dashed
arrow. Directed mutagenesis of PME will elucidate whether tobamovirus movement is
inhibited by a non-functional or reduced functional PME.

The final host factor is synaptotagmin A (SYTA). SYTA is a protein that localizes to
endosomes in plant cells and is essential to form ER-PM contact sites (EPCSs). The MP from
TMV (and viruses from other genera) interact with SYTA to allocate the MPs to PD and
to alter the PDs. The combination of MP allocation to and altering of the PD can facilitate
tobamovirus cell-to-cell movement [103–105]. In Arabidopsis, the absence of SYTA/SYT1
affects the formation of the ER immobile tubules [106]. Two SYT1 interacting proteins,
SYT5 and SYT7, were identified and shown to contribute together with SYT1 to enhance PD
permeability for tobamoviral MP [107]. Because SYTA is suggested to assist viral movement
through the PD, this protein is indicated near the PD (Figure 5).
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5.4. Identification of Additional Host Factors Based on Host Processes That Are Manipulated
by Tobamoviruses

Most identified host proteins reside in the cytosol/lysosomes or at the cell membrane.
Host factors that function in the mitochondria or vacuole are, to our knowledge, not (yet)
identified (depicted with the grey cloud shapes and a question mark in Figure 5). The
number of host (susceptibility) factors currently identified is limited due to the identifica-
tion method, co-purification with viral proteins. As a result, susceptibility-related host
factors that do not directly interact or associate with a viral protein will be overlooked.
Some S factors were identified via a forward genetics approach, e.g., TOM1, TOM2a, and
TOM3 [73–75,79,108]. If existing, forward genetic screens of mutant plant populations will
allow the identification of additional and non-viral protein-interacting host proteins. The
drawback of forward genetic screens is that these will only disclose single proteins that
result in a clear reduction of viral titer. This method will not reveal proteins that facilitate
the virus proliferation if multiple or redundant proteins are required in concert. In addition,
mutations that cause strong pleiotropic or lethal effects will be eliminated from the screen,
and the corresponding host factors will not be identified.

In this review, we have focused on the utilization of host protein factors that inter-
act with viral proteins. The absence of these specific host factors can lead to resistance.
However, the identification of tobamoviral resistance can also be based on exploring which
mechanisms are manipulated by the virus since these factors could also lead to novel
and durable resistance. For example, viral resistance can be based on altered hormonal
balance, membrane composition, apoptosis pathway, vesicle trafficking, or RNAi silencing
mechanism of the host plant. For each mechanism, examples of S factors have been found.

S factors that alter the hormonal balance are discussed in Section 4.4. Altered mem-
brane composition by plant cell fortification (discussed in Section 5.3), caused by PME-based
callose deposition or overexpression of PME inhibitors (PMEIs) in tobacco and Arabidopsis
plants, limits viral movement and reduces susceptibility to TMV and TVCV [100]. Au-
tophagy can inhibit viral proliferation. Some S factors are negative regulators of autophagy,
and their absence will trigger autophagy [58,59]. Five of the six host proteins in stage 2
(discussed in Section 5.2) prevent autophagy. However, autophagy can also have a pro-
viral role, and several viruses have evolved strategies to use autophagy to their benefit.
Therefore, only the autophagy-related genes (ATGs) with a pro-viral function should be
further explored as S factors to combat viral infections of plants [58,59,109]. Importantly, the
induction of autophagy and resistance depends on which plant proteins interact/bind with
the viral helicase domain. The binding of the viral helicase to the N and/or Tm-1 R proteins
can enhance autophagy resulting in resistance. In contrast, binding the viral helicase to the
S proteins could prevent autophagy, enhancing susceptibility. For example, ARL8 binding
to the REP protein could promote viral proliferation. ARL8 also interacts with TOM1 [53].
TOM1/3, TOM2a and ARL8 are essential to the tobamovirus replication complex. In human
cells, the knockdown of ARL8b resulted in an increased fusion of autophagosomes with
lysosomes [110]. The presence of ARL8 could promote viral infection by preventing the fu-
sion of autophagosomes with lysosomes, as such inhibiting autophagy. In addition, SNARE
motif-containing proteins, such as SYP23, are also required for autophagosome-lysosome
fusion. Thus, we could postulate that host targets are incorporated into the VRC complex
to prevent autophagy.

Another mechanism that is linked to the above S factors is membrane trafficking.
SYP23 contains a SNARE motif, and TOM1/3 and TOM2a are putative transmembrane
proteins. The TOM1/3 and TOM2a proteins could function in cell or vesicle membranes. A
major role was found for endomembrane deformation during virus replication of ssRNA(+)
viruses such as ToBRFV (reviewed by [111]). Additional host proteins that associate
with VRC and are part of the intracellular membrane are interesting S factor candidates
to explore.

Finally, studying the RNAi silencing mechanism and factors involved in this pathway
can also lead to the identification of potential S factors. Plants produce small noncoding
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RNAs (sRNAs) that can alter viral proliferation (reviewed by [112]), including miRNAs.
miRNAs are derived and excised from primary nonprotein-coding MIR transcripts that
form stem-loop structures [113]. Three main modes of miRNA antiviral defense response
could be anticipated. A plant miRNA could (1) directly target and silence viral RNA, (2)
trigger the biogenesis of siRNA resulting in RNA silencing, or (3) target the mRNA of an
S gene resulting in the absence of the viral S factor from the host. An example of the first
mode by miRNAs is from two miRNAs from cotton (Gossypium arboreum), Ga-miR398 and
Ga-miR2950. Both miRNAs can target multiple ORFs of the Cotton leaf curl Multan virus
(CLCuMuV), leading to enhanced viral immunity [114]. Interestingly, for TMV, an opposite
role of miRNAs in viral proliferation has been found. The presence of TMV in tobacco
(N. benthamiana) causes the accumulation of two miRNAs, Nb-miR6019 and Nb-miR6020,
which results in the cleavage and silencing of the mRNA of the resistance gene N, leading
to enhanced susceptibility [115]. It would be interesting to identify and utilize the promotor
of the two miRNAs to produce viral dsRNA fragments that halt viral proliferation.

Another method that is currently successfully applied to halt viruses is the application
of topical dsRNA delivery. Topical dsRNA application is sometimes referred to as a
‘plant vaccine’. However, technically it is not a vaccine because the dsRNA only works
temporarily (10–20 days) when the pathogen is present [116]. The use of dsRNA production
in-planta driven by a promotor induced in the presence of a virus could lead to a more
durable solution. However, as the application of genetically modified plants is restricted in
the European Union, other approaches need to be considered.

5.5. Antisense Oligonucleotide Therapeutics: Targeting the Secondary RNA Structures from
ToBRFV for Durable Resistance

Although the discovery of the first viruses occurred in plants by plant pathologists,
new insights from the fast-evolving human virology field may lead to solutions for plant
breeding. For example, research on the human severe acute respiratory syndrome coron-
avirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the causal agent of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), could
lead to new insights or solutions for durable plant virus resistance. SARS-CoV-2 virus, like
ToBRFV, contains a single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome. The SARS-CoV-2 genome
is ~30 kb RNA, and the secondary RNA structure of the entire SARS-CoV-2 virus genome
was recently described [117].

The secondary RNA structure of ToBRFV is probably vital to evade plant-based RNA
silencing, the first layer of viral defense by the host plant. For TMV, secondary RNA
structures for the 5′ and 3′ parts of the genome have been described, but a genome-wide
predicted RNA structure is still missing [118]. Secondary RNA structures from multiple an-
imal viruses can be targeted by small molecules that affect interactions, structural stability,
or conformational changes and thereby block processes that are essential for viral replica-
tion [119]. Can the secondary RNA structure of ToBRFV also be targeted by small molecular
inhibitors? Comparison of human (SARS-CoV2), Pengolin, Porcine, and Bat coronaviruses
resulted in the identification of conserved sites with persistent single-stranded sequences
in the SARS-CoV2 and other coronavirus genomes in vivo [117]. These regions might
represent ideal targets for the design of antisense oligonucleotide therapeutics, already
proven to represent a promising approach for the treatment of infections by other RNA
viruses [117].

The ToBRFV RNA molecule is only ~6.4 kb. It may be interesting to investigate whether
a full genome comparison of secondary RNA structures from several tobamoviruses
would also result in the identification of conserved sites with persistent single-stranded
sequences. Antisense oligonucleotide therapeutics in tomatoes could also cause conforma-
tional changes or instability of secondary ToBRFV RNA structures and, as such, inhibit
viral replication leading to durable ToBRFV resistance.
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6. Conclusion and Future Directions towards Durable ToBRFV Tomato Resistance

Mutant S gene alleles can provide viral-resistant plants, and the abovementioned
host factors for tobamoviruses are excellent candidates for which mutant alleles should
be identified. Mutant alleles can be obtained by non-targeted chemical mutagenesis (e.g.,
EMS) or targeted mutagenesis using, e.g., CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Genome editing
by CRISPR/Cas9 is well established in tomatoes and is the ideal method to explore and
generate S gene-based resistance against ToBRFV. However, caution is required, as was
shown by a CRISPR/Cas9 knock-out study on the well-known eIF4E and eIF4G S genes for
potyviruses [120]. Knocking out eIF4E1 in Arabidopsis resulted in clover yellow vein virus
(ClYVV) resistance but simultaneously increased turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) susceptibility.
This is probably because potyviruses, such as both CIYVV and TuMV, hijack different
eIF4E factors, and the strategy of developing resistance by eIF4E loss-of-function could
be jeopardized by existing or emerging viruses that are able to recruit the remaining eIF4
paralogs in the plant [120].

As in the European Union, the application of CRISPR/Cas9 technology to generate
mutations is restricted, and alternative methods to generate durable ToBRFV resistance
have to be explored. A search for natural variants of a gene impacting the function of the
encoded protein may be considered, especially if the complete absence of a functional S
protein causes undesired pleiotropic effects.

6.1. The Use of Allelic Polymorphisms of Susceptibility Genes for Durable Resistance

Previously, some well-known S genes were identified from naturally occurring poly-
morphic alleles. These include eIF4E and eIF4G for resistance to potyviruses in Arabidopsis
and pepper [121,122] and pelota for resistance against geminiviruses in tomato and pep-
per [123,124]. Thus, allelic variants of susceptibility genes (S genes) can be utilized to
achieve recessively inherited disease resistance. The identification of natural variation
in R proteins from wild tomato relatives is already a valuable source in tomato breeding.
Wild relatives genetically related to cultivated species (Solanum lycopersicum), allowing
compatible crosses, present a great opportunity to increase the genetic diversity in tomato
breeding programs for disease resistance. Furthermore, such allelic S gene variants can
be introgressed into cultivated tomatoes to obtain durable ToBRFV resistance. Currently,
with the large list of identified host S genes, allelic S gene variants that could potentially
contribute to ToBRFV resistance can be readily identified in the available genome sequences
of various crop and wild tomato species. For example, ToBRFV-resistant tomato could
be obtained using allelic variants of some of our discussed S genes since the absence of
TOM1/3 led to ToMV or TMV resistance in tomato, pepper (Capsicum annuum) and tobacco
(N. benthamiana) [76,125,126]. In addition, recently, allelic variants of TOM2a were claimed
to be the main cause of ToBRFV resistance in wild tomato accessions [127].

The combination of available literature on tobamoviruses S gene candidates, wild
tomato resources, genome sequences of the various wild species, single nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) detection methods, molecular techniques, and breeding methods make
this reverse genetics approach to obtain durable resistant ToBRFV tomatoes accessible.

6.2. The Best Strategy for Durable Resistance Is the Absence of Susceptibility Genes

In this review, we highlighted four strategies to achieve durable ToBRFV-resistance
in tomatoes (Figure 4). Although the second strategy (host R proteins) does not show a
high risk of pleiotropy, viral genomes can adjust fast and break the resistance. The best
strategy for durable resistance is an absence of functional susceptibility genes because
viruses fully depend on host proteins for their proliferation due to the small number of
viral proteins. As illustrated in the previous sections, most viral proteins interact with
S proteins. Therefore, we need to investigate which amino acids from the S protein are
relevant for viral protein binding and responsible for the S factor function. Simultaneously,
we should identify which amino acid variants of the S protein can prevent viral protein
binding and proliferation while maintaining the intrinsic protein function for the host plant.
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Deployment of S protein variants that lost their viral “helper” ability but kept their intrinsic
in planta function is expected to result in durable virus resistance.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy13051300/s1. Table S1: Tomato homologs of selected
tobamoviral S genes from the literature including additional references [128–160]. Genes in bold are
discussed in the text.
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Abstract: Pepper (Capsicum spp.) is an important vegetable crop worldwide with high economic
and nutritional value. The Capsicum genus comprises more than 30 species, of which C. annuum,
C. chinense, C. baccatum, C. frutescens, and C. pubescens are the five domesticated ones. Anthracnose
fruit rot, caused by Colletotrichum spp., is one of the most destructive fungal diseases of pepper. In
this review, we compiled up-to-date information from 40 publications on anthracnose resistance in
Capsicum species. In total, 375 accessions were described as showing different levels of resistance
against Colletotrichum spp. These accessions belonged to different species, including C. annuum (160),
C. baccatum (86), C. chacoense (4), C. chinense (90), and C. frutescens (16), as well as 19 accessions of
which the species were not reported. High levels of resistance were mainly present in C. baccatum and
C. chinense. For some of the resistant accessions, resistance genes or quantitative trait loci (QTL) were
reported. Using associated molecular markers, we located 31 QTLs and 17 resistance-related genes
in the recently published Capsicum genomes, including C. annuum CM334 version 1.6, C. chinense
version 1.2, and C. baccatum version 1.2. Our results could be helpful for making use of some reported
accessions in the breeding of pepper cultivars with resistance to anthracnose rot disease.

Keywords: Capsicum spp.; anthracnose; Colletotrichum spp.; resistance; screening; QTL; in silico
mapping; breeding

1. Introduction

The Capsicum species, or pepper, is commonly used as a vegetable and a spice. The
economic importance of pepper is highlighted by its global annual production in 2017 of
approximately 31.5 million tons for fresh pepper and 3.6 million tons for dried pepper [1].
Although pepper originates from South America, most of the world’s production currently
takes place in Asia, which contributes to more than 65% of the total.

Capsicum belongs to the Solanaceae family. Currently, 38 Capsicum species are rec-
ognized, including the five important domesticated species: C. annuum, C. baccatum, C.
chinense, C. frutescens, and C. pubescens [2,3]. The Capsicum species is diploid (n = 12). Its
genome is, in general, quite complex, and contains a large amount of repetitive DNA
sequences, which has resulted in genome sizes above 3 Gb [4,5]. Because of the large
genome size, the development of reference sequences has been delayed compared with
other Solanaceous crops, for instance, tomato (900 Mb, Tomato Genome Consortium) [6]
and potato (844 Mb, Potato Genome Sequencing Consortium) [7]. Until now, five Capsicum
genomes have been completely sequenced, of which three are C. annuum and the others
are C. baccatum and C. chinense [4,5,8]. The five pepper genomes are C. annuum cv. CM334
(3.06 Gb with 34,903 annotated genes); cv. Zunla-1 (3.35 Gb), a wild accession Chiltepin
of C. annuum var. glabriusculum (3.48 Gb); C. baccatum PBC81 (3.9 Gb); and C. chinense PI
159236 (3.2 Gb).

Anthracnose is a major disease of pepper caused by a complex of Colletotrichum species,
mainly occurring in the (sub-)tropics during the wet season. The prevalence of anthracnose
is usually associated with a high amount of inoculum in the soil, which is the primary
source of infection. Secondary spread occurs rapidly through conidial dispersion in air or
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surface water, or even by insects such as fruit flies (Dacus spp.) [9,10]. Colletotrichum is able
to infect pepper plants at all developmental stages. The major species causing anthracnose
in seedlings, leaves, and stems is C. coccodes [11,12]. The most prevalent and virulent species
causing fruit rot are C. scovillei (previously known as C. acutatum), C. siamense (previously
known as C. gloeosporioides), and C. truncatum (previously known as C. capsici) [13–17]. The
taxonomy of Colletotrichum species has recently been revised based on pathogenicity and
multi-gene phylogenetic analyses [18]. Typical anthracnose fruit rot symptoms, found on
both green and ripe fruit, are black sunken necrotic tissues with water-soaked rings of wet
acervuli [19] (Figure 1), leading to a loss of market value. The annual yield loss of pepper
due to anthracnose has been reported to vary from 10% [20] to 50% [21], and can sometimes
even be as high as 80% [22].

Figure 1. Typical anthracnose symptoms after pinprick inoculation with C. siamense (previously
known as C. gloeosporioides) on a red ripe fruit of chili.

Control measures against anthracnose include the application of chemical fungicides,
seed sterilization or cleaning, crop rotation, and biological control [23,24]. The frequent
application of fungicides leads to environmental pollution and promotes the development
of fungicide-resistant Colletotrichum strains [25,26]. As an alternative, growing resistant
cultivars is considered to be the most effective and economic method to combat this disease.
However, unlike for several other major pepper diseases, no commercial anthracnose-
resistant cultivars have been released. The main factor that hinders anthracnose resistance
breeding is the polygenic nature of the resistance and large variation in pathotypes [27].
Nevertheless, a vast number of Capsicum accessions have been evaluated worldwide, and
anthracnose resistance has been identified in domesticated species including C. annuum,
C. baccatum, C. chinense, and C. frutescens [28–31]. In addition, a few accessions from the
wild species C. chacoense were reported to be resistant [30]. Genetic studies on some of
these resistant accessions have identified monogenic (both dominantly and recessively
inherited) and polygenic factors contributing to resistance, with the latter representing the
most common type of resistance [15,21,25,26,28,32–34].

As many of these genetic studies were performed prior to the release of the genome
sequences, the locations of the genes/quantitative trait loci (QTLs) were not reported in
relation to a common genome or map, and are hence hard to compare. Therefore, we aimed
to provide a comprehensive overview of current knowledge on anthracnose resistance
in pepper in terms of the source and genetics of the identified resistance, as well as the
chromosomal locations of the reported anthracnose resistance genes and QTLs. This effort
could provide a new starting point for making use of the identified resistant sources in
breeding programs.

2. Bioassays for Evaluating Anthracnose Resistance

A key factor for success in breeding for anthracnose resistance is the methods used
for inoculation and evaluation. Inoculation can be performed on fruits, either detached
or still on the plant, or on whole plants (Table 1). To determine foliar resistance, pepper
plants at various growth stages have been inoculated with conidial suspension via foliar
spray [35,36]. For fruit bioassays, two approaches are widely used: the fruit is either not
wounded or wounded prior to inoculation [19,37]. The wound inoculation ensures direct
entry of the spores without considering the cuticle and epidermis as the primary defense
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barrier [25,38]. This can be achieved either via a so-called pinprick method [39,40] or via a
microinjection procedure [16,41]. Non-wound inoculation delivers the conidia spores onto
the fruit either via droplets (detached fruits) or via spraying (in planta or detached) [42,43].

Most screening studies have been based on bioassays of detached fruits at different
maturity stages, mainly the mature green and ripe stages (Table 1). In Capsicum species,
fruit maturity is a well-documented factor that influences the expression of anthracnose
resistance. Genetic analyses in populations derived from C. chinense PBC932 and C. baccatum
PBC80 have revealed that resistance in mature green and ripe fruit is controlled by different
genes [22,28,43,44]. Mongkolporn et al. [44] reported that detached fruits of accession
PBC932 at the mature green stage were more resistant than at the ripening stage. Two
linked genes are responsible for resistance at the mature green and ripe fruit stages [22].
In contrast, the ripe fruit of accession PBC80 was more resistant than the mature green
fruit [28,43]. In PBC80, resistance at the ripe fruit stage is controlled by a dominant gene,
while an independent recessive gene mediates resistance in mature green fruit [28,43].

For evaluating anthracnose resistance, various assessment methods have been used
by different research groups (Table 1). For example, a high resistance score has been
based on four aspects: low incidence (the proportion of diseased plants/fruits of the total
number of plants/fruits assessed) [39,45], low severity (lesion size as a proportion of fruit
size) [31,36,46], low infection rate (the fraction of inoculations resulting in a lesion) [26,47],
and low AUDPC value (the area under the disease progress curve) [16,48]. In some
studies, different aspects are combined. For example, disease severity and incidence were
converted to the disease severity index [44,49–51], while in other studies, lesion diameter
was measured as well as the infection rate [25], disease incidence [26], and AUDPC [48].
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3. Sources of Anthracnose Resistance in Capsicum Germplasm

Breeding for resistance to anthracnose in pepper was started in the early 1990s by
Korean and Indian chili breeders [59]. Their breeding programs mainly relied on moderate
resistance obtained from C. annuum sources (cv. Perennial and Chungryong), which is
the most widely cultivated Capsicum species [59,60]. Aiming to identify resistance at a
high level, disease tests have been performed worldwide in a large number of Capsicum
accessions. In total, 375 resistant accessions have been identified in the cultivated Cap-
sicum species corresponding to C. annuum (160), C. baccatum (86), C. chinense (90), and C.
frutescens (16) as well as in the wild species C. chacoense (4) and 19 accessions of unreported
species [28–31] (Tables 2 and S1).

Table 2. Summary of identified sources of Capsicum accessions resistant to Colletotrichum species.

Colletotrichum
Species a

Capsicum Species b

C. annuum C. baccatum C. chacoense C. chinense C. frutescens Capsicum spp.

C. scovillei 18 46 4 21 7 -
C. capsici 76 22 - 13 8 4

C. siamense 31 18 - 41 - 15
C. coccodes 1 - - - 1 -

C. brevisporum - - - 15 - -
C. dematium 7 - - - - -
C. truncatum 9 - - - - -

Colletotrichum spp. 18 - - - - -
Total 160 86 4 90 16 19

a C. scovillei (previously known as C. acutatum); C. siamense (previously known as C. gloeosporioides), and C.
truncatum (previously known as C. capsici); resistance to multiple species (Colletotrichum spp.), including C. capsica
(syn. C. truncatum), C. siamense, and C. scovillei was identified in 18 C. annuum accessions. b Capsicum spp. denotes
that the Capsicum species was not mentioned in the corresponding reports; “-” no such report. Capsicum accessions
resistant to Colletotrichum spp. were summarized from the following references: [13,16,25,26,28,30,31,35,36,39,41,
44–49,51–56,59,61–70].

In these screening, six Colletotrichum species were used, of which three (C. scovillei, C.
truncatum, and C. siamense) are prevalent worldwide and three (C. coccodes, C. brevisporum,
and C. dematium) are common in Asia [19]. In most of the screens, a single Colletotrichum
species was used. In a few cases, C. annuum accessions were evaluated against multiple
Colletotrichum spp., leading to the identification of 18 accessions with broad resistance
(Table 2).

In order to avoid redundant screenings in future studies, we summarize and present
accessions identified as susceptible (Table S2). This panel included 255 accessions of the
following species: C. annuum (167 accessions), C. baccatum (31), C. chinense (38), and C.
frutescens (19).

4. Breeding for Anthracnose Resistance in Capsicum

Some of the resistant accessions of C. annuum, C. baccatum, and C. chinense listed
in Table 2 have been used as donors for anthracnose resistance (Table 3). However, the
resistance identified in C. baccatum is difficult to transfer into elite C. annuum lines, as an
interspecific crossing barrier exists between both species [52]. As a result, one or multiple
bridge crosses or embryo rescues are necessary in order to introgress the resistance into
C. annuum [67]. For example, hybrids of C. baccatum PBC80 with elite C. annuum cultivars
have been obtained with the aid of embryo rescue [71]. On the other hand, resistance in
the accessions of C. annuum and C. chinense is generally easier to introduce into existing C.
annuum lines.

The development of resistant cultivars can be facilitated with prior knowledge of
the genetic basis of resistance and associated molecular markers for marker-assisted selec-
tion (MAS). The very first genetic map of anthracnose resistance in pepper was derived
from an interspecific population between C. annuum and a resistant C. chinense accession,
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PRI95030 [25] (Table 3). More recent genetic maps have been constructed and genetic analy-
sis has been conducted in several populations derived from the main resistance sources,
including C. chinense PBC932 [15]; C. baccatum PBC80 [34], PBC81 [29,72], PI594137 [47],
and 881045 (Cbp) [33]. In addition, genetic studies have also been based on resistance
obtained from C. annuum sources including cv. Perennial, cv. Chungryong, cv. Punjab
Lal, and accessions 83–168, which are not highly resistant (Table 3). Results from these
genetic studies indicate that the estimated inheritance of resistance depends not only on
the Colletotrichum species and methods used for inoculation, but also on the fruit stages
and the other parental lines used in the study (Table 3). For example, a single recessive
gene model was suggested for the resistance of C. chinense PBC932 against C. truncatum
(previously known as C. capsici) infection at different maturity stages in a cross with C.
annuum cv. Bangchang (Table 3) [22], while polygenic resistance against C. scovillei was
found at the mature green and ripe fruit stages in crosses between PBC 932 and C. annuum
9955-15 [72] or 77013 [15]. The inheritance of Colletotrichum spp. resistance derived from
C. baccatum accessions PBC80, PBC81, and PI594137, from either intraspecific populations
or an interspecific cross with C. annuum, was shown to be controlled by single or multiple
genes at different maturity stages [28,29,43,47]. In contrast, monogenic resistance was
found to be responsible for resistance to C. truncatum (previously known as C. capsici) in C.
annuum accessions 83–168 [73], and to C. scovillei in C. baccatum accessions PI594137 [47]
and PBC80 [34].

To introgress anthracnose resistance into a C. annuum line, backcrossing is one of the
most important techniques used in breeding [74]. Successful resistant lines have been
obtained from the backcrossing of resistant sources of C. baccatum and C. chinense with a
recurrent elite C. annuum cultivar. At the AVRDC (the World Vegetable Center), five C.
annuum lines, namely AVPP1102-B, AVPP0513, AVPP0719, AVPP0207, and AVPP1004-B,
were found to be promising in terms of fruit yield and tolerance to anthracnose [45]. Two C.
annuum varieties from IVEGRI (the Indonesian Vegetables Research Institute), Lembang-1
and Tanjung-2, have been reported to possess moderate resistance [75]. There have been
multiple anthracnose-resistant C. annuum lines reported in India, including PBC-380, BS-20,
BS28, Taiwan-2, Pant C-1 [31], LLS, VI047018 (derived from C. chinense PBC932), Breck-2,
VI046804 (derived from C. baccatum PBC80), Breck-1, Jaun, and VI046805 (derived from C.
baccatum PBC81) [76].
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5. Location of Anthracnose Resistance on the Pepper Genome

Knowledge on the localization of resistance genes and QTLs is of utmost importance
when it comes to the development of markers linked to the resistance, subsequent gene
introgression, and identification of allelic variants present in novel (wild) material. Many
studies have been devoted to this aim, and their output, including resistant sources, Col-
letotrichum strains, linkage maps, and linked/flanking markers, is summarized in Table S3.
However, for many of the genes and QTLs reported to date, their localization on the cor-
responding genome is not available due to the lack of reference sequences at the time of
their first report. With the availability of the three pepper genomes [4,5,8], we attempted to
map previously reported genes and QTLs on the chromosomes (Tables 4 and S3, Figure 2).
After retrieving the reported sequences of associated markers, primer pairs, fragments,
and genes, in silico mapping was performed on the corresponding genomes (C. annuum
CM334 version 1.6, C. chinense version 1.2, or C. baccatum version 1.2) using BLASTN
(nucleotide-to-nucleotide BLAST) in TBtools software [79]. For BLASTN, sequences of two
categories were used. The first category is for AFLP markers and other PCR markers for
which sequences of the amplified fragments are known. Amplicon sequences (>100 bp)
were used, and the chromosome with the most likely hit (E-value below 1 × 10−5) was
chosen. The second category is for when the amplicon sequences are unknown. Primer
sequences of about 20 bp were used and the setting was then set for short query sequences
with an E-value threshold of 1000. When multiple markers could be used for one QTL, the
chromosome anchored by the majority of markers was chosen. Some QTLs could not be
anchored since their flanking markers had hits on different chromosomes.

In total, 56 QTLs were reported from 11 studies (Table 4), and 31 of them were anchored
using the in silico mapping approach. The BLAST hits (markers flanking and/or within
the QTL regions) were found across all 12 Capsicum spp. chromosomes (Tables 4 and S3,
Figure 2).

In the C. chinense accession PBC932, a major QTL for resistance to C. scovillei on the
bottom of chromosome 5 was consistently detected in different studies [80–83]. The interval
is flanked by the markers P5in-2266-404 and P5in-2268-978 within a physical distance of
164 kb in the physical map [82]. Additionally, many other QTLs were identified in the
study of Sun et al. [15], of which four were likely located on chromosomes 3 (AnRGo12), 5
(AnRGO5_AnRGT5), 7 (AnRgo7), and 10 (AnRGo10/AnRGD10). For resistance to C. capcisi,
three QTLs were found, with two of them mapped to chromosomes 9 (QTLUL) and 11
(QTL-L4) [84].

In C. baccatum PBC80, monogenic resistance to C. truncatum (previously known as
C. capsici) was found that could be inherited either dominantly or recessively [22,26]. In
the study of Suwor et al. [81], a major contributing QTL (LG12) against C. scovillei was
identified that could be anchored to chromosome 12.

In C. baccatum PBC81, many QTLs were identified in three independent studies [72,85,86].
In the study of Lee et al. [86], one QTL (CcR9) for resistance to C. truncatum (previously
known as C. capsici) could be mapped to chromosome 3, while the other one (CaR12.2) for
resistance against C. scovillei could be mapped to chromosome 12. Three QTLs (RA80f6_r1,
RA80f6_g1, and RA80f6_g2) conferring C. scovillei resistance were mapped to chromosomes
4, 8, and 3, respectively [72].

In C. baccatum var. pendulum 881045, Kim et al. [33] found more than 15 QTLs con-
tributing the resistance to C. scovillei. A major QTL, An9.1, could be mapped to the top of
chromosome 1. A few minor QTLs could be assigned to chromosomes 3 (An8.1/An8.2), 4
(An4.1), 6 (An7.2–7.4), and 10 (An 13.1).

In C. chinese PRI195030, four QTLs were detected [25], of which only two could be
mapped, including the QTLs H1 on chromosome 2 for C. scovillei resistance and B1 on
chromosome 7 for resistance to C. truncatum (previously known as C. capsici) and C. scovillei.
Other QTLs could not be assigned to any chromosomes since their associated markers are
mapped to different chromosomes.
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In C. annuum PT-12-3, among the four reported QTLs, only QTL_LG2 could be assigned
to chromosome 9 [68].

6. Defense Mechanisms of Anthracnose Resistance Caused by Colletotrichum spp.

The complete resistance of C. chinense accession PBC932 and C. baccatum accessions
PBC80 and PBC81 is due to a hypersensitive reaction (HR) [12,22,28]. The immune response
consists of slight tissue necrosis and localized cell death surrounding the inoculation site
on the detached fruits [22,28,88]. The infected cells themselves have thickened cell walls or
a thickened cuticle layer and have high levels of reactive oxygen species [12,88].

To understand the molecular mechanisms of defense against anthracnose, differential
Capsicum spp.–Colletotrichum spp. pathosystems have been used to evaluate the expression
of defense-related genes or the production of antimicrobial compounds. Based on an
expression study with the C. truncatum-resistant accession Bhut Jolokia (obtained from
a cross between C. frutescens and C. chinense), Mishra et al. [89] identified a number of
defense-related genes, including PDF1.2, lipoxygenase Lox3, PR2, PR5, and transcription
factors (WRKY33 and CaMYB), as possibly being involved in the resistance response.

In C. baccatum accession PBC80, pathogen-responsive gene 10 (PR10) was differentially
expressed upon C. scovillei infection [90]. This gene is located on C. baccatum chromosome 2
at 78.2 Mb. In C. baccatum accession P27 challenged with Colletotrichum spp., the resistant
response was dependent on the ripening stage and correlated with the accumulation of
the metabolites butane-2,3-diol, fructose, and phenolics, and superoxide dismutase and
peroxidase activities [58].

In the incompatible interaction of C. annuum cv. Nokkwang with C. siamense, six
defense-responsive genes, including cytochrome P450, a PepCYP gene, a thionin-like gene
(PepThi), a defensin gene (J1-1) [91], a pepper thaumatin-like gene (PepTLP), a MADS-box
gene (PepMADS) [92], and a pepper esterase gene (PepEST) [93], were reported, of which
PepCYP was mapped towards the bottom of chromosome 11, PepThi on the distal top of
chromosome 7, J1-1 on the top of chromosome 8, PepTLP on chromosome 1 at 5.08 Mb,
PepMADS on chromosome 11 at 14.7 Mb, and PepEST on chromosome 4 at 208.98 Mb.
Moreover, the salicylic acid-induced protection of ripe pepper fruits of cv. Nokkwang
against C. siamense was associated with highly expressed SA-responsive genes (SRGs) [94].
A SRG, namely BJ03029B07, was located at the top of C. annuum chromosome 6, and
BJ03028G01 was located towards the bottom of this chromosome. Additionally, BJ03028G01
co-localized with QTL An7.2–7.4. The possible involvement of these genes in anthracnose
resistance controlled by the QTL An7.2–7.4 needs to be studied. In C. annuum cv. Hanbyul,
a systemic acquired resistance gene (CASAR8.2) with three cDNA clones (CASAR82A, -B,
and -C) was strongly associated with resistance to C. coccodes [95]. This gene was mapped
to the top of chromosome 5. C. annuum UENF 1381, in response to C. siamense, produced
abundant amounts of antimicrobial peptides such as defensin, lipid transfer protein, and
protease inhibitor [70]. The quantification of secondary metabolites produced during
the interaction between the resistant C. annuum accessions GBUEL104 and C. siamense
revealed that high concentrations of caffeic and chlorogenic acid were produced, and their
differential expression depended on the fruit development stage and the time that had
elapsed post-inoculation [55].

7. Conclusions

Anthracnose fruit rot disease is caused by a complex of Colletotrichum species. It causes
significant yield losses and has become a constraint for Capsicum production. The ultimate
means of achieving the sustainable control of anthracnose is to breed for anthracnose
resistance. Worldwide screenings have mostly identified resistant accessions in C. baccatum
and C. chinense. In this study, we summarized information on Capsicum accessions that
have been tested and shown to be either resistant or susceptible to Colletotrichum spp.
Generally, C. annuum lacks anthracnose resistance, but the introgression of resistance from
resistant C. chinense and C. baccatum accessions has resulted in multiple breeding lines. A
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large number of genes and QTLs conferring anthracnose resistance that were anchored to
the C. chinense and C. baccatum genomes were identified in various sources in the present
study using an in silico mapping approach. Our results may be useful and informative for
clarifying the locations of genes/QTLs from different sources for resistance to anthracnose
rot disease in pepper, as well as for the introgression of resistance from donor accessions
into elite cultivars.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy13051434/s1, Table S1: Published data on Capsicum
accessions resistant to Colletotrichum species; Table S2: Published data on Capsicum accessions sus-
ceptible to Colletotrichum species; Table S3: Sequences from primer pairs, genes, proteins, or cDNA
clones used in the in silico mapping of anthracnose resistance genes/QTLs [96–103].
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Abstract: Clavibacter michiganensis (Cm) is a tomato phytopathogenic bacterium. Outbreaks of Cm
can result in severe yield and economic losses. To date, no resistance to Cm has been identified.
Screening of wild tomato accessions has resulted in the identification of several sources of tolerance
to Cm. The genetic background of tolerance provided by these sources is polygenic and complex.
Previous results from advanced lines of a cross between Solanum arcanum LA2157 and S. lycopersicum
showed that introgression lines carrying a locus of S. arcanum LA2157 on chromosome 7 had high
levels of tolerance to Cm. We set out to functionally characterize this locus, in an effort to identify the
gene(s) underlying the observed tolerance. Testing of near isogenic lines (NILs) containing a fixed
LA2157 introgression on chromosome 7 did not lead to the expected results, as high susceptibility
was observed in some NILs homozygous for the S. arcanum LA2157 allele. Therefore, we employed
whole genome sequencing in combination with a bulk segregant analysis to identify loci involved in
the observed tolerant phenotype. Our results suggest that two additional loci on chromosomes 2 and
4 together with the locus on chromosome 7 are required for tolerance to Cm.

Keywords: tomato bacterial canker; tolerance; quantitative trait loci (QTL); bulk segregant analysis;
k-mer analysis

1. Introduction

Resistance and tolerance represent the two major mechanisms of plant defences to
pathogens [1]. Even though both resistance and tolerance result in the survival and repro-
duction of the host, the two mechanisms act in distinct ways [2]. Resistance acts by limiting
the multiplication of the pathogen, while tolerance aims at the reduction of the effects of
infection regardless of the pathogen population size [1,2].

The gram-positive phytopathogenic bacterium Clavibacter michiganensis (Cm) is re-
sponsible for bacterial canker of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), one of the most destructive
diseases of cultivated tomato [3,4]. The spread of the pathogen over long distances is
primarily facilitated by contaminated seeds, while cultural practices can lead to a rapid
spread of the pathogen in infected crops, resulting in severe disease outbreaks [5–8].

Cm colonizes the vasculature of tomato plants, leading to systemic infections. Severity
of the disease depends on several factors, including the route of infection, environmental
conditions, the tomato genotype, the developmental stage of the plant at the time of
infection, and the virulence of the infecting strain [8–11]. The most commonly observed
symptoms of the disease are wilting of leaves and leaflets, cankers on the stems and petioles
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of infected plants, as well as discoloration and necrosis of the xylem [3,4]. Localized
infections of tomato fruits can lead to the development of necrotic spots, known as bird’s
eye spots, while local infections of aerial parts can result in marginal leaf necrosis and
white blister-like spots on the stems and leaves of plants [12,13]. Control of the pathogen
is currently limited to the “good seed and plant practice” (GSPP) protocol, which aims
at decreasing the risks of introduction and spread of the pathogen [14]. Chemical and
biological agents for the control of Cm do not provide satisfactory levels of protection, while
resistance to the pathogen has yet to be identified.

Early studies claimed several sources of resistance to the pathogen. Nevertheless,
bacterial titres of the infected plants in these early studies were not assessed. Recent
research that included the quantification of bacterial populations in wild accessions has
only reported sources of tolerance. Based on these recent results, we cannot definitely
conclude that the reported resistance was indeed resistance and not merely tolerance. For
the purposes of this manuscript, we will refer to resistance and tolerance based on the
terminology used in the original papers.

In most cases, the reported resistance conferred by wild accessions was found to be
polygenic and complex (Table 1). An (unreported) accession of Solanum pimpinellifolium,
which was used for the development of line “Bulgaria 12” (or PI 330727), was the first
wild species reported to be resistant to Cm [15]. In other S. pimpinellifolium accessions,
A129 and A134, several loci (ranged from four to 11) with additive effects were reported
for the resistance observed in S. pimpinellifolium. However, no map positions of these
loci were reported [15]. S. habrochaites LA407 is one of the most well-described sources
conferring resistance to Cm. Initial genetic studies in crosses of S. habrochaites LA407 with
S. lycopersicum resulted in one to three genetic loci linked to tolerance to Cm derived from
S. habrochaites LA407 [16]. Further studies of the crosses resulted in the mapping of two
QTLs on chromosomes 2 and 5 with an epistatic effect [17,18].

The polygenic nature of resistance to Cm was further demonstrated between inter-
and intraspecific crosses of S. arcanum and S. lycopersicum [11,19,20]. The interspecific
cross between S. arcanum LA2157 and S. lycopersicum cv. Solentos yielded three resistance
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) located on tomato chromosomes 5, 7 and 9. The three QTLs
were found to be additive, with the QTL on chromosome 7 having the biggest contribution
to resistance [19]. Further fine-mapping of backcrosses between S. arcanum LA2157 and
S. lycopersicum cv. Moneymaker (MM) reduced the size of the previously identified QTLs
on chromosomes 5 and 7. In addition, two novel QTLs on tomato chromosomes 6 and 11
were identified [21]. Subsequent fine-mapping of the QTL on chromosome 7 concluded
that a single ~211 kb introgression on chromosome 7 is enough to confer high tolerance to
Cm. Based on the tomato reference genome, 15 genes were reported to be present on the
~211 kb introgression [22]. Finally, an intraspecific backcross population between the
resistant S. arcanum LA2157 and susceptible S. arcanum LA2172 resulted in the identification
of five QTLs on chromosomes 1, 6, 7, 8 and 10 of tomato [20]. In parallel to the fine-mapping
of the backcrosses between S. arcanum LA2157 and S. lycopersicum cv. MM, bacterial
enumeration in these crosses concluded that the bacterial titres were not different from the
susceptible parent [21]. Therefore, the observed lack of symptoms was due to tolerance,
rather than the previously reported resistance.

In contrast to most studies reporting multiple loci involved in resistance/tolerance to
Cm, a dominant locus derived from S. arcanum var. humifusum linked to resistance has
been reported on chromosome 4 of tomato [23]. Even though it was suggested that a single
dominant gene was responsible for the observed resistance, the authors concluded that the
resistance level was dependent on the presence of other modifier genes. Therefore, in our
view, this source should also be considered as polygenic.

In an effort to identify novel sources of tomato resistance to Cm, 24 wild species
were screened in our laboratory (Plant Breeding, WUR). The screen led to the report of
three previously undescribed highly tolerant accessions, namely S. pimpinellifolium G1.1554,
S. neorickii LA735 and S. neorickii LA2072 [11]. Further mapping studies of recombinant
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inbred lines (RILs) derived from crosses between S. pimpinellifolium GI.1554 and cv. MM,
resulted in the identification of five QTLs on tomato chromosomes 1, 2, 7, 8, and 12. The QTL
on chromosome 7 was found to have a major contribution to the observed tolerance [24].

Table 1. Overview of loci associated with tolerance to Cm derived from wild accessions.

Tolerance Source Susceptible Parent Population Tolerance/Resistance Type Reference

S. habrochaites LA407 S. lycopersicum cv.
Ohio 86120 F2

QTLs Rcm 2.0 on chromosome 2
(Chr2) and Rcm 5.1 on Chr5 [13]

S. arcanum LA2157 S. lycopersicum cv. Solentos F2 QTLs on Chr5, Chr7 and Chr9 [19]

S. arcanum LA2157 S. lycopersicum cv. MM Recombinant inbred lines (RILs) QTLs on Chr5, Chr7, Chr6
and, Chr11 [21]

S. arcanum LA2157 S. lycopersicum cv. MM Recombinant inbred lines (RILs) ~211 kb introgression on Chr7 [22]

S. pimpinellifolium GI. 1554 S. lycopersicum cv. MM Recombinant inbred lines (RILs) QTLs on Chr1, Chr2, Chr7, Chr8,
and Chr12 [24]

S. arcanum LA2157 S. arcanum LA2172 Backcross (BC) of intraspecific cross QTLs on Chr1, Chr6, Chr7, Chr8,
and Chr10 [20]

S. arcanum var. humifusum S. lycopersicum × S.
chilense LA460

F2BC population of three genome
hybrid S. lycopersicum line Cm 180

Dominant gene on Chr4 (with
modifier genes) [23]

In this study, we aimed to functionally characterize the 15 genes previously reported
to be present on the ~211 kb LA2157 introgression, with the intention of identifying the
gene(s) underlying the observed tolerance [22]. We used a BC3S6 line and its selfing with a
fixed introgression on chromosome 7. Surprisingly, during our disease assays, we could
not confirm the results previously reported. Therefore, we employed marker analysis as
well as whole genome sequencing in combination with bulk segregant analysis (BSA) to
identify loci involved in the observed tolerant phenotypes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials

In this study, we used an BC3S6 near isogenic line (NIL) PV175136 and its selfing
PV185517. The material was developed from the original F2 population between the
tolerant accession Solanum arcanum LA2157 and the susceptible Solanum lycopersicum
cv. Solentos [19]. Shortly, progeny containing the identified QTLs described by
van Heusden et al. [19] were backcrossed to Solanum lycopersicum cv. Moneymaker
(cv. MM) to obtain BC3S6 NILs. Selfing of BC3S6 NIL PV175136 gave rise to PV185571,
which was used in this study. The susceptible cv. MM was used as a control.

2.2. Bacterial Strains and Growth Conditions

Cm strain NCPBB382 was used in the bioassays. Prior to plant inoculation, the strain
was grown at 25 ◦C on TBY plates (10 g L−1 tryptone, 5 g L−1 yeast extract, 5 g L−1 sodium
chloride, 15 g L−1 bacteriological agar) for two days. For the preparation of the inoculum,
bacterial cells were resuspended in Ringer’s buffer to a final concentration of ~108 cfu/mL
(OD600 = 0.1).

2.3. Disease Assays

Tomato plants at the fourth true leaf stage were inoculated using a petiole clip-
ping off method. The petioles of the first two fully expanded leaves were clipped off
with razor blades immersed in the bacterial inoculum, and 5 μL of the bacterial in-
oculum was directly pipetted on the lowest wound created on the stem. For the first
experiment, 27 plants (n = 27) from line PV175136 were inoculated. In the next two subse-
quent experiments, 54 (n = 54) and 73 (n = 73) plants from line PV185517 were used in the
experiments, respectively.

Symptom development was monitored for up to 20 days post inoculation (dpi). A dis-
ease index (DI) scale based on the development of wilting symptoms on the leaves was used
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(0; no symptoms, 1; one leaf wilting, 2; <2/3 of leaves wilting, 3; 2/3 of leaves wilting, 4;
3/4 of leaves wilting, 5; all leaves wilting). A threshold of 2.5 was used to categorize plants
as tolerant < 2.5 or susceptible ≥ 2.5, as at this value, more than half of the leaves were
scored as wilting.

2.4. Development of Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic Sequences (CAPS) Markers

In previous research, it was described that NIL PV175136 contained a fixed 697 kb
introgression on chromosome 7 [22]. To confirm the introgression size on chromosome 7,
six in-gene CAPS markers flanking the reported introgression region (physical position
SOL07-1060331 to SOL07-1784948) were designed. Genes in the region were mined from
the available annotated ITAG3.2 genes on Jbrowser. Single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) between S. arcanum LA2157 and S. lycopersicum cv. MM were identified, based on
the de novo genome sequence of S. arcanum LA2157 [25] and the tomato genome ITAG 2.4
(SolGenomics). Polymorphic CAPS markers were developed based on the identified SNPs.

2.5. Genomic DNA Isolation and Genotypic

Genomic DNA (gDNA) was isolated from cotyledons of young tomato plants using a
modified cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) extraction method [26]. Gene specific
primers were designed for the amplification of the allelic variants. Following amplification,
the amplification products were incubated with the appropriate restriction enzyme at 37 ◦C
overnight. The digested products were visualized on 2% agarose gel for the detection of
the alleles present in each sample.

2.6. DNA Isolation and Pooling

Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of a susceptible and a resistant pool of 14 plants,
each was performed to identify loci involved in the observed phenotypes. Genomic DNA
of plants was extracted from leaves that were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at −80 ◦C, using a modified (CTAB) extraction method [26]. DNA concentration of each
sample was assessed using a Qubit Fluorometer (Invitrogen). Samples were cleaned with
the Genomic DNA & Concentrator™-10 (Zymo Research). For each bulk, 28.57 ng of gDNA
of each individual was pooled. For the WGS experiment, 400 ng of (pooled) gDNA were
used for the library preparation and sequencing. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina
Novaseq 6000 platform producing 151 bp paired end reads at a 35 × depth (Novogene
Europe, Cambridge, UK).

2.7. Comparative Subsequence Sets Analysis (CoSSA)

A modified version of the CoSSA workflow was used for the identification of bulk-
specific k-mers [27].

Using the KMC software package, k-mer databases with k = 31 and a minimum fre-
quency of 2 were constructed from the susceptible and the resistant set of reads. Using the
total number of k-mers in these databases, assuming the k-mer frequency to be Poisson
distributed and estimating the total genome size to be 950 Mb, the rate parameter was
estimated for both the susceptible and resistant set. From the two k-mer sets, two other
databases were derived: all k-mers from the resistant set that were not in the susceptible
set, and all k-mers from the susceptible set were not included in the resistant set. Then,
these two new databases with uniquely resistant and uniquely susceptible k-mers were
filtered to only k-mers with frequencies within the confidence interval of 99.9% for ploidy
1 or 2. These intervals were computed with the previously derived Poisson distributions.
For each bulk, using the filtered k-mer database, all reads containing at least 15 (half the
k-mer size) k-mers were selected. The two sets of selected reads were mapped against
tomato reference genome SL4.0, just as both full sets of reads. For both the filtered and
full sets of reads, coverage was computed using a bin equal to the k-mer size. As for the
k-mer databases, rate parameters for the assumed Poisson distributions from the read
depths were estimated. Using these distributions, for each bulk, the coverage bins were
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filtered to have both a total and selected read coverage within the confidence interval of
99.9% for ploidy 1 or 2. Because either 50% or 100% of the reads in each bin is expected
to be selected, with the assumed underlying binominal distribution, a confidence bound-
ary of 99.9% for the coverage fraction not to correspond with 25% of the total coverage
was computed and applied. Finally, the selected bins were required to be covered by
at least 10 uniquely mapped selected k-mers. This resulted in the filtered coverage of the
12 tomato chromosomes for both the R- and S-bulks.

2.8. Protein-Protein Interaction Network Prediction

For the prediction of potential protein-protein interactions between the two newly
mapped loci on chromosomes 2 and 4 of tomato and the 15 mapped genes on the QTL on
chromosome 7, we used the reference sequences of genes Solyc02g084740.4 and
Solyc04g081190.3 as queries on the STRING database for functional protein association
networks (https://string-db.org/, accessed 12 July 2022) using the default settings.

2.9. Protein Prediction of S. arcanum LA2157 Alleles

To predict the protein sequences produced by the S. arcanum LA2157 allelic vari-
ants, the coding sequence (CDS) of the genes was predicted based on the CDS of the
S. lycopersicum allele. The CDS was then used on the expasy translate tool (https:
//web.expasy.org/translate/, accessed 12 July 2022) to predict the open reading frames
and the protein sequences. The default settings were used in the prediction of the proteins.

3. Results

3.1. Phenotypic and Genotypic Evaluation of Lines PV175136 and PV185517

In an effort to confirm previous results, we used the line PV175136 and its selfing
PV185517 derived from an initial cross between S. arcanum LA2157 and S. lycopersicum
cv. Solentos, which carry the QTL on chromosome 7 homozygously and were tolerant
to Cm [22].

To monitor the presence of the LA2157 introgression on chromosome 7, we developed
cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS) markers (Q7M1 to Q7M9, Supplementary
Table S1) flanking the previously reported QTL region [22]. Marker analysis confirmed that
these two lines are homozygous for the expected 697 kb introgression (physical position;
SOL07-1060331 to SOL07-1784948) from S. arcanum LA2157 (Table 2).

Table 2. CAPS markers analysis of the QTL on chromosome 7 in line PV175136. In the table, a number
of plants with segregating phenotypes is given. A = homozygous for S. arcanum LA2157 allele,
M = homozygous for S. lycopersicum cv. MM, S = susceptible, T = tolerant.

PV175136 Line Q7M1 Q7M7 Q7M2 Q7M3 Q7M4 Q7M5 Q7M9 Disease Index Phenotype
PV175136_5 M A A A A M M 4 S
PV175136_13 M A A A A M M 5 S
PV175136_20 M A A A A M M 2.5 S
PV175136_29 M A A A A M M 0 T
PV175136_4 M A A A A M M 0.25 T
PV175136_27 M A A A A M M 0.25 T

In our first experiment, the PV175136 line was inoculated with Cm. On average, a
significant reduction of wilting symptoms was observed in family PV171536 compared to
the susceptible control cv. MM at 20 dpi. However, we also recorded two plants that were
highly susceptible (DI ≥ 2.5) in the PV175136 line (Figure 1).

To confirm these results, we decided to repeat the bioassays on a line derived from the
selfing of PV175136-8. Prior to the infection of the plants, we confirmed that the PV185517
line carried the introgression on chromosome 7 homozygously (Table 3). Two independent
experiments were performed with line PV185517. Our results were in accordance with
what we previously observed for line PV175136. On average, the symptom development of
line PV185517 was significantly lower than the susceptible cv. MM at 20 dpi (Figure 2a,b).
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Nevertheless, we observed both highly tolerant (0 ≤ DI < 2.5) and highly susceptible
(2.5 ≤ DI ≤ 5) plants in the PV185517 family (Figure 2c,d).

Figure 1. Phenotypic evaluation of line PV175136. Average disease index (DI) of the introgres-
sion line PV175136 and the susceptible background cv. MM at 20 days after inoculation with
Clavibacter michiganensis NCPBB382. Centre lines indicate medians; the box limits indicate the 25th
and 75th percentiles. (Student’s t-test, **** p ≤ 0.00).

Table 3. CAPS markers analysis of the QTL on chromosome 7 in line PV185517. In the table, a number
of plants with segregating phenotypes is given. A = homozygous for S. arcanum LA2157 allele,
M = homozygous for S. lycopersicum cv. MM, S = susceptible, T = tolerant.

PV185517 Line Q7M1 Q7M7 Q7M2 Q7M3 Q7M4 Q7M5 Q7M9 Disease Index Phenotype
PV185517_14 M A A A A M M 5 S
PV185517_18 M A A A A M M 3.75 S
PV185517_31 M A A A A M M 5 S
PV185517_37 M A A A A M M 0 T
PV185517_39 M A A A A M M 0 T
PV185517_40 M A A A A M M 0 T
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Figure 2. Phenotypic evaluation of line PV185517. (a,b) Average disease index (DI) of introgres-
sion line PV185517 and the susceptible background cv. MM at 20 days after inoculation with
Clavibacter michiganensis NCPBB382. (a,b) represent two independent experiments. Phenotype of
(c) tolerant plants and (d) susceptible plants in the PV185517 family. Centre lines indicate medians;
the box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles. (Student’s t-test, **** p ≤ 0.00).

3.2. Additional QTLs on Chromosomes 5 and 9 Do Not Contribute to the Observed Tolerance

Since susceptible plants were observed in these two homozygous introgression lines,
we speculated that another previously reported QTL from the initial cross, on either
chromosome 5 or chromosome 9, was still segregating in the tested line [21]. To investigate
this possibility, markers were run along the previously described genomic regions on
chromosomes 5 (physical position; 39,792,518 . . . 61,792,631) and 9 (physical position;
52,411 . . . 4,698,709). Eight markers were run along each region on chromosomes 5 and 9.
Only one single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) (52533C > G) was identified between cv.
MM and line PV185517. However, no segregation of the SNP was found between the plants
of line PV185517, suggesting that this SNP was not responsible for the observed phenotypic
segregation in the line.

3.3. Tolerance to Cm Requires QTL7 in Combination with Two Additional Loci on
Chromosomes 2 and 4

To identify sequence variants linked to Cm tolerance in the PV185517 family, we com-
bined whole genome sequencing (WGS) with bulk segregant analysis (BSA). We selected
14 fully resistant and 14 susceptible plants of PV185517 from the two independent experi-
ments to compose the resistant bulk (R-bulk) and the susceptible bulk (S-bulk), respectively.
Two higher peaks with different k-mer frequencies were observed for the R-bulk, one
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between positions 43,262,484 . . . 48,143,527 (6.98 Mb) on tomato chromosome 2, and the
other between positions 63,165,755 . . . 63,767,930 (602 kb) on chromosome 4 (Figure 3).
Several lower k-mer peaks were observed on other genomic regions (Figure 3). These
lower k-mer peaks could be mapped due to lack of coverage in the S bulk, a hypothesis
that still requires validation. On the mapped loci on chromosomes 2 and 4, only two
genes contained k-mers that were specific to the R-bulk (Supplementary Table S2). These
were genes Solyc02g084740.4 coding for cytochrome P450/CYP90C1 and Solyc04g081190.3
encoding vsf-1 on tomato chromosomes 2 and 4, respectively. Allele frequencies in the
R-bulk for genes Solyc02g084740.4 and Solyc04g081190.3 were estimated to be 0.57 and
0.6, respectively. Further inspection of the sequencing data revealed that both sequences
of the genes mapped on the R-bulk were identical to the S. arcanum LA2157 allele. Sev-
eral S-bulk specific k-mers were also linked to genes specifically present in the S-bulk
(Supplementary Table S3). Further analysis of the sequencing data revealed that the S-bulk
specific k-mers were identical to the susceptible cv. MM sequences.

Figure 3. Loci linked to tolerance and susceptibility to Cm mapped on chromosomes 2 and 4 of tomato.
Density graphs of unique k-mers mapped to bins equal to k-mer size on the tomato (S. lycopersicum)
reference genome ITAG 4.0. (a) Blue vertical lines indicate loci associated with tolerance, (b) blue
vertical lined indicate loci associated with susceptibility.

3.4. Changes in the Amino Acid Sequence of Produced by the S. arcanum LA2157 Allelic Variant
Lead to Changed Proteins

To detect for potential protein interactions between our new mapped genes on chro-
mosomes 2 and 4 and the 15 genes mapped on QTL on chromosome 7 (Supplementary
Table S4), we searched the STRING database for functional protein association networks.
No interactions were detected on the database. The database, however, only allowed for
the use of the sequences of the S. lycopersicum reference genome. We therefore decided
to predict the protein sequences encoded by the S. arcanum LA2157 alleles and detect
amino acid substitutions that could potentially result in changed protein-protein interac-
tions. Alignment of the predicted S. arcanum LA2157 and the S. lycopersicum CYP90C1
(Solyc02g084740.4) proteins revealed a premature stop codon, leading to protein truncation
and potential loss-of-function of the S. arcanum LA2157 protein. In addition, five amino
acid changes were dtetected between the protein sequences. Of the five amino acid changes
we predicted two which lead to changes in the amino acids charge. The pL167Q change
results in a non-polar to polar amino acid substitution, whereas the pK255I substitution
results in from a positively charged amino acid to a non-polar one (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Alignment of the S. lycopersicum CYP90C1 protein against the predicted protein of the
S. arcanum LA2157 allelic variant. Amino acids in red indicate changes between the two proteins.

After alignment of the predicted S. arcanum LA2157 and the S. lycopersicum vsf-1
(Solyc04g081190.3) proteins, we detected 8 amino acid changes between the protein se-
quences (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Alignment of the S. lycopersicum vsf-1 protein against the predicted protein of the S. arcanum
LA2157 allelic variant. Amino acids in red indicate changes between the two proteins.
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Of the eight amino acid changes we predicted in the S. arcanum LA2157 protein, three
were predicted to result in changes in the amino acids charge. The p.S56I change results in a
polar to non-polar amino acid substitution. The p.P137S substitution results in a non-polar
to polar amino acid change, while the p.K164E substitution results in a change from a basic
to an acidic amino acid.

4. Discussion

Wild Solanum species harbour genetic diversity that can be used as a valuable source
of disease resistance. Screenings of wild tomato accessions have resulted in the identifica-
tion of several sources of tolerance to Cm [11,17,19,24]. Loci or markers closely linked to
tolerance to Cm have been mapped on most of the tomato chromosomes (Figure 6). Colo-
calization of QTLs between studies have been reported for the QTLs mapped from crosses
between S. arcanum LA2157 and S. lycopersicum [19,21,22]. Of the mapped QTLs, introgres-
sions derived from S. arcanum LA2157 and S. pimpinellifolium GI. 1554 on chromosome 7 of
tomato have been reported to have a major effect in tolerance [19,21].

Figure 6. Overview of mapped QTLs reported to be linked to tolerance to Cm. Physical positions (Mb)
of previously described QTLs linked to tolerance to Cm mapped on the Solanum lycopersicum genome.
Bars indicate the QTL intervals determined by two flanking markers or one closely linked marker.
Red bars indicate the newly mapped loci linked to tolerance on chromosomes 2 and 4 of tomato.
References: ** [18], ***** [23], * [25], **** [26], *** [28]. It has long been speculated that morphological
differences in the vascular system of wild tomato accessions might be responsible for the described
tolerance to Cm [11,17,29]. Interestingly, both genes we mapped on chromosomes 2 and 4 could
be related to vascular morphology. Gene Solyc02g084740.4 (cytochrome P450/CYP90C1) belongs to
the cytochrome P450 family. Solyc02g084740.4 is an ortholog of the Arabidopsis ROTUNDIFOLIA3
(ROT3) gene, which is involved in brassinestoroid (BR) biosynthesis and polar cell elongation [30,31].
The CYP90C1 protein encodes a C-23 hydroxylase, which acts redundantly with CYP90D1 in BR
biosynthesis in Arabidopsis [31]. BRs have been found to be important in several developmental
processes of plants, including cell elongation, cell diving, and vascular differentiation [32]. Mutations
in the Arabidopsis CYP90C1 gene have been shown to result in dwarf phenotypes, as well as to affect
the expansion of cells in the stems of mutants and the arrangement of pith cells [29].

In our laboratory (Plant Breeding, WUR), efforts to identify the genes underlying the
tolerance observed in crosses between S. arcanum LA2157 and S. lycopersicum resulted in
a list of 15 genes in a ~211 kb introgression on the major QTL on chromosome 7. Data
also suggested that the introgression on chromosome 7 alone were enough to confer high
tolerance to Cm [22].

In this study, we set out to functionally characterize these 15 genes in the described
region on chromosome 7. As a first step, we decided to confirm that the QTL on chromo-
some 7 alone is enough to confer high tolerance to Cm, as previously reported. A BC3S6
line and its selfing lines were used in our disease assays. During our disease assays, we
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indeed recorded a significant reduction in wilting symptoms on a line level. Nonetheless,
we repeatedly observed phenotypic segregation between the plants in the line, with plants
being highly tolerant or highly susceptible to the pathogen (Figures 1 and 2).

Previously, it was reported that the combination of the QTL on chromosome 7 with
either of the QTLs on chromosomes 5 or 9 leads to high levels of tolerance [19]. After
marker analysis on the previously reported regions on chromosomes 5 and 9 of the line, we
could not detect co-segregation of other QTLs with the observed segregating phenotypes
(Tables 1 and 2, Figures 1 and 2).

By combining whole genome sequencing with a bulk segregant analysis, we identified
two loci on tomato chromosomes 2 (6.98 Mb) and 4 (602 kb) contributing to the observed
tolerance (Figure 3). Two genes with distinguishing k-mers on the loci on chromosomes
2 and 4 were mapped. Those were genes Solyc02g084740.4 and Solyc04g081190.3, coding
for cytochrome P450/CYP90C1 and transcription factor VASCULAR SPECIFIC FACTOR-1
(vsf-1), respectively. Interestingly, a single dominant gene originating from S. arcanum var.
humifusum was also reported on tomato chromosome 4 [23]. The position of the gene,
however, was not mapped, and therefore, we cannot conclude if it co-localizes with the
locus we mapped on chromosome 4.

VSF-1 is a development-related member of the bZIP family of transcription factors,
and is expressed in vascular tissues [33]. Analysis of interactors of VSF-1 has revealed a
strong interaction with the promoter of structural glycine-rich cell wall protein GRP1.8,
which is specifically deposited on protoxylem and metaxylem cells [34,35]. Functional
analysis of the rice homolog of VSF-1 (RF2a) reported that mutation of RF2a results in
non-uniform lignification of the xylem, as well as alteration in phloem development [36].

Upon inspection of the sequencing data of the two genes mapped on the R-specific
bulk, we could confirm that the SNPs present on the k-mers mapped to the genes were
identical to the S. arcanum LA2157 allelic variant. We were able to show that differences
in the coding sequences of the S. arcanum LA2157 alleles both genes result in the pro-
duction of altered proteins (Figures 4 and 5). In the case of Solyc02g084740.4 (cytochrome
P459/CYP90C1), SNPs in the S. arcanum LA2157 allelic variant result in the production of a
truncated protein. Amino acid substitutions in the proteins produced by allelic variants may
influence protein-protein interactions [36]. Therefore, it is likely that changed interactions
between the newly mapped loci on chromosomes 2 and 4 with the QTL on chromosome
7 result in tolerance. Based on the loci that we have mapped, molecular markers can be
developed. Marker analysis of susceptible and resistant plants of the PV185517 line can
confirm the involvement of the loci in tolerance. The use of molecular markers can also
verify if the lower peaks mapped are minor loci or due to lack of sequencing coverage.
As a next step, functional analysis of genes in the regions important for tolerance can
further aid in the identification of the genes underlying the tolerant phenotype. In addition,
morphological studies of the vascular systems of tolerant and susceptible plants might
uncover differences that support the hypothesis that vascular changes are responsible for
the observed tolerance.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy13040953/s1, Table S1. Details of CAPS markers
used in this study; Table S2. Locations on the S. lycopersicum ITAG4.0 reference genome with
resistant specific coverage; Table S3. Locations on the S. lycopersicum ITAG4.0 reference genome with
susceptible specific coverage; Table S4. Genes mapped on QTL on chromosome 7; Computer code S1.
Computer code developed for the Bulk Segregant Analysis (BSA).
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Abstract: Among the mycoparasites, Ampelomyces strains are studied in detail, particularly regarding
their use as biocontrol agents (BCAs) of powdery mildew (PM) fungi, including their potential to
replace conventional agrochemicals. Ampelomyces strains are characterized morphologically; their
ribosomal DNA internal transcribed spacer (rDNA-ITS) regions and actin gene (ACT) fragments were
sequenced and their mycoparasitic activity was analyzed. In the interaction between Ampelomyces
strains and PM fungi, the spores of the mycoparasites germinate on plant leaves, and their hyphae
then penetrate the hyphae of PM fungi. Ampelomyces hyphae continue their growth internally,
initiating the atrophy of PM conidiophores and eventually their complete collapse. Following the
successful destruction of PM hyphae by Ampelomyces, the mycoparasite produces new intracellular
pycnidia in PM conidiophores. The progeny spores released by mature pycnidia become the sources
of subsequent infections of intact PM hyphae. As a result, the number of Ampelomyces-inoculated
PM colonies gradually declines, and the conidial release of PM colonies is inhibited after the first
treatment. Almost all conidiophores of 5- and 10-day-old Ampelomyces-inoculated PM colonies
undergo complete atrophy or collapse. Methodological advances and in-depth analyses of the
Ampelomyces–PM interaction were recently published. In this review, we summarize the genetic and
phylogenetic diversity, the timing of mycoparasitism and pycnidiogenesis, the results of quantitative
and visual analyses using electrostatic and digital microscopy technologies, the PM biocontrol
potential of Ampelomyces, and the potential commercialization of the mycoparasites. The information
provided herein can support further biocontrol and ecological studies of Ampelomyces mycoparasites.

Keywords: biological control; digital microscopic technique; hyperparasite; hyperparasitism;
integrated control; mycoparasite; plant protection

1. Introduction

Powdery mildew (PM) is a serious disease affecting many crops [1,2]. The leaf damage
caused by the fungus significantly reduces crop productivity [3,4]. While fungicides can be
sprayed before or after PM colonies appear on host leaves to control the disease, frequent
application of commercial fungicides can lead to resistance [5–7]. To avoid fungicide
resistance and the environmental problems caused by fungicide residues, new control
strategies that are independent of chemical methods are needed to control PM. Biological
control offers an alternative method to prevent or suppress PM in crops by exploiting the
antagonism between micro-organisms. Mycoparasitic fungi parasitize other fungi and they
include a diverse group of parasites. These fungi absorb nutrients from their mycohosts
through haustoria or other special interfaces between their cell walls and membranes.
Alternatively, they invade the hyphae of their mycohosts, growing from cell to cell in the
latter’s hyphae, conidia, and conidiophores while absorbing nutrients from the infection
structures [8,9].
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Kiss [10,11] examined all known fungal antagonists of PM, whether found in the field
or tested as potential biocontrol agents (BCAs) of PM infections, including species without
any record of a natural antagonistic relationship. More than 40 fungal taxa were shown
to suppress the growth and sporulation of PM fungi. Of these, Aphanocladium album [12],
Pseudozyma flocculosa, Moesziomyces rugulosus [13,14], Gjaerumia minor [15,16], Lecanicillium
lecanii [14], and Ampelomyces quisqualis [17,18] are well known as BCAs against PM.

The mycoparasitic fungus Ampelomyces quisqualis Cesati ex Schlechtend (syn.
Cicinnobolus cesatii de Bary; [17,18]) is a slow-growing pycnidial fungus widely distributed
in PM colonies and naturally occurring worldwide [19–21], where it acts as a hyperparasite
of strains infecting cultivated and wild plants [10,21–23]. The Ampelomyces strains produce
progeny spores in mature pycnidia, which develop intracellularly in the hyphae of PM
fungi in nature and then suppress mycelial growth, sporulation, and conidial germination
of their mycohosts [9–11]. Therefore, this mycoparasitic fungus gained much attention
as BCAs for controlling the PMs. The life cycle, mode of action, and biocontrol potential
of hyperparasitic fungi were reviewed [9,11,24] with the aim of guiding future research in
fungal and plant ecology, as well as in the development of products for the control of plant
diseases [25]. However, quantitative data on the impact of hyperparasitism on host fungi are
lacking. Thus, in this work, we review (1) the interactions between Ampelomyces strains and
PM fungi (mycohosts) with respect to the morphological and physiological characteristics
and phylogenetic placement of Ampelomyces strains; (2) the visualization and impact of fungal
hyperparasitism (infection process and pycnidiogenesis) on mycohost survival by using a
digital microscopic technique; (3) the quantitative impact of fungal hyperparasitism on the
suppression of conidial release from PM colonies infected with Ampelomyces strains by incor-
porating a recent methodological advance; and (4) the practical aspects of using Ampelomyces
strains as BCAs. Finally, (5) summarizing experimental results, we provide an ideal spray
inoculation system for the effective use of Ampelomyces as a BCA, as well as in research.

2. Powdery Mildew Fungi

PM fungi (Erysiphaceae) are obligate biotrophic pathogens of more than 10,000 host
plant species, including important crops, and are responsible for serious losses in agri-
culture, horticulture, and forestry [1,26–28]. The sporulation of many PM anamorphs is
intense (Figure 1A), and the produced conidia (Figure 1B) spread rapidly [29,30]. While
regularly applied fungicides are used to control PM, its frequent and inadequate use can
lead to the emergence of fungicide resistance [7,31,32], as demonstrated in cucurbit PM
fungi [5,6,33–36]. In addition, plant leaves retain fungicides that are not completely de-
composed by microorganisms, and the fungicides may also have negative side effects
on plant physiology [37] as well as biodiversity [38]. Thus, to avoid drug resistance and
environmental problems, new strategies for the control of PM that are independent of
chemical methods are needed.

 

Figure 1. Photograph of powdery mildew (PM) disease caused by Podosphaera xanthii on melon
leaves, and a micrograph of conidiophores formed in the fungal colonies. (A) Melon PM disease
involving the whole leaf. (B) Melon PM conidiophores observed using a digital microscope (KH-2700
DM). The conidiophores have normal catenate conidia, forming chains. Bar: 60 μm.
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3. Ampelomyces, a Genus in Need of Taxonomic Revision

Ampelomyces quisqualis was first described from the PM fungus Erysiphe necator [17].
However, de Bary [39] used the name Cicinnobolus cesatii for the same fungus instead, and
the latter became the most commonly used name until the 1970s. However, based on
priority, the former name is taxonomically correct [40]. Based on the presumed, but experi-
mentally unproven specialization to host fungi, or based on the host plant of PM infected
with Ampelomyces, a number of different species were described in the genus. There are
more than 40 formally valid descriptions of Ampelomyces species in the literature (see [41]).
However, as it seems there is no narrow host specificity (see below) in the genus, in recent
decades, the name A. quisqualis was used for the fungus, hinting that the Ampelomyces
genus would be monotypic. However, considerable genetic variation characterizes the
genus Ampelomyces. Between each genetic group, the sequence difference in the riboso-
mal DNA internal transcribed spacer (rDNA-ITS) region may be as high as 19% [41,42],
with even greater variability in actin (ACT) sequences [43]. Although lineages that can
be separated in the genus are presumably separate species [42,44,45], formally described
species do not correspond to the phylogenetic groupings obtained on the basis of DNA
sequences. In addition, for some proposed Ampelomyces species there are several published
names, and a taxonomic revision of the genus is accordingly necessary [42,46]. However,
a polyphasic, comprehensive analysis based on colony morphology, micromorphology,
and phylogeny is yet to be conducted. In this work, therefore, we do not use the formally
existing species names, but rather the terms Ampelomyces species or Ampelomyces strains, as
recommended [47].

4. Ampelomyces as an Ecofriendly Biocontrol Agent against PM

Ampelomyces strains were reported in association with more than 65 species
(eight genera) of Erysiphaceae from across the world [12,21,22,48–61]. The interactions
between mycoparasitic fungi and their mycohosts take place exclusively on the surfaces of
aerial plant organs [21,24,62].

In the 19th century, mycologists clearly recognized that some fungi were parasites
of PM (e.g., A. quisqualis Cesati ex Schlechtend. [17]; Byssocystis textilis Riess [63]; and
Cicinnobolus cesatii [39]). The first study of A. quisqualis was carried out by De Bary [39], who
identified the fungus as an intracellular parasite of Erysiphaceae. De Bary [39] also showed
that Ampelomyces hyphae grow within the mycelia of PM, spreading from cell to cell through
septal pores, with pycnidia produced in one or two cells of the hyphae, conidiophores, and
conidia of their mycohosts. Emmons [49] later conducted an extensive cytological study,
describing in detail the penetration, growth, and sporulation of Ampelomyces in the ascomata
of PM. Shortly thereafter, Yarwood [64] described the treatment of PM-infected plants using
a conidial suspension of Ampelomyces, the first experiment demonstrating the biocontrol of
a plant pathogenic fungus. Since then, hyperparasitic fungi of the genus Ampelomyces began
to be applied as BCAs against PM fungi in various crops worldwide [9,10,23,44,46,65,66],
thus demonstrating their utility as an ecofriendly method of PM disease management.

There is little on the physiological, biochemical, and molecular interactions between
Ampelomyces strains and their host fungi; therefore, overall, little is known about the molec-
ular mechanism of the mycoparasitism exerted by Ampelomyces [65,67]. A few studies re-
ported that enzymatic, and also mechanical processes play a role during penetration into PM
structures. Appressorium-like structures were observed at the penetration sites [68]. Five
to ten days later, the mycoparasite degrades the cytoplasm of the host [49,69]. This suggests
that the interaction becomes necrotrophic at a later stage. The activity of several hydrolytic
enzymes (such as chitobiases, proteases [70], β-glucosidase, β-N-acetylglucosaminidase,
acid phosphatase, ribonuclease, β-1,3-glucanase, and α-1,4-glucanase [71,72]) was demon-
strated in Ampelomyces strains. It was suggested [72] that Ampelomyces probably interferes
with the energy metabolism and protein and cell wall synthesis of the host. Based on
transcription studies, several other genes are differentially expressed during mycopar-
asitism, including lipases, oxygenases, and peptidases [65]. In addition to enzymatic
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processes, another underexplored mechanism, toxin biosynthesis, may also take place
during mycoparasitism [65].

5. Morphological and Molecular Analyses, and the Identification of
Ampelomyces Strains

Based on morphological and molecular phylogenetic analyses, Németh et al. [61]
recently identified hyperparasites isolated from different PM species in Japan as
Ampelomyces Cesati ex Schlechtend. Spores of Japanese hyperparasitic strains were pro-
duced in pycnidia, which develop intracellularly in the mycelia of PM fungi. The spores are
unicellular, hyaline, ellipsoid–ovoid to doliiform (size range: 5.7–9.2 × 2.6–5.0 μm), mostly
guttulate, and embedded in a mucilaginous matrix within swollen ampulliform or pyriform
pycnidia [61]. The spores germinate ca. 15–20 h after their inoculation, forming elongated
hyphae that branch under conditions of high relative humidity (RH). Hyphae formed from
the spores reach a length of 6.2–78.2 μm 48 h after inoculation. Fungal colonies slowly and
concentrically spread after the inoculation of a single mature pycnidium in the centre of
Czapek–Dox agar medium supplemented with 2% malt extract. The colony area reaches
148.4–391.3 mm2 at 20 days post-inoculation (dpi). Isolates significantly differ in their
germination rate and hyphal length, but not in their colony area. The strains grow slowly,
with an in vitro radial growth rate of 0.5–1.0 mm day−1. Thus, the morphological and
physiological characteristics of the Japanese strains clearly resemble those of A. quisqualis
isolates [41,59,60,69,73].

As noted above, molecular analyses based on the rDNA-ITS region and ACT fragment
revealed considerable genetic diversity among Ampelomyces strains [42–45,62,74,75]. Using
sequences from these two loci, Németh et al. [61] confirmed the existence of at least five
different phylogenetic lineages within the genus Ampelomyces, and showed that the newly
isolated Japanese strains belong to three major clades. The authors analyzed the phenotypic
characteristics of Ampelomyces strains isolated from four different PM samples, and four
different strains isolated from the same PM sample. There were no morphological charac-
teristics that could clearly be associated with a given genotype or clade. The four strains
isolated from the same PM sample, however, differed significantly in their measured hyphal
lengths, germination rates, and the number of spores that developed in single pycnidia,
as well as strong evidence of strain-level differences, as reported in other studies [46,70].
Whether the differences in the phenotypic characteristics of different strains of Ampelomyces
are related to an as-yet unrevealed genetic diversity or are simply caused by phenotypic
plasticity is currently unknown. The possibility of strain-level differences, however, needs
to be considered in studies aimed at the development of Ampelomyces as BCAs.

6. Ampelomyces Strains May Be Associated with, but Are Not Specific to, Their Host
PM Species

The specificity of Ampelomyces was investigated using two fundamentally different
approaches: by isolating Ampelomyces from a diverse range of PM fungi and then inves-
tigating possible associations between the interacting partners and via cross-inoculation
experiments.

“Some degree of mycohost specialization” and “evidence for narrow host specializa-
tion” were reported for Ampelomyces based on the genetic clustering of strains according
to the mycohost [44,75,76]. However, other studies that employed a similar methodology
obtained different results. Several Ampelomyces strains, all isolated from grapevine PM
naturally infected by Ampelomyces, belong to four different genetic clades [43]. After a
similar sampling, Ampelomyces strains isolated solely from Arthrocladiella mougeotii were
assigned to three different clades [77]. These studies suggest that Ampelomyces strains
isolated from a given PM fungal species can belong to genetically different groups, and
isolates from different host fungi can belong to the same genetic group [41–44,47,77,78].
Taken together, these results support the lack of host specificity of Ampelomyces.

Host specificity was also experimentally investigated in other studies. In cross-
inoculation experiments carried out by De Bary [39], Ampelomyces mycoparasites col-
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lected from a given PM species were shown to also produce intracellular pycnidia in the
mycelia of other PM species. In other cross-inoculation experiments, including in vitro
studies [42,70,74,79] and field experiments [46,77,80] involving different Ampelomyces
strains and several PM species, these mycoparasitic strains did not show strict host
specificity; instead, they were capable of infecting many host species irrespective of
the original host, producing intracellular pycnidia in the mycelia of other species of
Erysiphaceae [39,42,46,47,70,74,77,79–81]. Following inoculation tests with Japanese iso-
lates and five PM species, Németh et al. [61] observed the degeneration and constriction
of parasitized hyphae of all five PM species tested, as well as pycnidial formation in the
hyphae and conidiophores of four PM fungi. These results show that Japanese Ampelomyces
strains can infect PM hyphae irrespective of the original host, as they produced intracellular
pycnidia in the mycelia of four out of the five tested mycohosts. Additional experiments
showed that Ampelomyces strains from apple PM naturally infect Golovinomyces orontii (s. l.),
the tobacco PM fungus, and P. xanthii causing cucumber PM [77]. These results and those
of several other studies [39,70,74,77,82] support the lack of host specificity with the tested
Ampelomyces strains.

Seemingly contradictory results were obtained with B. graminis. A previous study
reported the lack of pycnidial production of a strain isolated from E. artemisiae in B. graminis
on barley [60], which is similar to the findings of Németh et al. [61]. Other studies reported
typical mycoparasitism, including the formation of intracellular pycnidia, in B. graminis
conidiophores on cereals (wheat and barley) by Ampelomyces strains isolated from PM
infecting dicots [59,62,79,83,84]. The contradictory results might be due to unfavourable
experimental conditions, as described by Kiss [10], and not to the inability of Ampelomyces
strains to infect B. graminis. It should be noted, however, that Ampelomyces strains seem to
parasitize PM fungi less commonly, such as B. graminis infecting monocot plants, than PM
species on dicotyledonous plants [59].

However, even in the absence of a strict host association between Ampelomyces and PM
fungi, i.e., no species specificity, qualitative differences between Ampelomyces strains in their
ability to infect different PM fungi cannot be ruled out. In a previous study, Ampelomyces
mycoparasites formed more pycnidia in colonies of the original host than in those of other
PM fungi [82]. In other studies, the opposite was observed, namely that Ampelomyces strains
isolated from different PM species were similarly capable of parasitizing colonies of other PM
species, regardless of the original host, both in vitro and in field experiments [46,74,77]. In
their mycoparasitic tests with Japanese Ampelomyces strains, Németh et al. [61] used five PM
species maintained in the greenhouse: B. graminis f. sp. hordei race 1 KBP-01 (on barley Hordeum
vulgare L. cv. ‘Kobinkatagi’), E. neolycopersici (=Pseudoidium neolycopersici) KTP-03 (on tomato
Solanum lycopersicum Mill. cv. ‘Moneymaker’), E. trifoliorum KRCP-4N (on red clover Trifolium
pratense L., cv. ‘Megium’), P. aphanis KSP-7N (on strawberry Fragaria × ananassa Duchesne cv.
‘Sagahonoka’), and P. xanthii KMP-6N (on melon Cucumis melo L., cv. ‘Earl’s Favourite’). Then,
PM-infected plants were spray-inoculated with spore suspensions and then the mycoparasitic
activity was scored. Japanese Ampelomyces strains successfully infected all five PM isolates and
formed mature pycnidia in four out of five mycohost colonies (E. trifoliorum, E. neolycopersici,
P. aphanis, and P. xanthii). The tested strains infected melon PM more heavily than the other
hosts, as reflected by the formation of a larger number of pycnidia at 14 dpi. However, there
were no significant differences in the mycoparasitic activity of the eight Japanese Ampelomyces
strains based on three-level scoring.

Understanding host specificity is complicated by the existence of strain-level differ-
ences between Ampelomyces strains, as in laboratory experiments, strong differences in
the mycoparasitic ability of different Ampelomyces strains were observed [46,70], including
with respect to the PM species [70]. However, in general, the most effective Ampelomyces
strains are very effective not only against the original host, but also against other PM
species [46,70]. Those observations imply that the degree of mycoparasitism does not
depend on the original host fungus [46], nor is it a general characteristic of individual
genetic clades; rather, it reflects differences at the strain level. Indeed, the contradictory
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results obtained in experimental work might be partially explained by differences at the
strain level.

A summary of the available data leads to the conclusion that they do not contradict
the possibility of a “certain degree of host specialization” [44] among these mycoparasites.
However, as this conclusion conflicts with the experimental evidence, strict (exclusive) host
specialization can in fact be ruled out, and it instead suggests structural specificity [85],
defined as the ability of a given parasite to parasitize different host fungi but in different
proportions or with different abundances depending on the host [85]. This holds true for
Ampelomyces. Structural specificity can also result in an apparent association with host fungi
without implying a narrow host specialization. This is well demonstrated by Ampelomyces
strains associated with the causal agent of apple PM (P. leucotricha): while these strains are
mostly found in P. leucotricha, they easily colonize other mycohosts as well [74,77].

From a practical point of view, the lack of strict host specificity [24] allows a single
Ampelomyces strain to be applied as a BCA against a wide range of PM species. Several
studies demonstrated the biocontrol potential of Ampelomyces species against PM on various
crops, such as E. trifoliorum on red clover [64], P. leucotricha on apple [84,86], P. xanthii on
cucumber [19,20,66,76,79,86–92] and melon [93–95], E. necator on grapevine [22,76,82,92,96,97],
B. hordei on barley [59,83], and B. graminis on wheat [83], and several other species as
well [64,76,79,86,89,98–102].

7. Latest Results on Ampelomyces—PM Interaction

7.1. Methodological Considerations of Spray Inoculation of Ampelomyces Spores onto PM Colonies

The effective control of PM using mycoparasitic strains requires a method for inoculat-
ing hyperparasite spores onto PM fungal colonies. Ampelomyces is usually spray-inoculated
onto PM-infected plants as a spore suspension, with the applications repeated several times
during the season to ensure a high level of control [79,103]. Gu and Ko [104] reported that
the concentration of hyperparasite spores is an important factor affecting their germination
and infection in pathogens, as spore germination decreases rapidly at spore concentrations
>106 spores mL−1, due to the production of self-inhibitory compounds. In our spray in-
oculation system, spore suspensions of Ampelomyces are diluted to 5 × 105 spores mL−1,
and polyoxyethylene sorbitan monolaurate (Tween 20) is added to a final concentration of
0.05%. With this method, spores of Ampelomyces germinate successfully 15–20 h after spray
inoculation onto PM-inoculated plant leaves at high RH [61,95].

7.2. Infection Processes of Ampelomyces Strains in PM Fungi

In Németh et al. [62], A. quisqualis transformants expressing an integrated green flu-
orescent protein (GFP) gene could be visualized in PM fungi and PM-infected leaves,
which allowed for the localization of mycoparasitic fungi in PM hyphae. The method
described by Suzuki et al. [105] was used to visualize tri-trophic interactions among my-
coparasites, mycohosts, and plant cells. Further insights into mycoparasitism, includ-
ing direct observations of the infection process of Ampelomyces strains, were obtained in
real-time using high-fidelity digital microscopy (KH-2700 DM; Hirox, Tokyo, Japan) to
monitor mycoparasite–mycohost interactions and thus determine how and when mycopar-
asites invade PM structures. The infection process of Ampelomyces strains in tomato PM
E. neolycopersici on leaf type I trichomes of common tomato (S. lycopersicum Mill. cv. ‘Mon-
eymaker’) and in melon PM colonies was also observed using digital microscopy (KH-2700
DM). Németh et al. [61] visually followed the infection of tomato PM colonies and subse-
quent conidiogenesis of an Ampelomyces strain. Foot cells and generative cells (GCs) of PM
conidiophores began to atrophy at 5–6 dpi, with the formation of intracellular pycnidia of
the hyperparasite strain initiated in basal cells of the conidiophores at 6–8 dpi, followed
by the complete collapse of the conidiophores at 10–14 dpi. Kimura et al. [95] observed
the degeneration and constriction of hyphae in melon PM P. xanthii prior to intracellular
pycnidial formation in the hyphae (ex. conidiophores). Infection and conidiogenesis by
the tested hyperparasitic Ampelomyces strain were very similar in melon PM fungus and in
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tomato PM fungus, as reported by Németh et al. [61]. Interestingly, almost all intracellular
pycnidia were produced in conidiophores of the mycohost.

Based on earlier work and our detailed microscopic analysis, the approximate time
course of infection, the events that take place in the mycoparasites once they entered the
mycohosts (PM fungi), and the morphological changes in a mycoparasite-infected mycohost
can be summarized as follows: Ampelomyces hyphae within parasitized PM conidia are spread
by wind [20,106,107] and spores are dispersed, e.g., by rain splash [68,108]. The processes
that, after spore germination, allow Ampelomyces to penetrate and parasitize hyphae of PM
fungi may be mechanical [68] or enzymatic [70,71]. Penetration of mycohost structures by
the hyperparasite Ampelomyces can occur within 24 h [68,93]. The mycoparasite hyphae
continue their growth in PM structures, extending from cell to cell through the septal
pores, and further ramifying throughout the mycohost hyphae [68,69]. The mycohost
invasion by Ampelomyces leads to atrophy in 5–6 dpi and then to complete disruption of the
mycohost conidiophores at 7 dpi. Disruption of the cytoplasm of the fungal hosts causes the
reduced growth and eventually the death of the host fungus [22,69,82]. During the course
of infection, Ampelomyces produces intracellular pycnidia in the hyphae or conidiophores
of their mycohosts at 5–10 dpi [19,68,81]. In contrast to other pycnidial mycoparasites, such
as Coniothyrium minitans Campbell [109–111], toxin production by Ampelomyces was not
detected [112].

7.3. Pycnidial Development of Ampelomyces Strains in PM Fungi

Spores of Ampelomyces strains are produced in pycnidia that develop intracellularly
in the mycelia of PM fungi [92]. The pycnidia of Ampelomyces are formed ubiquitously in
PM colonies (Figure 2A), with a change in colour from pale yellow (immature) to black
(mature) over time [95]. The number of pycnidia of Ampelomyces per melon PM colony was
shown to increase with the age of the PM colony [95]. Mature pycnidia have a size range of
40.2–84.2 × 22.6–48.1 μm, and a single mature pycnidium produces 199.4–1492.7 spores by
14 dpi [61]. Both the number of spores developed in a single pycnidium and the sizes of
pycnidia among strains can significantly differ [61].

Detailed observations on pycnidial development were obtained using tomato and
melon PM colonies infected with Ampelomyces strains following spray inoculation [61,95].
Almost all pycnidia were produced in conidiophores of the mycohost (Figure 2B). Follow-
ing infection of tomato PM fungi, the first signs of atrophy were seen in foot cells and
GCs of the conidiophores (normal noncatenate conidia) at 5–6 dpi. Intracellular pycni-
dia of Ampelomyces were initially produced mostly in the basal cells of the conidiophores
at 6–8 dpi, during which time Ampelomyces hyphae and pycnidia continued to elongate
in the host hyphae. The conidiophores completely collapsed at 10–14 dpi. In melon
PM fungus, intracellular pycnidia of Ampelomyces initiated within GCs of the conidio-
phores (normal catenate conidia, forming chains) at 6–8 dpi. Single conidia formed at
the top of the conidiophores and began to atrophy at 7–9 dpi, with complete atrophy at
10–11 dpi and complete collapse of the conidiophores at 11–12 dpi. PM hyphae containing
conidiophores on melon leaves also underwent complete collapse. Melon PM colonies
were therefore unable to scatter their asexual progeny conidia from the conidiophores.
Pycnidia of Ampelomyces matured within 12–14 days. In the presence of water, Ampelomyces
spores were released from intracellular pycnidia by the rupture of both the pycnidial and
the PM cell walls (Figure 2C). The released mature spores served as sources of subsequent
infections for PM hyphae.

7.4. Quantitative Analysis of PM Conidia Released from Ampelomyces-Parasitized PM Colonies
under Greenhouse Conditions

In the natural environment, the asexual conidia produced by PM fungi on conid-
iophores (Figure 1B) are dispersed by wind over large areas and are the source of host
plant infection [113–116]. Ampelomyces mycoparasites suppress both asexual and sexual
sporulation of the attacked PM mycelia by colonizing and destroying conidiophores [24].
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Philipp et al. [88] observed that parasitized PM colonies can continue their radial growth,
but their sporulation is stopped soon after Ampelomyces penetrates their mycelia. Similarly,
Shishkoff, and McGrath [91] showed that Ampelomyces could not prevent the spread of PM
colonies in vitro, but the parasite caused a reduction in the inoculum produced by each
colony. In addition, if Ampelomyces is to be used as a BCA, its growth and spread must
outpace that of PM fungi (mycohosts). The conidiation rate of PM colonies depends on
several factors, including the inoculum density, physiological patterns of the host plant,
and abiotic factors [29,117,118]. Intense conidiation and spread of PM fungi will prevent
their successful control by Ampelomyces mycoparasites applied as BCAs. In these cases, the
effect of Ampelomyces will be limited to a reduction in disease severity and a milder impact
of the PM fungus on the infected plants.

 
Figure 2. Digital micrographs of P. xanthii colonies and conidiophores on melon leaves spray-
inoculated with spores of a Japanese Ampelomyces strain. (A) Digital microscopy images of pycnidia
(Py) of an Ampelomyces strain cultivated in plastic boxes at 70–80% relative humidity (RH) and under
growth chamber conditions; the images were taken at 10 days post-inoculation (dpi) of 15-day-
old melon PM colonies. (B) Pycnidia (Py) of the Ampelomyces strain that developed in melon PM
conidiophores (Cp). The pycnidia were successfully produced in generative cells of the conidiophores
at high RH (70–80%). (C) Ampelomyces spores released from a pycnidium after treatment with a 10 μL
drop of distilled water. Mature pycnidia (Py) released abundant progeny spores (Sp). Bars: 150 μm
(A,B), and 60 μm (C).

Recent methodological advances and the use of an electrostatic spore collector system
facilitated the quantification of conidial release from PM colonies. In a study in which
an electrostatic rotational spore collector consisting of a dielectrically polarized insulator
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drum was used for this purpose, a single melon and strawberry PM colony maintained
under greenhouse conditions was found to release an average of 12.6 × 104 conidia and
6.7 × 104 conidia throughout its lifespan, respectively [119,120]. The collection device
had no detrimental effect on the survival of the fungus; the electrostatically collected
conidia produced normally elongated hyphae and formed conidiophores that produce
living progeny conidia [119,120].

The same methodology was employed to study Ampelomyces–PM interactions. Using
electrostatic and digital microscopy techniques, Kimura et al. [95] estimated the control
effects and infection efficiency of an Ampelomyces strain against a melon PM fungus. The
aim of their study was to determine whether asexual PM progeny conidia, which are a
source of host plant infection, are released from Ampelomyces-inoculated melon PM colonies
at different developmental stages (5-, 10-, and 15-day-old colonies). The authors found
that the number of conidia released from 5- to 10-day-old melon PM colonies after spray
inoculation with mycoparasite spores decreased gradually, with no release by 3–5 dpi and
4–11 dpi, respectively. Thus, conidial release from melon PM colonies was suppressed
completely by the application of an Ampelomyces strain under greenhouse conditions.
However, the complete prevention of progeny conidial release from 15-day-old melon
PM colonies required two spray inoculations with the mycoparasite; a single treatment
was insufficient. In response to a single inoculation, 5-, 10-, and 15-day-old melon PM
colonies ceased their expansion at 4, 5, and 2 dpi, respectively. After electrostatic spore
collection, conidiophores in uninoculated melon PM colonies had a normal morphology,
forming conidial chains under greenhouse conditions, whereas conidiophores and hyphae
in inoculated melon PM colonies either atrophied or collapsed, with a clear decrease in
the number of normal conidiophores. There were no normal melon PM conidiophores
per single 5- and 10-day-old melon PM colonies following a single spray inoculation of
hyperparasite spores, unlike in 15-day-old colonies. Based on these results, for successful
disease control, PM colonies should be spray-inoculated with hyperparasitic fungal spores
during early developmental stages (e.g., when the colonies are 5–10 days old, or as soon as
PM is detected on host leaves). If older colonies (e.g., >15 days old) are spray-inoculated
with mycoparasite spores, a few normal conidiophores will persist due to suboptimal
control by Ampelomyces strains, allowing PM fungi to scatter progeny conidia from the
colonies. During that period, some of the conidiophores of the invaded mycelium will
continue to produce fresh conidia, although they might already be infected, and will thus
contain intracellular hyphae of Ampelomyces [107].

8. Practical Application of Ampelomyces Strains as Biocontrol Agents of PM

Yarwood [64] first showed the potential of Ampelomyces as a BCA by demonstrating
the control of clover PM (E. polygoni) in a basic experiment that reproduced the events of a
natural epidemic recorded in the previous year. On the other hand, there was also a prob-
lem with the emergence of fungicide resistance to chemical control agents. Therefore, from
the 1970s, interest in the biological controls of PMs increased. Kiss [121] determined that
potential BCAs need to be active in the phyllosphere because PM fungi are biotrophic
pathogens infecting the aerial parts of their host plants. The first significant trial of
Ampelomyces was reported by Jarvis and Slingsby [19], who used conidial suspensions
of the mycoparasite to successfully control cucumber PM in greenhouse trials. Control was
enhanced when application was interspersed with water sprays. The many other positive
examples in which Ampelomyces was subsequently used to control PM on several crops
paved the way for commercialization [24,66,96,97,122]. In addition, Sundheim and Tron-
smo [123] recommended Ampelomyces-based fungal biocontrol products in plant protection
practice as they can be used without any risk to human health. The absence of nontarget
effects of Ampelomyces biocontrol procedures was reported as well [62,124].

Ampelomyces-based BCAs can also be applied prophylactically [125–127], as the myco-
parasite can survive on leaves without immediate contact with the targeted PM fungus, as
demonstrated experimentally [62].
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The most successful biocontrol experiments using Ampelomyces were carried out in
greenhouses, under high RH [19,20,103], and in the field, where free water was frequently
available on the treated leaves [79,82]. However, the efficacy of Ampelomyces was shown to
decrease rapidly at a RH < 85–90% [125,126] or <90–95% [88,128,129]. This high RH require-
ment of Ampelomyces is a major obstacle to its use as a reliable BCA. Our tested Ampelomyces
strain also did not produce intracellular pycnidia in PM hyphae under greenhouse condi-
tions that included a low RH, but it did produce them in PM hyphae in growth chambers
with a high RH [95]. These results, as well as those of previous studies [19,20,22,24,61,81,82],
demonstrate the importance of high-RH conditions for hyperparasitic Ampelomyces strains
to produce intracellular pycnidia in mycohost hyphae. The inability to form pycnidia may
explain the suboptimal biocontrol of Ampelomyces at low RH.

The high RH requirement of Ampelomyces must be addressed before the mycoparasite
can be used in biocontrol [125,129]. In attempts to enhance the efficacy of Ampelomyces at
lower RHs, Epton and Hamed El Nil [130] selected isolates that were able to germinate at a
higher vapor deficit than wild types. In an alternative approach, a number of additives, such
as an emulsion of 1% paraffin oil [128], a 0.3% mineral oil surfactant [97], 0.5% Tween 20 [46],
or 0.01% Tween 80 [92], were shown to increase the biocontrol performance of Ampelomyces
at lower RHs, although some of these additives can control PM directly [14,98,131,132]. To
observe the effects of the BCA alone requires the use of surfactants at concentrations that
do not affect the development of PM hyphae [61,95].

9. Formulation and Commercialization of Ampelomyces as BCAs

The scale-up of Ampelomyces inoculum for biocontrol purposes was one of the crucial
steps towards its commercialization and practical application in plant protection.
Sztejnberg et al. [133] developed and patented (European Patent Office, publ. no. 0353662/
1988) a simple, inexpensive method for the production of large amounts of Ampelomyces spores
in fermenters. The different formulations were tested in various crops, particularly grapevine.
An improved product (AQ10TM Biofungicide) registered in 1995 for use in the control of
grapevine PM was subsequently also registered for use in other fruits and vegetables in
conjunction with the wetting agent (formulated as water-dispersible granules) Add-Q, a
spray adjuvant recommended for use together with AQ10 biofungicides [125,126]. How-
ever, Shishkoff and McGrath [91] found that in the control of cucumber PM, Add-Q was
as effective alone as when combined with AQ10. Therefore, the effect of the additives
should be clearly distinguished from that of Ampelomyces when assessing the efficacy of a
BCA [125].

Other studies likewise showed that the efficacy of biocontrol achieved with commercial
anti-PM biofungicide products, including AQ10® (Ecogen Incorporated, Langhome, PA,
USA) [97], Q-fect® (Green Biotech, Paju, South Korea), Powderycare® (AgriLife, Medak,
India) [10,44,65], and Bio-Dewcon 2.00 WP (India) [66], varies significantly. Some trials
reported that Ampelomyces treatment was ineffective, others suggested only very limited
control of PM [90,91,129,132], others reported suboptimal control [90,134], and still others
reported satisfactory results [95,102,135,136], including a level of control comparable to that
using conventional fungicides [122]. These contradictions might result from experimental
differences, such as humidity [10], differences in the mycoparasitic activities of individual
Ampelomyces strains [10,70], and/or from physiological differences between genetically
similar or uniform strains of Ampelomyces [46,70,76].

Recently, the large-scale production of a new strain, CPA-9 was reported [136]. For-
mulation was also developed, and the efficiency of the formulated product was demon-
strated [102].

10. An Ideal Spray Inoculation System for the Effective Use of Ampelomyces as a BCA

An efficient inoculation method of Ampelomyces spores to PM colonies is needed for
in vitro experimental studies of the fungus, as well as for its successful use as a BCA. Based
on the experimental results and the studies conducted to date, a list of criteria for the
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delivery of Ampelomyces as a BCA in an optimal spray inoculation system can be compiled
as follows: (1) The selected strains should have exceptional mycoparasitic abilities [46,70].
(2) Adding a surfactant as a wetting agent [46,95,97,122,128] increases efficacy. (3) Spraying
should be conducted at high RH, such as in the early morning or late afternoon [122].
(4) Alternatively, although technically less feasible, PM colonies can be inoculated with
mycoparasite spores at night, when conidiophores do not release progeny conidia, in
contrast with during the day, when progeny conidia are actively released [95,119,120].
(5) For effective control, young colonies should be targeted, i.e., as soon as PM fungi are
observable on host leaves (e.g., in 5- to 10-day-old colonies), when the leaf incidence of PM
is still low (<10%) [95,122]. (6) Efficiency can be further improved by adding interspersed
water sprays [19] and by repeated applications [79,95,103]. In demonstration trials, spraying
with Ampelomyces was as effective as conventional fungicides [122] when conditions were
optimized. In addition, because A. quisqualis tolerates a number of pesticides applied
in plant protection [20,81,87,93,102], it can be included in integrated plant protection
programs [102].

11. Conclusions

Ampelomyces strains were demonstrated to be able to suppress PM development. The
lack of their strict host species specificity enables the use of Ampelomyces strains as a BCA
against a wide range of PM fungi. There are, however, problems associated with the
taxonomy of the genus, and occasional difficulties with their practical use. Considerable
knowledge gaps concerning Ampelomyces include the molecular and biochemical processes
during mycoparasitism, which are largely understudied. For the study these, genomic [23]
and transcriptomic [65] resources are available, and an efficient transformation system [62],
as well as a toolbox for gene knockout [67] were developed. These provide a basis for
future studies aimed at deciphering the molecular background of mycoparasitism.

On the other hand, there were some recent advances in the study of these mycopara-
sites, facilitating the use of Ampelomyces strains for the effective control of PM fungi. These
findings and the experimental results reported in this review lead to the development of
an ideal spray inoculation system for the delivery of hyperparasitic fungi to control PM
pathogens. The spray inoculation system should aid experimental research on Ampelomyces,
and also its practical use as a BCA. Due to the recent methodological advancements and
newest results on the biology of the fungus, Ampelomyces strains have the potential to be
used as effective BCAs against PM fungi as an eco-friendly alternative to conventional
fungicides.
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Abstract: In this study, we evaluated the effectiveness of hyperparasitic fungi in controlling powdery
mildew (PM). In a greenhouse, we spray-inoculated single colonies of the melon PM-causing fungus
Podosphaera xanthii strain KMP-6N at three different fungal developmental stages (i.e., 5, 10, and
15 days old) with spores of the hyperparasitic fungus Ampelomyces sp. strain Xs-q. After spray
inoculation, we collected and counted KMP-6N conidia produced as asexual progeny from PM
colonies using an electrostatic rotational spore collector. Collector insulator films were replaced at
24 h intervals until KMP-6N ceased to release additional progeny conidia. Conidial releases from
each of the single Xs-q-inoculated KMP-6N colonies gradually reduced, then stopped within ca.
4 and 8 days of the first treatment in 5- and 10-day-old KMP-6N colonies, and within ca. 20 days
of the second spray treatment in 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies, respectively. The total numbers of
asexual progeny conidia collected from single 5-, 10-, and 15-day-old colonies were ca. 156, 1167, and
44,866, respectively. After electrostatic spore collection, conidiophores in Xs-q-uninoculated KMP-6N
colonies appeared normal, whereas almost all conidiophores in 5- and 10-day-old Xs-q-inoculated
KMP-6N colonies were completely deformed or collapsed due to the infection of the hyperparasitic
fungus. This is the first study to apply electrostatic and digital microscopic techniques to clarify the
impact of fungal hyperparasitism on mycohost survival, and, in particular, to assess quantitatively
and visually the suppression of conidial release from any PM colonies infected with Ampelomyces.

Keywords: biological control; catenated conidia; conidiophores; Cucumis melo; electrostatic field;
electrostatic spore collector; mycoparasites; pycnidium formation

1. Introduction

Powdery mildew (PM) is a serious disease affecting many crops, including cucurbits
in many countries [1–13]. PM causes leaf damage and significantly reduces cucurbit
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productivity [4,9,14]. In Japan, a severe PM outbreak occurred in melon (Cucumis melo cv.
‘Earl’s Favourite’) cultivated hydroponically in a greenhouse [15]. The fungus isolated from
PM-infected melon leaves was identified as Podosphaera xanthii (syn. Podosphaera fuliginea,
Sphaerotheca fuliginea, Sphaerotheca fusca; anamorph: Fibroidium) based on morphological
and genetic characteristics including ribosomal DNA internal transcribed spacer sequences
(rDNA-ITS) [15].

Growers spray fungicides before or after PM colonies appear on host leaves, to control
disease. However, frequent application can cause resistance to commercial fungicides in the
fungi causing PM, as shown in diseased cucurbit plants [16–22]. To avoid fungicide resis-
tance and environmental problems caused by fungicide residues, new control strategies that
are independent of chemical methods are needed to control PM. The hyperparasitic fungus
Ampelomyces quisqualis is a slow-growing pycnidial fungus that is widely distributed among
PMs (family Erysiphaceae) [23–26] and acts as a hyperparasite of PM fungi that infect culti-
vated and wild plants [26–30] including P. xanthii Pollacci on cucumber [24,25,31–37] and
melon [38,39]. Ampelomyces isolates have been developed as commercial biofungicide prod-
ucts and applied as biocontrol agents (BCAs) against PMs in various crops [29,30,40–42];
these agents include AQ10 (Ecogen Inc., Langhome, PA, USA), Q-fect (Green Biotech, Paju,
South Korea), and Powderycare (AgriLife, Medak, India). These hyperparasitic fungi kill
PM-causing fungi by invading and destroying their cytoplasm [28,43,44]. The life cycles,
modes of action, and biocontrol potential of hyperparasitic fungi have been reviewed previ-
ously [45,46]. Recently, Németh et al. [47] visualised A. quisqualis transformants expressing
an integrated green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene in PM-causing fungi and PM-infected
leaves, and they clarified the localisation of hyperparasitic fungi in PM hyphae. In addition,
Németh et al. [48] analysed the infection processes of Ampelomyces strains used as BCAs
against Erysiphe neolycopersici that developed on tomato cv. ‘Moneymaker’ trichome cells
using high-fidelity digital microscopy to clarify aspects of the biology and infection sites of
these hyperparasitic fungi in their mycohosts.

PM-causing fungi produce asexual conidia on conidiophores, which are the source of
host plant infection; conidia are dispersed by wind over large areas [49–52]. In a previous
study, we collected and quantitatively analysed all progeny conidia released from single
living colonies of a fungus causing melon PM throughout their lifetime under greenhouse
conditions, using an electrostatic rotational spore collector consisting of a dielectrically
polarised insulator drum [53]. The insulators of the collection device are electrified through
dielectric polarisation caused by a charged conductor, so that the polarised dipole insulators
produce a non-uniform electric field around them, creating an electrostatic force [54,55].
Because violently projected wind-dispersed fungal spores become electrically charged
at the moment of release [56], conidia are attracted to both negatively and positively
polarised insulator cylinders by this electrostatic force, as demonstrated previously in
tomato PM [57,58]. The collection device has no detrimental effect on the survival of the
fungus, even when exposed to electrostatic force throughout its lifetime; conidia collected
via electrostatic force produce normally elongated hyphae and form conidiophores that
produce living progeny conidia [53,59].

In this study, we applied our previously developed electrostatic spore collection
system, incorporating a recent methodological advance [48], to collect all progeny conidia
released from single P. xanthii KMP-6N colonies spray-inoculated with a Japanese strain
of Ampelomyces, and estimated the impact of this hyperparasitic fungus on melon PM
colonies through quantitative analysis of the total number of P. xanthii KMP-6N conidia
attracted to the insulators. The results of this study will contribute to developing strategies
for the practical application of Ampelomyces strains as BCAs against melon PMs. To our
knowledge, this is the first study to apply electrostatic and digital microscopic techniques
to study the impact of fungal hyperparasitism on mycohost survival and, in particular, to
assess quantitatively and visually the suppression of conidial release from any PM colonies
infected with Ampelomyces.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials and Cultivation

Melon seeds (Cucumis melo cv. ‘Earl’s Favourite’; F1 hybrid plants derived from a
‘Natsukei-1’ × ‘Natsukei-4’ cross) were supplied by the Yuasa Experimental Farm, Kindai
University (Wakayama, Japan). The seeds were placed on wet filter paper in Petri dishes and
germinated for 3–4 days in a growth chamber (LH-240N; Nippon Medical and Chemical In-
struments, Osaka, Japan) under continuous illumination (22.2 μmoL m−2 s−1; 380–750 nm)
with white (full-spectrum) fluorescent lamps (FL40SS W/37; Mitsubishi, Tokyo, Japan) at
25 ± 2 ◦C. The germinated seedlings were placed on polyurethane cubic sponge supports
(3 cm × 3 cm × 3 cm) that were inserted into 30 mL cylindrical plastic containers (diameter,
3 cm; length, 5 cm) containing 20 mL of hydroponic nutrient solution (4.0 mM KNO3,
1.5 mM Ca(NO3)2, 1.0 mM MgSO4, 0.66 mM NH4H2PO4, 0.057 mM FeEDTA, 0.048 mM
H3BO3, and 0.009 mM MnSO4) [15] and incubated for 14 days under controlled conditions
(25 ± 1 ◦C; 40–50% relative humidity (RH); continuous illumination at 59.5 μmoL m−2 s−1).
Light intensity was measured using an LI-250A light meter (LI-COR, Tokyo, Japan) fitted
with a quantum sensor that measures photosynthetically active radiation (400–700 nm).

The 14-day-old seedlings were transferred to a polystyrene plate (61.5 cm × 60.5 cm ×
3.0 cm) floating in hydroponic nutrient solution in a hydroponic culture trough (67.0 cm ×
65.5 cm × 21.0 cm) (Home Hyponica 303; Kyowa, Osaka, Japan) on a growing table (height,
100 cm) in a pathogen-free nursery greenhouse (10.0 m × 6.0 m; 26 ± 3 ◦C) [57]. The
seedlings were further cultivated until used for experiments. Three plants were used
to maintain the PM fungus, and 25 plants were used in experiments to collect asexual
progeny conidia released from single colonies of PM-causing fungal isolates with or without
hyperparasite inoculation using the electrostatic collector, as described previously [53].

2.2. Fungal Materials, Culture, Inoculation, and Incubation
2.2.1. Podosphaera xanthii KMP-6N

A single conidium from melon leaves displaying PM symptoms was isolated in 2013
in Japan. Subsequently, the isolate was identified on the morphological characteristics
and sequence of the rDNA-ITS region amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The
Japanese isolate of P. xanthii KMP-6N [15,52,53] was used in this study. Asexual mature
conidia were collected from conidiophores on KMP-6N-infected melon leaves using a
pencil-type electrostatic insulator probe. The electrified probe formed an electrostatic field
around it and attracted mature conidia from conidiophores. The insulator probe consisted
of an ebonite rod with a pointed tip (diameter, 4 mm; length, 7 cm; tip diameter, 5 μm);
it was mounted on the micromanipulator of a KH-2700 high-fidelity digital microscope
(KH-2700 DM; Hirox, Tokyo, Japan). Conidia were inoculated onto the true leaves of
14-day-old healthy melon seedlings (cv. ‘Earl’s Favourite’), as described previously [15].
The KMP-6N isolate was maintained for 14 days by incubation in an electrostatic screen (ES)
chamber, which excludes airborne pathogens, installed in a greenhouse (10.0 m × 6.0 m)
at 26 ± 3 ◦C and 30–55% RH under illumination at 190.6–400.4 μmoL m−2 s−1 [57], or in
an LH-240N growth chamber at 25 ± 1 ◦C at 40–50% RH under continuous illumination
at 22.2 μmoL m−2 s−1 [15]. A pressed KMP-6N specimen is preserved in the Herbarium
Preservation Section of Kindai University (Nara, Japan).

2.2.2. Ampelomyces Strain Xs-q

Hyperparasitic fungi were isolated from the PM fungal sample (P. xanthii) collected
from a naturally infected host plant (Xanthium stramonium) in November 2017 in Mie
Prefecture in Japan. The strains were characterised based on morphological characteristics
and sequences of rDNA-ITS regions and actin gene (ACT) fragments, and identified as
Ampelomyces spp. One of the Japanese Ampelomyces sp. strains designated as Xs-q was used
in this study [48]. Xs-q colonies were cultured on Czapex-Dox agar medium supplemented
with 2% malt extract (MCzA; 3 g NaNO3, 1 g K2HPO4, 0.5 g KCl, 0.5 g MgSO4, 15 g
agar and 20 g malt extract) and maintained at 25 ± 2 ◦C and continuous illumination at
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22.2 μmoL m−2 s−1. The Xs-q strain was subcultured on MCzA medium every 2 months.
Sporulating colonies (30 days old) were flushed with 1.0–1.5 mL of sterile distilled water
and the colony was scraped with a sterile scalpel to produce spore suspensions. The
concentration of the suspension was measured using a haemocytometer (Nippon Rinsho
Kikai Kogyo Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and then it was diluted to 5 × 105 spores mL−1.
Polyoxyethylene sorbitan monolaurate (Tween 20; Nacalai Tesque, Tokyo, Japan) was
added to a final concentration of 0.05%. This suspension was used for inoculations.

2.2.3. Inoculation Experiments for Observing Mycoparasitism in Melon PM

Single KMP-6N conidia were inoculated onto the leaves of 14-day-old melon seedlings
using the insulator probe and incubated under pathogen-free greenhouse conditions for
5, 10, or 15 days post-inoculation (dpi). The 5-, 10-, and 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies on
melon leaves (Figure 1A–C) were drenched by spraying with the density-adjusted spore
suspension (5 × 105 spores mL−1) of Ampelomyces strain Xs-q, and all seedlings were placed
in plastic boxes (70–80% RH). Seedlings not inoculated with Xs-q were used as controls.
Gauze pads soaked with sterile tap water were placed in the boxes. The boxes were closed
and incubated for 10–20 days in LH-240N growth chambers at 25 ± 1 ◦C and 40–50% RH
under continuous illumination at 22.2 μmoL m−2 s−1. Ten 14-day-old melon seedlings
were used in each experiment.

2.3. Morphological Observation and Infection Processes of Ampelomyces Strain Xs-q Inoculated
onto Hyphae of P. xanthii KMP-6N

Following incubation for 14 days of the KMP-6N-infected melon seedlings spray-
inoculated with Ampelomyces strain Xs-q (14 dpi), the length and width of mature Xs-q
pycnidia and spores were measured on glass slides under the KH-2700 DM. To facilitate
release of spores from pycnidia, a drop of distilled water (10 μL) was added to the samples.
Data are presented as means ± standard deviation (SD) of five replicates (20 pycnidia
and 100 spores per replication). The number of spores per pycnidium was also evaluated
using the KH-2700 DM. Data are presented as means ± SD of five replicates (5 pycnidia
per replication).

The infection processes of Ampelomyces strain Xs-q in KMP-6N colonies were observed
using the KH-2700 DM. Xs-q hyphal development was photographed for 14 days following
the spray inoculation of Xs-q spores onto 10-day-old KMP-6N colonies using the 0.5”
interline transfer charge-coupled device (CCD) camera of the KH-2700 DM. Ten KMP-
6N conidiophores, one per melon leaf, were selected for consecutive observation of the
pycnidial development of the Xs-q strain. Digital micrographs were analysed using the
Adobe Photoshop v5.0 software (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, USA) to optimise the
contrast of the images without altering the original data.

2.4. Conidial Collector and Electrostatic Spore Collection

The rotational electrostatic spore collector consisted of a copper conductor film (250 mm ×
10 mm × 0.5 mm) wound around an insulated round plastic container (diameter, 8 cm;
height, 5 cm), a direct current HVA 10K202NA electrostatic voltage generator (Logy Electric,
Tokyo, Japan), a transparent insulator film (260 mm × 60 mm × 0.5 mm) made with
polypropylene (Hapila, Tokyo, Japan), and a WH3311 timer mechanism (Matsushita Electric
Works, Osaka, Japan) [53]. The conductor was connected to the negative terminal of the
electrostatic voltage generator, and a current was supplied from the voltage generator to
the conductor. The outer insulator film, which was negatively polarised and charged with
static electricity (5.2 × 10−1 nC), was placed at ca. 2 cm (Figure 2, distance A) from the apex
of a fungal colony formed on a melon leaf to collect all released asexual progeny conidia,
as described previously [53]. The negative charge on the outer surface of the electrified
insulator film generated an electrostatic field and created an attractive force [53,57,60,61],
thereby trapping KMP-6N conidia that entered the field (Figure 2). The insulator film
achieved a complete rotation in 24 h at the collection site and was therefore removed from
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the apparatus at 24 h intervals to be replaced with a new insulator film. Then, the conidia
attracted to these insulator films from each KMP-6N colony were counted.

2.5. Electrostatic Activation of the Insulator Film

The transparent insulator film was dielectrically polarised by providing impressed
potential supplied from the voltage generator to the conductor film (positively on the
conductor film side; negatively on the opposite conidium collection side; Figure 2). The
potential of the conductor film was controlled by the voltage generator, and the potential
difference (kV) between the insulator surface and ground level (i.e., the voltage) was
measured using an electrostatic field meter (FMX-002; Simco, Kobe, Japan). The surface
electrostatic charge of the insulator film was measured by touching the film surface with the
probe (tip diameter, 50 μm) of a coulometer (NK-1001; Kasuga Denki, Kanagawa, Japan).

Figure 1. Photographs and micrographs of Podosphaera xanthii Pollacci KMP-6N colonies and coni-
diophores on melon leaves spray-inoculated with spores of the Japanese Ampelomyces strain Xs-q.
(A–C) Single 5-day-old (A), 10-day-old (B), and 15-day-old (C) KMP-6N colonies were prepared by
inoculating KMP-6N conidia onto leaves of melon seedlings. Arrows show the growth of single
KMP-6N colonies on melon leaves at different fungal developmental stages. (D–F) KMP-6N coni-
diophores in single 5-day-old (D), 10-day-old (E), and 15-day-old (F) KMP-6N colonies observed
using a digital microscope (KH-2700 DM). KMP-6N conidiophores had normal catenate conidia,
forming chains. (G–I) KH-2700 DM images of pycnidia of the Xs-q strain produced in plastic boxes at
70–80% relative humidity (RH) under growth chamber conditions at 10 days post-inoculation (dpi)
onto 5-day-old (G), 10-day-old (H), and 15-day-old (I) KMP-6N colonies. The Xs-q pycnidia changed
in colour from pale yellow to black as they matured; Py1 and Py2 indicate immature and mature
pycnidia, respectively. Bars represent 60 μm (D–F) and 300 μm (G–I).
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Figure 2. An electrostatic spore collector system for collecting progeny conidia released from KMP-6N
colonies with and without spray inoculation with hyperparasite spores (cross-sectional view). The
electrostatic voltage generator produced a negative charge, which was transferred to the conductor
film, inducing a positive image charge on the surface of the insulator film. Dielectric polarisation
produced a negative surface charge on the opposite side of the insulator film, and an electrostatic
field formed around the dielectrically polarised insulator film. The dielectrically polarised insulated
plastic container was timed to revolve once every 24 h. KMP-6N progeny conidia from normal
conidiophores were collected on the insulator film by electrostatic attraction. The insulator film
(5.2 × 10−1 nC) was placed at <2 cm from a KMP-6N colony on a melon leaf (distance A).

2.6. Consecutive Collection of KMP-6N Conidia Released from Single Ampelomyces-Treated Colonies

Experiments were conducted to estimate the number of asexual progeny conidia
released from single KMP-6N colonies over periods of 3–28 days after spray inoculation
with Xs-q spores. In the greenhouse, mature conidia were collected from conidiophores
using the electrostatic insulator probe and transferred onto well-developed young leaves
of 14-day-old melon seedlings. A melon seedling grown in an ES-chamber installed in
a greenhouse (25 ± 2 ◦C; 30–55% RH) [57] bearing a single KMP-6N colony on a leaf
(Figure 1A–C) was drenched by spraying with Xs-q spores (5 × 105 spores mL−1) and
placed under the electrostatic conidial collection apparatus (Figure 2). Uninoculated melon
seedlings each bearing a single 5-day-old KMP-6N colony were used as controls. The
collection apparatus was operated continuously throughout definite experimental periods
that ranged from 5 to 32 days. The insulator film was continuously charged (5.2 × 10−1 nC)
until it was replaced with a new insulator film (film change duration, 30 s). A total of
5–32 films were used during each experiment. The total conidia deposited on each film
were counted every 5 h after collection using the KH-2700 DM. The numbers of conidia
collected per h were estimated by pooling the counts for each 60 min interval. Conidium
collection experiments were conducted after a single spray inoculation of Xs-q spores onto
5-, 10-, and 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies, and during a double spray inoculation of Xs-q
spores onto 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies. One PM colony per melon leaf was sampled
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at each colony developmental stage, with five replicates. The second spray inoculation of
Xs-q spores (5 × 105 spores mL−1) onto 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies was conducted at ca.
4–5 days after the first spray inoculation, by which conidial release had restarted.

Conidiophores of KMP-6N colonies on melon leaves and on the insulator films were
viewed using the objective zoom lens (MX-5030RZII; ×250) of the KH-2700 DM, focused on
the side of the leaf or the insulator film. Digitalised images of conidia and conidiophores
were obtained using a CCD camera and adjusted using Adobe Photoshop.

2.7. Microscopic Observation of Melon PM Colonies Inoculated with Xs-q Spores

KMP-6N conidia were collected from five colonies per colony developmental stage.
After the final collection, leaf segments (ca. 3 cm × 3 cm) were cut from leaves of plants
inoculated with Xs-q spores. The samples were fixed and chlorophyll was removed by
boiling for 1–2 min in an alcoholic lactophenol solution containing 10 mL glycerol, 10 mL
phenol, 10 mL lactic acid, 10 mL distilled water, and 40 mL 99.8% ethanol, and then the
fixed samples were stained with 0.1% Aniline Blue (Nacalai Tesque) dissolved in distilled
water, as described previously [62]. The stained colonies were observed using a light
microscope (BX-60 LM; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and photographed using a digital camera
(EOS KISSX6i; Canon, Tokyo, Japan) mounted on the microscope. The total numbers
of normal conidiophores formed in five individual colonies per colony developmental
stage were calculated, and the mycelial areas of the colonies were calculated using the
ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Data are presented as
means ± SD of five replicates.

2.8. Statistical Analyses

The areas and morphological characteristics of KMP-6N colonies, and total numbers
of progeny conidia collected from single KMP-6N colonies at each colony developmental
stage, were analysed using the EZR v1.54 software (Jichi Medical University, Saitama,
Japan). Significant differences were evaluated at a level of p < 0.05 using Tukey’s test.

3. Results

3.1. Morphological Observations of Ampelomyces Strain Xs-q in KMP-6N Colonies

We observed 5-, 10-, and 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies (Figure 1A–C) formed on melon
leaves under greenhouse conditions and examined the morphology of their conidiophores
(Figure 1D–F). The KMP-6N conidiophores had catenate conidia with fibrosin bodies and
were produced in chains. The numbers of KMP-6N conidiophores increased as the colonies
grew. After inoculation with Ampelomyces strain Xs-q, the strain grew vigorously, and
elongated parasitic hyphae entered into KMP-6N hyphae (Figure 3A), followed by the
complete collapse of the KMP-6N conidiophores at ca. 10–14 dpi. Xs-q pycnidia were
produced in 5-, 10-, and 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies (Figure 1G–I) and changed in colour
from pale yellow (immature) to black (mature) over time. The number of Xs-q pycnidia
per KMP-6N colony increased with the growth stage (age) of the colony (Figure 1G–I,
Table 1). At 14 dpi, Xs-q pycnidia in infected KMP-6N colonies were ovoid structures,
54.1 ± 6.4 × 37.1 ± 5.6 μm in size. Numerous Xs-q spores were released from intracellular
pycnidia by the rupture of the pycnidial wall (Figure 3B). Xs-q spores with unicellular,
hyaline, and ellipsoid–ovoid to doliiform morphology were 6.7 ± 0.5 × 2.8 ± 0.4 μm in
size. There was an average of 1111.6 Xs-q spores per mature pycnidium, i.e., at 14 dpi, with
a significant difference between 10- and 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies, but not between 5-
and 10-day-old colonies (Table 1).
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Figure 3. Infection of the Japanese Ampelomyces strain Xs-q in P. xanthii KMP-6N colonies. (A) Light
micrograph of Xs-q hyphae that invaded and grew vigorously into KMP-6N hyphae. (B) Digital
micrograph of Xs-q spores released from a pycnidium after treatment with a 10 μL drop of distilled
water. (C–G) Morphological changes in KMP-6N conidiophores parasitised by Xs-q. (C) Normal
KMP-6N conidiophore. (D) Xs-q pycnidium initiated in generative cell (GC) of a KMP-6N conidio-
phore. (E) Mature intracellular pycnidium produced in a GC of a KMP-6N conidiophore. (F) The
hyperparasitic Xs-q strain produced intracellular pycnidia in GCs, and Xs-q hyphae grew out from
conidial cells at the apex of the KMP-6N conidiophore. (G) Abundant Xs-q spores released from
mature pycnidia. KMP-6N conidiophores atrophied and collapsed without releasing progeny conidia.
Light micrographs were taken at 0 (C), 6 (D), 8 (E), 10 (F), and 12 days (G) after spray inoculation
with Xs-q spores onto 10-day-old KMP-6N mycelia. Bars represent 10 μm (A) and 20 μm (B–G). Ahp,
Xs-q hypha; Cp, KMP-6N conidiophore; Hp, KMP-6N hypha; Sp, Xs-q spore; Py, Xs-q pycnidium.

Table 1. Numbers of Ampelomyces strain Xs-q pycnidia formed per Podosphaera xanthii KMP-6N colony
and of Xs-q spores produced per mature pycnidium at different KMP-6N colony developmental
stages.

Colony
Times of Spray

Inoculation

Numbers of
Pycnidia in a Single

Colony x

Numbers of Spores
Produced in a Mature

Pycnidium y

5 days old Once 313.7 ± 125.6 a 745.3 ± 287.3 a

10 days old Once 1602.1 ± 220.5 b 851.0 ± 372.3 a

15 days old Once 2321.0 ± 399.5 c 1738.5 ± 494.2 b
x Xs-q pycnidia were counted in each powdery mildew KMP-6N colony at 14 days after spray inoculation with
Xs-q spores. y Xs-q spores in newly formed mature pycnidia were counted 14 days post-inoculation (dpi). Different
letters in each column indicate significant differences (p < 0.05, Tukey’s test).

3.2. KMP-6N Conidiophore Morphology following Invasion by Ampelomyces Strain Xs-q

Normal KMP-6N conidiophores exhibited different morphology following invasion
by Xs-q parasitic hyphae (Figure 3C). Intracellular Xs-q pycnidia were initiated (Figure 3D)
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and then completely formed in generative cells (GCs) of KMP-6N conidiophores (Figure 3E).
Thereafter, Xs-q parasitic hyphae grew outward from conidia formed at the top of KMP-6N
conidiophores in whose GCs the mature intracellular pycnidia were produced (Figure 3F),
and some Xs-q spores were released from mature intracellular pycnidia in GCs (Figure 3G).
Consequently, KMP-6N conidiophores collapsed completely. Histochemical staining in
cells forming KMP-6N conidiophores changed greatly following invasion by parasitic Xs-q
hyphae (Figure 3).

3.3. Pycnidial Development of Ampelomyces Strain Xs-q in KMP-6N Conidiophores

Normal KMP-6N conidiophores developed on melon leaves prior to inoculation with
Xs-q spores (Figure 4A). After inoculation, intracellular Xs-q pycnidia initiated within
GCs of the conidiophores at ca. 6–8 dpi. Single PM conidia formed at the top of the
conidiophores started to degenerate at ca. 7–9 dpi (Figure 4B); then, they were completely
degenerated at ca. 10–11 dpi (Figure 4C). The conidiophores collapsed completely by ca.
11–12 dpi (Figure 4D). KMP-6N hyphae containing conidiophores on melon leaves also
collapsed completely. Thus, KMP-6N was unable to produce asexual progeny conidia
successfully from its conidiophores after this time period. Xs-q pycnidia matured within ca.
12–14 days. Xs-q spores were released from mature intracellular pycnidia after treatment
with a 10 μL drop of distilled water (Figure 4E).

3.4. Quantitative Analysis of KMP-6N Conidia Released from Parasitised PM Colonies under
Greenhouse Conditions

Figure 5 shows electrostatic conidial collection from and morphological characteristics
of conidiophores in KMP-6N colonies with and without Xs-q inoculation after the insulator
film was negatively electrified. Progeny conidia were successfully attracted from the PM
colonies after spraying with water (Figure 5A). By contrast, no progeny conidia were
attracted from the colonies of 8 days after spray inoculation with Xs-q spores (8 dpi)
(Figure 5B). Conidiophores in uninoculated KMP-6N colonies showed an usual morphology,
forming conidial chains (Figure 5C,E), whereas those of inoculated colonies were abnormal
and destroyed at 8 days after inoculation with Xs-q (8 dpi) (Figure 5D,F). We plotted the total
conidia collected per 1 h from each of five KMP-6N colonies at each colony developmental
stage to estimate the numbers of progeny conidia released (Figure 6). Progeny conidia
were also collected from a single uninoculated 5-day-old KMP-6N colony over a period
of ca. 30 days (the colony lifespan) after spraying with water as an experimental control
(Figure 6A). Progeny conidia could be electrostatically collected during the daytime, but not
at night (Figure 6A). No conidia could be collected from 5- and 10-day-old KMP-6N colonies
after inoculation with Xs-q spores (Figure 6B,C), regardless of the colony developmental
stage. Thus, conidial release from 5- and 10-day-old KMP-6N colonies decreased gradually,
stopping completely by ca. 3–5 dpi and ca. 7–9 dpi, respectively (Figure 6B,C). However, in
15-day-old KMP-6N colonies, conidial releases did not stop completely after the first Xs-q
spore inoculation (Figure 6D), and they began to increase again at ca. 5–6 dpi until the end of
the colony lifespan was reached at ca. 22–28 days (Figure 6D). A second spray inoculation of
Xs-q spores caused the number of KMP-6N conidia to decrease again, eventually stopping
by ca. 16–18 days after the second inoculation (Figure 6E). The duration and total number
of conidial releases by individual KMP-6N colonies throughout their lifespans are shown
in Table 2. The KMP-6N colony areas and numbers of normal conidiophores per KMP-
6N colony before and after one or two spray inoculations with Xs-q are also listed in
Table 2. KMP-6N colony expansion ceased at ca. 4, 5, and 2 dpi in 5-, 10-, and 15-day-
old colonies, respectively, after a single inoculation. KMP-6N colonies were measured
after conidial releases had stopped completely; therefore, KMP-6N colonies were slightly
larger in area after inoculation than before inoculation (Table 2). After electrostatic spore
collection, conidiophores in uninoculated KMP-6N colonies were normal under greenhouse
conditions, whereas conidiophores and hyphae in inoculated KMP-6N colonies were
either deformed or collapsed, and the numbers of normal conidiophores clearly decreased
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(Table 2). Thus, there were no normal KMP-6N conidiophores per single 5- and 10-day-old
KMP-6N colonies following a single spray inoculation of Xs-q spores, except in 15-day-old
colonies. No Xs-q pycnidia formed in KMP-6N colonies at any colony developmental stage
under our greenhouse conditions (low RH) throughout these experiments.

 

Figure 4. Pycnidial development of the Xs-q strain in KMP-6N conidiophores. A KMP-6N mycelium
formed on a melon leaf at 10 dpi with a KMP-6N conidium using a micromanipulation technique.
Digital micrographs were taken from the same view at 0 (A), 10 (B), 11 (C), 12 (D), and 14 days (E)
after spray inoculation of Xs-q spores onto 10-day-old KMP-6N mycelium. KMP-6N conidiophores
(Cp) that formed near a trichome cell (Tc) on a melon leaf atrophied completely after invasion by Xs-q
hyphae into KMP-6N hyphae (Hp). Xs-q pycnidia (Py) were successfully produced in generative cells
(GC) of KMP-6N conidiophores at high RH (80–90%). Mature pycnidia released abundant progeny
spores (Sp). Arrow indicates atrophied conidial cells at the top of KMP-6N conidiophores. Bars
represent 20 μm.
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Figure 5. Micrographs of conidiophores and colonies in Xs-q-uninoculated (A,C,E) or Xs-q-inoculated
(B,D,F) 10-day-old KMP-6N colonies after electrostatic attraction of conidia to the insulator film
under greenhouse conditions. (A,B) Digital micrographs showing the attraction of progeny conidia
released from Xs-q-uninoculated (A) and Xs-q-inoculated (B) KMP-6N colonies to an electrostatic
insulator film. An insulator film carrying a charge of 1.0 nC was placed at 2000 μm from the apex of
the conidiophore. Micrographs were taken at 8 days after the start of electrostatic spore collection.
Conidia (arrow) were attracted to the insulator film in (A), whereas no conidia were captured in (B).
(C,D) Digital micrographs showing Xs-q-uninoculated (C) and Xs-q-inoculated (D) KMP-6N colonies
at 8 days after the electrostatic collector was applied. Conidiophores (Cp) were normal and developed
conidia in chains in (C) but developed abnormally and atrophied completely without forming Xs-q
pycnidia in (D). (E,F) Light micrographs showing KMP-6N hyphae (Hp) and conidiophores (Cp) in
histochemically stained Xs-q-uninoculated (E) and Xs-q-inoculated (F) KMP-6N colonies at 8 days
after the electrostatic insulator was applied. Conidiophores (Cp) were normal with the development
of conidial cell chains in (E), but were atrophied completely without forming Xs-q pycnidia in (F).
Bars represent 500 μm (A,B) and 60 μm (C–F).
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Figure 6. Numbers of progeny conidia collected from P. xanthii Pollacci KMP-6N colonies without (A)
or with (B–E) spray inoculation with Xs-q spores on melon leaves. Electrostatic conidial collection
was conducted during definite periods until conidial release stopped from uninoculated 5-day-old (A)
or spray-inoculated 5-day-old (B), 10-day-old (C), and 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies with single Xs-q
spore application (D) or double Xs-q spore application (E). Data are plotted for 1 h periods. Open
arrows indicate no conidia were released from KMP-6N colonies; the day on which KMP-6N conidial
releases stopped completely is indicated. Black and grey arrows indicate first and second spray
inoculation, respectively.
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Table 2. Development of Xs-q-uninoculated and Xs-q spray-inoculated KMP-6N colonies on melon
leaves throughout the conidiation period, assessed by directly counting KMP-6N progeny conidia
continuously collected on electrostatically activated insulator films under greenhouse conditions.

Colony
Times of

Spray
Inoculation

Colony Area (cm2)
Number of Normal Conidiophores

in a Single Colony Duration of
Conidial
Secession

(Day)

Total Conidia
Collected from

Xs-q-Inoculated
Colonies y

Before
Inoculation

After
Inoculation

w

Before
Inoculation

After
Inoculation x

5 days old One 0.02 ± 0.02 a 0.04 ± 0.02 a 12.0 ± 10.6 a 0 a 4.6 ± 0.9 a 156.2 ± 108.3 a

10 days old One 0.32 ± 0.13 b 0.46 ± 0.14 b 752.1 ± 170.4 b 0 a 8.2 ± 0.8 b 1167.0 ± 745.9 b

15 days old One 0.98 ± 0.14 c 1.21 ± 0.15 c 1130.7 ± 145.9 c 864.8 ± 91.2 b 24.6 ± 3.0 c 61,530.4 ± 8785.3 c

15 days old Twice 0.94 ± 0.18 c 1.10 ± 0.15 c 1255.3 ± 179.4 c 654.4 ± 45.6 c 20.4 ± 1.1 d 44,866.4 ± 7654.7 d

Uninoculated z One
(water) 0.05 ± 0.02 a 2.00 ± 0.16 d 15.4 ± 4.0 a 1409.0 ± 100.1 d 28.2 ± 2.2 c 124,761.0 ± 12,157.4 e

w KMP-6N colonies were measured when conidial releases stopped completely after spray inoculation with Xs-q
spores. x Normal conidiophores per KMP-6N colony were counted when conidial releases stopped completely
after spray inoculation with Xs-q spores. y Total KMP-6N conidia collected using the electrostatic spore collector
were summed for each colony throughout its lifespan. z Single colonies were spray-inoculated with water, as a
control. Electrostatic spore collection was conducted throughout the lifespan of each KMP-6N colony. Data were
analysed after conidial releases from the colony had stopped completely. Different letters in each column indicate
significant differences (p < 0.05, Tukey’s test).

4. Discussion

Hyperparasitic fungi in the genus Ampelomyces have been used as BCAs against PM
fungi in various crops worldwide [29,40,41,46], as an eco-friendly method for PM disease
management. Based on morphological and molecular phylogenetic analyses, Németh
et al. [48] recently identified hyperparasites isolated from different PM species in Japan
as Ampelomyces spp. Spores of Japanese hyperparasitic strains produced in pycnidia,
which develop intracellularly in the mycelia of PM fungi, are unicellular, hyaline, mostly
guttulate, and embedded in a mucilaginous matrix within swollen ampulliform or pyriform
pycnidia [48]. These strains always grew slowly, with an in vitro radial growth rate of
0.5–1.0 mm day−1 on MCzA. Thus, the morphological and physiological characteristics
of the Japanese strains were clearly similar to those of previously reported A. quisqualis
isolates [30,44,63–66].

To control PMs effectively with these hyperparasitic Japanese strains, we established
a method for inoculating hyperparasite spores onto PM fungal colonies. The concen-
tration of hyperparasite spores is an important factor affecting their germination and
infection in pathogens, as spore germination decreases rapidly at spore concentrations of
>106 spores mL−1, due to the production of self-inhibitory substances [67]. In the present
study, we adjusted the spore concentration to 5 × 105 spores mL−1 for spray inocula-
tions. Our results agreed with those of Németh et al. [48], because the spores of the tested
Japanese Ampelomyces strain germinated successfully at 15–20 h after spray inoculation
onto PM-inoculated melon leaves at high RH.

Previous studies have reported that penetration by the hyperparasite A. quisqualis into
mycohost structures can occur within 24 h [38,68], and that its hyphae of hyperparasites con-
tinue to grow internally and produce intracellular pycnidia in the mycelia or conidiophores
of mycohosts at 5–8 days [24,69] or 7–10 days [42,68] after penetration. After infection, the
hyperparasites further ramify throughout the mycohost hyphae, resulting in its reduced
growth and eventual death [44]. Németh et al. [48] visually clarified the infection processes
and conidiogenesis of a Japanese Ampelomyces strain in tomato PM colonies; the foot and
GCs of PM conidiophores began to degenerate by ca. 5–6 dpi, and intracellular pycnidia of
the hyperparasite strain initiated in basal cells of the conidiophores at ca. 6–8 dpi, followed
by the complete collapse of the conidiophores at ca. 10–14 dpi. In the present study, we
consecutively observed the degeneration and constriction of hyphae in P. xanthii, followed
by intracellular pycnidial formation in the hyphae (ex. Conidiophores). The infection
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processes and conidiogenesis of the tested hyperparasitic Ampelomyces strain in the melon
PM fungus were very similar to those of a tomato PM fungus reported by Németh et al. [48].
Interestingly, almost all intracellular pycnidia were produced in conidiophores, but not in
the hyphae, of the mycohost, as observed by DM, and Ampelomyces hyphae that invaded
the PM conidiophores grew out of conidia that formed at the top of the conidiophores.

In this study, we applied electrostatic and DM techniques to estimate quantitatively
the control effects and infection efficiency of a Japanese hyperparasitic Ampelomyces strain
against a melon PM fungus, to determine whether asexual PM progeny conidia, which
are a source of host plant infection, are released from Ampelomyces-inoculated melon PM
colonies at different developmental stages. Previous studies have determined the numbers
of progeny conidia released by PM colonies throughout their lifespans, to clarify the
conidial dispersal process using negatively polarised Insulator plates [60], probes [70], and
drums [53,59]. Using a negatively polarised insulator drum, one study demonstrated that a
single melon PM colony releases an average of 12.6 × 104 conidia throughout its lifespan
under greenhouse conditions [53]; the dielectrically polarised insulator drum only detached
mature conidia from conidiophores. Interestingly, Suzuki et al. [53] observed the vigorous
release of conidia from melon PM colonies in the daytime, whereas very few conidia were
released at night. The conidial release from colonies also largely reflected seasonal day
length and light intensity [53]. These studies demonstrate that the use of an electrostatic
spore collector system is crucial for the elucidation of ecological characteristics such as
conidial release from PM colonies, which otherwise might be impossible to analyse.

In the present study, we also found that PM isolate KMP-6N actively released asexual
progeny conidia during the day, and few at night, from colonies with and without spray
inoculation of Xs-q spores (see Figure 6). Moreover, the numbers of conidia released from
5- and 10-day-old KMP-6N colonies after spray inoculation with Xs-q spores decreased
gradually and stopped completely after ca. 4 dpi and ca. 8 dpi, respectively. Thus,
we were able to suppress conidial releases completely from KMP-6N colonies by the
application of a Japanese Ampelomyces strain under greenhouse conditions. However,
we were only able to stop progeny conidial releases completely from 15-day-old KMP-
6N colonies after two spray inoculations of Xs-q spores; a single spray treatment was
insufficient to achieve this. Thus, our results strongly suggest that PM colonies should be
inoculated with hyperparasitic fungal spores in the early developmental stages (e.g., when
colonies are 5–10 days old, or as soon as PM is detected on host leaves) to successfully
control the disease.

Ampelomyces hyperparasites are transported for long distances by wind [25,71,72] and
spores in pycnidia can be dispersed by rain splash [68,73] to parasitise mycohosts over
broad areas. In older colonies (e.g., >15 days old) spray-inoculated with Xs-q spores, a
few normal conidiophores survived due to suboptimal control with Ampelomyces, allowing
melon PM fungi to scatter progeny conidia widely from the colonies. To suppress the
spread of PM, it may be more effective to inoculate PM colonies with Xs-q spores at
night, when conidiophores do not release progeny conidia, than during the day, when
progeny conidia are actively released. Interestingly, our tested Ampelomyces strain did
not produce intracellular pycnidia in PM hyphae under our greenhouse conditions (low
RH) but did produce them in PM hyphae under our growth chamber conditions (high
RH). It appears that the hyperparasitic Ampelomyces strain requires high-RH conditions
to produce intracellular pycnidia in mycohost hyphae. Similar results were observed in
previous studies [24,45,48,69].

To elucidate the process of conidial release from hyperparasitic fungus-inoculated
pathogenic PM colonies, we counted the PM conidia captured by our electrostatic spore
collection apparatus to estimate quantitatively the ability of a hyperparasitic fungus to
control cucurbit PM disease. To our knowledge, this is the first report describing pycnidial
formation by hyperparasitic fungi within cucurbit PM hyphae using a DM, to determine
directly the duration of conidial release from hyperparasite-inoculated PM colonies at
different colony developmental stages and apply electrostatic techniques to determine the
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total number of progeny conidia released from live PM colonies after inoculation with a hy-
perparasitic fungus. The findings of the present study will provide important insights into
the ecological interactions between hyperparasitic Ampelomyces strains and PM mycohosts.
Because A. quisqualis has been reported to tolerate a number of fungicides [25,32,38,69], it
shows potential for application in combination with other pathogen control agents. There-
fore, in a future study, we will examine the tolerance of Japanese Ampelomyces strains to
commercial fungicides and focus on their use as practical BCAs against PMs.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we quantitatively and visually evaluated the suppressive effects of
Ampelomyces Japanese Xs-q strain on the development of conidiophores and colonies of the
melon PM isolate KMP-6N, to support the practical application of this hyperparasitic fungus
as a biocontrol agent (BCA). In the first experiment, we monitored pycnidial formation of
the Xs-q strain in conidiophores of the KMP-6N isolate using DM technology. Intracellular
pycnidia of Xs-q were produced in KMP-6N conidiophores incubated in a growth chamber
until ca. 10–14 dpi with Xs-q spores. KMP-6N conidiophores atrophied completely and
did not release asexual progeny conidia. This is the first report to describe the pycnidial
formation processes of a hyperparasitic fungus in melon PM conidiophores. In a second
experiment, KMP-6N conidia were collected from Xs-q-inoculated KMP-6N colonies at
different developmental stages under greenhouse conditions using an electrostatic spore
collector. Conidial releases from 5- and 10-day-old KMP-6N colonies stopped after a single
spray inoculation of Xs-q spores, whereas those from 15-day-old KMP-6N colonies did not
stop. Therefore, we suggest that younger colonies should be targeted, as soon as melon
PM fungi are observable on host leaves (e.g., in 5–10-day-old colonies) for the effective
control of PM fungi using Ampelomyces strains. In addition, these results will lead to the
establishment of ideal spray inoculation systems of hyperparasitic fungi to PM pathogens.
These findings offer valuable insights into the development of hyperparasitic fungi as BCAs
against PMs.
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